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I.

CURRENT OLD TESTAMENT DISCUSSIONS
AND PRINCETON OPINION.*

~]VTEARLY ninety years ago, in the first year of the existence

JAI of Princeton Theological Seminary, Dr. Archibald Alexan-

der, the sole professor and the incumbent of the chair of Dogmatic

and Polemic Divinity, informally inaugurated the work of the

Old Testament department by giving instruction in the original

languages of the Scriptures and in the laws and customs of the

Hebrews. In 1822 a distinct department of the curriculum was

erected for Oriental and Biblical literature, and the Rev. Charles

Hodge was appointed professor. As planned and organized, the

new department embraced the literature of both the Old and the

New Testaments. A separation began to be made in 1834, when
.Joseph Addison Alexander was chosen to be an assistant to Dr.

Hodge in the department of Oriental literature
;
and the instruc-

tion in the Pentateuch and Psalms and in Biblical archaeology was

devolved upon him. In fact, this appointment inaugurated a new
era in Old Testament work in the Seminary. The erection of the

Biblical department in 1822 had been a harbinger of the coming

day. The dawn appeared Avhen the elder Alexander, while occu-

pying the chair of Dogmatics, published 'a small book on the

canon of Scripture, covering both the Old and the New Testa-

ments, which obtained notable recognition on both sides of the

Atlantic. But the morning of the new era was not yet. Dr.

* An address delivered on Tuesday, October 8, 1901, in the chapel of the Theo"

logical Seminary at Princeton, by appointment of the Board of Directors, to mark
the transfer of the author from the Chair of Semitic Philology and Old Testament
History to the Chair of Oriental and Old Testament Literature.
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Hodge faithfully discharged his duties to his classes, and he had
shown to his pupils the large way in which Biblical subjects should

be handled
;
he was soon to publish a commentary on the Epistle

to the Romans, which has been pronounced one of the most mas-

terly commentaries ever written on this portion of Scripture
;
but

his inclination and the sovereign authority of the situation which

confronted the Church at the time withheld him from specializa-

tion in studies pertaining to the Old Testament and bade him
devote the strength of his superb mind to ecclesiastical and dog-

matic questions. The new era opened when Joseph Addison

Alexander received his appointment.

Unlike his predecessor, Dr. Alexander had little relish for philo-

sophical studies. He playfully owned to an “ anti-metaphysical

prejudice” {Life, II, 625; cp. 624, 702, 736). His supreme in-

terest lay in letters
;
and he brought to his literary^ labors in the

Seminary fondness for his work, enthusiasm in its performance, and

tireless energy, together with remarkable powers of mind. He
not only organized the Old Testament department, but he gave it

a position in the world of scholarship that was commensurate with

the growing importance of Old Testament studies—an importance

due to the new science of Hebrew grammar and lexicography,

the new methods of exegesis, the new construction hypotheti-

cally put upon Israelitish history, which had taken their rise or

had made distinct advance toward maturity in the new century.

He secured for the Old Testament department at Princeton an

international reputation. He achieved this success by his method,

his judgment and his temper. These excellences are well illus-

trated in the two volumes of his commentary on Isaiah, which

were issued from the press, the first in 1846, the second in 1847.

They exhibit his method of exhaustive investigation and pro-

longed reflection. They represent the labor of ten years in accumu-

lating and digesting material. In copious citation and masterful

analysis they review the recorded opinion of all previous expositors

on each exegetical question. They are characterized by calm, dis-

passionate and profound debate of the conflicting views
;
by the

absence of dogmatism
;
and by willingness to leave questions open

where the obtainable data do not justify a judgment. Unhurried,

thorough, searching investigation, candor, fairness, insight, clear

discrimination and sound judgment are in evidence on every

page.*

* An edition of this commentary was published in Great Britain under the

editorship of Dr. Eadie.

His commentary on the Psalms was published in 1850. His original intention

was to prepare an abridgment of Hengstenberg’s commentary for American pas-

tors, by omitting what is technically called “Introduction.” As he advanced in
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The commentary on Isaiah established Dr. Alexander’s reputa-

tion as a great scholar
;

and the excellence of his method and

temper at once set a new standard at Princeton The seminary had

been for the third of a century an important school of higher

education for the Christian ministry and an influential centre of

ecclesiastical and theological thought. It had been a seat of

learning. His method contributed as much as any other one thing

to make Princeton a home of learned research as well. But, rest-

less ancl impatient of monotony, he was glad, after sixteen years

of connection with the department, to hand over its duties to the

Rev. William Henry Green, though somewhat reluctant himself

to assume the obligations of the professorship of Church History,

to which he was transferred. The new incumbent occupied the

chair for forty-nine years. After eight years he was relieved of

all New Testament work, and fourteen years later he was freed

from instruction in Hebrew grammar and enabled to devote his

his work, however, he found himself constrained to differ from the German com-

mentator, principally indeed in minor matters, but to such an extent that he

deemed it unjust to Hengstenberg to place that honored name on the title-page.

Unlike his exposition of the prophecies of Isaiah, his commentary on the Psalms

does not display the processes of exegesis, but only the conclusions of the author.

The utility of the work to the Christian miuisters of his generation is attested by

its continuous sale through six editions during twenty-five years. The Rev.

Charles Spurgeon, in preparing his Treasury of David, made more use of Joseph

Addison Alexander than of any other single writer for critical notes on the mean-

ing and especially for the analysis of the thought in each Psalm. Mr. Spurgeon

sought a critical basis for a practical commentary
;
and in prosecuting this quest

he laid under contribution virtually all the important critical commentaries which

had appeared on the Psalms during his century. He used Rosenmiiller, de Wette,

Ewald, Hitzig, Hengstenberg, Alexander, Olsliausen, Hupfeld, Delitzsch and

Perowne—commentaries written in two languages, proceeding from three peoples,

and representing various schools of theological thought. A comparison of the

extent to which Mr. Spurgeon drew from these several writers can readily be

iustituted, without much expenditure of time. It will be found that he quotes

passages from Alexander more frequently than from any of the others, not less

than 115 times—about twice as often as he cites either Hengstenberg or Delitzscb,

67 and 63 times respectively
;
and considerably more frequently than he draws

upon his fellow-countryman and contemporary, Perowne, 96. Besides these quota-

tions, there is abundant evidence that Mr. Spurgeon studied Alexander carefully

and appreciatively, and was strongly influenced by him in his view of each Psalm

as a whole. The introductory analyses, while the result of Mr. Spurgeon’s own
study and expressed in Mr. Spurgeon’s striking style, reveal the constant profit

which he derived from Dr. Alexander’s work and the satisfaction which the great

popular evangelical doctrinal preacher of England found in the Princeton com-

mentator’s analytical exposition of the thought of the Psalms. Compare not only

Psalms 72 and 110, but also 4, 5, 8, 22, 30, 43, 81, 97, 98, 103, 111, 112, 115.

Further proof of Dr. Alexander’s scholarship, exegetical ability, and critical

judgment is furnished by his commentary on the Acts of the Apostles. “Though
printed in 1857, it anticipates more than half the changes made in the Revised

Version”
(
Sunday School Times

,
1897, p. 19).
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undivided attention to the study of the Hebrew Scriptures. Upon
his predecessor had devolved mainly the pleasant task of employ-

ing the improved apparatus provided for exegetical study, and the

better methods that had come into vogue for the purpose, to bring

the interpretation of the Psalms and Isaiah to a degree of scholarly

precision and accuracy worthy of the intrinsic importance of the

subject. Criticism, as the term is commonly employed, stands in

the background, so far as his appearance before the public is

concerned. To Dr. Green fell the more arduous duty of entering

the arenas of higher criticism and religious philosophy, and with

the keen weapons of exact scholarship contest the field in high

debate on Biblical literature, history and prophecy. A century

—even the stirring, progressive nineteenth century—was covered

by the lifetime of this succession of learned men
;
and in the

important Biblical discussions of that century they took no mean
part.

Many of these questions have been bequeathed to the scholars

of the twentieth century for further debate. The time is accord-

ingly favorable for surveying the Biblical discussions of the day

as they are viewed from the Old Testament Chair at Princeton.

It is not to the past that thought is invited, but rather to the pres-

ent and future
;
not to the men who gave their days to patient

research and have at length rested from their labors, but to the

present stage of the great investigations in which they took part,

including the special minor inquiries which they prosecuted and

which contribute to a solution of the problems, the estimate which

they placed on the relative value of the arguments now contending

for suffrage and on the relative importance of the various matters

in debate, and the present issues that emerge out of the past dis-

cussion. Attention is accordingly asked to a review of curreut

Old Testament discussions, conducted bv means of a historical

exposition of Princeton opinion.

The Canon of the Old Testament.

The canon of the Old Testament naturally engages first atten-

tion, for it happens that the first book published within the sphere

of the Old Testament department and also almost the last one

deal \vith the canon. The purpose of these books must not be

overlooked. They were not intended to be exhaustive treatises

on the canon. For that reason they do not review the history of

opinion, nor tabulate the literature, nor to any great extent cite

authors and their works. They were intended for popular use.

They were planned to be sufficiently advanced for the instruction
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of theological students and sufficiently elementary to meet the

needs of cultured laymen.

The treatise by Dr. Archibald Alexander was not confined to

the Old Testament, but dealt with the canon of the Christian

Scriptures as a whole. It was first issued in 1825, and the sixth

American edition was published twenty-six years later, in 1851,

the year of Dr. Alexander’s death. It met with favorable recep-

tion on the other side of the Atlantic. A London edition and a

Scotch edition were published
;
and the substance of the chapters

on Mark and Luke was inserted in Horne’s Introduction to the

New Testament and in Watson’s Theological Dictionary. Of this

successful and influential treatise, only fifteen pages were devoted

to the canon of the Old Testament. This small number, how-

ever, sufficed, as Dr. Alexander’s main purpose was merely to

exhibit the extent of the canon at the time of Christ. The ques-

tion was purely historical, comparatively simple, and already

settled. He laid before his own particular public, for their edifi-

cation, the sufficient proof that the Old Testament contains to-day

the same books, neither more nor less, that in the first century of

the Christian era formed the completed canon of the Jewish

Church. Much more space was allotted to the Apocrypha and the

later ecclesiastical question of its right to inclusion in the canon of

Scripture. Dr. Green adopted his predecessor’s discussion of the

Apocrypha and its relation to authoritative Scripture
;

but in

dealing specifically with the canon of the Old Testament—in other

words, with the Jewish canon inherited by The Christian Church

—

he greatly enlarged the scope of the work and correspondingly in-

creased the material. Hot that he introduced new subjects of

discussion. Dr. Alexander, in treating of the extent of the canon

at the time of Christ, had incidentally commented on the several

other questions which pertain to the general subject, but they

were subordinate to his purpose. In Dr. Green’s plan they are

given a more distinct place and debate. Dr. Alexander’s scanty

citations from Scripture are expanded by Dr. Green into a chapter

of eight pages, entitled “ Testimony of the Bible in Regard to the

Formation of the Canon.” The collection of this material into a

chapter by itself, and the significant title given to it, are indica-

tive of the importance attached to determining correctly the prin-

ciple that resulted in the formation of the canon. Six chapters,

iii to viii inclusive, are next inserted on the opposing theories.

And to the chapters on the “ Canon of Christ and the Apostles ”

and the “ Canon of the Christian Church ” there are allotted fifty-

four pages to Dr. Alexander’s nine.

By common consent a treatise on the canon of the Old Testa-
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ment is restricted to a history of that canon. The genuineness

and authenticity of the constituent books are not discussed. The
topics that are recognized as properly belonging to such a treatise,

and necessarily included in any adequate presentation of the sub-

ject, are four: 1. The principle that determined the formation of

the canon. Why was a book regarded as canonical ? 2. The
principle that prevailed in the classification of the books of the

canon. Why were they distributed into three groups ? 3. The
date of the completion of the canon. And 4. The extent of the

canon. What books belong to it ? In the treatment of these

topics the last is often taken up first, and the order is : What
books belonged to the Jewish canon at the advent of Christ ?

Why was a particular book regarded as canonical ? Why were

the books distributed into three groups ? When was the collec-

tion and arrangement complete ? Of these four topics, the extent

of the canon, as well as the nature and amount of Jewish dissent,

has long been an ascertained fact of history. Drs. Alexander

and Green content themselves with merely exhibiting the evi-

dence. It is needless to say that a knowledge of the canon’s

greatest extent, and of its attainment of this ultimate comprehen-

siveness by the time of Christ, is of prime importance in Biblical

research. It is the assurance that men hold in their hands to-day

the Bible of Jesus. To some investigators, perhaps, the conquest

of this fact denotes merely the fixing of a historical date, the

driving in of a peg, the establishment of a boundary line beyond

which, on the one side; no work remains to be done, and from

which, on the other side, new inquiry takes its start. But to the

Biblical scholars at Princeton it has always signified more. It

guarantees to them their possession of the Bible from which Jesus

taught
;
the Bible of which He declared that not one jot or tittle

shall fail
;

the Bible which He set over against the traditions of

the elders as the Word of God; the book called “ The Scrip-

tures,” ol which He said that they cannot be broken and which

He declared testify of Him.

The remaining three topics are still questions. They are yet

under debate. Of these the fundamental question relating to the

canon, by which the subject is brought into closest relations with

the other departments of theological science, but which is never-

theless a purely historical question, concerns the principle that

determined the formation of the canon. On this point Princeton

believes that each of the several writings had canonical validity

on its first appearance, or at least as soon as its authorship was

ascertained. As soon as it was published with the proper imprima-

tur it was received bv God-fearing Israelites as authoritative.
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This belief springs solely from historical considerations. It is

based in part upon explicit statements of the records. There are

important allusions in the sacred books themselves “ which must

have their place in any reliable account of the ” formation of the

canon (Green, Canon, p. 11). They throw light on the manner

in which the canon grew. They afford the earliest evidence. On
any theory regarding the origin of the Old Testament, they were

already in these books at the time when the canon was completed

and long before. They testify that the address of Moses, which

.

forms the bulk of the book of Deuteronomy, was received as the

law of the Lord
;

that, in the belief of the time, it was committed

to writing as soon as delivered and deposited in the sanctuary

beside the ark
;
that an addition was made to the book of the

law by Joshua, consisting of a solemn engagement on the part of

the people to obey it ; that Samuel the prophet expounded to the

people the regulations belonging to the kingdom which they were

about to establish, wrote them in a book and laid it up before

Jehovah
;
that the public reading of the written law in the audi-

ence of the assembled Israelites was incumbent upon the priests

once every seven years, at the feast of the tabernacles
;
and that

it was a duty devolving upon the king with his own hand to make
a copy of the law out of that which was before the priests (Deut.

xvii. 18, xxxi. 9-13, 24-26
;

Josh. xxiv. 26 ;
1 Sam. x. 25).

All this means that these documents, whatever their number and

extent and form, had religious authority and had that authority

as soon as published. In other words, they possessed canonical

validity on their first appearance.

In addition to these explicit statements of the record about the

immediate reception of certain writings into the sacred canon,

there is an unavoidable inference from historical facts which points

to the same efficient principle in the formation of the canon, and

at the same time brings into view the wide sphere in which it was

necessarily operative. The facts and the inference are these :

“ The prophets were acknowledged messengers of Jehovah, who
spoke in his name and at bis bidding. What they uttered was

[regarded as] the word of Jehovah and the law of God (Isa. i. 10,

etc.).” ISTow “ the word of Jehovah by the prophets had, of

course, the same binding authority when written as when orally

delivered” (Green, Canon
,

p. 17). Consequently “each indi-

vidual book of an acknowledged prophet of Jehovah, or of any

one accredited .... to make known his will, was accepted as

the word of God immediately upon its appearance. It had its

own independent authority, derived from the source from which it

came And thus the canon gradually grew, as such books
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were produced from time to time, until the last was written, w'hen

consequently the canon was complete.” In a discussion of the

canon, “ the question is not as to the reality of the inspiration of

the sacred writers, but as to the faith of Israel on this subject.

Those books, and those only, were accepted as the divdne stand-

ards of their faith and regulative of their conduct which were

written for this definite purpose by those whom they believed to

be inspired of God. It was this which made them canonical.

. . . . And the public official action, which further attested,

though it did not initiate, their canonicity, followed in the wake
of the popular recognition of their divine authority ” (Green,

Canon
, p. 35).

Two questions relating to the canon remain, but the Old Testa-

ment department at Princeton has never felt deep concern about

either the time when the canon was closed or the principle which

determined the order and arrangement finally adopted for the

canonical books. It is interested in these latter matters, discerns

their importance, and teaches definitely about them
;
but it looks

upon them as relatively inferior to the question why the several

canonical books were regarded as a rule of faith, and as measur-

ably advanced toward settlement by the solution of that problem.

As to the matter of arrangement, it knows that all the phe-

nomena are explained by a theory that is sufficiently formulated

in the words borne by the collected Hebrew Scriptures : Law,

Prophets, and Writings. According to this theory the Penta-

teuch was placed first because its history belongs there chronologi-

cally, and the law which is recorded in it is the foundation, and

was acknowledged to be the foundation, upon which all the other

Scriptures rest. The second group of writings, called “ the

Prophets,” is composed, as the title denotes, of those Scriptures

which were written by official prophets. It is arranged in two

portions, of which the former is characteristically historical and

the latter doctrinal, though both parts contain history and both

were written for a doctrinal purpose. It was placed immediately

after the Law, because it takes np the history at the death of

Moses, with which the Pentateuch closes, and carries it on consecu-

tively. The third group of writings in the Hebrew canon, called

simplv Writings, or referred to as ‘‘the other writings,” contains

the Scriptures written by men who were inspired indeed, but wTere

not prophets by office. Officially they were kings and governors and

priests and such like. These writings are to a large extent poetry,

like Job, the Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Solomon. Two brief

writings, Lamentations and Ruth, which to judge from ancient-

catalogues originally stood in the second division of the canon, and
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a Psalm or two, all of which were ascribed to prophetic author-

ship, ultimately found a place in the third division, either because

being poetry they were attracted to the poetic section, or else

because on their being assigned to special use in the service it was

convenient that they be included in a set of writings which were

employed for the same occasions (J. A. Alexander, on Isaiah
,
I,

xviii-xix
;
Green, Canon, p. 80-81, 107-108).

Regarding the date when the canon was completed, a final con-

clusion has not been reached. Various dates have been proposed)

from the time of Ezra to that of the Maccabees, from about

425 B.C. to about 125 B.C. If the date could be established, it

would be of prime value as a regulating factor in investigation;

but this question in itself has never been regarded at Princeton as

fundamental. It happens that all scholars to-day believe that

Ezra had a hand in the Avork of bringing the books of the canon

together. Inquiry into the extent of his participation raises

fundamental questions. The Princeton scholars have thought it,

on the whole, “ highly probable that the canon was collected by

Ezra and Nehemiab, or in their time ” (Green, p. 118
;
cp. Alex-

ander, p. 26)

;

and Dr. Green defended this theory with his accus-

tomed earnestness, learning and power of argument. But neither

he nor Dr. Alexander regarded the matter in itself as funda-

mental. Both admitted that paragraphs may have been appended

to books and entire books added to the canon after the time of

Ezra. “ Whatever interest may attach to ” the question concern-

ing “ the process by which, the time when, or the persons by
whom the sacred books were put together as we already find them

in the time of the son of Sirach ”—“ about 180 years before

Christ ”—“ it is plain that it does not in any measure affect the

authority of the sacred writings. This is in no wise dependent

upon their being gathered together. A book inspired of God is

just as authoritative in its separate state as it is when united with

other books of like character ” (Green, p. 113
;

cp. Alexander,

p. 25).

We leave the consideration of the canon, then, with the distinct

impression that the fundamental pending question concerns, not

the time of its completion, but the principle which determined its

formation.

Literary Criticism of the Old Testament.

In literary criticism diction, phraseology, syntax, style, tone,

conceptions afford important criteria by which to determine the

date of a document and test the integrity of its text. Dr. Joseph
Addison Alexander employed this instrument in his work of criti-
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cism, but he pointed out its limitations. He contended that

minute resemblances in literary phenomena cannot establish

identity of authorship, nor the lack of resemblance prove diver-

sity of writer. He believed that to the great mass of cultivated

minds conviction in such cases is produced by data of another sort,

not susceptible of exhibition in the form of schedules, catalogues

or tables—a conviction due to subtler influences and instinctive

considerations, and which might be just as strong if not a single

word or phrase recurred, and which could never be aroused by any

number or servility of verbal repetitions [Commentary on Isaiah,

I, xxix seq., II, xvii, xxii). This does not mean that Dr. Alex-

ander had no literary feeling, or was lacking in fineness of literary

perception. On the contrary, Joseph Addison Alexander was

literary by instinct ; his vocabulary was rich and varied to an

extraordinarv degree
;
the apt expression ever sprang to his lips at

his bidding
;

his style was flexible and responded to every subtle

change of thought or mood and adapted itself to the composition

on which he was engaged, whether he was writing a letter to an

intimate friend, a squib for a newspaper, a nonsense story for a

child, an essay for a stately review, a meditative poem, a heart-

searching sermon, or a concise critical commentary. It is quite a

literary treat to gather together the published writings of Dr.

Alexander and revel in them for a summer’s day or two, with no

other aim or care than to watch the play of style and the mas-

terful use of English as his wrhims change or as he passes in the

sheer delight of power from one form of literary activity to an-

other. Doubtless his own instant responsiveness to the literary

demands of his theme made him peculiarly sensitive to the harsh-

ness of a criticism which takes no account of a sympathetic author's

instinctive and unconscious adaptation of himself, his language and

style to his theme, which infers diversity of authorship from change

in mode of expression, and mechanically takes a literary produc-

tion to pieces and gathers the several parts into groups on the basis

of sameness in vocabulary, manner, thought of God, and aspects

of truth. Dr. Alexander was not a wooden man himself, and he

had no faith in the assumption that the Hebrew writers as a class

were wooden men.

Dr. Green, with characteristic candor, opened anew the question

concerning the unity of the books of Isaiah, Samuel and espe-

cially Genesis. His first investigation of the question in connection

with the book of Genesis—the first at least after the analysis had

assumed its present form—began with an examination of the gen-

eral principles of the divisive criticism, and was completed bv a

study of their practical application to the text, conducted patiently
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and minutely, verse by verse, word by word, through the first

eight or nine chapters of Genesis, following out every lead that

was suggested. For himself he had no need to go farther. He
had become convinced that the divisive criticism is precarious.

The words which he used should be carefully noted. He was

passing judgment on the literary analysis in its principles, methods

and results, and judicially he declared that the method of argu-

ment is “ in very many respects precarious
;
the criteria alleged are

often fallacious to the last degree
;
and the resulting partition is

extremely dubious ” (Presbyterian Review
,

1887, p. 138). He
undertook a second investigation at the instigation of the editor

of Hebraica. He conducted it in the pages of that periodical

from 1889 to 1892. In 1895 it was issued in revised form, un-

trammeled by the limitations necessarily imposed in a crowded

quarterly, as an independent publication under the title of The

Unity of Genesis. In connection with it he issued a prefatory

volume entitled The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch. In the

latter book, as an integral part of his larger theme, he reviews the

history of the literary criticism and briefly discusses its general

principles, while in the former he takes up the particular applica-

tion of these principles to the text of Genesis. This second investi-

gation, which is wholly comprised in The Unity of Genesis, did not

differ essentially from the first. The broad treatment and the com-

prehensive discussion of fundamental principles are there, although

they are somewhat obscured by the mass of detail enforced by
the character of the work, which requires the text to be traversed

word by word. The difference lies in the completeness of the

work, in the extension of the detailed examination by chapter

and verse to the entire book of Genesis. And he succeeded in

showing that what he had found in regard to the first half-dozen

or so of the chapters holds good throughout the entire fifty.

The essential correctness of the literary analysis had become

the accepted working hypothesis of Old Testament scholars of the

highest standing, men who commanded Dr. Green’s admiration

and respect. This fact had its due weight with him as he under-

took his study of the question. A remark which he made several

times, when conversing on the work he had done for Hebraica
,

throws light on the attitude of mind in which he approached the

literary question. Adopting a current proverb, he said he antici-

pated that where there was so much smoke there might perhaps

after all be some fire—fire, that is, of the origin and kind so

loudly and confidently noised abroad. He already knew the

general phenomena which were occasioning the smoke. He
found, as he had discovered in part in his early examination, that
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they are greatly exaggerated as to number and importance and

system and definiteness. He saw the fire
;
but he was able with-

out difficulty to trace it, mostly at least, to a different origin from

that so commonly assumed, and also to exhibit the subtle and

beautiful quality of the flame.

He studied the criterion derived from the use of the divine names

in order to learn whether these names are used mechanically, as

the theory assumes, or discriminatingly, and so that ordinarily the

reason for the preference of one to the other is plain. In regard

to diction and style, he made inquisition of the several documents

into which the Pentateuch is distributed by divisive criticism to

discover whether their style and diction were individual peculiari-

ties of different authors, or might find their rational explanation

rather in the demand for different words and different modes of ex-

pression which different themes make upon a sympathetic writer.

Concerning duplicate and divergent narratives, he inquired whether

they were variant traditions of the same event, and distinguished

from each other by the literary earmarks of the hypothetical

writers, or whether they can be readily understood as different

events, such as they purport to be, narrated each for its own pur-

pose and appareled in its own appropriate style and diction. He
found abundant evidence in each case for the latter theory. He
showed that the prominent words and phrases characterize the

hypothetical documents to an extent only and with ever-recurring

exceptions. And he was able in effect to challenge the divisive

criticism to disprove the broad principle that diction and style

and choice of divine names conform to the nature of the theme

and the particular aspect of the truth.

Here then are two views regarding Genesis and more compre-

hensively the Pentateuch or Ilexateuch, and it may be added that

they in principle affect the criticism of the entire Old Testament.

At bottom the question is a literary one and concerns literary

phenomena, although it is seldom or never kept within these

bounds, but is constantly complicated by considerations other than

those of a literary kind. The department has shown itself ready

and willing to discuss it on either literary or other grounds. Its

interest in the literary problems is primarily scientific. It has

nothing that it regards as indispensable staked on the issue.

Apart from one of the criteria, the one based on assumed contra-

dictions, and making an exception of that criterion only when it

is pressed into the service of certain particular theories, the liter-

ary analysis is not in necessary conflict with any cherished convic-

tion or vital doctrine. The establishment of its truth or falsity

would bring other questions appreciably nearer settlement, and
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would enable a nicer adjustment and closer statement of related

facts (Green, Moses and the Prophets
,
p. 46

;
Presbyterian Review

,

1887, pp. 140, 141 ;
Presbyterian and Reformed Review,

1893, p. 539). But science, pure and simple, is cold, indifferent

to the subject on which it is working and unconcerned about the

outcome of its investigation, provided only the sum of knowledge

is increased. Still, the scientist is often actuated by the desire of

fame or fortune or moved by love of humanity as he prosecutes

his researches. So in the matter of the analysis. The interest is,

indeed, primarily scientific
;
but it is properly enhanced by the

consideration that the conclusion reached necessarily affects to

some degree men’s conception of their book of religion. The
interest becomes human and moral. The element of responsi-

bility to man and God enters.

On the other hand, the theory of divergent duplicates possesses

inherent importance. It is of great consequence. In it the liter-

ary critic is concerned, and the historian and the theologian.

The theologian is interested because the discussion touches upon

the doctrine of Holy Scripture. The historian is interested be-

cause the inquiry concerns his sources. If the issue of the inves-

tigation impugns the records, he is at sea in regard to early Hebrew
history. The flood-gates are opened to a subjective criticism of the

narrative, and especially the supernatural in the history becomes a

cork tossed about on the waters. The literary critic is interested

because the theory has become essential to the further prosecution

of his work. The divisive criticism began with Genesis and based

itself at first on the use of the divine names. The discussions of

one hundred and fifty years, and its extension to the other books

of Scripture, have led it finally to lean for main support on the

discovery of divergence. If discrepancies do not pervade the narra-

tive of Genesis, the divisive criticism has little to stand on. Thus
the question whether a pervasive discrepant duplication exists in

the narrative portion of the Scriptures assumes prime importance

in Biblical study. Theoretically, it is natural and, in the over-

whelming majority of cases, possible to follow the narrative and

regard all events professedly distinct as really distinct and, when
they are interwoven into one story, to look upon them as differ-

ent incidents that together make the more complex occurrence.

In practice, however, the current divisive criticism is proue to

treat them as contradictions. It postulates that several narratives

are divergent—that is, contradictory—traditions of the same event

and asserts that this assumption is confirmed by stylistic peculiari-

ties which indicate diverse authorship. Thus two questions raised

by divisive criticism are blended : First, are the assumed contradic-
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tory narratives stylistically different, and accordingly diverse in au-

thorship ? This is the old story and need not he considered again.

Suppose the contention be granted. Secondly, if so, are they diver-

gent ? To this latter question let us direct our attention. We will

fix our eye particularly on the Uexateuch, but will remember at the

same time the books of Samuel, and we will not forget the books

of the Prophets. Kindly assume that the Hexateuch is a compila-

tion. Graut an observable difference in style and interest, and

consequently four documents from four different pens. Admit
that there was a narrative of Israel’s early history, written by a

prophet who belonged to the kingdom of Judah. The favorite

aspect of God with him is that which the name Jehovah denotes.

While not neglecting the other history, he follows with intensest

interest and loves most to dwell upon the early events which took

place in the hill country of Judah, or relate to the early fortunes

of those families in Israel who belonged to Judah. Admit, fur-

ther, that another narrative was written by a man of Ephraim

Ilis standpoint also is prophetic. In speaking of the Deity he

employs the sublime name Elohiin. He pursues with peculiar

fondness that portion of the history of the patriarchs which

was associated with the hill country of Ephraim. Admit yet

further that a third narrative was prepared by a priest. He
uses the divine name Elohim. Of the patriarchal history he

gave at most a bare outline. For his purpose a mere abstract

was sufficient
;

for his aim was to give a systematic view, from

a priestly standpoint, of the origin and chief institutions of the

Israeli tish theocracy.

Now, granting these documents and these diverse aims and inter-

ests on the part of their authors, the question arises whether there

are discrepant duplicate narratives. Two remarks are in place :

First, with these three documents, and for the later history a

fourth, blended together in the Hexateuch, the same question

confronts the student of the Old Testament as in kind stands

facing the student of the New Testament. The scholar who
harmonizes the four Gospels, which were written from different

standpoints and possess different literary characteristics, should in

consistency harmonize the four documents of the Hexateuch. It

is as easy and as proper to adjust in harmonious narrative the

particular incidents recorded in the one set of documents as in the

other. There is no problem, fundamental or superficial, involved

in harmonizing the hypothetical documents of the Hexateuch or

the books of Samuel that is not involved in harmonizing the four

Gospels. For example, Saul, son of Kish, was privately anointed

by the prophet Samuel to be king. Soon afterward Samuel sum-
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moned the Israelites to Mizpah, and in their presence cast lots for

a king before the Lord, and Saul was chosen. But some of the

men of Israel murmured at the choice, and Saul retired to his

father’s farm until circumstauces of which he took advantage

changed public sentiment in his favor and he was enthusiastically

proclaimed king by the victorious host, and the kingdom was joy-

ously renewed at Gilgal with sacrifices unto the Lord. These

three occurrences are said to represent two contradictory traditions

regarding the elevation of Saul to the throne. Place beside this

Old Testament narrative the story of how Peter, Andrew and

John became apostles, as it is gathered from the various evangel-

isls. The three fishermen of Galilee became disciples of Jesus at

the Jordan. Some weeks later, at the sea of Galilee, they were

called to leave their secular employment and follow the Master

permanently, and later still they were set apart to be apostles.

The same method that insists on contradictory accounts of Saul’s

elevation to the throne would, if consistently applied, declare that

these steps in the selection of the apostles are irreconcilable differ-

ences. Take another instance : The raising of Jairus’ daughter is

mentioned by each of the three synoptists. Their accounts vary

in several particulars
;
and Matthew speaks of the father of the

maiden merely as a ruler, while Mark and Luke call him by his

name, Jairus. These accounts are combined by sober criticism,

and a minute, consistent and true record of the transaction is the

result. Shall this method be pursued in the New Testament, and

yet when on literary grounds the Pentateuch is analyzed and it is

discovered that the same event is related with variations in the

different documents, these divergences be called contradictions
;
or,

in the absence of all marks of literary difference, shall particulars

be pitted against each other in order to make out different docu-

ments ? Why may not various details, given by different reporters,

be historical ? But to hasten on. Does it appear from the narratives

of Matthew and John that Jesus indicated the character of Simon

by bestowing on him the new name, Peter
;
and at a later period,

at a crisis in the experience of the disciples, drew particular

attention to it and forever linked it to a doctrine or made it signifi-

cant of a new act of grace ? If so, might not similar instances

occur in earlier history ? Did Jesus, at the beginning of his min-

istry, while in attendance at the Passover, drive the traders from

the temple precincts, and at another Passover season find the court

again filled with dealers in sacrificial animals and with money-

changers, and again cast them out and overthrow the tables ? Did

Jesus on two different occasions feed a great multitude miraculously?

Did he twice direct the fishing net to be cast with success by His
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disciples who had been toiling on the sea in vain ? Did he ever

repeat the same doctrine or use the same metaphor a second

time ? If so, why should any student of the Scriptures declare

similar repetitions in the Old Testament to be mutually exclusive ?

Does one evangelist sometimes record an event in a single sentence

which another evangelist describes at length ? Does one evan-

gelist ever bring out in his narration but one aspect of an event,

while another dwells upon the importance of the same incident

from an entirely different point of view ? Does one evangelist

ever fix attention on one actor in an event, while his fellow-

evangelist tells only of a different participant ? If so, wliv should

a student who accepts the existence of the four hypothetical

documents in the Hexateuch pronounce similar literary differences

in his four narratives to be inconsistent reports ? Surely Dr.

Green was right in making a distinction between literary arguments

and that canon of the divisive criticism which assumes the exist-

ence of a pervasive and prevalent contradiction between the hypo-

thetical documents. Surely he was quite within bounds when he

pronounced this assumption to be an unfriendly prepossession and

an arbitrary judgment
(
Old Testament Student

,
YI, p. 318

;
Treas-

ury, IX, 665-666
;
Presbyterian and Reformed Review, IV,

539).

This argument that has now been dwelt upon at some length is

the argument from analogy of method and principle. Its

force is felt most strongly by those Biblical scholars whose range

of study embraces both Testaments and who harmonize the Gos-

pels. But the argument is more than an analogy drawn from the

methods of New Testament scholars. It is nothing less than an

established canon of historical research, observed by all historians

in their study of records. Historical criticism is wary of unneces-

sarily charging the sources of its information with contradiction.

It receives reconcilable reports as worthy of credence (Presbyterian

Review
,
1887, p. 141).

There is a second remark concerning the postulated contradic-

tion between the several hypothetical narratives which were inter-

woven to form the present Hexateuch : Documentary evidence

exists against the theory of divergence. This evidence is limited

indeed in its extent
;
but it is wide in its bearing. The divisive

criticism has often paraded the Hebrew narrative of the flood as

affording evident tokens of compilation in diversity of style and

inconsistent statements. But the Assyrian story cau now be laid

dovvn beside this very narrative of the flood. This Assyrian tale

of the deluge came down through many centuries, and naturally

did not entirely escape amplification and corruption
;
but it was
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not pieced together out of two traditions, such as divisive criticism

declares the Hebrew narrative to have been. It is a unit. Now,

in the Hebrew narrative diversities of conception are, indeed,

made out on separating it and opposing its parts to each other
;
but

of these hypothetical diversities such important and determinative

ones as the different causes assigned to the deluge, the different

accounts of its progress and decline, and the dispatch of the birds

after land had been sighted are found existing in the Assyrian

story in harmonious unity
;
and by this token the assumed con-

tradictions in the Hebrew account are proven beyond question or

cavil, we think, to have been foisted upon the Hebrew narrative.

This evidence casts discredit upon the divisive criterion of contra-

dictions. The discovered contradictions are generally purely sub-

jective
;
and they have signally failed of confirmation in an impor-

tant test case (Davis, Genesis and Semitic Tradition
, pp. 123-129

;

Bible. Student
,
July, 1901, pp. 51-56).

This department is quite ready to admit the possibility, or even

the probability, of occasional duplicates in the Pentateuch. The

sacred text has not escaped corruption in either the Old or the

New Testament, and additions have crept in that perplex the

historian and the harmonist. The aid of textual criticism is

sorely needed. But there is no basis for a belief that duplication

is characteristic and prevalent. The criticism that assumes a per-

vasive contradictory duplication rests upon evidence which is capa-

ble of rebuttal point by point
;

it proceeds upon a method which

violates the ordinary canons of historical research and erects a new
canon for a special field

;
and it absolutely fails at the points where

it can be tested by ancient documentary evidence. Such criticism

this department is compelled to regard as unsound and deceptive.

Historical Criticism of the Old Testament.

We leave now the literary question to take up the historical one

In Dr. Alexander’s day the influential school of historical criti-

cism, dominated by the spirit of Ewald, saw in the early period

of the Hebrew monarchy the historical crisis which called for a

strengthening of the priestly organization and an elaboration of

the ritual as a measure of self-protection on the part of the eccle-

siastical order against the growing power and magnificence of the

kings. The book found in the temple several centuries later,

during the reign of Josiah, was the Pentateuch, which had recently

been enlarged to its present dimensions by the addition of De uter

onomy. About the middle of Dr. Green’s incumbency of the Old

Testament chair, an opposite theory, brilliantly championed by
Julius Wellhausen, swept the field. According to the new hypoth-

13
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esis, the priests did not assert themselves before the great literar}'

prophets arose, as had been taught, but the activity of the

prophets came before that of the priests
;

Leviticus, the priests’

book, did not come into existence before Deuteronomy, with its

spiritual insight into the law, but Deuteronomy came before

Leviticus
;

the entire Pentateuch was not found in the temple

during the reign of Josiah, but the book of Deuteronomy only
;

Deuteronomy appeared about the time of Josiah, the priestly

legislation about the time of the exile, and the Hexateuch about

the time of Ezra.

The sharp distinction between these theories of the develop-

ment of Israel’s religious institutions (in whatever form, early or

late, these theories are propounded) and the literary questions

which confront the critic, has ever been clearly discerned by this

department. And rightly. For while a particular solution of the

literary problems is essential to the theory of development, as that

theory is presented and argued by its advocates
;
while the parti-

tion of the Pentateuch is an indispensable precondition to any

hypothesis about the gradual growth of Israel’s religious institu-

tions
;
while the splitting of individual laws and groups of laws is

necessary in order that the fragments may be regarded as the accre-

tion of ages; yet ihe settlement of the literary question, even in

favor of partition, does not inevitably carry with it the establish-

ment of the development theory. For the Pentateuch or the Hexa-

teuch, both the narrative and the legislation, might be partitioned

among four chief documents, prepared by four different hands,

and yet, if the analysis were based solely on literary grounds, the

question remains open whether they are the strata deposited during

successive eras in the evolution of a national religion or truthfully

represent the Mosaic legislation (Green, Moses and the Prophets

p. 47).

And the discussion of the origin of the religious institutions as

a question by itself is possible for the further reason that the theory

of growth rests upon two postulates, the validity of which can be

tested without reference to the analysis of the Hexateuch. In

saying this, however, it is not forgotten that the theory of devel-

opment involves a vast amount of subjective literary criticism of

the remaining books of Scripture.

In its perfected form the most recent theory of the growth of

Israel’s religious institutions is based on two assumptions; namely,

that a simpler form in religion, as in other things, precedes the

complex, and that the successive stages of this growth in the institu-

tions of Israel, as these can be traced in the Pentateuchal laws,

can be recognized afresh in the course of the national history. In
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accordance with the principle that the simpler form must precede

the complex—which, of course, is true enough as a general propo-

sition—the three legal codes which are discerned in the latter part

of the Pentateuch are arranged in a different order from that in

which they appear, but so as to form a series of increasing com-

plexity. By the new arrangement the book of the Covenant,

including the Ten Commandments, stands first, as it does in the

Bible
;

after it are placed the laws of Deuteronomy, which,

among other matters, insist upon one altar for all Israel, to the

exclusion of other places of sacrifice
;
and after these laws there

is put the priestly legislation characteristic of Leviticus, Numbers
and the latter part of Exodus. The implication is not only that

the simpler form precedes the more complex in time, but that

centuries are demanded for the development in institutional life

represented by these successive codes.

Dr. Green made the obvious remark upon this theory that “ the

fallacy .... lies in the primary assumption that the Priest code

was a further development of the Deuteronomic code
;
whereas

[in fact] .... these codes were developments from the Covenant

code, one in one direction and the other in another” (Presby-

terian and Reformed Review, IY, 549). The implication that

the complex observances gradually grew up in Israel itself out of

simpler practices is also fallacious. Granting the slow evolution

of religious institutions, yet it is to be remembered that the

Mosaic cult represents a late stage of development. The simple

in religion had long since had its day. The complex was in full

vogue among men when Moses came upon the stage of action.

The contemporaneous appearance of the Covenant code and the

priestly laws, followed nearly forty years later by the Deuter-

onomic addresses rehearsing, inculcating and emending the statutes

and ordinances and insisting upon those features of the law which

the experience of thirty-eight years had shown to be peculiarly

essential to the welfare of the nation, are all in place in any evo-

lutionary scheme whose field of vision is large enough to take in

the world’s history. There was no need for the simple to pre-

cede the complex in the formative period of Israel’s national relig-

ious life.

Dr. Green incidentally touched upon this counter-argument

( Hebrew Feasts
, pp. 31, 32), but many more facts are known than

he had occasion to mention. For instance, the current conception

of the Mosaic age regarding the externals of public worship is

known. The universal religious sense of mankind demanded
splendid ecclesiastical architecture. Throughout the ancient civil-

ized world, from Babylonia to Egypt, it led to the temples being
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of all buildings the most imposing and magnificent. The king

dwelt often in a more spacious abode, but not in a nobler and

richer one. The encompassing court, the sacred house or pyramid,

and the adytum of the deity were on a scale of beauty and gran-

deur commensurate with the opportunities of the worshiping

people. Curtains within the chamber of the god, and sheathings of

gold and silver and symbolical figures added to the splendor and

impressiveness and significance of the place. The priesthood was

a numerous body, and was accorded high social rank. At its

head, to speak more particularly of the Egyptian priesthood,

stood the high priest, the embodiment of the order, and officially

distinguished by gorgeous attire. Under him were orders of

priests and inferior temple servants. The respective duties and

prerogatives of these various classes of sacred ministers were

carefully defined. The prospective priests passed through an

elaborate preliminary training in order to be fitted for the per-

formance of pontifical functions, and when graduated and on ser-

vice purified themselves by ablutions and were arrayed in white

raiment of linen or cotton. Besides the minute regulations to

govern the conduct of the ministering priests, an elaborate sacri-

ficial ritual was drawn up. The offerings consisted of animals for

sacrifice and vegetable products. Beasts were distinguished as

clean and unclean. To be fit for use upon the altar the sacrificial

animal must be not only clean, but without blemish in the eyes of

the priest. When the sacrifice was on the altar, cakes of fine flour

and sometimes honey, raisins, figs, incense, odoriferous wood and

oil were added. It was an age in which men were accustomed to

see significance in small acts of the ritual, when they were deli-

cately sensitive to religious symbolism and keenly alive to the

proprieties of worship. The ceremony spoke to them. It turned

their thoughts into religious channels, prompted them to devotion,

and held true ideals before their minds. Worship at the great

sanctuaries was profoundly impressive. The venerable antiquity

of the temple linked the worshipers to the past
;

its correct archi-

tectural proportions unconsciously appealed to their aesthetic sense,

without perhaps their knowing why, and soothed them
;

its style

called forth the light or the grave mood
;

its vastness or exceeding

richness awed them. And amid those surroundings and in that

superb setting the religious service was performed—picturesque,

pompous, significant. The formal worship, viewed in each detail

and accessory and the tout ensemble
,
was a finished product of

evolution.

Such were men’s religious conceptions and tastes, and such were

his conscious needs concerning forms of worship when Moses ap-
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peared. Evolution had been going on for centuries, for milleniums.

The simple and obvious had become complex and recondite. The

ideas lying at the base of primitive institutions had been wrought

out in minute detail and given a subtle expression. Public worship

had reached a state of high refinement. Can it be thought strange

that the Hebrew legislator should start the national worship of his

people with an elaborate ritual ? Can it be regarded as surprising

that at the founding of the nation, politically and religiously, the

book of the Covenant, which in modern parlance would be called

the constitution and statutes, should be immediately followed by

the plan and specifications for a national sanctuary and by a

manual for the priests containing minute instructions for their

guidance in the performance of a symbolic service ? Nay
;
the

Mosaic system as outlined in the Pentateuch was timely.

::But, say the advocates of the theory that Israel’s religious insti-

tutions were of slow growth, the history shows that the priestly

and Deuteronomic codes were not in existence among the early

Israelites. This is the main contention, and it is to it that this

department has paid chief attention. Now the recent theory that

neither the priestly nor the Deuteronomic legislation was in exist-

ence before the accession of Manasseh or Josiah to the throne at

once solves, as the advocates of the hypothesis claim, several

problems connected with the earlier history of Israel. It explains

the recognized worship at high places, the repeated mention of

sacrifices offered to Jehovah elsewhere than at the central sanc-

tuary, the performance of priestly functions by a man like Samuel,

who was not of the house of Aaron. The theory seems to fit the

lock on first trial. But it is not the only key that fits the lock.

The Mosaic legislation, as outlined in the Pentateuch, can be

accepted as genuine without coming into conflict with the succeed-

ing history
;
for in that history for what is abnormal there is a

simple and sufficient reason. The sacrifices which were offered

elseivhere than at the central sanctuary fall into two groups : 1.

Sacrifices which were irregular, and were condemned as such. 2.

Sacrifices offered elsewhere than at the national sanctuary, and not

condemned. Only these latter come into consideration. They are

found on investigation to have been of two kinds
: (1) Single

occurrences, called for by a special manifestation of Jehovah, and

not afterward repeated at the place. Such sacrifices at a distance

from the sanctuary were legal, being provided for by the law. (2)

Sacrifices offered when the sanctuary was forsaken of God or was
inaccessible. It was forsaken by God at Shiloh in the days of

Eli on account of great national apostasy, and the covenant sus-

pended until a reformation had been effected under the leadership
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of Samuel (Jer. vii. 12
;

Ps. lxxviii. 60-70). It was generally in-

accessible to the pious Israelites of the north after the disrup-

tion of the kingdom. In either case men must revert to the

patriarchal custom or not worship God by sacrifice at all. This

explanation of anomalies, real or apparent, in the early history

is at once comprehensive and obvious. A separate reason does

not need to be sought for each several case. All unrebuked

deviation from the law of one altar or from the law restricting

priestly functions to the house of Aaron find their ample

justification upon one or the other of these two grounds.

Either there was a special manifestation of Jehovah’s glory or else

worship at the sanctuary was interrupted by reason of divine

displeasure or was prevented by political barriers. This explana-

tion has satisfied Biblical scholars for ages. In bringing it for-

ward again, Dr. Green, like Moses in the camp at Shittim, brought

forth things that were old and rehearsed them in the ears of a

new generation (Presbyterian Review
, 1882, p. 133 seq.

;
Higher

Criticism of the Pentateuch
, pp. 149-153).

Here, then, are two keys by which it is proposed to unlock the

early history of Israel. One proposes to regard the conditions

existing in the early history as altogether normal and deny

Mosaic origin to the priestly and Deuteronomic legislation. The
other accepts the legislation as Mosaic and explains the two

classes of anomalies. Which is the right key? Which one

unlocks the truth ?

This leads to the third argument advanced by this department,

namely, possession. Under this caption several items are included.

One is that the three codes come to us with the imprimatur of

Moses, and are further authenticated by explicit statement of the

time and the place and the occasion of the enactment of the laws.

Such formal declaration in the documents themselves cannot be

lightly ignored. To set them aside, a theory must be more than

a plausible explanation of other facts. It needs to be the only

reasonable explanation of the other facts. And this the theory of

the gradual growth of Israel’s institutions by no means is.

Further, the Mosaic origin of the legislation is the current Bibli-

cal representation or tradition, if you will. It is an old tradition.

It was the uniform tradition in the ancient days when Israel was a

nation. “ Both the book found in the temple in the reign of

Josiah and that brought forward and read by Ezra after the exile

are expressly declared to have been not recent productions, but

the law of Moses” (Green, Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch
,

p. 155).

The development theory has been pronounced by this depart-
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ment to be unscriptural and anti- biblical. These terms have not

been used in bitterness or with invective, but simply as the correct

description of the fact. The leading advocates of the develop-

ment theory make no concealment of this fact. They admit that

their doctrine not only runs counter to the traditions and beliefs of

Israel four centuries before Christ, but also contradicts the entire

representation of the Scriptures themselves in their present form,

and is irreconcilable with the Biblical view of the history of

Israel. This fact of its unscripturalness and anti-biblical charac-

ter stubbornly confronts the development theory.

The obstacle that exists in possession is indeed removed in part

;

but, in the judgment of this department, it is removed by arbi-

trary and violent procedure. Under various names and forms, a

process of excision is carried on which we cannot but regard as

high-handed in the extreme. Excision is not undertaken at a few

points, but is employed pervasively and constantly from the

beginning of the Old Testament to its end. As all readers of

recent critical works are aware, it is not based on textual criti-

cism
;
but yet it freely modifies the text, eliminating phrases and

even adding words and clauses, in order to conform the statement

of the text to the requirements of the theory.

The necessity of the theory is one of the causes, to speak more

particularly, which has compelled the application of the knife to

the prophets, and the cutting out of words and clauses and even

chapters and casting them aside as late additions. The theory

itself has become the standard to which everything is adjusted.

“ Traces of the legal organization and spirit, or of the Thora as an

original whole, or of any of the alleged products of postexilic

Judaism .... have now become the criteria by which, without

appeal, the late origin of every prophecy wherein they occur is

established.” And these traces of the Pentateuchal legislation

have become accepted evidence of the interpolation or addition of

clause, sentence or paragraph, contrary to the internal indications

of a literary and contextual nature which point to unity (Vos,

Presbyterian and Reformed Review, IX, pp. 220-221
;
see pp.

214-238, 411-437, 610-638
;
X, 70-97, 285-317).

As a further consequence of the development theory, it has been

found necessary to assign the Psalms which compose the Psalter to a

late date. Some of these sacred odes were composed, as every-

body admits, during the exile and after the return
;
but the exi-

gency of the development theory—and in ultimate analysis this is

the determinative influence, as the progressive history of the criti-

cism of the Psalter during the last hundred years sufficiently shows
—has caused its advocates to assign most or all of the remaining
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Psalms to the time of the exile and a long subsequent period.

This assignment to a late period is made despite the tradition

which attributes about one-half of these Psalms to David or a

Davidic Psalter—a tradition that was in writing, that was specific

regarding these Psalms to the exclusion of others, that was held

by the Church of Israel itself, and that was already ancient when
the Septuagint translation was made

;
a tradition of which the

general credibility and consequent testimony to a preexilic Psalter,

with psalms written by David as its core, is not impugned be-

cause in isolated instances it has not failed to escape corruption

or corrupt extension
;

a tradition confirmed by the congruity of

the language with the Hebrew of David’s time, by the attested

poetic genius and preexilic fame of David as a sweet singer and

skilled musician, by the religious spirit exhibited by him, accord-

ing to records which are acknowledged by the radical school of

critics to be virtually contemporaneous with him.

When the whole field is taken under survey, and it is seen that

the three codes were timely in the days of Moses and were to be

expected, since they represented the best religious sentiment of

the age; that they are accompanied by statements of the date and

occasion and legislator, whereby they are assigned to Moses, and

the whole body of the legislation and individual regulations

thereof are continually referred to throughout the Scriptures as

the law of Moses
;
that the early history of Israel is entirely com-

patible with their existence, and is as consistent therewith as the

history of mediaeval Europe is with the knowledge of the Hew
Testament in that age

;
that their existence is presupposed in the

several Scriptures from the earliest times onward, until these

writings have been subjected to close scrutiny which follows up

every trace of the existence of these codes and ruthlessly exscinds

it
;
and, further, when the pervading subjectivism of the criticism

which supports the opposing theory is considered, this department

has felt no doubt on which side of the debate the truth is found.

One key opens the lock with a little manipulation. A new key

is tried. It enters the keyhole and moves slightly in the lock
;

but immediately it meets with an obstruction. Before the bolt

will fly back the skilled locksmith must be summoned. He files

away, not rust or other accretions, except to an inconsiderable

degree, but mainly what on examination bears evidence of being

part of the original structure. Then the key turns. Such a

method will fit a key to almost any lock.

Under such circumstances this department has no difficulty in

deciding which key to accept.
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Old Testament Prophecy.

We believe that the prophets of Israel received immediate com-

munications from God. The evidence upon which this belief rests

consists of the claims of the prophets themselves, tesled by the

intrinsic character of their teaching and by the fate of their pre-

dictions. These three concurrent attestations are as practical and

as accessible as they Avere when first propounded and made legally

binding by the laws of Deuteronomy
;
and they include the crite-

rion accepted by all modern critics.

And, first, the claim. Prophecy “ claims to be a divine pro-

duct ”
(
Moses and the Prophets

,
p. 212). The prophets claimed to

be the organs of the Holy Spirit—men upon whom the Spirit of

the Lord fell and filled with power (2 Kings ii. 15
;
2 Chron. xv.

1, xxiv. 20
;
Ezek. xi. 5 ;

Joel ii. 28 ;
Mic. iii. 8), and through

whom God testified by His Spirit (Ueh. ix. 30 ;
Zech. vii. 12)—so

that their utterances are the word, the voice, the answer of God

(1 Sam. ix. 27 ; Jer. xxxviii. 20
;
Mic. iii. 7), and are constantly

accompanied by the phrase “ thus saith the Lord.”

The prophet was an organ of the Holy Ghost, but he remained

a man. He remained the man that he had grown to be. “ His

native endowments, the experiences of his life, all that contrib-

uted to form his character, to determine or deepen his convictions,

to shape his style of thought or action, in fine to make him what

he Avas, Avas part of his providential training for his work ” {Moses

and the Prophets
,

p. 259). “ The inspiration under which the

prophets acted left them in full possession of their faculties, native

and acquired, and with all their peculiarities of thought and feel-

ing unimpaired” (Alexander on Isaiah, I, xvi). The prophet

remained also a man of his oAvn times. His language and his

habits of thought and expression and ratiocination were those of his

country and century (cp. Moses and the Prophets
,
p. 18). His knoAvl-

edge—historical, geographical, astronomical, botanical, zoologi-

cal, ethnological—Avas that of his contemporaries. His religion

and religious aspirations were common to the godly Israelites of

the time. His message also was to men of his own generation,

“ specially adapted to their own emergencies” (Green, Princeton

Review
,
1862, Yol. 34, p. 573). “ Prophecy greAV directly out of the

heart of the Israelitish people, took its shape from their necessi-

ties, Avas moulded b}r their changing circumstances age by age ”

{Moses and the Prophets
,

p. 178). Further, even while in the

prophetic office the prophet Avas apparently often left to himself

and was as other men. The prophets “ seem not to have been
under the permanent influence of the Spirit ”

(
Classroom Notes on
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Dr. Green's Lectures, p. 21). “ Expressions in which prophets

simply utter their own thoughts are clearly distinguished from what
they say in the name of God (1 Sam. xvi. 6, 7 ;

2 Sam. vii. 3, 4,

17) ” (Green, Canon
,
p. 35). “ In common matters, and especially

in things noways connected with religion, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that they were left to the same guidance of reason and com-

mon sense as other men” (Alexander, Canon
,

p. 86). The
prophet, further, remained a man with human limitations. “ The
prophet is not omniscient. He has no predictive faculty by which

he can survey the future at will. He knows barely what is

revealed to him
;
of all else he is as ignorant as ordinary men ”

(Moses and the Prophets
,

p. 214
;

cp. Princeton Review, Vol. 34,

p. 576). He “ may not have been aware,” when he described the

Messianic age in the language and under the forms of his own
time, “ of the changes which Messiah’s coming would intro-

duce ” (Moses and the Prophets, p. 246). He “ may not have

known the length of the intervening periods ” between the events

in a prophetic picture
;
he “ may indeed not have suspected the

existence of any interval whatever”
(
Princeton Revievj, 1861,

Vol. 33, p. 91). Finally, though a prophet, yet like other men he

must fight his way from darkness to light, through perplexing

problems to the calmness of assured faith in God. In the book of

Habakkuk there is “a remarkably clear instance of the wrestling

conflict of which revelations were born: the inward struggle with

great moral problems that clamored for solution, the mental pro-

cess by which the strife was calmed and assured conviction attained,

—and distinguished from this, and additional to it, the divine

communication for which the mind was antecedently prepared ”

(Moses and the Prophets, p. 259).

Here, then, are men, men confessedly under human limitations,

who come forward and profess to be organs of the divine Spirit

and mouthpieces of the Almighty. The heavenliness of the

matter in all its parts attests the truth of their religious teaching.

But what substantiates their claim that they were organs of the

Spirit, and as such were under exceptional divine control and

instruction ? Why, among other things, first, the inference war-

ranted by contrast. “ The prophets of Israel stand alone in the

character of their revelations ” (Notes on Dr. Green's Lectures,

p. 8). There were deep thinkers elsewhere, and philosophers, but

nothing equal to the insight of the prophets of Israel into relig-

ious truth has been attained by the thinkers of other nations.

Under identical historical conditions, none of Israel’s neighbors or

kinsfolk among the nations produced religious teaching such as

that of Israel concerning God, righteousness, sin and redemption.
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And while elements in the teaching of the great sages of China,

India and Greece not infrequently match precepts of the prophets,

yet their doctrinal systems as a whole fall short of Israel’s teach-

ing in purity, value and fitness, in motive and aim. If prophecy

were inherent in man, how could the superb isolation of Hebrew
prophecy be explained ? The attempt has, of course, been made

to account for it on this low assumption
;
nevertheless, the incon-

trovertible and generally acknowledged superiority of Hebrew

prophecy is strong confirmation of the claim of the prophets to

be organs of the divine Spirit and, as such, peculiarly under his

control and instruction—-a corroboration felt most convincingly by

those who are in deepest sympathy with the cardinal doctrines of

the prophetic teaching.

Then there is, secondly, the evidence afforded by the fulfillment

of predictions. This evidence happens to occupy a larger place

in the published literature of the Old Testament department at

Princeton than does the former
;
but this fact must not be con-

strued as indicating that the department estimates this second

evidence intrinsically at higher value than the former. In fact,

it rejoices most at the sublime grandeur of Israel’s doctrine, rising-

above even the glorious heights of the religious teaching of the

Gentile sages, piercing through the investing clouds of human
thought, penetrating into the pure atmosphere above, and reposing

in the azure depth of heaven. Already we see that future upon

which the prophets of Israel frequently and fondly gazed in part

attained: “ The mountain of the Lord’s house established in the

top of the mountains, and exalted above the hills” (Isa. ii. 2 ;

Mic. iv. 1).

Nevertheless, the fulfillment of prophecy has a conspicuous

importance of its own, and a prominent place in the history of

apologetics, as a test whether the prophets of Israel received direct

communications from God, as they claimed. The evidence is tan-

gible, and through it the heart of the matter is reached at once.

Obviously, “
if these predictions have been fulfilled, they are from

God
;

if not, they cannot be from Him ’

’ (Green, Moses and the

Prophets
, p. 181

;
Alexander on Isaiah

,
I, xii). This test is the

accepted criterion of modern criticism.

In examining prediction and fulfillment Princeton holds three

things to be necessary : First—and spare the smile, for the matter

is serious—the exact words of the prophet must be made the basis

of the discussion. Secondly, history must be allowed to tell its

entire story. These two demands should be entirely unnecessary.

Critical candor and literary honesty should secure the accurate

citation of the prophet’s words and a ready ear for all that history
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has to suggest or declare. But insistence upon them is only too

necessary, as a glance at past investigations at once makes manifest.

The third requisite in examining prophecy and fulfillment is ad-

herence to the hermeneutical principle that prophecy need not

reach fulfillment at once, either in all its parts or as a whole, but

may tarry long (Hab. ii. 3 ;
2 Pet. iii.1-13)

;
and if when so tarry-

ing the dispensation changes, if in the interval Old Testament con-

ditions and forms and hopes give place to those of the New
Testament, then, the external drapery of the prophecy may be

exchanged for new raiment, while the fulfillment goes marching on

in full vigor and unmistakable identity. This third consideration

is thus twofold. It concerns delay in time and change of dispen-

sation. It bulks more largely in the enumeration of the three

particulars than do the former two, and it requires elucidation.

This elucidation may suitably take the form of a comparison.

Predictive prophecy bestuds the sacred page like single stars and

constellations, and the history of its interpretation reads like the

history of astronomy. Listen, then, for a moment to the story of

astronomy
;
and, while listening to it, hear as in a parable the story

of predictive prophecy also. The radiant planets in the heavens,

and the blazing stars and constellations there, were placed in position

by the Creator. Among themselves they afford no perspective to

the natural eye, they seem to be at no great distance above the

observer, they appear to rise in the east and pass majestically

across the sky to the west. And man’s thoughts about them in

early ages were shaped by his first impressions, received from rude

observations with untrained senses. But with all the resulting

confusion of thought and false notions about the distance of the

heavenly bodies and their movements and size and relations and

source of light, they served their purpose in teaching men great

religious truths. In Reason’s ear they have been

“ Forever singing as they shine,

‘ The hand that made us is divine.’ ”

They have been declaring the gkuy of God, and showing His

eternal power and godliness. The religious truth which they

teach was learned by man first, as was intended
;
and by degrees

men’s crude notions of the luminaries gave place to adequate

knowledge of their size and position and movements. Long

study of them individually and collectively, reflection upon the

causes of eclipses and differences of motion, lapse of time with

its vindication of one surmise and disproof of another, perfected

apparatus for accurate observation, corrected the naive thoughts of

the first beholders. The stars were found not to lie so near the

beholder as was at first imagined
;

the constellation was discov-
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ered often to form a picture only when viewed without perspec-

tive, and in reality to consist of stars arranged not on the same

plane, but as a vista stretching away into the depths of space.

And when at length a new system of astronomy took the place of

the old, and the system ceased to be earth-centred and found its

central point in the distant heavens, then a new interpretation was

placed on the ancient phenomena, and a new terminology arose

without, however, wholly displacing the old phraseology in popu-

lar speech. Nevertheless, despite the change, the ancient predic-

tions of eclipses and oecultations have been fulfilled even in the

new era, although the language in which they were couched be-

longed to a former day. The drapery is outworn, many of the

conceptions which the old astronomers entertained of what would

take place and of the process by which it would occur are anti-

quated
;
but the event itself, as determined by God and as the

ancient student of the heavens was able to foretell, occurred, and

the divinely predestined and discovered course of astronomical

events has kept marching on, only more grandly to human appre-

hension than before.

So with predictive prophecy. The difference between the ancient

astronomer and the prophets of Israel in their respective spheres

of labor is that the conception of the older astronomy is radically

wrong, whereas the prophet’s conception that Israel was the king-

dom of God was true. The kingdom simply unfolded into a new
and higher form

;
so that the prophecy with the long vista is apt

to begin its fulfillment in the old dispensation according to the

terms of that dispensation, and to continue its realization in a

higher form under new conditions.

The prophet doubtless did not always know the character of his

prophecy. It is recorded that he sought what time and what

manner of time the Spirit that was in him did testify. Perhaps he

looked upon the fulfillment as near at hand, w'hen in fact it was

remote. Perhaps he thought that the picture which was presented

to him in vision, and which was complex as a constellation, was

without perspective and was a combination of events contem-

porary with each other, when in reality the events were succes-

sive. Perhaps he sometimes regarded the temporary conditions

and forms of God’s kingdom on earth, in which he lived and

labored, as permanent. Such may have been his mistake. It is

hard to tell. But not what the prophet himself may have
thought of time and distance and changing form, when he medi-

tated on God's communication to him, but what God taught, and

what later observation shows to have been God’s purpose.

These, then, are the demands which the Old Testament depart-
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meut at Princeton makes upon the interpreter of prophecy : fidel-

ity to the exact words of the prophet, a ready ear for the voice

of history, the recognition that a prophecy may drop its

wornout habiliments and don new raiment without losing its iden-

tity. An investigation conducted with careless indifference to

these three essentials cannot reach trustworthy results Accord-

ingly, in 1878, Dr. Green rejected Kuenen’s elaborate attempt to

empty Old Testament prophecy of its supernatural element, be-

cause the distinguished Leyden professor disregarded each of these

three prime conditions (Princeton Review
, 1878, pp. 281-328).

And likewise, in 1861, Dr. Green pronounced de Wette’s citation of

unfulfilled and shattered predictions to be a groundless accusation

against the prophets of Israel, because this noted German scholar

also trampled upon these rules of interpretation (Princeton Review
,

Vol. 33, pp. 119-122). When these legitimate demands of inter-

pretation are cordially met, predictive prophecy affords direct and

convincing proof that to Israel’s prophets immediate communica-

tions were made by God. No means have been discovered to

empty prophecy of a divine content.

Princeton. JOHN D. DAVIS.



II.

BELIEF AS AN ETHICAL POSTULATE.

DOES man explain the universe, or does the universe explain

man ?

Systems of thought which start from cosmical concepts agree in

accepting the latter branch of this alternative, and may, notwith-

standing their differences, properly be classed together. Such sys-

tems are all essentially akin, whether these concepts be derived,

like Spencer’s matter and motion, from sense experience, or, as in

the case of Spinoza, be the product of abstract reflection. We
cannot better define the term naturalism than by saying that it is

the method in philosophy which gets its categories of description

and explanation from the objective universe, rather than from the

free and self-conscious subject. The pre-Kantian systems were

all naturalistic, because they all subordinated man to nature

—

Descartes, who insisted so strongly upon free will, no less than

Locke, whose sense of the vacancy and powerlessness of the mind,

apart from the operation of the material world upon it, is ex-

pressed in the comparisons, “whitepaper,” “ an empty cabinet.”

The other side of the alternative was first distinctly asserted by

Kaut. The theoretical philosophy of Kant rests upon the idea of

the spontaneity and autonomy of human reason. According to

Hume, the mind and all its contents are the resultant of sense

impressions passively received, while Kant’s contention is that the

mind is active in knowing. The forms of space and time, under

which objects of sense perception are construed, and the categories

of thinking, by means of which objects are brought into relation

with each other, are not infused from without, but are innate

potentialities. The ultimate principle of knowing, “ the tran-

scendental unity of apperception,” which underlies all mental

states, by means of which the fragmentary elements of experience

are brought together in the unity of consciousness, is another

expression of the interpreting, coordinating energy of intelligence.
“ Either,” says Kant, “ I may assume that my conceptions con-

form to the object, or I may assume that the objects conform to

my conceptions.” The supposition that the conceptions conform

to the object, fails to account for the quality of necessity in
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knowledge. We may accordingly better suppose the objects to

conform to the conceptions. In other words, the mind makes

nature. Instead of nature making the mind, as Ilume said, we
have the process reversed. This constitutive energy of mind,

however, does not signify as much as one might think, since the

nature thus brought into being is not the world of essential

reality, but the world only of individual experience, the world as

it exists for each apprehending intelligence. The knowledge

vindicated in the Kantian criticism is subjective and relative—

a

knowledge of appearances. It is the peculiarity of Kant’s doctrine

that it combines views ordinarily found apart—a very high view of

the validity of knowledge and a very low view as to its extent.

Nothing can be more decisive than its repudiation of the individual-

istic empiricism of Hume. The legitimacy of the concepts presup-

posed in knowledge—the knowledge of science and the knowledge

of everyday life— is uncompromisingly maintained. All the more

disappointing are the other positions taken in the first Critique.

After so elaborate a vindication of our faculty of cognition, one is

hardly prepared to find it shut up within so narrow a province.

Of what advantage is it, one may ask. to have established the

integrity of knowledge so laboriously, if, after all, we can know
only what is capable of being communicated through the senses,

if all suprasensible things are left just where Hume left them

—

outside the domain of knowledge ?

The affirmative and constructive part of the Kantian system is

found, not' in its criticism of the faculty of knowing, but in its

treatment of the practical or ethical side of our nature. The

appeal from the merely cognitive consciousness to the moral con-

sciousness, the insistence upon duty, and law, and conscience, and

ethical aspiration, as elements to be taken into account, as sources

of evidence in regard to the realities of the universe, is not only

an integral part of Kant’s thought, but is his most fruitful and

original contribution to philosophy. It involves a complete shift-

ing of the point of view
;
man is no longer to be interpreted from

the point of view of the world, but the world is to be interpreted

from the point of view of man. Heretofore philosophers have

conformed to one or the other of two types : either they have

exaggerated the powers of abstract reasoning, seeking to deduce

the world from concepts, or they have unduly magnified the sig-

nificance of the senses, seeking to deduce everything from sense

elements. In place of these one-sided procedures, Kant proclaims,

for the first time in modern speculation, the supreme value of the

moral nature as an organ of truth and a revelation of being.

The difference between taking as a starting-point the world whole,
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apprehended by rational thought, or the world of particulars,

apprehended through the senses, and proceeding from one or the

other of these, and, on the other hand, taking the will and con-

science of man as the point of departure, is well brought out by

Martineau in the Introduction to his Types of Ethical Theory.
“ If you give priority to the study of nature and God, and resort

to them as your nearest given objects, you are certain to regard

them as the better known, and to carry the conceptions you gain

about them into the remaining held as your interpreters and

guides
;
you will explain the human mind by their analogy, and

expect in it a mere extension of their being. If, on the other

hand, you permit the human mind to take the lead of these objects

in your inquiry, the order of inference will naturally be reversed
;

and with the feeling that it is the better known, you will rather

believe what the soul says of them, than what they have to say

about the soul In the one case, we obtain a volitional

theory of nature
;

in the other, a naturalistic theory of volition.”

Indeed, the most fundamental question that can be asked respect-

ing any school of philosophical opinion is this : Whence does it

derive the categories, the uorms, the analogues, which it employs

in the construction of its doctrine ? If from without—whether

from the whole of being, as apprehended by abstract thought, or

from the world of particulars, as observed by the senses—the per-

sonality of man is obscured. The “ respect-inspiring idea of

personality ” is properly conserved only when the ethical constitu-

ents of our nature are allowed their full voice.

The significance of this new departure—this “ Copernican revo-

lution,” if one may thus apply the phrase—and its influence upon

subsequent philosophy, make it well for us to scrutinize the posi-

tions taken in the Critique of Practical Reason
,
and the treatises

subsidiary to it, with the view of noting their defects and limita-

tions as well as the signal truth which they enforce. So much of

the philosophy and theology of the present day goes back in spir-

itual affinity and in historical genesis to the ethics of Kant, and

the religious philosophy based upon it, that we do well to consider

the elements of strength and of weakness in this constructive side

of the Kantian system—'elements which have become potent and

formative in the intellectual and spiritual life of our time.

The defects of the practical philosophy of Kant may be summed
up under two heads : First the undervaluing of the positive, his-

torical element in experience
;

second, the undervaluing of the

dogmatic, or reasoned, element. Let us briefly glance at each of

these.

14
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That the Kantian speculation depreciates the world of the senses

needs no proof. Although the indefensible position is taken that a

sense content is indispensable to knowledge—from which, of

course, it results that the suprasensible cannot be known—tnis

apparent exalting of the sense factor is only apparent, since we are

assured that, after all, knowledge is only of phenomena, not of

reality. The senses are discredited in that they are not accepted

as a revelation of reality, as conducting us to an authentic appre-

hension of the world. The logical carrying out of his view is

seen in the subjective idealism of Fichte, which abolishes the

material world altogether as an independent manifestation of being.

The ignoring of the concrete and objective appears also in

Kant’s account of the moral life. “ An action done from duty

derives its moral worth, not from the purpose which is to be

attained by it, but from the maxim by which it is determined,

and therefore does not depend on the realization of the object of

the action, but merely on the principle of volition by which the

action has taken place, without regard to any object of desire.”*

“ The worth lies in the principle of the will
,
without regard to the

ends which can be attained oy the action.” f This implies that we
are not to study the circumstances in which we are placed, in

order to decide what ends are most important to be secured, but

that we are to act, irrespective of ends, from a bare sense of

duty, immediately and abstractly revealed in reason. This for-

malism has the advantage of excluding, as Kant intended, desire

and self-interest. But, of course, it is impossible to know one’s

duty, apart from consideration of the conditions amid which one

is placed. How is a son, a father, a friend, a citizen to know
what he ought to do unless he takes what Kant slightingly de-

scribes as the “ empirical conditions ” into account? This exces-

sive reaction from self-regard and utilitarianism, involving the

elimination of all sympathy and spontaneity, and the reduction

of conduct to a constrained austere conformity to precept, separates

the moral impulse from its connection with fact
;
there is to be no

calculation of consequences, no observing even of objective condi-

tions.

The suppression of the sense side of experience is seen, iu a

scarcely less marked way, in Kant’s application of his philosophi-

cal doctrine to questions of theology. The principles underlying

the two Critiques
,
when applied iu the sphere of religion, lead to

an undervaluing of the element of fact, and to an emphasizing of

the moral consciousness as supreme. Kant does not deny the pos-

* Metaphysics of Morals, First Section, English translation by T. K. Abbott.

t Ibid.
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sibility of an outward revelation, but be allows it authority only

as subjectively revealed. The special interest of Kant’s philos-

ophy of religion* is that it seeks to determine the purely moral

content of religion; it minimizes the positive and concrete, and

retains only what seems to be prescribed and rendered necessary

by morality. Miracles, prayer, the person and atonement of

Christ, the inward operations of divine grace, the sacraments and

other external ordinances of worship, receive a symbolic and alle-

gorizing interpretation, which brings them into harmony with the

subjective tests of ethical reason.

The defect of Kant’s system on the side of reflective thought is

too apparent to require elucidation. The great transcendent reali-

ties—God, freedom, immortality—cannot be established by any

process of reasoning, or on any basis of speculative cognition.

The categorical imperative of the moral law—unique, august,

authoritative—authenticates whatever it requires as a necessary

condition of obedience to its behests—not, indeed, as a’ theoretical

dogma, but as a practical postulate. The incompetence of the

speculative reason to transcend the sphere of sense experience is a

cardinal feature of the Kantian teaching. We need not stop to

recall the destructive analysis to which the theistic arguments are

subjected in the Critique of Pure Reason ; a bare reference will

suffice to the imposing array of “paralogisms” and “antino-

mies.” which exhibit the contradictions and imbecilities of

thought when it attempts to reach a rational doctrine of the soul,

or seeks to solve the problems of the cosmos. It belongs, in

Kant’s view, to the very nature of experience to suggest ideals

and at the same time to fail to satisfy them, nor does it seem to

him anomalous or incongruous to speak of “ necessary concep-

tions of reason, to which no corresponding objects can be discov-

ered in the world of sense. ”f
It should, in fairness, be remembered that Kant is by no means

alone in his unwillingness to use the word “ knowledge ” of the

suprasensible realities apprehended by the moral consciousness.

We often employ the word “ faith,” or the word “ belief,” with-

out implying any incertitude, or any defect of evidence. The
author of the excellent Hibbert lectures on ‘ 1 The Bases of Relig-

ious Belief,” Prof. Upton, explains his reasons for preferring in

the title of his work the word “ belief” to the word “ knowl-

edge”:—“I have described the subject of this course of lectures

as ‘ The Bases of Religious Belief,’ rather than as ‘ The Bases of

* Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vcrnunft, 1793.

f Transcendental Dialectic , Book I, Section II.
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Religions Knowledge.’ This is certainly not because I regard my
assurance of the reality of the Eternal, and of His personal relation-

ship to my spirit, as a weaker assurance than that which I have of

the existence of an objective cosmos, or of my fellow-men. My
reason for preferring the word ‘ belief ’ rests on the distinction, on
which I have so often insisted, between the insight of the Under-

standing on the one hand, and the insight of the Reason or the

Spirit on the other It seems to me more appropriate to

speak of the Belief in God than of the Knowledge of God, and

to reserve the word ‘ knowledge ’ for such lower insight into

the relations of phenomena as the cultivated scientific under-

standing is competent to reach.”* Prof. Fraser, in his Philos-

ophy of Theism
,
expresses himself in similar terms: “Faith,

trust, authority, are words not unfit to designate the final relation

of the human spirit to the universe of reality.”f The mere fact

that Kant declines to use the word knowledge, and substitutes for

it such words as “ faith,’’ “ belief,” “ practical postulates,” “ con-

cepts of practical reason,” does not of itself show that the theo-

retic faculty is discredited. But wfith Kant this is much more

than a simple matter of nomenclature. Such language as the

fol’owing is unmistakable :
“ My conviction is not logical but

moral certainty
;

and, since it rests on subjective grounds (of the

moral sentiment), I must not even say, It is morally certain that

there is a God and a future life, but I am morally certain.

Here is thoroughgoing subjectivity. Just as the criticism of our

faculty of knowing discovers in it the defect that it is incapable

of apprehending essential truth, so the examination of our moral

constitution reaches a similar result. The great spiritual verities

—God, freedom, and immortality—are not determined as indepen-

dently real : they are only assumed as requisite to our own moral

life. Expressly and constantly we are cautioned against attrib-

uting any dogmatic value to these ethical assurances. Kant's

phrase is “ pragmatical belief ”§—belief that has value for prac-

tice. The postulates of the practical reason are only relatively

valid.

All this is important as illustrating the tendency of exaggerated

ethical sentiment to pass over into skepticism. The practical

philosophy of Kant enforces this lesson : that one who fixes his

attention too exclusively upon subjective grounds of conviction

* Upton, Lectures on the Bases of Religious Belief, Lect. II, p. 93.

f Fraser, Philosophy of Iheism, 2d Series, Lecture V, p. 130.

t Transcendental Doctrine of Method, Chap, i, Section III.

? Ibid.
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will estimate too lightly objective standards, whether of fact or

of reasoned thought.

“ Our religion, ” says Matthew Arnold, in the well-known pas-

sage which foretells the coming of a time when religion and philos-

ophy, not to say science, will be replaced by poetry, “ has materi-

alized itself in the fact, in the supposed fact ; it has attached its

emotion to the fact, and now the fact is failing it. But for poetry

the idea is everything Poetry attaches its emotion to the

idea
;

the idea is the fact.”* There is, no doubt, a sufficiently

striking contrast between the facile, careless grace of tire accom-

plished critic of literature and the stern, prophetic seriousness of

Fichte
;
yet there are undeniable points of resemblance between

the two, and one might take this saying, “ the idea is the fact,”

for a quotation from the Vocation of Man or The Way to a Blessed

Life. It belonged to the Kantian conception of religion, as we
have seen, to minimize its historical bases. “ To say that a belief

in historical facts is a duty and necessary to salvation is super-

stition.”! Faith in the Scriptures does not rest on their historical

accuracy, but on the moral value of tbeir contents. Christ, as the

object of trust, is not an individual, who lived at a definite point

of time and under certain ascertainable conditions, but an ideal

more or less accurately imaged in the Jesus of the Gospels. This

disparagement of the outward event and fact, in comparison with

the truth which they embody, is carried by Fichte to the fantastic

extreme of denying the reality of the world of nature—this being

only the material of duty manifest to the senses, produced by the

self as the means of its own realization. We are abundantly

familiar with the general point of view. Emerson stated it, in

his sweeping audacious way, in the famous Divinity School ad-

dress at Cambridge, in 1838, which marked his distinct severance

from organized, instituted Christianity: “ Historical Christianity

has fallen into an error that corrupts all attempts to communicate

religion. As it appears to us, and as it has appeared for ages, it is

not the doctrine of the soul, but an exaggeration of the personal, the

positive, the ritual. It has dwelt, it dwells, with noxious exag-

geration, about the person ot Jesus. The soul knows no persons.”

This supposes that the life of the soul is most purely and nobly

maintained through communion with ideas, with abstract concepts

of truth, beauty, and goodness, and that all embodiment of these

ideas in visible form is a degradation of them, or, at best, an

accommodation to human infirmity. The grotesque and vivid

* Essays in Criticism
,
Second Series, p. 1.

f Her Streit der Facultaten, Werke VII, pp. 382, 383.
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eloquence of “Sartor Besartus ” expatiates upon this theme:
“ All visible things are emblems : what thou seest is not there on

its own account
;

strictly taken, is not there at all. Matter exists

only spiritually, and to represent some idea and body it forth.”*
“ What are antiquated Mythuses tome? Is the God present,

felt in my own heart, a thing which Herr von Voltaire will dispute

out of me, or dispute into me ? ... . Feel it in thy heart, and

then say whether it is of God.”f A striking exposition of this

line of thought is found in the little book, edited for publication

by the late Arnold Toynbee, containing two “ lay sermons” by

the late Thomas Hill Green, “ The Witness of God,” and
“ Faith.” “ The glory of Christianity is ... . not that it

came of a sudden into the world, or that it is given complete in a

particular institution, or can be stated complete in a particular

form of words
;
but that it is the expression of a common spirit,

which is gathering together all things in one. We cannot say of

it, lo ! here it is, or, lo ! there
;

it is now, but was not then

We do wrong in making it depend on a past event, and in identi-

fying it with the creed of a certain age, or with a visible society

established at a certain time.”:}: “ The more strongly we insist

that Faith is a personal and conscious relation of the man to God

.... the more awkward becomes its dependence on events be-

lieved to have happened in the past.”§ Every one will concede

that there is much that is plausible and attractive in this view
;

there is an element of truth in it. It has the advantage of en-

abling one to take an attitude of indifference toward disputed

historical and critical questions. “ Such believing love, once

wrought into the life and character, £ not in word hu* in power,’

can survive all shocks of criticism, all questions as to historical

events.”
||

The appeal to the intuitions of the moral and spiritual

nature is an entirely legitimate one. Coleridge’s appeal to expe-

rience, in the words so familiar to us—“ In the Bible there is

more that finds me than I have experienced in all other books put

together : the words of the Bible find me at greater depths of my
being

;
and whatever finds me brings with it an irresistible evi-

dence of its having proceeded from God ”® —is more convincing

and persuasive than any other form of evidence
;
no other kind of

assurance is comparable with it. But Coleridge does not forget

to add: “ Christianity is fact no less than truth. It is spiritual,

yet so as to be historical.” We must not forget that religion is

more than philosophy for the very reason that it is historical, that

* Book I, Chap. xi.

f Book II, chap. ix.

t
“ The Witness of God,’’ p. 25.

$
“ Faith,” p. 6G.

1|

'• The Witness of God,” p. 31.

•T Confessions of an Inquiring Spirif.
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it is rooted in objective things, that it is enshrined in concrete

events
;
and if we undertake to spiritualize it to such a degree

and in such a way as to remove it from contact with the outward

life, it becomes thin, vague and unintelligible. “ The soul knows

no persons,” says Emerson
;

“ the soul knows only persons,” we

might better say, when we are speaking of spiritual experiences

of faith, and love, and obedience, and aspiration. The transfor-

mation of religion into an abstract ethical idealism deprives it of

its fervor, and reduces it to a mere discipline of philosophy.

The anti-dogmatic bias so characteristic of much of the theology

and of tne popular religious thinking of our day is the product of

so great a variety of causes that it would be no small task to

attempt to enumerate them and to assign to each its relative

weight. But no one can doubt that the influence of Kant has

been potent in this direction. Let me quote a few words from a

distinguished exponent of the Ritschlian theology, Prof. Kaftan

:

“ Kant gave back to Christianity the practical faith which distin-

guished it, after that faith had lost, from the second century

onward, in and through theology, the character peculiar to it.

Now the transformation of the Christian faith that had taken

place in those early times was associated with the idea that man
must seek

,
and that he is able to find, his chief good on the path of

knowledge. On this primary idea, as it appears plainly and posi-

tively down to the time of Thomas Aquinas, the father of our

dogmatics of the schools, the traditional system rests. And it is

this primary idea that has its supremacy overthrown by Kant."*

This criticism takes us back to the mediteval controversy as to

the primacy of the intellect or the will. If we say, with St.

Thomas, that the True is a higher category than the Good, that

we participate in the life of God preeminently through knowledge,

the attainment of right conceptions becomes our chief concern
;

if

we say, with the opponents of Aquinas, that the will is the deter-

mining element of man’s nature, the right ordering of the emo-

tional and the active life is the more important thing. There is

no doubt that, as between the understanding and the will, phil-

osophy has, taking the centuries as a whole, placed the emphasis

upon the former. The Greek tradition was intellectualistic.

Christian theology, as formulated by Augustine, inclined, upon the

whole, to that side. Descartes found in thought the essence of

mind
;

to Spinoza the individual mind was a mode of the divine

attribute of thought. The answers to the question, What is the

supreme good ? given by Aristotle, by Augustine, by Thomas

* Kaftan, The Truth of the Christian Religion
,
Yol. I, p. 286.
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Aquinas, by Spinoza, agree in finding the supreme blessedness in

contemplative reason— in the immediate vision of God.

This preeminence of the knowing faculty was disputed by Kant.

Not the intellect, but the will is the reality, the “ thing in itself”

of mind
;
as mere intelligence, we are shut up within the world of

phenomena
; it is only as subject to the law of duty that we have

access to the world of absolute being. Kant’s criticism of man’s

intellectual faculty transfers the primacy from it to the volitional

part of our nature.

The change of emphasis continues in Kant’s philosophical suc-

cessors
;
many widespread social and political influences reinforced

the Kantian protest against the dogmatism of reason. The stand-

point of Fichte is that of an austere idealistic moralism, substan-

tially the same as that of Kant: “
‘ Not merely to know, but

according to thy knowledge to do, is thy vocation ’
:—thus is it

loudly proclaimed in the innermost depths of my soul, as soon as I

recollect myself for a moment and turn my observation upon

myself. ‘ Not for idle contemplation of thyself, not for brooding

over devout sensations:—no, for action art thou here: thine

action, and thine action alone, determines thy worth.’ ”* This

anticipates the gospel of Carlyle. In the “ faith philosophy ” of

Jacobi—to which Sir W. Hamilton was so largely indebted—the

intuitive insight of feeling is asserted, and this is the point of

view of the whole movement in literature and philosophy to -which

the term “ Romanticism ” is applied—the movement which is so

conspicuous and interesting in England and France, as well as in

Germany, during the latter half of the eighteenth century. No
one can fail to perceive the affinity between the romantic move-

ment in Germany and Rousseau’s revolt against the traditions and

conventions of artificial civilization. Both vindicate individuality

against the prescriptions of dogma and of custom
;
both urge a

return to nature, that is, to the unsophisticated impulses
;
both

embody the spirit of adventure and of egoistic self-assertion which

found its culminating expression in the French Revolution. The

most significant representative of this tendency in theology and

religion is Schleiermacher. Although more strongly influenced

by Spinoza than by any other thinker, and, indeed, reaching his

chief results through a development of Spinoza’s premises,

Schleiermacher is also a true exponent of the spirit of Roman-

ticism. His famous definition of religion, “ Religion is the feel-

ing of absolute dependence,” shows the twofold relation in which

he stands : it reminds one of Spinoza, since the feeling of abso-

lute dependence is essentially the same thing as the “ intellectual

* Werke II, p. 249 (as translated by William Smith, LL.D.).
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love of God,” of which we read in the Ethics that sense of the

unit}7- of things which leads one to refer every detail to the whole,

and to accept each incident of experience as inevitable and fit

;

it reminds one, also, of the romantic and sentimental school, since

it makes the essence of religion to be, not thought, or will, or

conscience, but a certain form of emotion—one, moreover, which

is not necessarily moral, inasmuch as we may have a feeling of

dependence in relation to mere power, irrespective of any moral

quality in the being or thing possessing the power. In insisting

so strongly upon the Christian consciousness as a source and crite-

rion of truth, Schleiermacher rendered a service whose benefits

we still experience. Yet his point of view is eminently one-sided
;

it does not do justice to objective and universal elements
;

it in-

clines dangerously toward mysticism and excessive individualism.

Among the influences which have operated to produce disrelish

for dogmatic or reasoned truth, and to encourage the substitution

of non-intellectual methods and grounds of conviction, the pessi-

mistic speculations of Schopenhauer and Hartmann may be reck-

oned. These theories have been fitly termed “ the metaphysics

of the irrational.” They postulate unreason as the basal fact.

The world is grounded in Will, that is, in blind unconscious force.

According to Schopenhauer, intelligence is a secondary product

evolved in some inexplicable way. Hartmann unites Will and

Idea in the Absolute, under the concept of the Unconscious, after

the analogy of instinct. The systems agree in affirming the

fundamental irrationality of things. We may dismiss this gloomy

verdict upon the universe as a vagary of perverse and cynical

ingenuity
;
but the conception which underlies it, of impulse as

primary in the soul-life and in the life of the world, and of intelli-

gence as derived, is very common in psychological, historical, and

sociological theorizings. Primitive appetencies, selecting what is

fit and rejecting what is unfit
;
vague forces, underneath conscious-

ness and individual choice, working themselves out in race histories

and world tendencies
;
deep-seated instincts, the product of imme-

morial reactions between organism and environment
;
traditions,

institutions, conventions, into which one is born, which invest one,

from birth to death, like an atmosphere—these non-rational

factors are sometimes so magnified that little room is left for the

functioning of intelligence. That reason plays an unimportant

part in the evolution of society, that it has little to do with indi-

vidual beliefs, customs, ideals, is a thesis very frequently main-

tained. Mr. Balfour has dwelt with impressive emphasis upon

the “ causes, moral, social and educational, which produce results

by processes other than reasoning.”* The widely circulated book

* Foundations of Belief, p. 227.
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of Mr. Benjamin Kidd, Social Evolution
,
defends religion on the

singular ground that an ultra-rational sanction must be provided in

order that people may be induced to submit to the conditions

required by social utility—these conditions being so inconsistent

with individual interest as to be incapable of intellectual defense.

An interesting study of the respective functions of the rational and

the non-rational has been made by Mr. Henry Rutgers Marshall

in his recent work, Instinct and Reason. Approaching the subject

from the biological point of view, he reaches conclusions that tell

heavily against the authority of reason. Instincts, since they

embody the experience of the race, impel to action that has been

found serviceable
;

in following reason, when its dictates are in

opposition to the demands of a fundamental instinct, one takes a

serious hazard
;

it is possible that tne variation may prove advan-

tageous—and, indeed, all improvement of type, all elevation of

moral codes, must be brought about through variation—but the

chances are altogether against our being right in any particular

case; the general conclusion, therefore, is that “ where reason,

the principle of variation, opposes instinct, the principle of con-

tinuity, the force of instinct must be treated as of the highest

importance.”* Evidences of a disposition to depreciate thought

and argument constantly appear in current discussions
;

it is a

significant sign of the times that the ill-omened word “ destiny
”

has entered so largely of late into the vocabulary of our politics,

suggesting, not the wisdom of statesmen, nor the sober judgment

of the people, but the fatalistic conception of vast cosmic forces

sweeping resistlessly on to unknown issues.

That the prevalent tendency to substitute sentiment for reason-

ing, to prefer testhetic and ethical to intellectual criteria, is the

product of many diverse influences, is further illustrated in the

“ value-judgments,” or “ judgments of worth,” so much em-

ployed by the Ritschlian theologians. It will be remembered

that this conception is derived from Lotze, in whose vindication

of a spiritual and teleological, as distinguished from a merely

mechanical, view of the world it plays an important part: “ In

its feeling for the value of things and their relations, our reason

possesses as genuine a revelation as, in the principles of logical

investigation, it has an indispensable instrument of experience. ”f
Much that is commonly regarded as pertaining to the purely

cognitive life cannot be understood, as Lotze reminds us, unless a

basis of feeling is assigned to it. Our apprehension, for example,

of the universe as a unitary whole and at the same time as com-

* Marshall, Instinct and Reason
,
p. 512.

t Microcosmus, I. p. 245 (English translation).
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prehending and providing for a true individuality
;
our intuition

of the self-conscious ego as distinct from the non-ego of the rest of

the world
;
our persuasion of freedom as acting in the midst of the

causal determinations of nature—these are not logical conclusions

of the understanding, but “ inspirations of a reason appreciative

of worth.”* Ideals of truth, beauty, and morality are creations

of the sentient, no less than of the intellectual part of our nature.

Even the simplest and apparently driest notions are never quite

destitute of this attendant feeling, while in the higher ranges of

its experience the mind passes beyond the ‘ world of forms ’ into

the realm of the ‘ world of values.’ The value of an object of

thought, that is, its fitness to satisfy some want of the feeling self,

is ground of assurance as to its reality. The application of this

to the objects of which theology treats is obvious. What is the

worth to us of the several tenets of the Christian faith ? The

doctrine of God, the doctrine of Christ, the doctrine of the Scrip-

tures—what do they signify to our experience ? This is the chief

criterion in the sphere of religion, Religious knowledge is essen-

tially different from theoretical
;

the latter rests upon observation

and reasoning, the former upon discernment of values. The sub-

jectivity of this reminds us of Schleiermacher
;
the whole line of

thought obviously goes back to Kant. The Lotzean and Ritsch-

lian distinction between theoretical and religious knowledge coin-

cides with the Kantian distinction between the theoretical and the

practical reason
;
the idea of worth as authenticating reality under-

lies the whole argument of the Critique of Practical Reason.

“ The righteous man may say : I will that there be a God, that

my existence in this world be also an existence outside the chain

of physical causes, and lastly that my duration be endless
;

I

firmly abide by this, and will not let this faith be taken from

me.”f This emphatic, almost defiant assertion and challenge

exemplifies the doctrine of value-judgments
;

it rests upon the

assumption that the moral law has such supreme value for man
that it justifies any postulates needful for its realization.

Like all widespread movements, the reaction which sets so

powerfully in our day away from intellectual methods and stand-

ards, substituting instinct, volition, aesthetic cravings, ethical ideals

for logical processes, is, in part, a wholesome assertion of ele-

ments that had been relatively neglected. As has been already

pointed out, philosophy, prior to Kant, erred in overstimating

either abstract dogmatic thought, or the function of the senses
;

* Microcosmus, I, p. 244.

t Dialectic of Pure Practical Reason
,
Chap. VIII, T. K. Abbott’s translation.
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lienee resulted either a pantheistic naturalism like that of Spinoza,

or naturalism of an empirical and sensualistic type, tending, as in

Hume, to skepticism. Kant’s assertion of the ethical self was an

inestimable service. The arrogance of reason easily forgets that,

in the last resort, we come back to non-rational grounds of belief.

Regress from conclusion to premises cannot go on forever
;

there

must come a point where we simply say, “ This is a final postu-

late, which cannot be substantiated by inclusion under a more

comprehensive truth.” One must concede the position of Sig-

wart :

‘ 1 The universal presuppositions which form the outline of

our ideal of knowledge .... are, d priori
,
not in the sense of

self-evident truths, but only in the sense of presuppositions, with-

out which we should work with no hope of success and merely at

random, and which therefore we must believe if we are in earnest

in our endeavor after knowledge. They are postulates, and akin

to the ethical principles by which we are wont to determine and

guide our free activities.”* It is obvious that the ultimate con-

ditions and prerequisites of reasoning cannot be proved by reason-

ing. The trustworthiness of our faculties, the rationality or

knowableness of the universe—profound and comprehensive

assumptions like these are moral postulates. What Mr. John

Fiske, speaking after the manner of Kant, says of belief in im-

mortality, li
I accept it as a final act of faith in the reasonableness

of (rod’s work,”f indicates, as most persons will agree, the

ground on which, as a matter of fact, belief in immortality rests.

It is perhaps an exaggeration to say that freedom cannot be estab-

lished bv any process of reasoning, or by any appeal to experi-

ence, yet none will deny that the Kantian position, has this measure

of justification, that the evidence most capable of producing con-

viction is that derived from the moral consciousness. The greatest

truths lie in a region inaccessible to logic, below the play of the

observational and reasoning powers. This is the case with the

ultimate truths of science. Why is the assent of the rational and

moral nature to primary religious truths any more open to ques-

tion than the “ inductive hazard ” to which we are compelled in

our endeavor to reach the truth of nature? 11 The scientific

agnostic,” says Prof. Fraser, “ is ready to take the inductive leap

into the dark through faith in a natural order believed to be

immanent in his sense surroundings
;
this leap is essentially an act

of faith, and not the result of a purely logical process of reason-

ing emptied of all trust. Is he not also required, under pressure

of moral or spiritual necessities which remain latent in some men,

* Logic , Vol. IT, p. 17 (Eoglisb translation).

f The Destiny of Man, p. 11G.
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to regard as also reasonable that still deeper interpretation of tbe

universe which makes it at last the supernatural manifestation of

supreme moral purpose?”* An immediate affirmation of the

soul, a direct unanaljzable conviction—to this we come back at

last in every field of knowledge.

“If e’er when faith had fall’n asleep

I heard a voice,
‘ Believe no more,’

And heard an ever-breaking shore

That tumbled in the Godless deep,

A warmth within the breast would melt

The freezing reason’s colder part,

And like a man in wrath the heart

Stood up and answer’d, ‘I have felt.’
’’

It does not, however, follow from the fact that belief cannot be

completely rationalized—that it requires, of necessity, certain

ultimate, undemonstrable assumptions!—that the authority of

reason, within its proper province, is invalidated, or that we are

warranted in disregarding observation and logical inference, where

these are applicable, and in appealing, in neglect of them, to emo-

tional assurance. Because a science, like that of physics, avails

itself of concepts and hypotheses that are incapable of definite

verification—atoms, molecules, the luminiferous ether, the conser-

vation of energy, etc—it does not, on that account, dispense with

mathematics, cast aside instruments of precision, and abandon

itself to the guidance of sentiment and imagination. That which

the physicist assumes without explicit proof is not a substitute

for reasoning, but the foundation for it. Universal gravitation,

the uniformity of nature—such far-reaching assumptions are of

value chiefly because they afford a support for deductive and induc-

tive inferences. The intuitions of the ethical and religious nature

are not completely realized revelations
;
they are hints, points of

* Philosophy of Theism
,
First Series, p. 218.

f “We know the truth, not only by the reason, but also by the heart
;

it is by

the heart that we know first principles, and it is in vain that reasoning, which has

no part in it, tries to combat them We know that we do not dream, how-

ever impotent we may be to prove it by reason : this impotence proves nothing

more than feebleness of our reason, but not the uncertainty of all our knowledge!

as the Pyrrhonists pretend. For the knowledge of first principles, as of space, time,

movement, numbers
,

is as certain as any of those that our reasonings give us.

And it is on this knowledge of the heart and instinct that reason must support

herself, and on this she grounds her whole procedure Principles are felt,

propositions are proved : and all with certainty, although in different ways. And
it is as ridiculous for the reason to demand of the heart proofs of its first principles,

in order to be willing to consent to them, as it would be for the heart to demand of

the reason a feeling of all the propositions that it demonstrates, in order to be

willing to receive them.” (Pascal, Thoughts, Chap. X).
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departure, potentialities, which need to be intellectually developed

and wrought out. They do not supersede the exercise of reflec-

tive intelligence, or the observation of the facts of life and of the

world
;
they cooperate with these, in the way of guidance and of

insight. If the function of the perceptive and reasoning power

in the attainment of truth is overlooked, the higher beliefs cease

to be looked upon as subject to intellectual criteria and as capable

of intellectual explication and defense
;
they become purely and

solely subjective. This is the view of Mysticism, the religion of

feeling. About this there is the obvious disadvantage that what

is essentially a matter of individual consciousness cannot be effec-

tively presented to the apprehension of others. When the assent of

others is asked under such conditions, the reply is always perti-

nent, “ 1 do not feel as you do; the matter presents itself differ-

ently to me.” The inculcation of truth is impossible unless it is

formulated in some defined manner. Moreover, the hold of the

individual himself upon an experience so inarticulate is likely to

be insecure. It is not easy to make clear, even to one’s own
mind, a belief which lacks intellectual substantiation

;
such a

belief tends to be unstable as well as vague. One who over-

emphasizes this aspect of ethical and spiritual experience cannot

consistently admit the authority of any objective revelation. The

witness of the soul, the ineradicable, incommunicable testimony

of the Spirit, is sufficient warrant. “ What matters it whether

this statement of occurrence or this formula of faith be correct

or not ? That is true for me which meets my needs.”

Disproportionate insistence upon will and sentiment and intui-

tion, in the sphere of morals and of religion, at the expense of

the rational understanding, often results in the anomaly of an

unquestioning acceptance of dogma combined with an unmis-

takably skeptical inclination. Cardinal Newman is an interesting

example. “ From the age of fifteen,” he tells us, “ dogma has

been the fundamental principle of my religion
;

I cannot enter

into the idea of any other sort of religion
;

religion, as a mere

sentiment, is to me a dream and a mockery.”* Yet it is easy to

cite passages from the writings of the author of the Apologia

which give evidence of an intellect as subtle, penetrating and

comprehensive in its questionings and its incertitudes as that of

David Hume himself. Take, for instance, the statement of the

doctrine of “ the economy,” f which so scandalized Mr. Kingsley

—

it would be hard to put the relativity of truth more unqualifiedly :

the whole universe, moral as well as physical, may, it is sug-

* Apologia pro Sua Vita, p. 96.

f History of the Arians, p. 83.
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gested, be only a condescension to our incapacity, and not a gen-

uine manifestation of reality. Dr. Martineau cites, as an equally

remarkable expression of this subjective and provisional view,

the series of Hypotheses contained in the concluding paragraph of

the fifteenth of the University Sermons—that on the “ Theory of

Developments in Religious Doctrine ”—in which each of the most

fundamental propositions of theology is made to depend upon an
“ if.” How can the dogmatic and the skeptical tempers thus

coexist? Because the function of ethical postulates is unduly

extended, being employed to validate conclusions which ought to

be subjected to intellectual determination. One is thus unhappily

forced into the position of holding one’s most precious convictions

and hopes apart from any grounds of reason on which they may
be justified. Of this type of mind Pascal is the classical example.

Cousin’s celebrated characterization is doubtless a piece of special

pleading, rather than a judicial estimate
;
but his general conclu-

sion that the author of the Thoughts is a philosophic skeptic, and

at the same time a devout believer in religion
—“ on the one hand,

a skeptical reason
;
on the other hand, an invincible necessity of

believing ”*—may be admitted.

The qualifying of the truth to which the ethical philosophy of

Kant gave such emphatic proclamation is no less needful in our

day than its assertion. Against the naturalistic modes of thought

which approach us so constantly, both from the side of science

and from the side of philosophy, the Kantian appeal to the moral

personality is indispensable
;
but we must not push this to the

extreme of superseding the reflective, the reasoning, the system-

atizing function of the rational intelligence.

Johns Hopkins University. EDWARD H. GRIFFIN.

* History of Modern Philosophy, Second Series, Vol. II, Lecture XII.



III.

THE BOOK OF DANIEL.

T I ^ IIERE has always been something in this book to attract

-L readers, both old and young, whether they were attracted

simply by its fascinating contents, or whether they had some special

purpose of study, as, for instance, its place in the Bible and its

message to us. The prevailing feelings of those who have read

it most have been wonder and reverence and delight, as they have

drunk in the words of a prophet of God, who at the same time

was, like Moses and Elijah, a worker of miracles. But, on the

other hand, there have been those who have regarded the miracles

as imaginary, and the apparent predictions as historical retro-

spects, mingled with vague anticipations and erroneous guesses.

They believe that the author was some unknown Jew, belonging to

the age of the Greek or Macedonian king Antiochus Epiphanes,

and that he was an upholder of his countrymen in the struggle

with that king which they carried to a successful issue under the

leadership of those three remarkable brothers known as the

Maccabees. This hypothesis seems to have been originated bv

Porphyry, one of the acutest and most persevering opponents of

Christianity, in the third century of the Christian era. It was

scarcely, if at all, taken up in modern times till a number of Ger-

man scholars arose in the latter half of the eighteenth century,

men whose opinions on the whole subject of revealed religion

were diametrically opposed to all that was hitherto accepted by

common consent in the Christian Church. It is almost exclu-

sively within the last thirty years that the genuineness of the

book has been rejected by English-speaking theological writers,

and now they seem to think that they have won the victory.

Plain readers of the Bible are perplexed by what they fail to

understand—how there should be any room for doubt as to the

Book of Daniel, considering the apparent variety and strength of

the evidence in favor of its genuineness. And on the whole

they are right : whereas the specialists have been misled by attach-

ing erroneous importance to certain subordinate points.

First. The book has its recognized place in Scripture. There

are one or two books in the Old as well as in the New Testament
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to which some doubt has been attached by individual believing

scholars, and for a time even by one or two individual Churches.

But Daniel is not among those books that were doubted. And as

its position was thus unassailed in the Jewish Church, Christians

felt that it had been accepted by our Lord and His apostles among
the Scriptures which they treated as the oracles of God, and

which they expected their followers to treat in the same way.

It is not likely, in the face of this unanimity, that we shall be

met by the rejoinder that the canon may always be reconsidered.

There has never been serious use of such liberty as to the extent of

the canon made by the Church, except (if we can account this an

exception) in so far as some acceptance came to be given to what

we call the Apocrypha, and again when these apocryphal books

were rejected by the Reformed Churches. Nor is much likely to

be said of the uncertain extent of the Jewish canon. Little has come

out of the study of the so-called Alexandrian canon, which is

alleged to have comprehended the Apocrypha
;
nay, the fact that

there are apocryphal additions in the Greek translation of the

Book of Daniel may afterward be noticed as evidence of the genu-

ineness of the Hebrew copy from which our English translation

was made.

It is asserted, however, that the position of Daniel in the Hebrew
Bible is adverse to the belief that it was written by the prophet

who is so prominent throughout the book. This is argued very

incautiously by Dean Farrar, Booh of Daniel
,
chap. ix. The

argument is differently put by Dr. Driver, Cambridge Bible for

Schools and Colleges
,
p. xlvii/. He says: “ Though little defi-

nite is known respecting the formation of the canon, there are

strong reasons for thinking that the threefold division represents

three stages in the collection and canonization of the books of the

Old Testament.” “ The collection of the 1 Prophets ’ could

hardly have been completed before the third century B.C.; and

had the Book of Daniel existed at the time, and been believed to

be the work of a prophet, it is difficult not to think that it would

have ranked accordingly and been included with the writings of

the other prophets.” One might ask Dr. Driver, if this be so,

why is the Book of Jonah found in the second division of the

Jewish canon, the Prophets, and why is it not in the third or

miscellaneous division, side by side with Daniel ? For he thinks

they have the closest resemblance, belonging to the Jewish mid-

rashim
,
with fact and fiction intermingled, pp. xvi, lxxiii, lxxxiv.

But we do refuse to admit that there are strong reasons for holding

that the three divisions of the canon are owing to three successive

steps of canonizing the books. Dr. W. H. Green, General Intro-
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duction: the Canon, p. 80/, says: “The real ground of the

division is the official status of the sacred writers. Moses, as the

great legislator and founder of the Old Testament dispensation,

occupied a unique position, and his books appropriately stand by
themselves in the first place. There follow, in the second place,

the Prophets, a distinct order of men, universally recognized as

such, the immediate messengers of God to the people to declare

His will and purposes to them, for their guidance, instruction and

admonition. Their writings are of two kinds, historical and pro-

phetical. In the former they trace the hand of God in His past

dealings
;

in the latter, they deliver the messages with which

they have been charged. Their historical writings are called 1 The
Former Prophets,’ namely, Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings

;

and their prophetical waitings, ‘ The Latter Prophets,’ from the

order in which they stand in the canon. Finally, the third division

comprises the writings of inspired men, who were not prophets in

the technical and official sense. David was gifted with divine

inspiration, and the Psalms, composed by him, contain Messianic

predictions, but he held the office of a king, not of a prophet.’’

And so he adds the analogous cases of Solomon, Asaph and

the sons of Korah. Then, p. 84/ he explains the position of

Daniel, who in the Hew Testament is called a prophet, as indeed

his prophetic visions and predictions are remarkable
;
and yet he is

not ranked in the canon among the prophets, because the principle

of the threefold division of the canon is rigorously carried out.

“ Daniel had the prophetic gift in a most extraordinary degree,

but he did not hold the prophetic office. He did not belong to

the prophetic order like his fellow-captive and contemporary,

Ezekiel, who dwelt among the exiles and labored with them for

their spiritual good. He had a different office to perform on

behalf of the people at the court of Babylon, where he was

ranked with the wise men and was advanced to a high political

station. Officially he was not a prophet, but occupied a lofty

position in the Babjdonian and subsequently in the Persian

empire. He is called a prophet in the New' Testament in the

same general sense in which that term is applied to David (Acts

ii. 29, 30).” And he might have added Asaph wrho wras a psalmist

(Matt. xiii. 35).

Secondly. There is something urgently needing to be ex-

plained (and yet no explanation has been attempted), when we are

told that a book was written in the commencement of the Mac-

cabean struggle, no one has any idea by whom, and wras foisted on

the people of Israel engaged in that struggle, on the baseless

allegation that it had been written by a very distinguished
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prophet some four hundred years before. If the alleged date be

B.O. 166 or 165, Ave know that at the circumcision of our

Saviour, say B.C. 4, there Avas present one well-known godly

woman Avho Avas not less than about eighty-four years old. There

must have been numbers of people seventy-eight years old at the

time of her birth, and these people Avould be born not later than

the year of the alleged composition of this book
;
while any

who were eighty-eight at her birth would have been at least ten

years old Avhen the book Avas composed. Is it credible that such

a book was written then, and that at some later time such an

important addition was made to the Jewish Scriptures in Jerusa-

lem Avithout opposition by any one, either of the educated heads

of the nation and Church or of the uneducated common people ?

We have no reason to think that such a step could have been

taken, least of all at a time when religious enthusiasm had

reached as high a point as was ever known in favor of the LaAV

and the Prophets, as these books had been handed down from

earlier generations. The man who Avrote this book must have

alleged that it was a remarkable prophetic Avriting, and it must

have been accepted as such by his contemporaries. But, on the

contrary, it is Avritten in 1 Macc. iv. 46, that Judas Maccabseus and

his friends pulled down the desecrated altar in the temple, “ and

laid up the stones in the mountain of the house in a convenient

place, until there should come a prophet to give an answer con-

cerning them.” So there was no prophet then
;
and no one ever

came.

There are other circumstances Avhich give emphasis to these

general considerations. Thus (1) the case of Anna is greatly

understated, if the Revised Version is correct, as it seems to be :

‘ 1 She was of great age, having lived Avitk a husband seven years

from her virginity, and she had been a widow even for fourscore

years.” In this case all who were fifty-eight years old at her

birth may have been born before this acceptance of Daniel into

the Bible took place. (2) Whatever may have been Anna’s pre-

cise age, Ave have no reason to doubt that there were numbers of

old people above eighty as Avell as she, through whom and a

single life before them the tradition of the important spiritual

events in the Maccabean struggle Avas preserved accurately till the

birth of Christ. (3) For this Avas a continuous tradition concern-

ing the Book of Daniel, which was universally regarded as holy

and authoritative by all the contending sects and schools into

which the Jews of those hundred and fifty years or so were
divided, whose controversies were often or habitually very keen.

(4) All this is true of the Jews in Palestine, who gathered for
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all their chief sacred interests to Jerusalem. How inconceivably

more difficult does the task of receiving a new book into their

Bible become, when we recollect how at that time there were

devout Jews scattered (John vii. 35) as widely as we read of in the

account of the day of Pentecost and in the first verse of First

Peter. And they had seats of sacred learning on the banks of

the Euphrates, at or near Babylon, and also at Alexandria in

Egypt
;
nor were the leaders in these places always amenable to

the influence of those who took the lead at Jerusalem. (5) While

it is true that there was the continuous tradition of the Jewish

Church, at all times and in all places, to the Book of Daniel being

what we believe it to be, there is evidence that there was a certain

corruption of that tradition, in one limited direction, on the part

of individuals apparently neither numerous nor influential for any

length of time. In the end, however, no one knows when -or

how the so-called Septuagint Greek version came to contain three

pieces, the apocryphal additions. Probably there is no one who
reckons these to be an integral part of the book, which had been

undoubtedly acknowledged in the Maccabean age. Yet, if Daniel

is a fiction, wherein consists the essential difference between the

canonical and the apocryphal portions ? And why were the

canonical portions accepted and the apocryphal portions rejected ?

“ According to critics, the purpose for which the Book of Daniel

was written was the consolation and encouragement of the afflicted

Jews in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. For this purpose

imaginative narratives might be employed with perfect propriety,

and without the smallest intention to deceive There is

thus the less reason, especially when examples of this kind of

literature appear among the earliest of the non-canonical boots

(for instance, in Tobit and Judith), that it should be unrepre-

sented in the Old Testament” (Driver, Daniel
, pp. Ixx, Ixxi).

Just so: the difference shades away until generally it disappears

between canonical and apocryphal literature.

Thirdly. There is the direct reference to Daniel in the unques-

tioned testimony of his contemporary in exile, the prophet Ezekiel.

Dr. Driver (pp. xvii, xviii) says: “ Mention is made of a ‘ Daniel ’

as a pattern of righteousness (xiv. II, ‘ Though these three men,

Noah, Daniel and Job, were in it, they should deliver but their

own souls by their righteousness similarly ver. 20) and wisdom

(xxviii. 3, addressed to the king of Tyre, ‘ Behold, thou art wiser

than Daniel
;
there is no secret that they can hide from thee ’)

;

but it is doubted by many whether the reference is to the Daniel of

the present book The association with Noah and Job and

the nature of the allusion imply iather that, in the mind of the
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prophet, the Daniel whom he referred to was some ancient patri-

arch, renowned in the traditions of Israel for his piety and wis-

dom, as Enoch, for instance, was for his ‘ walking’ with Grod.”

It must be left to the decision of those who read the book at once

intelligently and reverently whether there is any probability that

Ezekiel was referring to some one utterly unknown or to the

prophet’s fellow- worker, the only Daniel of whom there is any

thing recorded in history or, for that matter, in legend. Righte-

ousness and wisdom are two of the prominent characteristics of

the Daniel in the book known by his name
;
and it was chiefly

these which secured for him the commanding position which he

occupies in this book. Indeed, Ezekiel’s language, “ There is no

secret that they can hide from thee,” points as directly as possible

to the secrets repeatedly mentioned in Daniel (ii. 18, 19, 27, 28, 29,

30, 47
;

iv. 9.)

Fourthly, When we compare the Book of Daniel with the

writings of the prophets who flourished in what may be perhaps

called the Chaldean age we see many points of connection, and

these of various kinds.

(1) Between Ezekiel and Daniel there are many resemblances of

expression: “son of man” in addresses to the prophet; “the
end ” and “ time of the end;” “ the appearance of a man;” “ I

fell upon my face,” in consequence of a vision
;
the frequent use

of two entirely unconnected words for “ vision,” the use of which

is not common in the other prophets; “the glorious land” or

“ land of beauty,” as it is variously translated, or “ glory of all

lands.” And there are the many parallels in the descriptions in

Ezekiel, chaps, i and x, and Dan. x, especially vers. 5, 6, 18. In

the matter of geography, we have in Dan. xi. 41 the combination

of “ Edom, and Moab, and the chief of the children of Ammon/’
which are similarly combined in Ezek. xxv. The minute histori-

cal prophecy in Dan. xi speaks continually of the king of the north

and the king of the south, and identifies the latter with Egypt,

but offers no explanation of the former. In Ezek. xxix-xxxii

there are detailed prophecies against Egypt, but a king of the

north on equal terms with him is never mentioned, though
Ezekiel does compare him with the king of Assyria, now fallen,

in chap. xxxi. The cutting off of Messiah in Dan. ix. 26, may be

related to Ezek. xxi. 26, 27, “ overturn, overturn, overturn, till

he come,” etc.

(2) With Zephaniah and Jeremiah there is not much connection

traceable
;
perhaps because their commission was almost entirely to

Jerusalem and the Israelites in their own land, not to the exiles.

(3) There are not wanting some traces of resemblance between
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Habakkuk, who has much to say iu his booklet against the Chal-

deans, and the Book of Daniel. Daniel may have borrowed from

Ilab. ii. 2, 3, “ the vision,” “ the appointed time,” and “ the end.’

The contrast between him whose “ soul is puffed up, it is not up-

right in him,” and “ the just shall live by his faith,” Hab. ii. 4

(compare also “ a haughty man,” ver. 5), appears in Dan. iii. 15

;

iv. 20-22, 20, 27, 32, 37
;

v. 20. The description of the violence of

the Chaldean, even *to murder, in Hab. i. 6-11
; ii. 5, 8, till “ the

peoples labour for the fire, and the nations weary themselves for

vanity,” answers to many descriptions in Daniel (see also such a

summing up as chap. v. 19). Hab. ii. 12 says, “ Woe to him that

buildeth a town with blood and establisheth a city by iniquity.”

Does not this answer to Dan. iv. 27, 30 ? Hab. ii. 14 says, “ The
earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of Jehovah

as the waters cover the sea.” This agrees admirably with those

repeated proclamations in the Book of Daniel that are pronounced

by many to be absurd, bearing on their face the marks of forgery.

The description of the drunken habits of the Chaldeans in Hab.

ii. 5, 15, and in ver. 16 the retribution, fit well in with the history

of Belshazzar’s feast. The peculiar expressions in Hab. ii. 17,
1

1

The violence done to Lebanon ’
’ and 1 ‘ the destruction of the

beasts,” may find some illustration in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream of

the tree under which the beasts of the field had shadow, etc.

The graven image which the Chaldean has overlaid with gold

and silver, Ilab. ii. 18, 19, only to be a teacher of lies, agrees

well with Nebuchadnezzar’s golden image. And the close of that

chapter in Habakkuk, “ But Jehovah is in his holy temple : let

all the earth keep silence before him,” is the lesson of the entire

Book of Daniel.

(4) When we come from the properly Chaldean to the Per-

sian age, as represented in Zechariah, we see how the life and

work of Daniel has left its impress on this prophet. The

man among the myrtle trees, with his attendants, who are they

whom Jehovah hath sent to walk to and fro through the earth, as

he pleads, “ How long wilt thou not have mercy on Jerusalem

and on the cities of Judah, against which thou hast had indigna-

tion these threescore and ten years ?” is familiar to the reader of

Daniel, chaps, iv, ix and x. The four chariots and horses in

Zechariah, chaps, i and vi, and the four horns may very well be

derived from the four kingdoms in Daniel’s vision, chap. vii.

Zechariah’s crowned king and high priest, chap. vi. 11-13, is con-

nected with Dan. ix. 24-27. The multiplying by seven in Dan.

ix. 2 and 24 is found again in Zech. iv. 2 (see the A. Y. margin

and the Revised Version). And the so-called interpreting angel
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in Zechariah’s visions (see especially chap. ii. 3, 4) is already

familiar to the reader of Daniel’s visions.

Fifthly. In the nature of the case, as is conceded on all

hands, there exists extremely little material between the time at

which Daniel is supposed to have lived and written and the com-

mencement of the Maccabean age, on which to draw for proof that

the book was known and acknowledged as one of the canonical

books
;

that is, always excepting the existence of the canon

itself, which has been already considered.

(1) Yet Josephus, Antiquities, xi. 8, §§ 3-5, tells of the terror

with which the approach of Alexander the Great and his army to

Jerusalem inspired the Jews, who had refused to transfer their

allegiance and support from the Persians to him, especially as the

Samaritans had welcomed him
;

of a dream which the High Priest

Jaddua had, in which he and the priests were bidden to go forth

in full priestly attire, leading the citizens clothed in white, and so

to meet Alexander in assured hope of the divine protection
;
of the

reception accorded to them by Alexander, who adored the God
whose priest he welcomed

;
and of the king’s explanation to his

astonished soldiers, how before he had left Macedonia on his great

expedition he had in a dream seen this very person, in these

robes, who had exhorted him to go forward boldly and without

delay, for that he would conduct him and give him dominion over

the Persians. Then Alexander went into the city, offered sacrifice

to God as the high priest directed, and was shown the Book of

Daniel, with its prophecy that a.Greek was to destroy the king-

dom of Persia. And thus the Jews and he were brought to happy

agreement
;
they were permitted by him to enjoy government by

their own law, and they were excused the payment of taxes in the

seventh year. This narrative has been rejected by many as a

fable, but without any good reason. Nothing could be simpler

and less adorned with suspicious circumstances
;

every sentence

might be accepted as probable even bv a critic who disbelieved

everything supernatural. Some alleged chronological difficulties

can well enough be met. Yet were it otherwise, a slight inac-

curacy of Josephus would not discredit his narrative.

(2) On the opposite side there has been an argument that Daniel

was not kno\yn to the author of Ecclesiasticus in his enumeration

of famous Israelites, cbaps. xliv-1. “ In view of the remarkable

distinctions attained by Daniel, and the faculties displayed bv
him, according to the Book, the statement m Ecclus. xlix. 15,

that no man had ever been born ‘ like unto Joseph,’ seems cer-

tainly to suggest that the writer was unacquainted with the narra-

tives respecting Daniel” (Driver, p. xlviii). But this argument
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proves too much. Ecclesiasticus speaks not of books, but of

men
;
and the fame of Daniel for preeminent righteousness and

wisdom was set forth by Ezekiel in two separate passages, familiar

to every reader of his prophecies, so that Dr. Driver is driven to

conjecture (p. xviii) that he was some ancient patriarch renowned,

as Enoch for instance was, in the traditions of Israel. Joseph is

mentioned alone, though no doubt Daniel might have been coupled

with him, had the author pleased. Yet in the preceding verse he

says of this Enoch, “ No man was created upon the earth such

as was Enoch : for he was taken up from the earth although,

in chap, xlviii. 1-12, he speaks also of Elijah at great length,

mentioning among other things his translation
;

whereas we
might infer from the other passage that he regarded Enoch’s

translation as without a parallel. And still going back a verse,

to xlix. 13, the services of Nehemiah are celebrated
;
but his

fellow-worker Ezra is passed over in silence. Silence, then, is no

evidence of Daniel being unknown. The writer of Ecclesiasticus

is not so very well balanced that we need feel called to justify his

selection of famous men in Israel
;

but perhaps Daniel was

omitted because his labors were all under heathen kings, and he

did not return to Jerusalem with the other exiles.

(3) The evidence from the Septuagint translation has been felt

by very many to favor the existence of the original Hebrew at a

still earlier period than that of the Maccabees
;

while, on the

other hand, there are specialists who dispute this inference.

Apart from any discussion of the character of the translation,

there is one impoitant fact which is plain to all. Our English

Bible, and probably all other versions in use in Christendom,

follow the Latin Yulgate, as it followed the Septuagint Greek, in

regard to the order in which the books of the Old Testament

should stand
;
of course with this difference, that the Reformed

Churches dropped the books known as the Apocrypha. Perhaps

few mere English readers think of any other order for the books.

But this order was an innovation of those who made or accepted

that translation, that is. of the Alexandrian Jews. It is un-

doubted that the Hebrew canon presented the books arranged in

three divisions, as they stand in Hebrew Bibles to this day. This

fact, and the probable simple reason of it, have been explained

early in this article : the arrangement was based upon the theo-

cratic constitution of the people of Israel, to whom those books

had been given by Jehovah. But the theocracy had become to

the Jews of Alexandria a speculative matter, belonging to an age

and a state of society which no longer interested them. And so

they tried their hands at rearranging the books, sometimes accord-
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mg to the letters of the alphabet—a plan which might be to aid

the memory—sometimes according to the supposed character of the

writings. The Books of Moses were left at the beginning, the

Pentateuch. The Prophets were arranged as four greater and

twelve smaller, the name 1 ‘ Prophets ’
’ being now withdrawn from

“ the Former Prophets.” These were now regarded as simply his-

torians
;
and thus Joshua and Judges and Samuel and Kings were

followed immediately by Chronicles, Ezra and ISTehemiah, and

Esther. And after the histories, before the Prophets, came the

five books of poetry, devotion and wisdom. This attempt at sys-

tematic arrangement was carried so far that the booklet of

Lamentations was annexed to Jeremiah, and the booklet of Ruth

to Judges; and that, when some of the longer writings were cut

into parts, there came to be four Books of Kings, instead of two of

Samuel and two of Kings. Those who arranged the books so over-

looked the commanding personality of the prophet Samuel, the

man of greatest importance in the theocracy after Moses. In

these circumstances, it was to be expected that they should arrange

the Book of Daniel alongside of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel,

disregarding the strict theocratic principle which had guided those

to whom we owe the formation of the Hebrew canon
;
for they

had placed Daniel among the other statesmen who are prominent

in the writings known as the Hagiographa. This change in the

position of the Book of Daniel bears witness to its being known
and accepted by the Jewish Church while the theocratic principle

was still accorded its full influence, at a time much earlier than the

Maccabean era.

(4) It does not seem appropriate in this article to enter on the

wide field of obscure supposititious writings among the Jews,

before and after the time at which the critics suppose Daniel to

have been written. We believe that evidence is really to be had

from examination of the apocryphal Book of Baruch (in its con-

fession, chaps, i. 15—ii . 19), of the Third Book of the Sibylline

Oracles, and of the Book of Enoch; possibly from others also.

It is not alleged that there is anything in these writings to de-

stroy our bebef that the Book of Daniel is genuine
;
and this is

enough for us when looking over the field of controversy, and see-

ing how the contending hosts have kept or changed their ground.

The noblest and most valuable writing among those which we
commonly name the Apocrypha—that is, the Deutero-canonical

books of the Church of Rome—is the First Book of the Macca-
bees. This book, at present generally supposed to have been

written within seventy years of the time at which critics date the

Book of Daniel, seems to most readers to prove that its author

unhesitatingly accepted the Book of Daniel.
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Sixthly. The Book of Daniel has emerged unscathed from

the fiery furnace of historical criticism into which it had been and

still is being thrown. The furnace lias been heated seven times

more than it was wont to be heated by those who give themselves

to examining the historicity of ancient books
;
and with what

results? They are marshaled by Dr. Driver
(
Daniel

, pp. xlvii-

Ixiii), with which may be partly compared the historical statement,

pp. xxiii-xxxii.

(1) It is scarcely worth spending time on the difficulty about Dan.

i. 1,
“ In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah

came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon to Jerusalem.” when the

fourth year might have been expected. The difference may be

explained in more ways than one : for instance, by the date of

the starting of the expedition and the date of its arrival at Jeru-

salem, or by well-known variations in the way of reckoning the

beginning of a reign.

(2) There is nothing of any importance in the critical representa-

tion of the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus that contradicts the

account in Daniel. The story given by Herodotus and by Xeno-

phon of the stratagem by which the city was taken during a

drunken nocturnal feast may or may not be a fable
;
but the

Book of Daniel is in no way pledged to it. Some good authorities

urge that the division of chapters is better in the Hebrew Bible

than in that followed by our English translation
;

in the Hebrew

(or Aramaic) chap, vi begins with what we call ver. 31, and there

is nothing that connects the accession of Darius to the throne with

the death of Belshazzar. Perhaps Dr. Driver, p. xxx, lays stress

upon Cyrus being, in B.C. 549, properly king of Aushan, in the

south of Elam: “ In that capacity, the troops of Astvages desert

to him, and he gains possession of Ecbatana. In 546 he is called

‘ king of Persia :
’ it is reasonable theiefore to infer that in the

interval since 549 he had effected the conquest of this country.

. . . He only became king of Persia by right of conquest.” Since

our knowledge is so very limited, why not rather say that he had

peaceably succeeded to that kingdom ? In this case the people

might have been more devoted to him as their hereditary sover-

eign. In whatever way he came to take the title “ king of

Persia ” (a country mentioned considerably earlier, in Ezek.

xxvii. 10, xxxviii. 5, along with other important martial nations),

it might be partly from policy to secure the affection of the

Medes, and not to bring reproach on them as if they were sub-

jected to a little-known insignificant king of Anshan. Xor does

a proclamation issued in the name of Cyrus, representing him to

the Babylonians as the favored servant of their god Marduk,
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clasli with any statement in Daniel. In so vast a revolution

Cyrus may have had little knowledge of the proclamations issued

as if from himself, nor do we know to what stage of religious

enlightenment and personal conviction he had attained
;
and we

are not ignorant of the repeated complicity of our own Christian

Government, from motives of unworthy policy, in the religious

services of their heathen subjects.

(3) There are points in dispute with regard to Nabonadius,

whose name is also written ISTabonnedus, or ISTabu-na’id, and his

son Belshazzar
;
but certain great facts seem to be now estab-

lished. Nabu-na’id came to the throne of Babylon B.C. 555,

being placed there by the conspirators who had murdered a most

objectionable king
;
and he continued to reign till Cyrus took the

city in 588. He seems to have been kindly treated by Cyrus, and

to have ended his days in honorable exile. H£ Jiad been very

unpopular at Babylon, and it is inferred from the inscriptions that

he did not visit the city until the closing scene. On the other

hand, a very prominent person was his son Bel-shar-uzur, whose

name in Daniel is given as Belshazzar. He is repeatedly men-

tioned in the inscriptions as “ the king’s son,” or “ the chief

son.” This title is given to him with such regularity, and he is

accompanied by the nobles and soldiers, and he is the object of

his father’s public prayers in such 'a way that the prevalent idea,

with students of very different schools, is that he occupied the

highest possible position under the kins:. Hence there can be no

great objection to his being regarded as practically king, even

though there may be no evidence of the title being officially

applied to him. The very interesting Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus

tells how his general and soldiers entered Babylon without fight-

ing on the 16th of Tammuz (say July), and Cyrus on the 8d of

Marcheshvan (say November), when dissensions were allayed

before him
;
and he established peace for the city. And “ on the

11th day of Marcheshvan, during the night, Gubaru, ” his general

and governor, “ made an assault and slew the king’s son,” the

translation which Dr. Driver gives, though not without some hesi-

tation. This act is identified by many with the slaying of Bel-

shazzar as told in Daniel.

The one difficulty which has to be considered is that the Book
of Daniel speaks of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar as father and

son. It is, however, a very plausible supposition which is made
in the margin of the A. V., that father might mean grandfather.

But beyond this there is the testimony of Abydenus that Nabu-

na’id was ‘ ! no relation ” to his predecessor; and in his own in-

scriptions he never claims to be, but '’gives his father’s name, one
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quite unknown otherwise.* Earlier opponents oi the genuineness

of the book denied that there was any real Belshazzar on this

plausible ground, that he was not mentioned except in the Book
of Daniel. For the same reason objection was made to Sargon,

the king of Assyria, because he was never named except in Isa.

xx. 1. Now that these objections cannot be maintained, it is

said in the article in the Encyclopaedia Biblica
,

“ Thus it will be

seen that, apart from the similarity of name, the historical prince

Bel-sar-usur bears but a very slight resemblance to the Belshazzar

of Daniel.” This is quite possible, considering that we know
extremely little from either of the two sources of information,

and also that their purpose and their standard were so entirely

different. It has already been said that the age of the Book of

Baruch is very uncertain. Whatever its evidence may be worth,

it does speak of Baltasar (the form of his name in the Greek

Bible) as the son of Nebuchadnezzar (chap, i, 11, 12).

Now the assertion is that the history is unhistorical, because Nabu-

na’id was no relative of Nebuchadnezzar, whose son or grandson

therefore Belshazzar could not be. It is easy to offer a hypotheti-

cal reply, that Nabu-na’id may have desired to strengthen his hold

upon the throne by marrying into Nebuchadnezzar’s family, whose

male line had repeatedly suffered by their own vices and by mur-

derous conspiracies. There is no need to refer to instances, abun-

dant and well known, of the female line securing succession both

to private property and to royal position. In the Bible we meet

with curious examples of this marriage influence on tribal rela-

tions (Num. xxxvi, 1 Chron. ii. 21-24, Ezra ii. 61-63). The

famous Behistun inscription testifies that N-abu na’id had a son

Nebuchadnezzar; and the importance of this name is suggested

bv the fact that this son of his was personated by two pretenders

to the throne in the reign of Darius Hystaspis.

In point of fact it is not necessary to prove that there was any

real relationship between Belshazzar and Nebuchadnezzar
;
the use

* Is there anything in the critical attitude that tends to produce acidity of tem-

per? And is it so in the moral as in the natural domain, that the sweetest tem-

pers become the most violently affected ? Or why is it that Dr. Driver writes, p.

51 note, “Dr. Green’s statement ( The Canon
, p. 63) that Nabu-na’id calls him-

self ‘descendant’ of Nebuchadnezzar and Neriglissar is incorrect.’’ Whatever be

the merits of the dispute as to the meaning of a word, Dr. Green merely reported

the opinion of another :
“ My colleague, Dr. Davis, has called my attention to an

unpublished coronation inscription of Nabu na'id, etc.’’ And why is it that Dr.

Driver writes at p. civ, when mentioning the learned and instructive commentary

of Dr. J. E. H. Thomson in the Pulpit Commentary, that Dr. Thomson “evades

many other difficulties which the hook presents by the hypothesis that ‘the text is

in a very bad state, and has been subjected to various interpolations and altera-

tions?
’ ”
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of the names son and father may have been no more than a piece

of flattery or of court etiquette, affirming that the one was the

legitimate successor of the other. Thus Assyrian kings are said to

claim to be descended from illustrious predecessors like the great

Sargon. And in the case of two Israelite kings, there are at least

two inscriptions which call Jehu “ the son of Omri,” though really

Jehu was the rebel who exterminated the house of Omri and seized

the throne on which they had sat.

(4) Darius the Mede is a favorite subject with writers who
believe that those who accept the history in Daniel as authentic

are bound to explain everything about a person who occupies

quite a subordinate and incidental place in that history. The

opinion is rapidly gaining favor, however, that Darius was he

whom Xenophon in his historical romance names Gobryas, and

who appears as Gubaru in the Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus. It

tells how he and the soldiers of Cyrus without fighting entered

Babylon, and how, when the subsequent entry of Cyrus had

allayed dissensions and established peace, “ Gubaru, his governor,

appointed governors in Babylon.” This is all that is necessary

for vindicating the truth of Dan. vi. Cyrus was a great con-

queror and had to go forward to other wars. Gubaru was invested

with all power in the kingdom (or, it might be, merely in the

province) of Babylon
;

and he appointed his 120 princes or

satraps, not like the later satraps of the developed Persian empire,

each residing and ruling like a king in his own province, but

living together in or near the city, so that they could repeatedly

assemble and come tumultuously to him to compass the ruin of

Daniel, by playing upon the fears or the vanity of this man so

highly exalted. Darius was a Mede
;

for though the Median

army had forsaken their own king and come over to Cyrus, this

fact made it all the more necessary that he should so act as to

attach the Median people thoroughly and permanently to himself.

What act can be suggested more politic than this, the admission

of so prominent a man among them as Gubaru to some share in

the sovereignty ? His subordinate or deputed kingship and also

its limited territory are sufficiently marked out in tbe description,

Dan. ix. 1, “In the first year of Darius the son of Ahasuerus, of

the seed of the Medes
,
which was made king over the realm of the

Chaldeans as it is said in v. 30, 31, “ Belshazzar the Chaldean

king was slain. And Darius the Mede received the kingdom." It

is very strange if the writer of a romance brought in two details

of no apparent interest or importance, that he was sixty-two years

old and that his father’s name was Ahasuerus
;
but they are quite

natural in an accurate history, and they both ma}r have had im-

portance at the time.
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It lias been asked, why is there a change in his name from

Gubaru to Darius? We can at least reply that there are parallel

instances in the two sons of King Josiah : they had their names

changed bv the kings of Egypt and of Babylon, who in succession

placed them on the throne. And Assyriologists say that when
Pul came to the throne of Assyria he assumed the renowned name
of Tiglath-pileser. Some, indeed, have thought that Darius was

not strictly a proper or individual name.

There is very little in the objection that Cyrus alone appears in

history and in the inscriptions of the legal documents of the

time. How little is known to ordinary intelligent persons even

of the names of those who ruled France just a hundred years ago,

for the simple reason that the personality of Napoleon Bonaparte

as First Consul overshadowed his colleagues
;

so that when

Cambacerfes is remembered, it is only as the great lawyer of the

Revolution and subsequently the High Chancellor of the Empire.

We are so ignorant of the arrangements of the empire of Cyrus

that we may have no explanation to offer when we find his name
without that of Darius in the legal Babylonian documents which

have come down to us. But the constitution of the present Ger-

man empire is found in documents easily accessible, which show

the more or less restricted rights of the different sovereigns under

the emperor. Yet the archaeologist might be led far astray who
some centuries hereafter should come on a collection of present-

day German postal-stamps, and finding none beside the Imperial

and the Bavarian, should pronounce the other sovereigns to be

mythical.

Seventhly. The fact is that all these historical difficulties

have been brought together by the labors of many scholars, and

have been met by other scholars to their own entire satisfaction.

But a broader question lies behind all these, and it is too obvious

to be left unconsidered. Here is a book, which the critical school

attributes to a writer about B.C. 165 or 166, instead of about 536,

written at this late period with the intention of leading people to

accept it as the genuine writing of the Daniel who lived three

centuries before. Let it be supposed for the moment that the

author of this fictitious writing saw nothing wrong in his attempl,

that he was moved by a purpose which was quite commendable

—

though vre utterly object to the supposition: how then did it

happen that be, wishing to be successful, entangled himself

needlessly in these historical difficulties? Was he like those

Whigs a hundred years ago, of whom a witty member of their

party said that they not only ran their heads against a wall, but

built a wall to run their heads against ?
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We have to regret deeply that in the answer to this question Prof.

Sayce takes the side of the Maccabean origin of the book. “ Here,

then, the account given by the Book of Daniel is at variance with

the testimony of the inscriptions.” “It is clear, then, that the

editor of the fifth chapter of the Book of Daniel could have been as

little a contemporary of the events he professes to record as was

Herodotus.” “ This is the kind of history which the Jewish mind

in the age of the Talmud loved to adapt to moral and religious pur-

poses. This kind of history thus becomes as it were a parable,

and under the name of Haggadah serves to illustrate the teaching

of the Law. The story of the overthrow of the Babylonian

empire which we read in the Book of Daniel belongs to the age

in which this kind of history originated, and in which the memory
of the conquest of Babylonia by Darius Hystaspis was still

fresh ” ( Higher Criticism and the Monuments
,
pp. 526, 527, 529).

Here a broad and intelligible principle is laid down
;

one, how-

ever, which, with the highest respect for him who propounds it,

we Cannot accept.

(1) It is a principle of considerable width of application. Prof.

Sayce is a strong upholder of the historical authority of the Books
of Chronicles against critical depreciators

;
yet with certain limi-

tations, which perhaps he connects with this later Jewish style of

composition which he makes a characteristic of the Book of

Daniel. He accepts the critical conclusion that Ezra and ISTehe-

miah form really a single work, of which Chronicles are also a

part (p. 537). And in criticising the Book of Nehemiah he says,

p. 518 :
“ Here, then, we are confronted by a chronological incon-

sistency which no amount of ingenuity can explain away. Darius

I and Darius II are confounded with one another, just as in the

Book of Daniel tbe siege and capture of Babylon by Darius

Hystaspis is transferred back to the reign of Cyrus, and the place

of Cyrus accordingly is usurped by 1 Darius the Mede.’ ” Simi-

larly, “ The story of Esther is an example of Jewish Haggadah
which has been founded upon one of those semi-historical tales of

which the Persian chronicles seem to have been full,” p. 475.

Our readers, we trust, will hold that there is something essentially

faulty in this critical principle which injures, if it does not

destroy, our reliance on ail these canonical books. On this sub-

ject it is unnecessary to enlarge to those who have read in this

Review for April, July and October, 1900, the articles by Mr.

James Oscar Boyd on the composition of the Book of Ezra, its

documents and its historicity.

(2) To most readers, surely, the sober truthful character of the

canonical Book of Daniel stands out in striking contrast to the
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fables and the deteriorated style of tbe apocryphal additions and

to the Books of Tobit and Judith
;

this is heartily asserted by
Prof. Sayce, pp. 551-553. Do they not belong to a very different

age?

(3) AYe are not prepared to accept his account of the events

described in the Book of Daniel
;
for instance, we have already

observed that it by no means commits us to the account of Herod-

otus as to the manner in which Cyrus took Babylon. Dr. Driver,

p. 15, note
,
refers to Dr. Sayce’s translations of magical Chaldean

texts, yet adds the remark of another expert, Jastrow: “ To be

accepted with caution.” It would ill become us to do more than

refer to this want of harmony between them.

(4) While we acknowledge our very great obligations to the

archaeologists, and eminently to Prof. Sayce, there are obvious

and remarkable limitations to the service which they can render

by the study of the monuments, even those which are contem-

poraneous with the events which they record. It is by no means

certain that we always have attained to the right translation.

Thus the valuable inscription of Cyrus, already more than once

referred to, says that Gubaru “ made an assault and slew the

king’s son,” which might very naturally be understood of the

death of Belshazzar
;
but it has also been translated, “ the wife

of the king died.” Again, these monuments are chiefly of two

kinds
;
they are either public official proclamations or they are

commercial contracts in legal form. The latter deal with secular

events of common life, such as rarely come within the purview of

the writers of Scripture. The former do come often into close

connection with Biblical history
;
yet often they are not easily

adjusted to one another by us, because the same event may be

recorded very differently, since the purposes of the writers are so

different, and the actors are judged according to standards

which may even be irreconcilable. Moreover, these public docu-

ments are by kings or their scribes, who will tell things from their

own point of view
;

it is known that facts are exaggerated, or

distorted, or concealed in the interest of those whose statements

those who read them might not know or might not dare to con-

trovert. In the age of Napoleon it was a frequent English expres-

sion, “ To lie like a bulletin.” Are Sennacherib’s inscriptions, for

instance, more trustworthy ?

Beyond all this, it is well known that, even where we are in

possession of a mass of information from ancient inscriptions,

there are strange blanks for which we are unable to account
;
and

we must be content to be cautious in the inferences we draw from

the material we have. To take an instance, not from Nineveh or
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Babylon, but from the valley of the Nile, a very high authority,

Mr. John Ward
(
Sunday at Home for December, 1900, p. 90),

writes :
“ It is very strange that scarabs are not mentioned by

any historian nor recorded on any monument. The earliest history

of Egypt is that of Herodotus
;
but when he visited the Nile,

about B.C. 460, scarabs had evidently become obsolete, perhaps

had ceased to be made for a hundred years before his time. That

may acccount for the father of history passing them without

notice.” And there is no mention made in Nebuchadnezzar’s

or other inscriptions of the hanging gardens at Babylon, which

Herodotus regarded as one of the wonders of the world.

Eighthly. The argument on which probably the greatest

weight is at present laid is that from language. And this argu-

ment branches out in several directions.

(1) Much is made of the word “ Chaldean.” Dr. Sayce, pp.

533-535, and Dr. Driver, pp. 12-16, and the critics generally, are

at one here, affirming that in other parts of the Old Testament

it denotes a people repeatedly named in the inscriptions, at least

from B.C. 880, living then in the southeast of Babylonia toward

the sea coast, and advancing inward as they increased in power,

until in 721 Merodach-Baladan, “ king of the land of the

KLaldu,” made himself king of Babylon, and ultimately, under

Nabopolassar and his still more famous son, Nebuchadnezzar, they

became the ruling caste in Babylonia. But it is affirmed that this

ethnic meaning of “ Chaldean” is in Daniel confined to chaps v.

30, ix. 1 ;
elsewhere in this book it “is the designation, not of

the ruling caste at large, but of the class or one of the classes of

wise men Of this sense of the word there is no trace in

the inscriptions
;

it is first found in Herodotus (c. 440 B.C.), and is

common afterward in the classical writers
;
and it dates really

from the time when ‘ Chaldean ’ had become synonymous with
1 Babylonian ’ in general, and when virtually the only ‘ Chal-

deans ’ known were of the priestly or learned class” (Driver, p
12 ).

Why the inscriptions should be expected to make us aware
of this sense of the wrord is not very plain

;
and if not in the

inscriptions, in what earlier writer can we expect to find it ? The
change from the ethnic to what may be perhaps called the techni-

cal meaning of “Chaldean” must have begun sometime; why
not then with Daniel himself, who admittedly does use the word
in the ethnic sense ? Probably there is at least a third case of

the ethnic meaning, at chap. i. 4
;

probably also at chap. iii. 8,

where there is nothing to suggest priests or diviners, but officials in

the province of Babylon who were jealous of the three men who
16
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had been set over the affairs of this province, chap. ii. 49. It is

in chaps, ii, iv and v, in regard to the dreams or visions of Nebuch-

adnezzar and Belshazzar, we have names of various pretenders

to divine wisdom, among whom the Chaldeans appear seven times.

Attempts to discriminate these men into classes have not hitherto

achieved much success
;
and the accounts quoted from Jastrow by

I)r. Driver, pp. 13, 14, do not offer much assistance to the student

of the Book of Daniel. Since Nebuchadnezzar’s father, who
secuied his independence of Assyria and made himself king of

Babylon, was a Chaldee in the strict sense of the word, he may
have assigned some high position among the priests or wise men to

his own people, who now at all events became the ruling caste
;

and they would have skill and influence enough to retain this

position even under N'abu-na’id and his son Belshazzar, though

they were Babylonians in the sense of not being Chaldeans. The

term “ soothsayers ” in both the Ancient Version and the Revised

Version of Daniel is translated by Dr. Driver “ determiners,”

namely, of fates, a position very desirable for the royal caste to

hold
;
and three out of the four times that they are mentioned

they come next alter the Chaldeans.

(2) Various expressions are said to indicate a later writer than

tradition asserts. Thus chap. x. 1,
“ Cyrus king of Persia.”

Dr, Driver comments : “A title not borne by the Persian kings

while the Persian empire lasted.” Even if this be so, one does

not see why a Jewish writer, a foreigner, should not use this

thoroughly distinctive name
;
the more so when he was writing a

prophecy which bore directly upon the succession of empires,

among which Persia had its place. But if one wishes to discuss

Dr. Driver’s sweeping denial, he may with advantage read, with

reference to his making the same denial in the case of the Book

of Ezra, what is replied by Dr. W. H. Green in his General Ititro-

duction : the Canon
,
” pp. 42-44.*

Another such expression is alleged in chap. ix. 2 : “I Daniel

understood by the books the number of the years, whereof the

word of Jehovah came to Jeremiah the prophet, for the accom-

plishing of the desolations of Jerusalem, even seventy years.”

For this is said to imply that there was a collection of sacred

books, of which collection Jeremiah’s prophecies formed a part,

whereas such a collection had not yet been made at the time when

Cyrus took Babylon. Both parts of this argument are erroneous.

Such a collection is implied in Isa. xxxiv. 16, perhaps also in Isa.

viii. 16-20
;

and the references in the Book of Jeremiah to

[* On “Tlie King of Persia” see also Mr. Kerr Duncan Macmillan in this

Review, July, 1900, p. 509/.—Editoks.]
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repeated transcriptions of his prophecies favor the belief that

these prophecies at once took their place among the acknowledged

sacred writings. Nor is it even necessary to understand “ the

books ” to be a canonical collection. Dr. J. E. H. Thomson, for

instance, translates, “ I understood by the letter,” namely, the

letter (Jer. xxix, especially ver. 10) which the prophet wrote to

the exiles in Babylon for their guidance, and this is quite a reason-

able interpretation.

If one is to give weight to incidental expressions, as it is fair

to do, there are others which eminently suit the man Daniel of

this book. Living in Babylon, which had absorbed Assyria, he

might write “ The great river,” meaning the Hiddekel or Tigris,

chap. x. 4, which a late writer in Falestine could not be expected

to do. In other places this expression means the Euphrates (Gen.

xv. 18
;
Josh. i. 4), and in other passages still it is so explained.

Writing as one who was crushed under the mighty hand of

Nebuchadnezzar, Daniel accepted the divine discipline that

deprived him and his three friends of their original names, which

connected them with the God of their fathers and with His laws

which they desired scrupulously to observe, and imposed on

them names which threatened to connect them with the idolatries of

their conquerors. Daniel learned, indeed, to do more than submit

:

he learned to honor and to love Nebuchadnezzar. But after the

death of this great ruler Daniel withdrew from Babylonian court

life, go far as we can judge, and resumed his own Jewish name,

which in chap. v. 12 is used by another who is speaking of those

old times. The only later place in which Belteshazzar is found,

chap. x. 1, may be explained by the intention to link on remark-

able disclosures of the future to those which he had made to

Nebuchadnezzar.

(3) But the great assault on the belief that this Book of Daniel

is the genuine writing of the statesman and prophet whose name
it bears is what may be called a bold front attack

;
and it is deliv-

ered with so much confidence that, in the opinion of not a few,

the position has been carried by the critics. It is thus that Dr.

Driver writes in the work to which we have so often referred, his

“ Daniel ” in The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges
, p.

Ixiii
;
but it is language no doubt very carefully weighed and

adjusted, for it is transcribed from his Introduction io the Litera-

ture of the Old Testament
,
p. 476, a work for a much more advanced

class of readers: “ The verdict of the language of Daniel is thus

clear. The Persian words presuppose a period after the Persian

empire had been well established : the Greek words demand, the

Hebrew supports
,
and the Aramaic permits

,
a date after the conquest
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of Palestine by Alexander the Great (B.C. 332). With our present

knowledge, this is as much as the language authorizes us definitely

to affirm, though symphonia
,
as the name of an instrument (con-

sidering the history of the term in Greek), would seem to point to

a date somewhat advanced in the Greek period.”

We presume that this is the summing up of his evidence by a

keen and able pleader, who claims a verdict from the jury.

Assuming for the moment that the evidence is all that he thinks it

is, perhaps the jury will refuse to draw his conclusions. Dr. Driver,

pp. ciii, civ, characterizes the volume in defense of the genuineness

of Daniel by his predecessor, Dr. Pusey, published in 1864 and 1868,

as “ extremely learned and thorough and very much of the evi-

dence is now what it was then. The present Dean of Canterbury,

Dr. F. W. Farrar, has a pleasantly written volume in The Exposi-

tor's Bible
,
in which he assigns the book to the Maccabean age

;
but

his predecessor, Dr. R. Payne Smith, in 1886, published an exposi-

tion of the first six chapters, in which he uncompromisingly upholds

its genuineness, and probably there is no scholar whose name is

superior to his in the field of Syriac or Aramaic scholarship.

And much more recently, an eminent living scholar, Dr. J. E. II.

Thomson, writing on Daniel in The Pulpit Commentary
,
joins issue

with Dr. Driver over the whole argument from Aramaic and

Hebrew.*

Nor can anything be decided about the Avriter being a stran-

ger to the Babylonian form of the language in the time of

Cyrus because of the forms of proper names like Nebuchadnezzar

and Abed-nego, instead of Nebuchadrezzar and Abednebo (see

Sayce, pp. 453, 532, and others). The interchange of the letters

l, n and r is particularly common and easy. Both forms of the

great king’s name occur in the Hebrew Bible, and even in the

one book of Jeremiah. So the old Scottish Saint Ainian is in

the colloquial language of the people Saint Aingan
;

Robert

becomes in familiar language Robin, and London in neighboring

countries is pronounced Londres or Londra. Aabu-na’id in

Herodotus becomes Xabynetus, as Katherine becomes in Irish

Kathteen, and colonel is pronounced as if the first l Avere an r.

* The Greek words which are said to demand a date “ after the dissemination

of Greek influences in Asia through the conquests of Alexander the Great ”

(Driver, p. lix) are four or three names of musical instruments which occur in

chap. iii. The lady who meets continually with half a dozen or more Italian

words directing her how to play upon her pianoforte will appreciate the force of

this argument from these Greek words in Daniel
;
for these Italian words are re-

garded as nothing else than technical loan-words, the borrowing of which proves

nothing as to when the borrowing took place, still less as to the amount of Italian

influence exerted upon the English language.
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Dr. Sajce himself, pp. 404, 405, notices how the Persian pro-

nunciation changed Pu l into Poros. The interchange of b and g in

Ne6o and Neyo is rare, jet the Greek form of the Phenician city

6rebal is Nyblos. With this may be compared Copenhagen

and kindred forms of the Danish capital Kjobenhavn. Akin to

this is the guttural sound in the Scottish language with which the

final gh is sounded in words such as enough, rough, tough, plough,

etc. Those who take an interest in pursuing this investigation

may look to the influence of two languages in Swiss proper names

like BieZ and Bienne.

The Persian words in the Book of Daniel lead Dr. Driver and

Dr. Sayce to date the composition, at all events, far on in the

times of the Persian empire. The latter sets aside various ety-

mologies of older Hebrew words from the Persian, but he gets rid

of pardes (p. 492, note) only by an arbitrary conjectural reading.

Other scholars may yet set aside some of his linguistic state-

ments
;

at all events, pardes is at present a witness to earlier Per-

sian influence on the Semites than he is willing to admit. But he

contends strongly for the possibility, and much more than this,

of “ intercourse and contact between the Canaanites or Hebrews

in Palestine and the Greeks of the kEgean as far back as the age

of Moses
;
and if so, that the languages of Greece and Canaan

borrowed a few words, one from the other, at a period far earlier

than has hitherto been supposed ” (p. 495). At p. 414 he says,

“ It is time to return to the story of the Assyrian invasions and

the gradual consolidation of Assyrian power on the shores of the

Mediterranean,” in the time of King Ahaz. He draws inferences

in favor of connection between Canaan and Babylon long before

the period to which the Exodus can be referred (p. 162). And
he makes similar assertions in connection with Abraham’s history

(pp. 158-163
;
see also pp. 295-298).

We know so very little, apart from these recovered inscrip-

tions, which cannot be expected to assist us here, of the bearing of

a confusion of nations and a combination of their languages, espe-

cially in and around Nineveh and Babylon, the capital cities of

the two empires, Assyria and Babylon, and of the relation of

Elam and Persia to them both, that we feel it becoming to

acknowledge that it is premature either to draw the conclusions

which these critics suggest or to present any other view. Those

who wish to see how much may be said for very different opinions

are referred to an instructive paper in Dr. John Kennedy’s The

Booh of Daniel
,
the Appendix, “ Notes on the Connection of Baby-

lon with other Nations, Eastern and Western.” Nor would there

be anything surprising if we were told that Daniel, who with his
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three compatriots had been set to study the wisdom and the

tongue of the Chaldeans, and at a later time was made chief gov-

ernor over all the wise men of Babylon, was placed at the head

of an institute or commission to arrange and regulate the lan-

guages in Nebuchadnezzar’s polyglot empire.*

One remark may be made before passing from the consideration

of the language of the Book of Daniel. The use of both

Hebrew and Aramaic has been an insoluble puzzle to many
;
and

Dr. Driver rejects two of the “ principal explanations that have

been offered,” while falling back on a third, “ which seems to be

relatively the best,” in which opinion he will perhaps not have

many followers. None is so simple and satisfactory as that of

the modest, learned and pious Auberlen, namely, that Aramaic,

the universally current language throughout Nebuchadnezzar’s

empire, is used in those chapters wich narrate matters of immedi-

ate world-wide interest, therefore including the visions of the four

monarchies in chaps, ii and vii, whereas Hebrew is the language

of chaps, viii, ix and x-xii, which are especially concerned with

Israel, as chap, i also is. Both languages were in constant use

around Daniel and by him, a faithful Israelite at the court of

Nebuchadnezzar. But the history of what befell Daniel at the

courts of heathen kings, including the marvelous unfolding to

Nebuchadnezzar of the succession of empires which began with

his, and also tne parallel revelation, though with greater inward-

ness and spirituality, given to the prophet himself, is recorded in

that Aramaic language which at the time was the language most

generally spoken in the civilized world. On the other hand,

Daniel uses his own language, that of the people of Jehovah, in

chap, i, where he tells how he and his three friends were carried

captive from Jerusalem and as it were engrafted into a new and

strange life at Babylon
;
three verses of chap, ii being needed to

bring the transition fully out. From chap, viii to the end of the

book Daniel reverts to the language of the people of God, with

whom his visions and prophecies are now primarily concerned
;

* There is a great deal made just now of the argument for the later date of Dan-

iel on account of its nou-Semitic words. Generally speaking I have no confidence

iD this argument. The remarkable overrun of Western Asia by the Scythians pro-

duced effects of which we have no knowledge, and we are not likely ever to have

anything more than a guess coloured by the preconceptions of him who makes it.

Practically it paralyzed the combined efforts of the Chaldeans and Medians against

the Assyrian Empire, whose existence was thus lengthened out for about a genera-

tion. What then were the effects upon the language of these nations, especially

in political respects ? No wonder that Daniel, whose exile took place soon after

the end of the Scythian invasion, should be carefully instructed in the language

as well as the wisdom of the Chaldeans : but what Scythian influences continued

to exert themselves ?
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anything said of the heathen empires is in itself fragmentary, and

it is recorded so that what is said of the people and kingdom of

God may be intelligible.

Ninthly. More or less is made by different writers of the

alleged improbabilities in this book, leading them to hesitate to

acknowledge that it is historical, or inducing them to pronounce it

a mere fiction. To these improbabilities Dr. Driver attaches

much less weight (pp. lv, lvij than many do. Those who give

due consideration to what is said by other prophets, for instance

in Jeremiah, chaps xxiv and xxix, especially in verses 10 -16,

after the denunciations of judgment on Jerusalem, its kings and

priests and prophets, in chaps, xxii and xxiii, need not wonder

that this great work of Jehovah in Babylon, to make a revolu-

tion in the moral character of his people, was carried to its suc-

cessful conclusion bv an agent with the intellectual and spiritual

gifts which distinguished Daniel, who was clothed at once with

civil authority in those heathen kingdoms and with miraculous

gifts for the work of God.

(1) Among these improbabilities there has been specified his

upbringing in the wisdom of the Chaldeans, even though it

embraced matters which were both foolish and wicked. This was

analogous to particulars in the training of Moses in the wisdom

of the Egyptians, and for analogous reasons. Daniel’s people

were debased by the practice of gross idolatry and the foulest

vices, as they are described by Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Their

theocratic expectations had been crushed, their national and relig-

ious convictions and aspirations had been uprooted. These had

been intense and deep-seated, partly because the people had from

the Exodus been trained mostly in the narrow seclusion of their

own little country. And now the world-wide history of the an-

cient Babylonian empire opened up to them with its military

grandeur, its commercial excitement, its wealth and its science

whether true or false. And Ezekiel, a prophet who labored nobly

among the exiles, bore repeated testimony to Daniel as doing a

work that was altogether unique. He mixed in the affairs of

state, and he took a prominent and sometimes a commanding posi-

tion as he guided these. And in this empire he had to deal with

various nations which had an experience not unlike that of his

own people, torn up from their own country and compelled to

settle in Babylon or in some of its unoccupied territories.

(2) His being enrolled in the Chaldean college, and in the end

made chief governor over all the wise men of Babylon. It was

unavoidable that in this position he should become acquainted

with much that was false and much that was evil, but it was for
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him to learn where there were corruptions and degeneration which

he might overcome and remove, or where they were incurable,

when he would be prepared intelligently and faithfully to resist

and remove them. We have no reason to doubt that the unswerv-

ing faith and the holy life of Daniel and his three companions

were in God’s hand instrumental in securing that proficiency in

their studies which was apparent to all, up to the king himself,

and in protecting their moral health in the fetid atmosphere which

they were sometimes compelled to breathe. Thus, at a moment
which became the turning-point in their eventful history, they

kept together, and Daniel was able to answer for them all with

counsel and prudence, and the secret of God was revealed to

them, so that Daniel was at once called to occupy the highest

place imaginable and his three friends were set to fill the posts

which he requested for them.

(3) It has been already remarked that the difficulties urged in

respect of Belshazzar and Darius the Mede, whether one reckons

that they have been fully met or hesitates to say so, are really

considerations in favor of the genuineness of the book, for why*

should the writer of a romance burden himself with useless fic-

tions that were contrary to the truth ot history? The same

remark falls to be made as to some other things, like Nebuchad-

nezzar’s madness, and also the unconcern which Dr. Driver says

that Belshazzar showed at Daniel’s interpretation of the writing

on the wall, “ scarcely consistent with historical probability.” If

Belshazzar was unconcerned, was it not rather the unconcern of

despair? But Dr. Payne Smith grasps the situation better when

he says (p. 253): “ For Belshazzar to have withheld the promised

honors would have been unworthy of a king, and he may possibly

have even hoped to propitiate Israel’s God by honoring his

prophet. For Daniel to have refused them would have been

churlish and altogether wrong. True, he had haughtily put them

aside when as yet no one knew what the strange writing might

mean
;
but after such words of utter condemnation and the fore-

telling of so miserable a reverse of fortune, it would have been

mean and a sin against charity unnecessarily to grieve and harass

the king and put himself in hostile opposition to him. And
moreover, the fact that Belshazzar had conferred upon him these

high honors would be witucss to the reality of what had occurred.

The news of it would doubtless be carried to the conquerors, and

the great favor shown by Darius to Daniel and by Cyrus to the

Jews generally was very probablv connected with Daniel’s inter-

pretation of the handwriting. For from the date of the death of

Evil-Merodach until now the prophet had been living in seclusion.
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Most men probably knew of bim only as one of tbe great men of

Nebuchadnezzar’s time. Suddenly under the Medes he is the

trusted counselor of Darius.”

(4) It would be affectation to avoid noticing that much of the

recent unwillingness to acknowledge the book as genuine is con-

nected with the miracles embedded in its narrative. It would be
’ out of place in this paper to discuss the questions regarding the

supernatural in the Bible. But two things are obvious : the one,

that there is at present a strong desire to set the miraculous aside
;

the other, that this cannot be done, if we accept the book as

being what it professes to be. There were no miracles in the age

of Antioch us Epiphanes, the age in which, according to critical

conjecture, the book really was composed. We believe that four

times there was what may be called an age of miracles : the age

of Moses, that of Elijah and Elisha, that of Daniel and that of

our Lord and His apostles. We see the suitableness of the mira-

cles in the age of Daniel, when the throne of David had been

overthrown, and in the vacant space the kingdoms of the world

in succession had free space to act, as Daniel expounded the

dream of Nebuchadnezzar to him
;
when the temple of the true

God had been burned clown, and his worshipers, a little remnant

of exiles, were face to face with gigantic, alluring, tyrannical sys-

tems of idolatry.

No one, not the extremes! critic, refuses to acknowledge the

lofty moral tone of these miracles, so simple, so sublime, so

influential for the purpose which they were to serve. It is in-

deed to be remembered that the miraculous wisdom as well as

the miraculous power of God pervades this book with an aroma

which is not of this world. The helplessness of the wise men
of Babylon comes out in contrast with the holy and prayerful

calmness of Daniel and his companions in those emergencies which

manifested their heavenly wisdom. And this wisdom attains a

height which is nothing less than miraculous as the future is

opened up in respect of the dreams and visions.*

* The believer in the genuineness of the book is not tied down to one scheme of

interpretation of the prophecies. There are some, though comparatively few,

who have understood that the fourth kingdom was that of Alexander the Great,

not that of the Romans. But it could scarcely be that any one who attributed the

book to tbe Maccabean age should think the fourth kingdom to be the Roman em-
pire, because the whole critical effort is to keep the events not later than the life-

time of the writer. In general this effort, and the desire connected with it, must
be at work in minds to which the kingdom of Alexander appears to be the fourth

kingdom ; at least, the great mass of careful readers of the book from age to age

have not thought so, and have scarcely been able to admit that there is room here

for serious doubt. The solitary argument which seems specious to us is that “ the

little horn ” in chap. viii. 9 and onward comes out of the kingdom of Greece,.
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It must not be forgotten that in the wisdom which pervades this

book, attaining repeatedly to miraculous knowledge, there is abso-

lutely nothing of that contempt for the heathen and that hatred

of them which disfigured later Judaism. On the contrary, in

Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream it is Babylon

which is the head of gold, the noblest and the most precious of

the successive kingdoms. This agrees well with the language in

which the kingdom, extending over the nations and their countries,

is given by Jehovah to “ Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon,

my servant,” in Jer. xxv. 9, xxvii. 6. And the dream and

Daniel’s interpretation are given to the king in the second year of

his reign
;
why so early, but for the gracious purpose of impress-

ing his mind from the first with those marvelous lessons which these

heavenly disclosures were fitted to make upon the great monarch ?

The lessons were by no means perfectly learned, as is seen in the

history, chaps, iii and iv, yet what Christian learns as he ought

under the most effective teaching ? But surely there is evidence

that Nebuchaduezzar did learn much, as is seen habitually in the

mutual confidence and regard of these two men. And the same

thing is proved by those proclamations of Nebuchadnezzar,

chaps, iii. 28, 29, iv. 1, etc., 34-37, which have been pronounced

by some to be incredible. At the same time, the lesson in chap,

ii, which was given to the king, wants something of the inward-

ness and spirituality of the parallel lesson given to the prophet in

chap, vii, and this is what we should expect.

.
Tenthly. Those who make so much of the circumstances

which lead them to think it improbable that the Book of Daniel

could have been written in the age which stretches from Nebuch-

adnezzar to Cyrus may be invited to look at the difficulties

attending on their hypothesis that it was written in the age of

Antiochus, that is, some four centuries later. For instance,

(1) They think that this Jewish writer in Palestine was very

ignorant of the particulars of Babylonian and Persian history,

which he mixed up. No more need be said of his accurate knowl-

edge on subjects which soon came to be forgotten, like the reigns

of Darius the Mede and before him Belshazzar. But he is singu-

larly accurate on other minor points. Such are the Babylonian

whereas in chap. vii. a little horn comes out of the fourth beast
;
from which the

conclusion is drawn that the fourth kingdom is the kingdom of Greece. By some

interpreters this argument is met by a denial that the little horn in chap, viii

does really come out of the kingdom of Greece. We prefer to say that the little

horn, Antichrist, as we consider him to be, has appeared again and again, according

to 1 John ii, 18. The eighth chapter, written in Hebrew, tells of the Old Testa-

ment Antichrist
; the seventh chapter, written in world wide Aramaic, tells of the

New Testament Antichrist.
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punishment of roasting in the fire, chap, iii (compare Jer. xxix.

22), and the punishment of casting to the lions by the Persians,

chap, vi
;

since fire-worshipers might less readily have used fire

for their capital punishment.

(2) The precedence always given in the Book of Daniel to Media

as “ the laws of the Medes and Persians.” This occurs only

once, and for a plain reason, in the later Book ,of Esther, x. 2,

when mentioning old records handed on from earlier times, “ the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Media and Persia.” In

other places the order is “ Persia and Media ” (i. 3, 14, 18, 19),

for when this book was composed the Median power had become

insignificant before the power of Persia. Yet even so, there is

no confusion of Persian and Greek matters in the original

Hebrew of that late Book of Esther, as there is in the apocry-

phal additions to it.

(3) A Palestinian romancer in the Maccabean age would have

been very unlikely to depict his hero, who was to be a model of

resistance to such heathenish compliances as Antiochus pressed

upon Israel, in the character of a proficient in Chaldean learning

and skill, so as actually to become chief governor over all the

wise men of Babylon. He would scarcely have written that

“ the king Nebuchadnezzar fell upon his face and worshiped

Daniel and commanded that they should offer an oblation and

sweet odors unto him ’
’ without at least very carefully explaining

the situation. Would he not have done the same in chap, iii,

where we read the history of the trial of the faithfulness of his

three friends, but not a word of his sharing- in it? Would he

not have explained how Daniel came to live on at Babylon, and

to die there, Avhen the edict of Cyrus had granted liberty to all

who chose to return to Jerusalem and repair that sanctuary over

whose desolations he had prayed three times a day, and in chap,

ix with such earnestness ? These things and the circumstances

connected with them were all well known to Daniel and his con-

temporaries
;
among them he needed no vindication.

(4) Is the prophecy in chap, ix susceptible of an interpretation

that excludes the Lord Jesus Christ? Every tyro in' theology

knows the Christian belief that “ the testimony of Jesus is the

spirit of prophecy,” that “ God forshewed by the mouth of all

the prophets that his Christ should suffer,” that “to him bear

all the prophets witness that through his name every one that

believeth on him shall receive remission of sins,” etc. Where do

we find this anywhere in the Book of Daniel if it is wanting

here ? In our opinion this ninth chapter is the kernel and the

glory of the Old Testament Apocalypse, as “ the Lamb slain ”
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is the centre and glory of the New Testament Apocalypse.

The critics refuse to understand this passage of the crucifixion

of our Lord, for indeed their scheme requires them to apply

it to something occurring about the time of Antiochus.* It

is a very improbable exegesis which makes Messiah (or, the an-

nointed) tvro different persons in vers. 25, 26. It is most improb-

able that the murder of the high priest Onias III, as recorded in

2 Maccab. iv. 23-38, could be the cutting off of the anointed.

Besides, Dr. Driver, p. 140, note
,
grants that the only authority

for the alleged fact of murder is the very untrustworthy 2 Maccab.

(and the margin of the Revised Version show’s that its testimony

is quite indistinct), and also that Josephus knows nothing of

Onias being murdered, but on the contrary repeatedly asserts, both

in his Jewish War and in his Antiquities, that Onias and his son

of the same name escaped from Antiochus into Egypt, where they

obtained permission tc build the temple, in imitation of that at

Jerusalem vffiicli Antiochus had desecrated, wdiere the worship of

God vras maintained for 343 years. It is remarkable that a Mac-

cabean Book of Daniel should say nothing of this temple under

the legitimate dispossessed priesthood.

(5) The vagueness of the language in Dan. viii. 9 has been

already noticed, as it speaks of the four notable horns w’hich came

up in Alexander’s empire when he himself had passed away,

“And out of one of them came foith a little horn which waxed ex-

ceeding great.” Granting, which all will not do, that this horn

belonged to the Macedonian empire, it is surprising that not a

hint should be given as to which of the four horns should produce

this terrible one, or of its being early or late of appearing.

(6) It may be replied that this information is afterward given

in the prophecy of chap. xi. But on the face of it there is extra-

ordinary vagueness about this chapter, such as ought to cause

great difficulties in the minds of those who look on it as a sum-

mary of past history set forth under the form of prediction. It

never makes an allusion to tv’o of the four Macedonian king-

doms. Of the two to which its narrative is confined, the kingdoms

of the sou'th and of the north, the former may by implication in

* Their own chronological calculations, with a view to making this out, are so

manifestly unsatisfactory, as their hypotheses are so diverse and irreconcilable,

that they need not have concerned themselves about the Messianic interpreters not

agreeing to a year or two. God has been pleased to permit well-informed men to

differ somewhat about the dates of the birth of Christ and of His death
; and we

need not wonder if precise determination be impossible in regard to some of the

dates in the seventy weeks, though Dr. Driver, pp. 149, 150, seems to allow that

the ancient interpretation of Julius Africanus, adopted still by many down to Dr.

Robert Anderson, has no serious chronological difficulties.
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vers. 8 and 9 be identified with the kingdom of Egypt. But

there is not one hint who the king of the north is
;
which is as it

must have been if the book is genuine, for a kingdom such as

that of Antiochus was in the age of Cyrus inconceivable to the

human mind. In looking over tins chapter, in the light of the

historical commentaries and expositions which have been pre-

pared with amazing learning and care and industry from the days

of Porphyry down to our own day, it is hard to understand what

manv of the events are to which the writer refers
;
on page after

page Dr. Driver candidly admits this. Or if one runs his eye

over the successive verses, taking note of the dates which are

commonly attached to them on the margins of Bibles in common
use (though there are differences in these), or in Dr. Farrar’s

clear statement, passing a century and a half from the invasion of

Greece by Xerxes, ver. 2. to the invasion of Persia by Alexander

the Great in’ ver. 3, B.C. 336-323, we meet with B.C. 323-301

at ver. 4, B.C. 306 at ver. 5, B.C. 250 at ver. 6, B.C. 247 at ver.

8, B.C. 240 at ver. 9, B.C. 217 at ver. 11, B.C. 203 at ver. 13,

B.C. 198-195 at ver. 17, B.C. 190 at ver. 18, B.C. 187-176 at ver.

20, B.C. 175 at ver. 21, B.C. 171 at ver. 25, B.C. 174 at vers. 26,

27, B.C. 168 at ver. 28, B.C. 165 at ver. 43, B.C. 164 at ver. 45.

Suppose that here we have the really important events in that

great protracted struggle, how came this unknown romancer to

pick these out from a mass of secondary details ? How was he

successful in this with events from B.C. 480 to 164? And when
he failed so completely in his anticipations of the future, how
came he to be received as a true prophet ?

Glasgow. George C. M. Douglas.



IV.

THE PRINTING OF THE WESTMINSTER
CONFESSION.

III. In Translation.

THE history of the diffusion of the Westminster Confession

by means of translation is sufficiently obscure, but by no

means lacking in points of curious interest. The work was cer-

tainly begun betimes. The Westminster Confession was not pub-

lished until the autumn of 1647 (in Edinburgh)
;
and not until the

next spring did a surreptitious edition of it appear in London, while

the authorized Parliamentary edition lingered vmtil midsummer.

Within a year of its first appearance, and so hot on the heels of

its first publication in London that it must be treated as contem-

poraneous with the Parliamentary edition itself, a German transla-

tion had already appeared in Germany (1648). And by the open-

ing of the next year (January 18, 1649)—before any further effort

had been made to circulate the Confession in English*—official

steps were already taking looking to the preparation of a Latin

version, which, however, did not appear until several years after-

wards (1656). But with this first burst of enthusiasm the primi-

tive zeal for translation seems to have exhausted itself. It was

not until the Confession was three-quarters of a century old that

it was given the clothing of yet another speech (Gaelic, 1725),

and after that all effort so to diffuse it ceased for more than a cen-

tury. Toward the latter half of the nineteenth century, however,

it once more showed a tendency to find its way into the divers

tongues of the earth
;
and by the close of the first two hundred

and fifty years of its life it was to be read in at least fifteen dif-

ferent languages.

It is remarkable how little is discoverable of the origin of the

earlier versions. Of the German version of 1648 absolutely noth-

ing seems to be known except what can be inferred from the

unique copy of it that has been preserved in the Royal Library of

Berlin. Without father, without mother, this Melchizedek of

* The only editions published prior to 1649 were the first Scotch of 1647, an

Edinburgh ed. of 1648, the first London of 1648 and the Parliamentary of 1648.
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versions simply is : it had passed entirely out of the memory of

men when it was brought to light again by the description given

by Niemeyer in 1840 of the only remaining copy of it. Similarly

all record of the making of the Latin version of 1656 has perished :

only the initials “ G. D.,” at the foot of the little preface which

introduces it, remain to quicken conjecture as to the personality of

the scholar who was so much afraid that his reputation for writing

fluent Latin would be spoiled by the spissitude of the material

with which he had in this case to deal, his capacity for rhetorical

ornament be thrown into doubt by the exceeding gravity of its

style. These two versions differ from the whole series of their suc-

cessors, moreover, in that they can scarcely be thought the pro-

duct of missionary zeal, but were rather intended, probably, to

give information to their Continental brethren of the teaching of

the Churches of .Britain. The first properly so-called missionary

version—that is, the first version the sole purpose of which was to

extend the distinctly ecclesiastical use of the Confession—was the
“ Irish ” translation of 1725, which was prepared by the Synod of

Argyle, at the instance of the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland, for the benefit of the Gaelic-speaking Scots. It was also

the last version prepared by the Church of Scotland or under its

auspices : and indeed the last but one which has hitherto ema-

nated from a British source. Missionaries of the Irish Presbyterian

Church have in our own day put forth a version in one of the

languages of India (Gujarati, 1888) : but with this exception it

seems that there has been no translation of the Confession made
by British hands since 1725.

The task of giving the Confession to the world in its several

languages has been taken up since 1842, however, with some

energy by the American Presbyterians
;
and eleven versions have

been made by them during the last sixty years. One of these has

been intended to meet needs arising on the home field itself—the

German version of 1858. The rest are the product of distinctly

foreign-mission zeal and mark so far the planting of the Church

in virgin soil. Two are, to be sure, into languages which have long

ago learned to speak with a Christian accent—Portuguese and Span-

ish. But the remainder are incursions into heathen precincts, and

offer this text-book of pure and undefiled Christian truth to the study

of those to whom Christianity itself is a novelty. These all are the

product of American workers, lisping no doubt in these strange

tongues
;

but by the grace of God they may plant seed which
shall hereafter bear a harvest of Christian thinking, by means of

which whole nations may be blessed.

The eleven versions prepared by American missionaries during
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the last sixty years are, in the order of their date, the following :

Hindustani, 1842; Urdu, 1848; German, 1858; Siamese, 1873; Por-

tuguese, 1876
;
Spanish, 1880

;
Japanese, 1881

;
Chinese, 1881

;

Arabic, 1883
;
Benga, 188-

;
Persian, 188-. Some of them, such as

the Spanish and Portuguese and Urdu, have already been thoroughly

revised, and either sent forth or at least prepared to be sent forth

in better literary form for wider influence. Several are being dili-

gently used in the instruction of ministers of the Word. And
though some of them, such as notably the Japanese, have been

permitted to fall into desuetude, and others have scarcely yet

been launched (such as the Arabic, Persian and Benga), it is to

be hoped that root will ultimately be taken by all and that many
more will shortly be added to their number. The Presbyterian

Churches owe it to their own sincerity to see that their doctrinal

Standards, embodying, as they profess to believe, the very truth

of God which is revealed in the Scriptures, are put in the possesions

of all whom they can reach with their propaganda. Otherwise,

how shall they give an account of the “talents” entrusted to

them ?

Meanwhile it is something that the Westminster Confession

now exists in some fifteen languages. It is true many of the

more cultured and influential languages are lacking from this list.

There does not seem to exist any version of the Westminster Con-

fession in Dutch or French or Italian or any of the tongues of

northern or eastern Europe. It must needs be confessed, further,

that the versions that exist in the languages of culture are not

always couched in the language of culture, and can proffer little

claim to a place in the “literature” of those languages. How
different in this respect is the history of the translation, say,

of Calvin’s Institutes. Every version of the Institutes was litera-

ture, the product of a master in the idiom in which he worked : the

Italian poet Giulio Cassare Paschali
;
the English scholar, jurist

and statesman Thomas Norton
;
the Spanish litterateur Cypriano

de Valera; the Dutch scholar Charles Agricola ; the Bohemian

hymnist George Strejc—these names are but examples of the

class : in every tongue the Institutes flowed out from the hands of

master craftsmen. On the other hand, the translations of the

Confession have almost never proceeded from writers “ to the

manner born.” For the most part they are the work of foreign-

ers, handling the language with stiff and inflexible—often, no

doubt, with bungling—hngers.

We may even go further and note that the several versions of

the Confession have ordinarily failed to find entrance not merely

into the literature but even into the regular channels of the
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book-trade of the several languages into which it has been ren-

dered. The experience of Niemeyer, astonishing as it is, and in

his case indicative chiefly of the disgraceful insularity of German
scholarship a half-century ago, would be more legitimately the

experience of the average seeker after knowledge in most of the

book-marts of the world. He had published his Collectio Con-

fessionum in Ecclesiis Rrformatis Publicatarum (Leipzig, 1840)

without the Westminster formularies
;
and he actually tells us in

the Preface to an Appendix he added nine months later, for the

purpose of including them, that he had sought them in vain and

had “ taken it very hard ” that he could never lay his hand on a

single exemplar of the Westminster Confession ! Of course he

needed only to send to Edinburgh or to Philadelphia to get a cartload

of exemplars of current issues
;
and a man of learning, engaged in

the scientific study of symbolics, ought to have known that.

And his friend Reboulius seems to have had no difficulty in turn-

ing up even in the Royal Library of Berlin a German and three

Latin copies, which appear to have been lying there for the in-

spection of any one who cared to look at them. But the incident

certainly illustrates how little the Westminster Confession had

found its way into the channels of ordinary information and trade

of the Germany of 1840—though there had been in existence for

two hundred years a German translation, and a “ literary ” version

at that. There has been a Spanish version in existence since

1880, a Portuguese one since 1876
;
but the chances of a Spanish

or Portuguese reader coming accidentally across a copy in the

most frequented book-shops of Madrid or Lisbon— or shall we not

even say of Mexico or Rio de Janeiro ?—or even succeeding in

“ unearthing ” a copy by diligent inquiry in the most enterprising

book-shops of these cities, would probably be very small. The
Westminster Confession may exist at the opening of the twen-

tieth century in fifteen languages
;
but it is another matter whether

it can be said to be very much in evidence in these fifteen lan-

guages, or even, in any broad sense of the word, accessible in them.

Or, perhaps we should rather say, in any one of; them—even

in English. We were credibly told, a couple of years ago, that a

copy of it was sought in vain in the largest book-shops of Glas-

gow ! It is obviously very easy to overstimate the significance of

the existence of the Westminster Confession in fifteen languages.

It is also very easy to underestimate it. That it has found its

way into these languages, for the most part, without finding its

way into their literature or book-marts is a feature of its history

which it shares with the Scriptures themselves, and, indeed,

is paralleled by the mode of entrance of Christianity itself into

17
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the world. It belongs, in short, to the “ servant-form ” of Chris-

tianity. Christianity has always propagated itself by appeal, in

the first instance, to the humble, whose interest has been in con-

tent rather than form : and its “ literature,” in the first instance,

has in every race sought none of the ornaments of literary elab-

oration to give it wings. The very characteristic of the first liter-

ature of Christianity, in the eyes of the philologist,* is just its

“ formlessness and it was all the product of alien pens. The
same has been true of it ever since, as it has found entrance into

this or that land. It is the idea that seeks to make its way into

the mind of a nation first of all
;
and this idea is planted as

seed, in the first instance, in the hearts of the humble who occupy

no great place in the world. It is only after a while, vThen it

takes root and grows, that it blossoms spontaneously into beauty.

It has been, therefore, not only inevitable but fully in accord with

the fitness of things—with that “ servant-form ” which our Lord

Himself took when he came into the world and offered Ilimself

to the babes and sucklings—that the Confession too has only strug-

gled into other languages, transferring itself into new tongues by

the painful efforts of men born aliens to them
;
and has been put

into circulation only among those simple ones who have by their

very simplicity been prepared for it. Thus and thus only will it

ever find a path into a nation’s heart. And it should not in the

least discourage us to see it only thus making its vray in the world.

What seems discouraging is that several of the fourteen transla-

tions which have been made of the Confession do not seem, for

-one reason or another, to be receiving that opportunity to plant

themselves in the hearts of even the “ simple ” which alone we

expect or crave for them. The Latin version of course was not

intended for popular use and is now no longer in any sort of circu-

lation. The old German version has perished, and only a single

'exemplar of it is known to remain in existence
;
while the modern

German version (1858) is practically confined in its use to the Ger-

man-speaking Presbyterians of the United States. The Japanese

version has been given no real opportunity of life, and is no longer

to be had. The Siamese version is almost out of print. The Arabic,

Persian and Benga versions have never been published
;
and

although the two latter are locally in use they can hardly be said

to have been given to the world. The use of the Gaelic version

must necessarily grow less and less extensive. There remain only

the versions in Spanish and Portuguese, Chinese, Hindustani, Urdu

and Gujurati, for which we can hope for a future of growing useful-

ness. An increase of zeal may add new ones or resuscitate old

* See Eduard Norden's Die Anlike Kuntsprosa, Yol. II ad init.
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ones—such as the Japanese and Siamese—but at the moment
there are, after all, only seven or eight versions (including the

German and Gaelic) which are really “ in circulation.” Even after

the comparatively energetic work of the last sixty years, the

Presbyterian Churches have no reason to blame themselves for

undue zeal in propagating their professed doctrines by means of

translations of their Confession.

In the following notes we have brought together the information

we have been able to gather as to the translations of the Confes-

sion. We have included in the list even those versions which

have, because produced either in Britain or the United States,

been already mentioned in the lists of editions published in these

countries. Thus the list contains the full series of versions

brought to our attention. There may well be others which have

escaped our search : but it is likely that we have been able to in-

clude nearly all.*

NOTES TOWARD A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE WEST-
MINSTER CONFESSION.

III. Translations.

[A. German. 1648] Demiitiger Bericht
|

Der
|

Versamleten

und jetzund aus
|

Macht und Befehl
|

des
|

Parlaments
|

Zu
|

Westminister
|

Sitzenden Lehrern der heiligen
|

Schrifft
|

Be-

langende
|

Ein Glaubens-Bekantniis
|

beyden Hausern des

Par-
|

laments
|

neulich iiberreichet
|

Im Jahr nach Christi

Geburt
|

1648
|

Aus dem Englischen ins Teutsche
|
treulich

iibersetzet
|

Gedruckt im Jahr 1648.

Small 8vo, 6 x 3§ inches (block of type, x 3%): pages unnumbered (title, 1

;

preface, 3; text, 171): there are no running titles at the bead of the pages but

there are catch-words at the foot : there is no signature attached to the preface or

any other hint in the volume of its authorship : the signatures of the officers of the

Assembly appear at the end of the Confession in the forms, Carle Herle, Cornelius

Burges, Herbert Palmer, Henrich Robroughe, Adoniram Byfield. The text of the

Confession is accompanied by the proofs from Scripture, generally quoted in full,

though sometimes only in part and sometimes only by references. The right-hand

margin is given to the Scripture -proofs, and the relative space occupied by the text

and proofs varies very greatly : sometimes, especially in the latter portion of the

volume, the text takes up nearly the whole page, in which case the proofs occupy

an inset on the right margin or may even be relegated to the foot of the page
;

sometimes there are only a few words of text on the page and the proofs fill the

* Few of these translations are to be found in the collections of editions of the

Confession. We have been indebted for our knowledge of them, therefore, mostly

to the missionaries by whom they are used, and our thanks are due to them for

their readiness to supply both copies of the hooks and information about them.

We have tried to give credit for these courtesies, in general, as we have spoken of

each version in turn. But it has been impossible to do justice to the kindness we
have experienced or even to mention the names of all who have extended it.
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entire remainder (e.g., VIII, 1, 4 ;
V, 1), or even more

( e.g ., II, 1 the proofs cover

two whole pages) : ordinarily the text and proofs somewhat equitably divide the

page between them, the one on the left and the other on the right hand. The text

is printed in strong German type, giving a very black appearance to the pages : the

proofs in smaller type : the block is occasionally imposed crookedly on the page.

So far as is known, this edition persists only in a unique exemplar preserved in

the Royal Library at Berlin. It is described by Niemeyer in the preface to the

Appendix of his Collectio Confessionum in Ecclesiis Reformatis Publicatarum,

Leipzig, 1840, pp. IV-V: he quotes the entire Preface. Compare also Mitchell’s
The Westminster Assembly, its History arid Standards (Baird Lecture for 1882),

2d Ed., Philadelphia, 1897, pp. 527-8
; Schaff’s Greeds of Christendom, New

York, 1878, I, p. 754
;
Bockel’s Bekenntniss- Schriften der Evang.-reform.

Kirche, Leipzig, 1847, pp. 683, sq. Bockel reprints the entire text, slightly revised,

chiefly in the interest of moderinzation of the German. The volume has been

examined afresh for us by the Rev. Kerr Duncan Macmillan, B.D., to whom we
are indebted for a careful description and tracings. Compare what has been said

in The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, October, 1901, p. 624, No. 9.

No contemporary notice of this version seems lo have been preserved : and noth-

ing appears to be known of its origin except what can be gathered from the book

itself. From the preface, which speaks of the Confession as having “ lately came

to us in Germany in the English language,” it would seem likely that the trans-

lation was made in Germany and by one of deeply-rooted Reformed sentiments.

He speaks of the Confession as a ‘‘tractate rich in all its parts in the Divine wis-

dom and doctrine, drawn almost word for word from the Holy Scriptures,” and as

‘‘a brief compend of the wholesome Word, ” out of which “shines brightly and

clearly the light of the truth for the comforting and strengthening of believing

hearts.” He has translated it into High German out of love for God’s Church, and

prays that the pious reader may use it to his edification and continue instant in

prayer and labor for the welfare of Christ’s people. The English exemplar used

for the translation would seem to belong to the year 1648, to have borne the title of

“The Humble Advice, etc.,” and to have been provided with proof-references, but

not with the proof-passages themselves. The only edition known meeting all the

conditions appears to be that printed for Robert Bostock in 1648 (see The Presby-

terian and Reformed Review, October, 1901, p. 621, No. 7), and Dr. Mitchell

(op. cit., p. 527) accordingly supposes a copy of this to have been the copy used.

“In order that the basis of the doctrine presented may stand out before the eye,”

the Preface tells us, “the passages that are attached to every proposition are set

forth word for word,—a thing which is not done in the English exemplar.” And
so in fact this German translation is the first edition of the Confession of Faith in

which the Scripture-proofs are inserted at length and not merely by references. So

far as is known the first edition in English in which this was done was the Roth-

well edition of 1658 (see The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, October,

1901, p. 629, No. 23).

Apparently only a single issue of this version appeared. But after two hundred

years it was slightly modernized and reprinted by E. G. Adolf Bockel in his Die

Bekenntniss-Scliriften der evangelish-reformirten Kirche (1847), under the name
of Das puritanische Glaubensbekenntniss. The extent of the revision made by

Bockel may be estimated from the specimens of the two texts which we give below.

Naturally the archaic syntax which allowed the verb to stand in the midst of

subordinate sentences is corrected
;
as well as such usages as the double negative

in III, 4: “und ist derselben Zahl so gewiss das die nicht, weder vermehret

noch ” (Bockel: “ dass sie weder vermehret noch”). Other alterations concern

such minor matters as II, 1, “ohne Leib, Theile, etc.,” for “ ohne Leib, stiicken,

etc.”; II, 2, “ bedarf nicht der Creaturen ” for “ nicht benotigeteiniger Creaturen

III, 8,
“ Fiirsorge ” for “ Fiirsichtigkeit “ reichlichem Trost ’’ for “ iiberfliissigen
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trost and the like. The following specimens are drawn from the first section of

the first chapter and the first two sections of the third chapter, and will give a fair

sample of the version itself as well as of the relations to one another of the two

forms of the text.

Edition of 1648.

I, § 1. OB zwar dz Licht der Natur

und die Wercke der schopfung un

fursehung, die Gute, Weisheit un

Macht Gottes so weit offenbahren, dz

der Mensck keine entschuldignng hat

;

So vermogen sie ihn doch nit zu dem

zur seeligkeit nohtwendigen Erkant-

misz Gottes und seines Wi liens zubrin-

gen. Darumb hat es Gott gefallen zu

verschiedenen Zeiten und autf mancher-

ley wiese, sich un solchen seinen Widen

seiner Kirchen zu offenbahre unnd zu-

erklaren ;
Und hernachmals, damit die

warheit so viele besser erhalten unnd

vortgepflantzet ; auch die Kirche wider

die Verderbnusz des Fleisches und des

Satans und der Welt boszheit, so viel

gewisser bevastiget und gestarcket

wurde, dasselbe alles in Schrift ver-

fassen zula'sen : Daher es kompt, dz die

Schrifft ganz nothwendig ist : Nachdem

die vorige Art un weise der offenbah-

rung, gottliche Widens au sein Volck,

nunmehr auffgehoret hat.

Ill, 1 1. GOtt hat von aller Ewigkeit

her, nach dem allerweisesten und hei-

ligsten Baht seines eige Widens frey-

willig un unwandelbahr geordnet alles

was jemals geschiehet. Doch so fern,

das dadurch weder GOtt zu einer ursache

der Sunden gemacht, noch dem widen

der Creaturen eiuige Gewalt angethan,

noch die Freyheit order Zufalle der

unteren Ursaclien auffgehoben, sondern

viel mehr bestattiget werde.

$ 2. Ob zwar GOtt weisz alles und

Jedes was autf alle gesetzte Bedinge

geschehen kan und mag : So hat den-

noch Gott darumb nichts beschlossen,

dasz er zuvor gesehen hat, das es

zukunfftig sein, oder das es auff solche

und solche Bedinge geschehen wurde.

Bockel’s Edition.

Cap. I, \ 1. Ob zwar das Licht der

Natur und die Werke der Schopfung
und Vorsehung die Giite, Weisheit, und
Macht Gottes so weit offenbaren, dassder

Mensch keine Entschuldigung hat
; so

vermogen sie ihn doch nicht zu der zur

Seligkeit nothwendigen Erkenntniss

Gottes und seines Widens zu briugen.

Darum hat es Gott gefallen, zu ver-

schiedenen Zeiten und auf mancherlei

Weise sich und solchen seinen Widen
seiner Kirche zu offenbaren und zu

erklaren
;
und hernach, damit die Wahr-

heit so viel besser erhalten und fortge-

pflanzt, auch die Kirche wider die

Verderbniss des Fleisches und des Satans

und der Welt Bosheit so viel gewisser

befestigt und gestiirkt wurde, dasselbe

alles in Schrift verfassen zu lassen

;

daher es kommt, dass die Schrift ganz

nothwendig ist, nachdem die vorige

Art und Weise der ofienbarung gott-

lichen Widens an sein Yolk nunmehr
aufgehort hat.

Cap. Ill, $ 1. Gott hat von aller

Ewigkeit her, nach dem allerweisesten

und heiligsten Bath seines eigenen Wil-

lens, freiwillig und unwandelbar geord-

net alles was jemals geschieht. Doch
sofern, dass dadurch weder Gott zu einer

Ursache der Sunden gemacht, noch dem
Widen der Creaturen einige Gewalt

angethan, noch die Freiheit oder Zufalle

der untern Ursachen aufgehoben, son-

dern viel mehr bestatigt werden.

§ 2. Ob zwar Gott weiss alles und
Jedes, was auf alle gesetzte Bedingun-

gen geschehen kann und mag, so hat den-

noch Gott nicht3 darum beschlossen weil

er zuvorgesehen hat, dass es zukiinftig

sein oder dass es auf solche und solche

Bedingungen geschehen wurde.
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[? Dutch. 1649] ....
Dr. Mitchell (as cited, p. 528) remarks: “Possibly a Dutch edition may have

been published about the same time [as the German version of 1G48], and in 1649

a rare and much-prized edition in English issued from the Elzevir press.” In Dr.

Williamson’s edition of Hetlierington’s History of the Westminster Assembly, p.

457, a Dutch edition is attributed to “ Luice Elssever for Andrew Wilson, Book-

seller, Edinburgh.” If a Dutch version is intended by this, it is a manifest con-

fusion with the “edition in English issued from the Elzevir press,” for which

see The Presbyterian and Reformed Review for October, 1901, pp. 625-6,

No. 12. It may be suspected that this same confusion lies at the basis of Dr.

Mitchell’s notice also. If there ever has been made a Dutch translation of the

Confession it has escaped our search. Neither Dr. Geerhardus Vos, of Princeton,

nor Dr. N. M. Steffens, of Dubuque, nor Dr. Rutgers, of the Free University of

Amsterdam, nor Dr. Herman Bavinck, of Kampen, has been able to find any

traces of it. Dr. Bavinck, for example, writes under date of May 1, 1901 : “All

my inquiries have thus far been fruitless. In the libraries of our Universities

nothing is known of it. The Professors with whom I have consulted know just

as little of it
”

[B. Latin. 1656 +] Confessio Fidei
|

in Conventu theologorum

authoritate
|

Parliament! Anglicani indicto
|

Elaborate
; |

eidem Parliamento postmodum
j

Exkibita
; |

Quin et ab

eodem, deinque ab Ecclesia Scotiana
|

Cognita et Appro-

bata
; |

una cum
|

Catechismo
|

duplici, Majori, Minorique
;

|

E Sermone Anglicano summa cum fide
]

in Latinum versa,

j

Cantabrigite : excudebat Johannes Field, celebrimte

Academise typograpkus.
|

1656.

8vo, pp. 229; with a short preface signed by the initials “ G. D.”: the Scripture-

proofs are given by reference only. There is a copy in the British Museum (3505, b.

61). Later editions appeared at Amsterdam, 1658
;
Cambridge, 1659 (8vo, pp.

229; British Museum; Prince Collection in Boston Public Library, 69, 11, 15;

Library of Rev. Dr. Henry C. McCook, Philadelphia); Glasgow, 1660 (12mo, pp.

302
;

British Museum), 1670, 1674
;

Edinburgh, 1660, 1671 (12mo, pp. 182
;

British Museum), 1680, 1689, 1694, 1708, 1711. It has also been printed by

Niemeyer in the Appendix to his Collectio Conff. (Leipzig, 1840) from the Cam-

bridge edition of 1559, with the aid of the two later editions of Glasgow, 1660, and

Edinburgh, 1694; and by Sciiaff in the third volume of his Creeds of Christendom

(New York, 1878) from (apparently) the Cambridge edition of 1656. The later

editions do not seem to diverge intentionally from the first, except that after the

Cambridge editions of 1656 and 1659 the word Testamentum is substituted for

Instrumentum in the titles of the Old and New Testaments (e.g., I, 2 “ omnes illi

libri tarn Veteris quam Novi lnstrumenti,” Cambridge, 1656 and 1659, but “tarn

Veteris quam Novi lestamenti,” Glasgow and Edinburgh edd.). The initials

“G. D.” at the end of the preface in the ed. of 1656 seem also to fall away

subsequently.

For an account of this translation, see Mitchell, op. cit., p. 528
;
SchafFj

op. cit., I, p. 754, III, p. 600 ;
Carruthers, op. cit., pp. 61-62

;
Niemeyer, op.

cit., appendix, pp. iii, iv
;
Lee, op. cit., list of 1826, p. 5 (not repeated in later

edition); Dexter, Congregationalism as Seen in Its Literature, Bibl., p. S3

(No. 1727) and p. 86 (No. 1803). Compare also The Presbyterian and
Reformed Review for October, 1901, p. 628, No. 21.

Practically nothing seems to be known about the origin of this translation except
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what may be inferred from the book itself. It was natural that the Westminster

formularies should have early been presented to the public in the language of the

whole scholarly world, and it is not surprising that there are traces from the

beginning of an intention of doing so. Principal Lee {op. cit., p. 57) commu-
nicates the following item from the Minutes of the Assembly’s Commission :

“Edin-

burgh
,
Jan. 18, I64.9 .—The Commission of the General Assembly, considering how

profitable it will be to the kirks abroad, that the Confession of Faith and Catechisme

be translated in Latine, therefore they seriouslie recommend to Mr. John Adamson
and Mr. Thomas Crawford to doe thesame with diligence.” Whether, however, the

actual version printed at Cambridge in 1(356 has any connection with this action,

we do not know. The only hint of its authorship is contained in the initials

“G. D.” which are 'affixed to the preface. A happy conjecture supposes these to

be the Latin initials of William Dillingham, D.D.
,
Master of Emanuel College, Cam-

bridge : but it remains merely a conjecture. The brief preface adds no hint what-

ever to aid ip the identification of the author : it merely in the crispest way
admonishes the benignant reader to observe that the numbering of the chapters

and verses set down for the references in the margin follows that of the English

version of the Bible, and begs him to attribute any lack of fluency he may find in

the Latin to the compactness of the matter, any lack of ornament to its solemnity.

[C. Gaelic. 1725] The Confession of Faith, Larger and Shorter

Catechisms, agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at

Westminster, with the assistance of Commissioners from the

Church of Scotland, as a part of the Covenanted Uniformity

in Religion betwixt the Churches of Christ in the three King-

doms, Scotland, England, and Ireland. Translated into the

Irish language by the Synod of Argyle. Entered in Sta-

tioners’ Hall. Edinburgh : Printed by Thomas Lumisden

and John Robertson, and Sold at their Printing house in the

Fish-market. MDCCXXY.

Adtnhail an Chreidimh, air an do Reitigh air ttus Coimhthionol

na n Diaghaireadh, aig Niarmhonister, an Sasgan
;

leis an

Daontuighe ard-seanadh Eagluis na Halbann, chum na bheith

na chuid eigiD, do Choimhreite Creidimh, edir Eaglaisibh

Chriosd annsna tri Rioghachdaibh. Air na chur a Ugaoidh-

eilg, le Seanadh Earraghaoidheal. Air na Chlodhbhualadh

(a nois an chead uair) aig Duineuduin le Thomais Lumisden

agus Eoin Robertson, a Mbliaghan ar Dtighearna, MDCCXXV.
12mo, pp. viii, 276. The Confession of Faith occupies pp. 3-104

; the Larger

Catechism (Irish title, p. 105 : An Cataichiosm, etc.), pp. 105-240
;
the Shorter Cat-

echism (Irish title, p. 241: Foirceadul Aithgliearn Coasmeich, etc.), pp. 241, sq.

There is a copy in the British Museum, “ 875, a. 36 and also one in the Lenox
Library, New York. A second edition, 12mo, pp. viii, 286, was published at Edin-

burgh, T. Lumisden & J. Kobertsou, 1727 ;
and a third, 12mo, pp. viii, 285, at

Glasgow, J. Orr, 1756, 1757. Copies of both are in the British Museum, Nos. “ 3504,

a. 52 ” and “ 3505, a. 23.” In the first issue the printing was carelessly done. The
Act (Charles I, Pari. II, Sess. 2, Act 16) quoted at the beginning is dated 1949, in-

stead of 1649
;
and the title to the Shorter Catechism strangely states that this is the

eighth edition, and yet “printed now for the first time at Edinburgh by the Heirs

of Andrew Anderson,” who printed the sixth edition in 1715. The “first time”
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refers back to the Confession. The second edition was merely a reprint of the former,

continuing many of its errors. The third edition was more carefully printed and

exhibited many changes. A general account of the origin of this version is given

in the The Presbyterian and Reformed Review for October, 1901, p. 642

(No. 57), which may be consulted. The following account has been kindly

written for us by the Rev. G. Lawson Gordon, of River John, Nova Scotia.

The Synod of Argyle was presumed to be the most literary of the Gaelic-speaking

Synods of Scotland. Hence when Gaelic work was to be done by an ecclesiastical

court, this one was chosen for the undertaking. The Scottish General Assembly in

1699 enacted “that the Synod of Argyle translate the Confession of Faith of this

Church and Larger Catechism into the Irish language, and exactly notice any

typographical errors in the late impression of the Irish Bible that may be amended

in a new impression.” (Act 16, 6.) That the Scottish Gaelic is not now Irish

is not the fault (as so often hinted) of the religious leaders of Scotland. As above
indicated, they foisted first an Irish Bible (the edition by R. Kirke of BedelFs

Bible in Roman characters, 1690) and then an Irish Confession of Faith upon the

Highlands, whose people spoke quite another language. There seems to have been
some element of resistance to the Assembly’s order, and five years later it was
renewed with the addition :

“ with a vocabulary of the most necessary and usual

terms in Divinity.” (1704, Act 17.) Does this indicate that the landward and
northern members of the Synod resisted the Irishisms of the coast and southern

peninsula? Again in 1708 the Assembly repeated its order to the Synod of Argyle
In the following year the Synod reported the work of translation completed. The
Synod proceeded no further in the matter for lack of funds

;
and in 1713 the

Assembly referred the publication to its Commission. But the Commission had
otherwise to face a deficit and could do nothing for the Confession. Now it was
that private benevolence came to the assistance of the enterprise and John Camp-
bell, Esq., who subsequently became Lord Provost of Edinburgh, contributed

sufficient funds to begin the printing. In 1725 a petition was presented to the

Commission of Assembly by Thomas Lumisden, a printer of Edinburgh, which,

after reciting a part of the above history of this attempt to supply an Irish version,

proceeded to say that the death of the printer stopped the work, that the petitioner

had bought the rights of this and other books and accounts of the Printer for the

Church, that the work now was completed, that money was too scarce in the High-
lands to permit of its inhabitants purchasing the books, and that he petitioned the

Commission to purchase the whole edition of two thousand copies for free dis-

tribution. The petition was granted and the books were sold at the nominal price

of sixpence apiece, unbound. They had a double title, in English and in Gaelic,

as given above.

The language used in this translation was the Gaelic of Argyle which, because

of the proximity of that part of Scotland to Ireland, approached the Irish in ortho-

graphy, vocabulary and grammatical forms more closely than the Gaelic of the rest

of the Highlands. It will be readily understood that under these circumstances

a revision of the work of the Synod of Argyle was desirable. Such revision was
undertaken by Mr. G. MacDonald, schoolmaster in Edinburgh, in 1804. The first

edition of his work seems to have been :

Leabkar Aideackaidk A’ Ckreidimk, maille ri Leabk-raickean

Farsuing agus Aitkgkearr a’ Ckeasnackaidk, agus Suim
an Eolais Sklainteil, air an Eadar-tkeangackadk Le G.

MacDkonuill, maigkstir-sgoil an Dun eidin, do’n Ckuideackd

Urramack, a ta ckum eolas criosduidk a sgaoileadk feadk

Gaidkealtaclid agus Eileana na li-Alba. Dun Eidin : Clodk-

bkuailt le Andreas Balfour. MDCCCXYI.
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18mo. This is the first edition with the Sum of Saving Knowledge, although

this was translated and published with the Shorter Catechism in 1767. It has no

English title-page. Probably some exception was taken to the expression “air an

Eadar.,” etc., “translated by G. MacDonald,” for this was but a reprint, with

improved orthography, of the edition of 1757. At any rate there was issued in

1821 an edition of the book of 1816 with a new title-page which does not claim so

much for MacDonald :

Leabliar Aideachaidh A’ Ckreidimb, maille ri dtl Leabhar a’

Ckeasnachaidk, agus Suim an Eolais Sblainteil, air an cur a

mach Le G. MacDbonuill, maigbstir-scoile an Duneidin.

Duneidin : Clodli Bkuailte le Andreas Balfour, MDCCXX1.

18mo. “Issued by G. MacDonald” is the cautious expression now used. An
advertisement, dated 1821, June 1, while mentioning the edition of 1725, makes

no reference to that of 1816, as if the author were a little ashamed of its title-page.

The contents were printed on the back of the title-page, a precedent followed in

the subsequent editions.

MacDonald did not attempt so large a change of vocabulary and grammatical

form as was needed to reduce the work to the language of the people. A more

thorough revision was published in 1837, the text of which is still in use.

Leabbar
|

Aideacbaidb A’ Cbreidimb,
J

le
|

Da Leabliar a’

Cheasnacbaidb,
[

maille ri
|

Suim agus Feum an Eolais

Sblainteil:
|

Eadar-tbeangaicbte o’n Bbeurla
|

cbum Gaelic Al-

bannaicb,
|

airtus le
|

Seanadb Earra-
j

gbaeil ’s a’ bbliadbna

MDCCXXY;
|

a ris le
|

Deorsa
|

Macdbombnuiil, s’ a’ bbliadbn’

MDCCCIY
; |

agus a nis atb-leasaiclite cbum na Canain
|

Gbnathaicbte, ’s a’ bbliadbn’
|

MDCCCXXXYII.| Dun-eidin

:

I
William Whyte & Co.

|

Booksellers to tbe Queen Dowager.

|

MDCCCXXXYIL*
16mo, pp. viii, 261, 2,—the last 2 containing a list of Gaelic books sold by the

publishers. The “Advertisement” giving supposed necessary explanations in

English occupies two pages
;
then follows “Earail,” a very affectionate exhorta-

tion to the study of Christian truth, in four pages. The Confession follows without

a separate title-page, but having its title on the same page as “Caib. I,” the first

Chapter, and giving that title, word for word, as the Synod of Argyle wrote it,

down to the word Rioghachdaibh, changing only the grammatical form and tbe

orthography. The Larger Catechism begins at page 81, also without a separate

title-page. The Sum of Saving Knowledge comes between the Catechisms, at page

183, with a separate title-page, a distinction which also belongs to the Shorter Cate-

chism at page 237. The Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed conclude

the text of the volume.

The G. of MacDonald’s name was understood to stand for George, “Deorsa,” by

the editors of 1837. That this was a mistake was indicated by them later by
putting “Gileabart”

—

i. e., Gilbert—for “Deorsa” on the title-page. This, with

the name of the publisher, is the only change we have noted in the whole book

* That is to say :
“ Book

|

of the Confession of the Faith
|

along with
|

the two
Books of the Catechising

|

together with
|

The Sum and Use of Saving Knowledge

|

translated from the English
|

into Gaelic Scottish
|

at first by
|

the Synod of

Argyle in the year 1725
; |

again by
|

George Macdonald in the year 1804
; |

and
now revised into the speech

|

common, in the year
|
1837

[

etc.”
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since 1837. The latest edition bears the imprint : Edinburgh : John Grant, 1898.

With the two exceptions on the title-page noted above, this is page and line and

letter a reprint of the stereotyped edition of 1837, in fact, probably from the same

plates. Much of the unsightly orthography of the first edition is still continued,

such as, fuidh for fo, ainmeanna for ainmean, but yet the common people can

and do read it to edification.

It -would not be possible to give an exact impression of the amount of revision

each edition underwent in its successor otherwise than by printing paragraphs from

each in parallel columns. The changes are of orthography (thus aontuighe

becomes aontaich ; ttus becomes tits), vocabulary (thus tiocfaidh becomes ting)

and grammar (thus admliail an chreidimh becomes aidmheil a ’ chreidimh).

Perhaps the general description of the nature of the progressive revision given above

will be sufficient to convey an adequate idea of its extent.

[D. Hindustani. 1842] I' sawf Maslon ka kkulasa.
|

Jis par
|

Pres-

biterian ke kalisa ke log iman rakhte bain.
|

The Confession

of Faith
[

of the
|

Presbyterian Church in America,
|

In Hin-

dustani.
|

Allahabad:
|

Presbyterian Mission Press.
]

1842.

24mo, pp. vi, 94 ; 4| x 21 inches (block of type)
;
bound in cloth. Roman type

throughout
:
proof-texts by references only. There are copies of this version in the

libraries of the Theological Seminary at Princeton and of the Presbyterian His-

torical Society, Philadelphia.

[E. Urdu. 1848 and 1864] Aqaid-Nama, I Aur
[

Suwal o Jawab

|

I Mukhtasar,
|

Jo Hind Kf Shimali Atraf Kf Sinad
|

Ke
Hukm Se Maskkur

|

Kiva Gaya,
j

San 1848.
|

Allahabad
:

|

Printed at the Allahabad Mission Press.
|

1848.

That is to say : “Confession of Faith and Shorter Catechism, printed and pub-

lished by order of the Synod of India in the year 1848.’’ 32mo, pp. 171 (The

Confession, pp. 1-131
;
The Shorter Catechism, pp. 133-171); 4j x 21 inches (block

of type). Roman type throughout
:

proof-texts to the Confession only and by

references only (at foot of page). A second edition was issued in 1864, a copy of

which, kindly presented by tiie Rev. Dr. E. M. Wherry, of Lodiana, is in the

library of the Theological Seminary at Princeton. Dr. Wherry writes (January

16, 1901) :
“ It was made and published in 1848 and has gone through two editions

in Roman Urdu, that is, in the Urdu lauguage and the Roman character. The
proof-texts are indicated but nowhere printed in full At the end of the

little book there is a translation in Urdu of the Shorter Catechism. We have also

a translation of the Larger Catechism. There is in existence a Committee which

has prepared a revised translation of the Confession in the Urdu language, but

owing to the revival of the revision movement at home the publication has been

deferred.”

[F. German. 1858] Constitution
J

cler
[

Presbyterianischen Kircke

|
in den

j

Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika,
|

enthiilt das
|

Glaubensbekenntniss, die beiden Katechismen
|

und die
|

Ordnung des Gottesdienstes,
|

zugleich mit dem
|

Entwurf der

Kirckenordnung und Kirckenzuckt,
j

wie es bestatigt tvurde

|

durch die General-Yersammluug in ihren Sitzungen ini

Mai
|

1821 und verbessert im Jahre 1883.
j

Uebersetzt nach
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der authentischen Ausg'abe der General-Yersammlung.
|

Phil-

adelpliia.
|

Presbyterianische Board furj Yeroffentlichung

religioser Scbriften
|

[no date].

Small 12mo, pp. 468, 4ff x 2f inches (block of type). On the back of the title

there is printed (in German translation) the resolutions of the Assembly of 1839

confining the publication of the Constitution to the Board of Publication. A
Vorrede occupies pages 3-8. The text of the Confession, with the scripture-proofs

in full (in one column, occupying the lower portion of the page), follows, pp.

9-177 : at the end of this is the following note derived from Niemeyer’s mis-

taken inference (p. v.): “ Untershrieben ist deises Glaubensbekenntniss, und

aufgestellt in der General-Versammlung zu Westminster im Jahre 1648 von folgen-

den Mannern, welche die Abfasser desselben zu sein seheinen,”—then follow the

signatures of Herle, Burges, Palmer, Robroughe and Byfield, the officers of the

Westminster Assembly. Page 178 is blank
;

the Larger Catechism occupies pp.

179-280, the Shorter Catechism pp. 281-308, the documents at the end of it being

increased by the addition, after the Apostles’ Creed, of “Die Einsetzung der

Taufe’’ and “Die Einsetzung des heligen Abendmahls,”

—

i.e ., the words of our

Lord in Mark xvi. 15, 16, and 1 Cor. xi. 23-25. The Form of Government and

Discipline occupy pp. 309-406
;
the Directory for Worship, pp. 407-443

;
General

Rules for Judicatories, pp. 444-452
;
and the Index, pp. 453-468. The plates were

made in 1858, in which year 1250 copies were printed (August 7); by 1891, 3750

copies had been issued. There is a copy in the library of the Western Theological

Seminary, Allegheny
; and the book is kept on sale at the Book Store of the Pres-

byterian Board of Publication and Sabbath-school Work, Philadelphia.

In the Vorrede prefixed to the volume it is recited that the translation originated

in an order of the General Assembly of 1857, met at Lexington, Ky.
;
and a short

history of the origin of the Westminster Confession is given,—in which we are told,

deriving again from Niemeyer, that “it was in the year 1648, at the command or

the so-called Long Parliament, which consisted for the greater part of Presbyter-

ians, that the Westminster Confession was composed the old German translation

of 1648 is then adverted to and its Preface quoted. This Vorrede is signed by

“the Presbyterian Board for the Publication of Religious Works ” and dated 1858.

The translation seems to be independent of the old German version of 1648, which

was probably known to the translator only through the notice in Niemeyer’s

Collectio Confessionum.

The translation owes its origin, of course, to the sense of responsibility for our

German fellow citizens, so rapidly increasing in numbers about the middle of the

century, which was very keenly felt by both Presbyterian Churches. In the New
School Assembly also an attempt had been made to prepare a German revision of

the Standards (see Minutes, 1853, p. 324, 1854, p. 485, 1855, p. 16) : but this does

not seem to have reached the stage of performance. In the Old School Church a

resolution was offered by Mr. Phelps in 1856 (Minutes
,
p. 519) to the effect “that

in view of the rapidly increasing German population of our country,” and so forth,

“the Board of Publication be instructed to issue as speedily as possible an edition

of the Confession of Faith in German,” and further that it be bound with the

English version on opposite pages. This was referred to the Board, “to act at its own
discretion” (p. 527). Next year

(
Minutes , 1857, p. 45) an Overture came up from

the Presbytery of Dubuque, and was favorably reported, asking that the Board be

required to publish a German edition
;
but “Mr. Schenck [then Secretary of the

Board of Publication] made statements respecting the designs of the Board of Pub-
lication in relation to this matter, and the Overture and Report were laid on the

table.” From the Minutes of the Excutive Committee of the Board of Publication

we may learn what the statements were that Mr. Schenck made to the Assembly.

The following extracts from these Minutes have been kindly communicated to us
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by the Rev. Dr. W. M. Rice, Recording Secretary of the Board. May 5, 1857 : “A
communication was received from the Presbytery of New York, urging the publi-

cation of the Confession of Faith in German. It was resolved to take measures to

comply with this request, and the Publishing Agent was authorized to confer with

the Rev. Mr. Steins of New York as to translating the Book of Discipline and Form
of Government.” June 2, 1S57 : “A letter from the Rev. F. Steins, offering to trans-

late the Confession of Faith into German for $100.00, was read and the offer

accepted.” July 7, 1857

:

“The German Shorter Catechism was ordered to b e

stereotyped.” October 6, 1857

:

“ ilie Rev. F. Steins presented through the Pub-
lishing Agent a translation into German of the Confession of Faith, which he had

been engaged to make.” January 5, 1858 : “Resolved, That an edition of 1,000

of the Confession of Faith in German be printed.” January 12, 1858: “It was

resolved to print an edition of 1,250 instead of 1,000 of the Confession of Faith in

German.” At the next Assembly, accordingly, the Board reported that “ the Con-

fession of Faith has been published in German” {Minutes, 1858, p. 339). The
Rev. Frederick Steins, the translator of the volume, was pastor of the “German
Church ” of the Presbytery of New York from 1851 to 1868, in which year the Min-

utes report his death. Presumably, the Board employed him as the translator on

the recommendation of members of the Presbytery of New York, in compliance

with whose request the publication was made. The Report of the Board of Pub-

lication to the General Assembly, 1858, has the following notice :
“ The Confession

of Faith has been translated into the German language by one of the Pastors in the

city of New York who has peculiar qualifications for such a work. After undergo-

ing careful examination by competent judges, the translation has been published,

and the Board is now ready to furnish them wherever needed and to any extent.”

The German of this version is thought to be somewhat over-literal and even inele-

gant. In order that its independence may be observed we give a specimen of it for

comparison with the same sections of the earlier version of 1648 (revised in Bockel)

as given above (p. 261, No. A)

:

I, 1. Obgleich das Licht der Naturund die WerkederShopfungund Vorseliung,

die Gfite. Weisheit und Macht Gottes schon so weit offenbaren, dass die Menschen

sich nicht entschuldigen konnen, so sind sie dennoch nicht hinreichend die

Erkenntniss Gottes und seines Willens uns zu verschaffen, die nothwendig ist zu

unserer Seligkeit
;
desbalb gefiel es dem Herrn, sich manchmal und auf maucher-

lei Weise sich und diesen seinen Willeu seiner Kirche zu offenbaren und auch

diesen spater schriftlich zu hinterlassen, wodurch er sowohl fur die Erhaltung als

Fortpflanzung seiner Wahrheit sorgte, damit nicht seine Kirche gegen das Verder-

ben des Fleisclies und wider die Bosheit des Satans und der Welt, ohne Schutz und

ohne Trost ware.

Darum denn auch, nachdem alle friiheren Wege, auf welchen Gott seinen Willen

seinem Volke offenbarte, aufgeliort haben, die lieilige Schrift durchaus nothwen-

dig ist.

Ill, 1. Gott hat nacli dem allweisen und allheiligen Rathe seines eigeuen Wil-

lens frei und unabiinderlich, was irgend wie geschielit von aller Ewigkeit her ver-

ordnet doch so, das Gott nicht dabei zum Urheber der Siinde gemacht, noch dem
Willen der Geschopfe Gewalt augetlian, noch die Freiheit Oder die zufallige

Wirkung neben beiwirkender Ursachen aufgehoben, sondern vielmehr bestiitigt

werden.

Ill, 2. Obgleich Gott Alles weiss, was unter alien angenommenen Bedingungen

geschehen mag Oder kann, so hat er doch nichts beschlossen, weil er es als zukiinftig

voraussah, Oder als solches, was unter solchen Bedingungen geschehen wiirde.

Compare what is said of this version in The Presbyterian and Reformed
Review, January, 1902, p. 104, No. liii.

[G. Siamese. 1873] . . . .
||
The Confession of Faith

|

Translated
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|

by
|

S. G. MacFarland.
]

Bangkok
|

Presb. Mission Press.

|

1S73.

12mo, pp. 59; 4| x 7 inches (full sheet): hound in paper : no marginal notes or

references. The upper portion of the title-page is occupied by the Siamese title in

Siamese characters : the lower portion contains the title in English, as above. The
hook is printed throughout in the Siamese characters. There is a copy in the

Foreign Mission Library of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian

Church in the U. S. A., 156 Fifth avenue, New York : and we are indebted for a

description of it to the librarian, Miss Susie A. Pinder.

[H. Portuguese. 1876] A Confissao de Fe’
|

da
|

Igreja Presby-

teriana
|

no
|

Brazil.
|

Bio de Janeiro
:

|

Livraria Evangel-

ica,
j

No. 15 Travessa da Barreira.
|

1876.

12mo, pp. 96, 5§ x 3| inches (block of type). Page 2 (back of title) is blank.

Page 3 is occupied by a brief Prefacio, of historical character, in which are recounted

the origin of the Confession, its adoption as their constitution by the Presbyter-

ian Churches of Great Britian, the United States and the British Colonies, and its

character as a concise and complete formulation of the Evangelical doctrine, and its

relation to Scripture, not as a substitute for it, but simply as a convenient and use-

ful coordination of its doctrines. “The following translation,” it is remarked,

“corresponds exactly to the Confession of Faith adopted by the Presbyterian

Church of the United States.” Page 4 is blank. The Confession occupies pp.

5-73, while p. 74 presents its table of contents : the text is accompanied with proof-

references only, at the bottom of the page. Pages 75-76 contain the Apostles’ Creed

and the Ten Commandments. The rest of the volume is occupied by an epitome of

the Form of Government and Discipline of the Presbyterian Church, [and of the

Directory for Divine Worship], prepared by a Committee of the Presbytery of Rio

de Janeiro (pp. 77-96).

This translation was made by the Rev. Dr. A. L. Blackford and the Rev. F. J. C.

Schneider, members of the Brazilian Mission of the Presbyterian Church in the

U. S. A., aided by some of the native ministers. A thorough revision of it has been

made by a Committee appointed by the Synod of Brazil at its first meeting, Sep-

tember, 1888
;
but it has not been found possible as yet to get the revised text

printed, though long since ready for the press and greatly needed in the Mission.

The Larger Catechism has been translated by and under the supervision of the Rev.

Dr. J. Rockwell Smith, of the Brazilian Mission of the Presbyterian Church in the

U. S., but has not yet been printed. Several editions of the Shorter Catechism have

been issued.

There is a copy of this version of the Confession in the library of the Theological

Seminary at Princeton, for which it is indebted to the Rev. J. Beattie Howell, of

Philadelphia.

[I. Spanish. 1880] Doctrinas
| y |

Reglamentos
|

de la Iglesia

Presbiteriana,
|

formulados
|

por la
|

Asamblea de AVestmin-

ster
; |

conteniendo
|

La confesion de le, Forma de Gobierno,

|

Disciplina,
|

Lirectorio de culto
| y Reglas para los tribu-

nales
; |

traducidos del Ingles
|

por
|

H. C. Thompson,
[ y [

el

Catecismo menor.
|

Monterey.
|

Tipografia del Comercio.
]

A. Lagrange y Ano.
[

1880.

8vo, pp. 334; 6j x 4| inches (block of type). Page 2 (back of title) is blank.

Page 3 contains a ti anslation of the preface prefixed to the 12mo edition of The
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Confession of Faith and Shorter Catechism, issued by the Board of Publication

as tract No. 211 (from 1859)—see The Presbyterian and Reformed Review,
January, 1902, p. 106, No. lvi. The Confession of Faith occupies pp. 5-

161: the text of each section being followed by the proof-texts in exlenso, in

slightly smaller type. Page 162 is blank. The Shorter Catechism occupies pp.

163-210, closing with the Lord’s Prayer, Ten Commandments and Creed on pp.

211-212 : the text of each Question being followed by the proof-texts in extenso,

in somewhat smaller type. Page 213 is a new title-page : Gobierno y Disciplina

|
de la

|
Iglesia Presbeteriana. The rest of the volume accordingly (to p. 323)

is occupied by these two “books”—closing on p. 323 with a “ Reconocimiento,”

signed by “ H. C. Thompson, Traductor,” thanking the Rev. T. F. Wallace for

having translated the major part of what precedes. Pages 324-334 contain an “ In-

dice,” a “ Fe de Erratas ” occupying the lower quarter of p. 334.

The Rev. Dr. Henry C. Thompson, the translator of this version, wasfortwenty-one

years a missionary in Mexico : he is said to have been aided in his work of translation

by the Rev. Panfilo Prieto. The book ever since its issue has been constantly used

as a text-book for the training of candidates for the ministry. When the edition

was exhausted, a new translation was made from the English, on the basis of Dr.

Thompson’s, by the Rev. Plutarcho Arellano, under the supervision of the Rev.

Dr. Hubert W. Brown. For this revision, see below, No. P.

There is a copy of this translation in the library of the Theological Seminary at

Princeton, for which it is indebted to Dr. H. W. Brown’s kindness.

[J. Japanese. 1880] [In Japanese characters :] Uesutominisuteru

sliinko kajo zen.

That is to say: “Westminster Articles of Faith, Complete.” 6J x 4 inches

(block of type), pp. 2 [= Errata], 4 (= Table of Contents), 109 (=Text), [1 =
blank], with cover on which is pasted a slip bearing the title. There is no title-

page
;
and no date, name of printer or place of issue, is recorded.

The history of this translation is embodied in the following two extracts from

letters. “ The original Constitution of what is now (since 1890) called the Church

of Christ in Japan opens with this paragraph :
‘ The Canons of the Synod of Dort,

the Westminster Confession of Faith and Shorter Catechism and the Heidleberg

Catechism, as received in this Church, are the recognized Standards of Doctrine,

and all office bearers are required not to teach or maintain any doctrine contrary to

said Standards.’ The first Presbytery of the Church was organized in October,

1877. At that time the Shorter Catechism had been translated and printed
;
and the

Heidleberg Catechism also, I think. The other Standards had not been translated.

Accordingly, at the meeting of the Presbytery held in October, 1879 [1878?], Dr.

Hepburn was appointed to translate the Westminster Confessiou, and Dr. Verbeck

to translate the Canons of the Synod of Dort. Their translations were presented

to the Presbytery at its meeting in October, 1879. and formally adopted at the

meeting in October, 1880. For a number of years the two Catechisms were widely

used
;
but neither the Westminster Confession nor the Canons of the Synod of Dort

has ever been used to any extent. They were printed by the Mission. There are

no copies of the translation of the Westminster Confession in stock There

was no second edition. Our Mission has published three editions of the Shorter

Catechism : the original translation, made by Dr. Hepburn about 1875 or 1876
;
a

revised edition, also by Dr. Hepburn, some years later
;
a second revised edition by

Dr. Alexander and Mr. MacNair, some six or seven years ago. There was also a trans-

lation published by Mr. Tamura. ” (Letter from the Rev. Dr. William Imbrie,

Tokyo, March 15, 1901. )
“ I translated the Westminster Confession of Faith into

the Japanese language in the year 1880, at the request of the Presbyterian Mission

in Eastern Japan. There were 500 copies published at the expense of the Mission,
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and a sufficient number circulated. I also translated the Shorter Catechism,

which has been widely circulated. The Larger Catechism has not yet been trans-

lated, to my knowledge. In connection with Dr. Yerbeck I also translated the

Book of Discipline. The Form of Government was much altered to suit the con'

ditions in Japan, and translated into the Japanese
;
by whom or when I know

not. I may say that the Westminster Confession of Faith was never acceptable to

the Presbyterian Church in Japan, and after a great deal of discussion the

Apostles’ Creed with a short prelude was adopted as their Confession in 1890.”

(Letter from Dr. J. C. Hepburn, East Orange, N. J., March 13, 1901.)

There are copies of the Japanese versions of the Westminster Confession and of

the Canons of Dort in the library of the Theological Seminary at Princeton, the

gift of the Kev. James W. Doughty, of Hiroshima, Japan.

[K. Chinese. 1881] [In Chinese characters :] Sing Dao Chee Yao
Shu.

That is to say : “Statement of the Cardinal Doctrines of the Faith.’’ 7X
3
5 x 5

inches (block of type). Besides the outside title given above, there is an inside

title-page, bearing the same title down the centre
;
and on the right of it (in

Chinese) the date, “The Year of our Lord 1881”; and on the left of it (also in

Chinese), at the top, “The Seventh Year of Kwangsii, ” and at the bottom,
‘

‘ Printed at the Chinese-American Book Establishment in Shanghai.
’

’ The back

of this title-page is blank. The text fills 99 pages : the 100th page is blank.

This version appears to have been begun by Dr. Culbertson. It was at all

events brought to a completion by a Committee appointed by the Synod of

China (of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A.), and printed at the Mission

Press, Shanghai, in 1881. It is a good translation and is used by all the Pres-

byterian Missions in China, especially in training native workers. Dr. P. F.

Price, of Sinchang, for example, writes (March 22, 1901): “We have persistently

taught the Confession to those who can understand it, and require of our office-

bearers not a nominal but an actual knowledge of its contents. I require of my
own students to commit it to memory, and the results of the use of the Standards

in teaching have encouraged us to hold to them more tenaciously and tenderly

than ever.” Besides the Confession, the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, Form of

Government, Book of Discipline and Directory for Worship of the American Pres-

byterian Church have all been translated into Chinese (the Shorter Catechism and

Form of Government by the Rev. Dr. W. A. P. Martin). Copies of the whole

series are in the library of the Theological Seminary at Princeton, the gift of the

Rev. Dr. G. F. Fitch, of the Mission Press, Shanghai.

[L. Arabic. 1883 J
[In Arabic characters:] INTizamu ’lkanisati

’lmashihiyyati
|

’lmutadamminu
|

Tikrara bi’l’imani

wamuhatasaraku ‘ala surati su’alin wajawabin
J

wakawanina

siyasati ’lkanisati
|

watartiba ’1‘ibadati ma‘a surati ’l‘ahdi

’alladhi yata‘akadu
|

bihi ’ldakiluna ’ila sharkati ’lkanisati.

|

Bayrut 1883.
|

Small 8vo, pp. 97, 5f x 3^ inches (block of type). The back of the title is blank

and the last page is blank : the last twenty pages (78-97) are occupied with the

Shorter Catechism. The text of the Confession begins on p. 3 without preliminary

of any kind and runs to p. 77 : it is accompanied by proof-references only, at the foot

of each page. There is no binding or cover of auy kind : but the sewed sheets

only. The edition has never been published, and only 50 trial copies were pre-

pared.
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The history of this translation has been kindly communicated by the Rev. Dr.

H. H. Jessup, of Beirut, as follows. On January 17, 1881, the Syria Mission

requested the Rev. C. V. A. Yan Dyck, D.D., the translator of the Scriptures into

Arabic, to translate into Arabic the Confession of Faith of the Presbyterian Church

;

and Dr. Yan Dyck reported the completion of the translation in August, 1881, and
on December 18, 1882, the addition to it of a translation of the Form of Govern-
ment, whereupon he was authorized to print at once. On August 22, 1883, the

Press Committee having stated that unavoidable delay had occurred in printing the

Confession of Faith and reporting progress, it was voted “ that their report be

accepted and that they be instructed to print tentatively 50 copies of the present

translation and to correspond with neighboring Missions, that an expression of

approval may be obtained, and that an opportunity may be afforded missionaries to

suggest modifications in the translation.” These 50 copies were printed and copies

were sent to Egypt, Damascus and Latakiah, to the Missions of the United Presby-

terian, Irish Presbyterian and the Reformed Presbyterian Churches, all of whom
approved the translation. “As, however, there was a general expectation that

the General Assembly in America would soon order a revision of the Confession, it

was thought best to postpone publication until this question should be definitely

settled.” Accordingly there have been printed only the original 50 trial copies.

The Larger Catechism has not yet been translated into Arabic. The Form of

Government in Arabic was duly published in 1894. The Arabic Shorter Catechism

has gone through many editions : there are copies of the first edition (1885)

without and of the sixth (1898) with proofs in the library of the Theological Sem-
inary at Princeton. There are copies also of the Form of Government and of

the Confession of Faith in this library. All these were presented by the Rev. Dr.

Henry H, Jessup, of Beirut.

[Mr Benga. 188-] ....

There exists in manuscript a translation of the Confession into Benga, made by

the late Rev. Cornelius de Heer, of the (then) “Gaboon and Corisco Mission”

(which is now the “West Africa Mission ”). All efforts to obtain funds to have

it printed have hitherto failed. Meanwhile it has been used in MS. for the in-

struction of students and native pastors. The following specimen passage of this

translation (chap. I, $ 1) has been kindly furnished by Mrs. de Heer :

I. Tombekete bwe ya mwanyo, na behavu bea ivela na ibandamide, salakate

bwamu, iyowe, na ngudi ya Anyambe sase nonane, dikango bato ba diyepe na

ponda
;
ndi be ’be twetwe n’ ive ja yoweyowe te ya Anyambe na ja upango

rawaju, e di na mala o iyonga
;
ovane vakana o begombe beite, na betingidi bea

manga-manga, e tandakidendi Upangiyi ka levide Ma mete, na ka pakuwa tyatyi

aju upango t’ urnwaju mune ; na mbuhwembuhwe, o pele ya itatidi na iliamanidi

via pakwepakwe viyamu -wa, n’ itede na iyadiye ja tyatyi ycmidengo pe wa
oviya ibeva ja mehoni, na ekola ya Setan na ya he, ka veke ma upango te mwehepi

o bo lendeke : bo pangake Malendwc ma Hole ma diyaka mala mete wa ; meala

te mea boho mene mea Anyambe me ma levakide upango mwaju o bato baju

bajadi me diyendi mea da kya-tekane.

Mrs. de Heer (September 9, 1901) writes :
“ We hoped much from its introduc-

tion among our native pastors and elders placed in charge of organizations

constantly increasing in numbers. It seemed so essential that foundations should

be carefully laid in the very outset.” “We have long had the Catechism in the

Benga,” she adds, “and scores have committed it to memory.” This transla-

tion of the Catechism was the work of the Rev. John Meuaul. The Shorter

Catechism has been translated also into Mpongwe.

The place of the Confession of Faith as a text-book is perhaps partly supplied by

the Rev. Dr. Henry R. Weed’s well-known Questions on the Confession of Faith and

Form of Government of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of Amer-
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icn, with a Selection of the Scripture Proofs, •which was translated into the Benga

language by the Rev. Cornelius de Heer and published in a volume containing,

with it, a Benga translation of Dr. Archibald Alexander’s Brief Compend of Bible

Truth. Dr. Weed’s Question

§

occupy the latter half of the volume (pp. 137-237),

and have the following Benga title-page (in addition to an English one): Nyuwe
|

o
|
Imeme J’ Ikamide

|
na

|

Janga Ja Ipangiyedi
|
JaTyatyi Ea Presbyterian

|

Na
Ndaga JaMasule JaBoPanakwe

|

JaMatendwe MaHole.
|
LendwengoNa

|

Henry

R. Weed, D.D.
|

PendweogoN’UkaloMwa Benga
|

Na
|

Rev. C. De Heer,
|
Gaboon

and Corisco Mission.
|

New York :
|

Edward O. Jenkins’ Sons, Printers,
|

20 North

William Street
|

[no date]. Pages 143-213 contain the Questions on the Confes-

sion of Faith
; pp. 215-231 those on the Form of Government

; pp. 231-233 those

on the Ninth Chapter of the Directory for Worship ;
and pp. 233-237 the Questions

and Counsel prepared by Dr. Ashbel Green for the students of Princeton College

during the revival of 1815. As is well known, these Questions on the Confession

presuppose the Confession in the hands of the learner, and accordingly do not pro-

vide the answers but expect them to be derived from the Confession. Nevertheless,

as many of them are so framed as to suggest the answer, and as there are others

interspersed, not to be answered from the Confession, to which answers are given,

the book in the hands of a careful teacher may be made very much a substitute

for the Confession as an instrument of instruction.

[N". Gujarati. 1888] Westminster
|

Confession of Faith.
||
[In

Gujarati language and characters : Westminster Vishvas-

namu
: |

Translated from English into Gujarati by Rev. J.

y. S. Taylor,
j

Revised by members of the Presbytery of

Kathiawar and Gujarat, and published for the Irish Presbyte-

rian Mission.
|

Printed at the Mission Press.
|

Surat
: |

1888.

|

Price 8 annas.].

12mo
; pp. 384

; 5f x 31 inches (block of type), printed in Gujarati characters

throughout. Pages 1-91 contain the Confession of Faith, with proof-references

(not the passages) in double column at the foot of each page
; pp. 93-384 con-

tain these proof-texts, quoted in extenso.

This translation was the last work of the Rev. Joseph van Someren Taylor,

confessedly the best Gujarati scholar of his day in the Province, and in it is

embodied the fruit of his ripe scholarship. He had completed his first draught
of the translation in India, and had taken it home with him on his furlough in

1880. While staying in Edinburgh, lie was on the morning of the 2d of

June, 1881, looking over the MS. with a view to its correction and revision, when
he was suddenly attacked with a rush of blood to his brain and passed away
within fifteen or twenty minutes. After considerable delay the MS. was sent

out to Gujurat and a Committee was appointed to revise it carefully and pre-

pare it for publication. It appeared from the Mission press at Surat in 1888.

There is a copy of this version in the library of the Theological Seminary at

Princeton, for which it is indebted to the kindness of the Rev. George P. Tay-
lor, of Ahmadabad, who writes of the version as follows (February 4, 1901):
“ ‘The majesty of the style ’ of the English original is well preserved in this

Gujarati translation, which is admirable throughout. It is our text-book for

the classes of Systematic Theology attended by the students of the 2d, 3d
and 4th years of the Stevenson Divinity College. In each of these years one-
third of the Confession of Faith is taken up and very carefully expounded, so
that at the end of the four-years’ course the students will have made a full

study of the entire Confession. In these classes it has been my practice to

18
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dictate to the students a synopsis of Dr. A. A. Hodge’s Commentary on the

Confession.”

[0 . Persian. 189-]

There is a manuscript translation into Persian, which has not been printed.

The Rev. J. L. Potter, of Teheran, writes in a letter of June 20, 1901, as follows :

“A few years ago I tra nslated the Westminster Confession of Faith into Persian
;

by direction of the Station, and the MS. copy was used as a basis for the Elders

of the native Church to request the Eastern Persian Presbytery to receive the

Church under its care. Having examined the Confession and approved it,

they made the request and the Church was taken under care of Presbytery.

It has not been printed, and there was some discussion at one meeting of our

Presbytery as to the technical terms in the translation of the section as to the

Trinity.”

Into none of the other languages spoken in Persia has the Confession of

Faith been translated. The Shorter Catechism has been issued in Persian,

Syriac, Azerbijan Turkish, and both Turkey and Ararat Armenian : and the

Larger Catechism has been translated into Azerbijan Turkish, but not printed.

[P. Spanish. 1896 and 1897] Constitucion
|

de la
|

Iglesia Pres-

biteriana
|

en los
|

Estados Unidos de America,
|

conteniendo

j

La Confesiun de Fe, Forma de
|

Gobierno, Libro de Disci-

plina y |

Directorio para el culto Publico
|

de Dios,
|

segun

fuerou ratificados y adoptados por
|

el Sinodo de ISTueva

York v el de Filadelfia
j

en al ano de Nuestro Senor 1788,
| y

corregidos en los anos de
|

1805-1892.
|

La Obra de Trata-

dos en Espanol,
|

Albuquerque, New Mexico,
|

1896.

Small 8vo, pp. 154 [4 = “ Indice ”], 5| x 3| inches (block of type). Pages

1 and 2 are blank. Page 4 (back of title) contains a “Prefacio,” giving an

account of this edition and commending the book. Pages 5-58 contain the

Confession of Faith : the text is printed with the proof-texts, by references

only, interjected at the proper places in its midst : an occasional footnote

occurs, some of which (e.g., at Conf. xxviii, 7, xxix, 4) belong to the English, but

at least one (at Conf. vi, 1, on God’s permission of sin) is new to this

book. Pages 59-12G contain the “Forma de Gobierno y Formas de Procedi-

mientos de la Iglesia Presbiteriana en los Estados Unidos de America ;
reform-

ados en 1805-1806 and pages 127-152, the “ Directorio para el Culto de Dios

en la Iglesia Presbiteriana en los Estados Unidos de America ; reformando en

1789-1886.” On p. 153 occurs the Constitutional Rule adopted in 1893. Page 154

is blank : and the “Indice” closes the book, occupying 4 unnumbered pages.

This version was made by the Rev. Plutarco Arellano, under the supervision

of the Rev. Dr. Hubert W. Brown. It is based on the earlier version of the Rev.

Dr. Henry C. Thompson (see above, No. I): and appears to have been made
from the English issue of the Board of Publication of 1894 (see The Presby-

terian and Reformed Review, January, 1902, No. lxviii). It is printed in an

inexpensive form at the press of the Rev. John Menaul, now of Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

Mr. Arellano was educated at the Theological Seminary of the Mexican

Presbyterian Church at Tlalpan, entered the ministry in 1885 and has been

pastor successive^ in Chilpancingo, Yera Cruz and Mexico City. He is at

present the Business Manager of the Mission Press at Mexico City and co-

redactor of the Mission paper, El Faro. He has made a translation of the
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Larger Catechism also, which, revised by the Rev C. C. Millar and Rev. Hu-
bert W. Brown, is just issued from the press. The Shorter Catechism has been

repeatedly issued. The first translation of it was published in Philadelphia in

I860.* That incorporated in Dr. Thompson’s edition of the Confession (above,

No. I) was largely the work of the Rev. Thomas F. Wallace, and was issued

separately in Mexico City, 1882. The latest edition is the work of the Rev. H.
B. Pratt and bears the title : El

|

Catecismo Menor
|
de la

|

Asamblea de West-
minster

|

Formulando en 1646
|

Nuevamente Traducido al Castellano
|

Laredo,

Texas, E. U. A.
|

1899.
|

The relation of the two texts of the Confession in Spanish may be observed

from the following specimens :

Dr. Thompson’s Text, 1880.

I, 1. Aunque la luz de la natur-

aleza y las obras de la Creacion y de

la Providencia, manifiestan la bondad,

sabiduna y poder de Dios, de tal man-
era que los hombres quedan sin excu-

sa
;

sin embargo, no son suficientes

para dar aquel conocimiento de Dios

y de su voluntad, que es necesario

para la salvacion
;
por cuya razon plugo

a Dios en varios tiempos, y de diver-

sas maneras, revelarse 6 declarar su

voluntad a sa iglesia
; y ademas para

mejor conservar y propagar la verdad,

y para el mejor consuelo y estableci-

miento de la iglesia contra la corrup-

tion de la carne, la malicia de Satanas y
del mundo, le plugo ponerlo todo en

escrito
;

por lo cual, las Sagradas

Escrituras son muy necesaria
; y mas,

puesto que han cesado ya los modos

anteriores par los cuales Dios revelo

su voluntad a su pueblo.

Mr. Arellano’s Text, 1896.

I, 1. Aunque la luz de la naturaleza

y las obras de creacion y de provideu-

cia manifiestan la bondad, sabiduria v
poder de Dios de tal manera que los

hombres quedan sin excusa, sin em-
; bargo, no son suficientes para dar

aquel conocimiento de Dios y de su

voluntad que es necesario para la sal-

vation ;
par lo que plugo a Dios en

varios tiempos y de diversas maneras,

revelarse a si mismo y declarar su vol-

untad a su Iglesia, y ademas, para

conservar y propagar mejor la verdad

y para el mayor consuelo y estable-

cimiento de la Iglesia contra la cor-

ruption de la carne, malicia de Satanas

y del mundo, le plugo dejar esa revel-

ation par escrito, por todo lo cual las

Santas Escrituras son muy necesarias,

y tanto mas cuanto que han cesado

ya los modos anteriores cuales Dios

revelo su voluntad a su Iglesia.

The text of 1896, in a still further revised form, is incorporated in the trans-

lation of Dr. A. A. Hodge’s Commentary on the Confession of Faith, which
appeared in Mexico in 1897 with the following title : “Coinentario

[

de
|

La
Confesion de Fe

|

de Westminster
|

de la Iglesia Presbiteriana.
|

por el
|
Rev.

Archibald Alexander Hodge
|

doctor en teologia y en leges
| y profesor de

teologia
|
en el Seminario Teologico de Princeton.

|

Traducido par el
|

Rev.

Plutarco Arellano.
|

Mexico,
|

Impreuta Universal de David C. Smith,
[

1897.
|

” Large 8vo, pp. xxii, 397 : p. vii has a brief note by the translator,

and pp. iii and iv a preface to the Spanish edition by Dr. Hubert W. Brown.

Oddly enough the edition of the Commentary used for the translation was the

first, of 1869 (see The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, January, 1902,

p. 107, No. lix), although the second edition had been in the market since

1885 (see The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, January, 1902, p. 108,

No. lxiii).

This translation of the Confession is in constant use in the training of candi-

dates for the ministry in Mexico, and its value is testified to by all the

* There is an earlier Shorter Catechism in Spanish, by R. Young (Edinburgh

[1855]).
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missionaries. The Rev. A. T. Graybill, for example, writes : “We emphasize
these translations of our Standards as the most effective means of teaching

our theological students the doctrines of the Bible, as well as the most
effective means of building up intelligent Christian character among the young
and adult members of our congregations.” (Letter of Feburary 22, 1901.)

There are copies both of the edition of 1896 and of the Commentary of 1897

in the library of the Theological Seminary at Princeton, for which it is

indebted to the kindness of the Rev. Messrs. H. W. Brown and A. T. Graybill..

Princeton. BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD.
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LOST MEANINGS OF HEBREW ROOTS.

THE object of the following article is to show that certain ren-

derings of the Septuagint, which have usually been ex-

plained as involving a different Hebrew text from that of the

Masorites, or as due to forced interpretation, or misunderstanding,

or caprice on the part of the Greek translators, may really be

owing to variant meanings, which rightly belonged to the same

original homonymous root. We attempt to show this by calling

the Assyrian to our aid, in order to confirm the meauing given

to the Hebrew by the Septuagint. Where a Greek rendering,

which is not in accord with the senses usually given in the diction-

aries to the Hebrew root, is found to be supported by the Assyrian,

we have inquired whether the new meaning, thus attested, may
not suit the homonymous root in other places, where it occurs in

the Masoretic Hebrew. We think the results of the investiga-

tion suggest, first, that the Hebrew consonantal text, from which

the Septuagint version was made, may not have varied so much
from the Masoretic text as has hitherto been supposed

;
and sec-

ondly, on the other hand, that the Greek translators were more

faithful to their original than has often been thought. The facts

will speak for themselves.

and pp
A few years ago, Dr. Jensen showed that sahanu occurred in an

Assyrian syllabary in the sense of “to see.” This meaning of

J be root or PP will account for the Greek rendering in the

following passages

:

In Ex. xxv. 8, = d<p$7j(T0fj.ai. The A.V. and R.V. have :

“ And let them make for me a sanctuary, that I may dwell among
them,” The Greek reads :

“ And thou shalt make for me a sanc-

tuary, and I will be seen among you.”

In Deut. xxxiii. 16, }T3p = to) 6<p&6vTl ii/ Trf fiaruj. The

Tevisers render :

1 ‘ And the good will of him that dwelt in the

bush ”
;
and connect with what precedes in verse 13. The Greek

.reads! :
“ And let the things pleasing to him that was seen in the
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busli come upon the head of Joseph ”
;

connecting with what
follows. The Latin Vulgate agrees here with the Greek in trans-

lating pEh having rendered the clause in which it appears by
qui apparuit in rubo.

In Job xxxiv. 9, pD* N*
1

? = ouy. k'ffriv i~itTxo7:rj. The A. V. and

R.V. have :
“ It profiteth a man nothing, that he should delight

himself with God.” The Greek reads: “ For say not, that there

shall not be a visitation (or inspection) of a man, even a visitation

for him from the Lord.” Perhaps for the Greek translator

read IDfO. Jerome seems to have taken JTa") from p") as he

renders it by cucurrerit.

In Psa. cxxxix. 3, flftiODn ’D“npD1= xa: -daas ra? 68ou$ ;xou
r : ~ :

• - t t :

-ootids?. The revisers render the verse :
“ Thou searchest out my

path and my lying down, and art acquainted with all my ways.”

The Greek reads :
“ Thou hast traced my path ana my bed and

hast foreseen all my ways.” It will be seen that the English ver-

sions agree here substantially with the Greek. Prof. Franz

Delitzsch tries to account for the meaning “ acquainted with ” in

the following manner :

‘ 1 p?pn vdth the accusative, as in Job

xxii. 21, with DL* : to enter into neighborly, close, familiar rela-

tionship, or stand in such relationship, with any one. God is

acquainted with all our ways, not only superficially, but closely

and thoroughlv, as that to which he is accustomed.” The Assvr-

ian equivalent justifies the meaning demanded by the sense in

this passage, without the necessity of resorting to far-fetched deri-

vations.

In Num. xxii. 30, ’Dpon ppnrr= pr
t
u~spDpd.au uzspcSuuaa.

The revisers read :
“ Am not I thine ass, upon which thou hast

ridden all thy life long unto this day ? Was I ever wont to do so

unto thee?” The Greek reads the last clause :
“ Did I ever do

thus to thee, utterly disregarding thee?”

in Ex. xxiv. i6, mmm
f

= za'i y.arlGrj ij 86!;a rob d-enu.

The revisers have :
“ And the glory of the Lord abode upon

Mount Sinai, etc.” It would make good sense to read: “And
the glory of Jehovah was seen upon Mount Sinai .... and the

appearance of the glory of Jehovah was like a devouring fire in

the top of the mountain.”

In Psa. lxxxv. 9 (10), p^P = rou xaraaxrpyuiaac. The revisers

have: “ Surely his salvation is nigh them that fear him; that

glory may dwell in our land.” The last clause might well be ren-

dered :
“ That glory may be seen in our land.”

In Isa. lvii. 15, p£y = xaroixiov ruy aiu/ya and =5= ava-
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7rauo;jsvo?. The revisers render: “ For thus saith the high and

lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy : I dwell in

the high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and

humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble, etc.” We
might read here :

“ For thus saith the high and lofty One, that

beholdeth eternity, whose name is Holy : I see the high and holy

and him that is contrite and humble of spirit, to revive the spirit

of the humble, etc.”

In Gen. iii. 24, = xat xaTtuxiuev aurov. The revisers read

:

“So he drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the

garden of Eden the Cherubim and the flame of a sword, etc.”

The Greek gives : “And he cast out the man and caused him to

dwell before the paradise of delight, and he arranged the cheru-

bim and the flaming sword, etc.” The new meaning of

would allow of the rendering :
“ And he drove out the man, and

he caused to appear at the east of the garden of Eden the Cheru-

bim and the flame of a sword turning every way to guard the way
of the tree of life.”

nro«
t :

In Ezek. xxi. 20 (15), UPON = (rydyia. The A.Y. and R.V. read :

“ I have set the point of the sword against all their gates.”

A.Y. margin gives us instead of “point,” “glittering” or

“ fear.” R.V. margin gives “ consternation.” The Greek ren-

ders :
“ They are given over to the slaughter of the sword.”

The Targum supports the rendering of the Greek with vt?p, but

the Latin Vulgate has “ conturbationem.” Friedrich Delitzsch

showed that this root is in Assyrian a synonym of “ to

slaughter,” and thus supports the rendering of the Greek. The
root l"DK is not found in Arabic, Ethiopic, or in any of the Ara-

maic dialects. Miihlau and Volck give the meaning “ Drohung,”

the same as that given by Gesenius in his third edition, i.e.

“ comminatio.” Snrend, following Abulwalid and Kimchi, renders

by “ Glanz, Schimmer.” Yon Orelli connects with W and

TjflH and translates by “ Wendung.” Schroeder, in Lange, gives

“ threatening, or quivering, or shaking, or destroying, etc.”

Cornill follows the suggestion of Gesenius and changes the text to

nnnp. it must be admitted that 1755? has the rendering of

atpayiov in vers. 15, 20 and 28 of this twenty-first chapter of Eze-

kiel
;
and that eleven times elsewhere forms of the noun derived

from are rendered in the LXX. by acpayij.
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nth~ T

In Ruth iii. 9, = trapdoor). The A.Y. and R.V. render:

“ And it came to pass at midnight, that the man was afraid”

(Latin Yulgate, “ conturbatus est ”). The Greek renders the

same, except in the last clause, where we find :
“ was amazed.”

R.Y. margin gives, “ was startled.” We may compare here the

Assyrian adjective shulpitu, “ disturbed.”

rm
T T

In Job. iii. 14, Hiinn = «1 cyaupi(l»zu iEi q(<ps<nv. The

revisers read in connection with the last clause of ver. 13 :
“ Then

had I been at rest
;
with kings and counsellors of the earth, which

built up waste places for themselves.” The Greek renders : “I
should have been at rest, with kings and counsellors of the earth

who rejoiced in their swords.” The meaning in the Septuagint is

supported by banu
,
No. 2, in Assyrian, which means “to be

bright, light, joyful
;

” as well as by the Syriac ’JD “1° comfort.”

The use of i"lJ3 in the sense of rejoice may possibly be found

in Jer. xxxi. 4 :
“ Again I will make thee glad, and thou shalt be

made glad, 0 virgin of Israel
;
again thou shalt be adorned (or

adorn thyself) with thy drums and shalt go forth in the dances of

them that make merry.”

In Gen. xvi. 2, the Peshitto translation by “ I shall

be consoled.” Luther has :
“ I shall be built.” The Greek, Latin

and English versions have: “I shall obtain children.” The
Syriac translation is very close to the meaning : “I shall be made
glad”

;
though it is possible that the Syriac is a corruption for

“ I shall be comforted.”

Again, in Mai. iii. 15, we might read : “And now we deem the

proud to be blessed and the doers of wickedness are rejoiced.”

Finally, in Lam. iii. 5, it might be read :
“ He hath rejoiced

over me and compassed me with gall and travail.”

*3— T

In Job. ix. 27, = (TTEvd^CU. The A.Y. renders: “ If I
/ T •

;

-

say, I will forget my complaint, I will leave oft my heaviness and

comfort myself.” The revisers agree with the A.Y on the first

clause, but render the latter by : “I will put oft my sad counte-

nance and be of good cheer.” The R.Y. margin gives for the last

clause :
“ and brighten up.” The Greek reads :

“ Forif I should

say, I will forget to speak, I will bow down my face and groan.”

The Latin agrees with the Greek in regard to the last clause. It

reads: “Cum dixero : Nequaquam ita loquar, commuto faciem
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meam, et dolore torquear.” The Peshitto also agrees with the

Greek in the last clause, though it has apparently read D.J7 for OK
at the beginning of the verse and is doubtful about *J|), for which

it presents two alternatives. It maybe translated: “ With my
bitterness I have forgotten my narration : if I should lorsake my
thoughts or my words, I shall be grieved/’ The Aramaic Tar-

gum alone supports the A.V. in the rendering of the last word.

They render the verse :
“ If I say, I shall forget my words, I

will forsake my wrath and will comfort myself (“)!3J|rttO).” The

meaning of the Greek is supported by the Assyrian balagyu, “ cry

of pain,” and by the following passages where occurs

:

In Job x. 20, = dvaxaucraffOat. The AW. and E.Y. ren-
7 t * :

"

der :
“ Are not my days few ? cease then, and let me alone, that

I may take comfort a little.” The E.V. margin reads for last

clause :
“ that I may brighten up a little.” The Greek agrees

here with the tradition represented in the English versions. It

reads : “Is not the time of my life short (little) ? let me rest a little

before I go whence I shall not return.” The Syriac and the Ara-

maic Targum agree with the Greek
;
though the Syriac again gives

two synonyms for the one original word. The Latin Vulgate,

however, reads :
“ Numquid non paucitas dierum meorum finietur

brevi ? Dimitte ergo me, ut planyam paululum dolorem meum
antequam vadam et non revertar.”

In Psa. xxxix. 13 (14) ,
nV'TOK = avatpu^w. The A.V. and E.V.

read :
“ O spare me and I will recover strength, before I go hence

and be no more.” It would make good sense and accord with the

Latin of Job x. 20 if we translated :
“ Let me alone, that I may

pour out my complaint, before I go hence and be no more.”

T T

In Num. xvi. 30, ITlfT NTT f7N’*D DM = aXT rj h <pdff[j.an det^ei

xuptos. A.V. and E.V. render: “ And if the Lord make a new
thing, and the earth (or ground, E.V.) open her mouth and swallow

them up, with all that appertain unto them, and they go down
quick (E.V., alive) into the pit

;
then ye shall understand that

these men have provoked (E.V., despised) the Lord.” The
Greek reads :

“ But if by a wonder the Lord shall show, and the

earth opening her ‘mouth shall swallow them and their houses and

their tents and all that belongs to them and they shall go down
alive into Hades, then ye shall know that these men have pro-

voked the Lord.’ ’

In Isa. xl. 26, xli. 20 and xliii. 15, K“D is rendered by some

more or less appropriate form of xazadev.vup.i, to show.

In Isa, xl. 26, Pl'W iOD'*D = rt'9 xazidec^sv -avza zadza. The.... T T
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R.Y., with which the A.V. substantially agrees, renders the first

half of the verse :
“ Lift up your eyes on high and see who hath

created these, that bringeth out their host by number.” The

Greek reads :
“ Lift up your eyes on high and see who hath dis-

played all these things ? even he that bringeth forth their host by

number.”

In Isa. xli. 20, = xazidei^v aura. The A.Y. and R.Y. ren-
1 T T

der the last part of the verse :
“ The hand of the Lord hath done

this and the Holy One of Israel hath created it.” The Greek

reads: “The hand of the Lord hath done these things and the

Holy One of Israel has displayed them.”

In Tsa. xliii. 15, JOlD =6 xazaddZas. The A.Y. and R.Y. ren-

der: “ I am the Lord, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel, your

King.” The Greek reads :
“ I am the Lord God, your Holy

One, who have appointed for Israel your king.”

The meaning of N“D thus given in the Septuagint is supported

by the hard I of the Assyrian, which means “ to see,” and in

the causative, “ to show.”

In Isa. v. 17, "O”! = zadpoi. The A.Y. reads :
“ Then shall

the lambs feed after their manner.” R.Y. gives the last

clause, “as in their pasture.” The Greek reads: “And they

that were spoiled shall feed as bulls.” The Aramaic Targum ren-

ders :
“ And the righteous shall be fed, according as was said

concerning them.” The Peshitto reads: “ And the lambs shall

feed as they should” (be., in their proper manner). The meaning

of the Greek may be connected with the Assyrian dabru,

“ strong.” Compare *VDN, “strong ” = zaupo? Jive times
,
poa/os

once
,
ant? once.

In Psa. ii. 6, TDD,3 ’JNl = ’Eym dk xanaza^v. The A.Y. and

R.V. render :
“ Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of

Zion” (the Peshitto has the same as the -English). The Greek

reads : “Yet have I been set as king under him over Zion his

holy mountain.” The Assyrian nasdku means'” to set,” “estab-

lish,” and is used of the setting up of princes. Whether this root

has any connection with the homonym, meaning “ to anoint,” is

a question which need not be discussed here. Certain it is that

the meaning of found in the English, Greek and Syriac ver-

sions is justified bv the Assyrian.
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DID
In Ezek. ii. 6 ,

*3 = Sion TcapiHrrzpyjaouffiv. The A.V. and

R.V. render: “ And thou, son of man, be not afraid of them,

neither be afraid of their words, though briers and thorns be with

thee, and thou dost dwell among scorpions, etc.” The Greek

reads :

‘
‘ And thou, son of man, fear them not, nor be dismayed

before them, for they will madden and will rise up against thee

round about and thou dwellest in the midst of scorpions.”

DID in the sense of “to be mad ” is supported by the Assyrian

shurubbu
,

“ a bodily or mental disease.”

D*->Q” T

In Prov. v. 21, ti-?zrp = el9 Se Tzdrras -d? rpoyta? auroo

ffxomuet. The A.Y. renders the verse: “ For the ways of man
are before the eyes of the Lord and he pondereth all his goings.”

The R.V. translates the last clause: “ and he maketh level all

his paths.” The R.V. margin has instead of “ maketh level,”

“ weigheth carefully.” The Greek reads: “ For the ways of a

man are before the eyes of God and he looketh at all his ways.”

Singularly, the Aramaic Targum agrees here with the Greek in

having “ God ” instead of Jehovah (Lord) and in rendering the

last clause :
“ and all his ways are open (or revealed, I’T’J) before

him.” With this last clause the Syriac agrees exactly (though it

has Lord, not God). The Vulgate reads: “ et omnes gressus

ejus considerat.”

The meaning “ to see,” “ to look,” “ to choose,” is supported

by the Assyrian palasu
,

“ to see,” “ choose”; and also by the

following passages :

In Prov. v. 6
,
D'pDfl — i-zlpyerat. The A.V. renders the first

clause :
“ Lest thou shouldest ponder the path of life.” It thus

gives the correct meaning, though it has arrived at it in the wrong

way. The R.V. reads : “so that she findetli not the level path of

life.” The R.V. has two marginal variations. The first simply

takes as second masculine singular, instead of third feminine.

The second reads :
“ Lest thou weigh carefully the path of life.”

The Greek reads: “ *For the ways of life she enters not upon.’’

The Latin Vulgate has :
“ Per semitam vitae non ambulant.”

The Syriac and the Aramaic Targum have the same as the Latin,

except that they have the verb in the third singular feminine.

The passage reads well :

1 ‘ Lest she should see (or choose) the way
of life, her steps have erred so that she cannot know it ” (or, as

Luther well renders the sense of the last clause :

1 ‘ unstat sind

ihre Tritte, dass sie nicht weiss, wo sie gehet”).

In Psa. ixxviii. 50, D'pD’ = The A.V. renders :
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“ lie made a way to his anger, ” which is exactly the same as the

Greek and Latin. The Syriac renders :
“ lie has opened up the

bad ways.” Apparently, they have taken DpD as equivalent to

the Syriac which is a synonym of yifi, the word used here

by the Peshitto. The Aramaic Targum reads :
“ He walks in the

way of his strength.” The A.Y. margin has: “ He shut up a

way to his anger the R.Y. margin :
“ He levelled a way,” etc.

It makes good sense to read :
“ He chooseth a path for his anger

;

he hath not withheld from death their soul, and their life to the

pest hath he delivered.”

In Isa. xxvi. 7, Dpan = 7:ap£<TxstjaGfj.EV7]. The A.Y. renders the

verse :
“ The way of the just is uprightness : thou most upright,

dost weigh the path of the just.” The revisers read :
“ The way

of the just is uprightness (margin : Or, a right way) : thou that

art upright dost direct (margin : Or, level) the path of the just
”

(margin : Or, path of the just thou directest aright). The Greek

reads :
“ The way of the godly is made straight

:
yea, the way of

the godly is prepared.” The Latin Yulgate reads: “ Semita

justi recta est, rectus callis justi ad ambulandum.” The Aramaic

Targum has :
“ The ways of the just are right

:
yea, the makers

of the way of the righteous, thou wilt direct.” The Peshitto

reads :
“ The way is straight for the poor : and straight and level

is the way of the righteous.” Alexander, in his commentary,

renders :
“ The way for the righteous is straight (or level) : thou

most upright wilt level (or rectify) the path of the righteous.”

Cheyne, in The Prophecies of Isaiah
,
gives :

“ The path for the

righteous is plain : thou makest plain with a level the path of the

righteous.” Delitzsch, in his commentary, renders: “ The path

that the righteous man takes is smoothness
;
thou makest the

course of the righteous smooth. ’
’ W e would suggest that the verse

might be read as follows. Instead of “lip’ p'"]*’
1

? npN>

read "lt5^ Dp’IV
1

? npN and the second line without

change : Dp£)n pHV pjyp, and translate: “The way of the

just (and) upright let him behold : the way of the just, thou wilt

(or mayest thou) choose.” For the asyndeton in the first clause,

compare the Arabic in such phrases as, “ In ’the name of God, the

merciful the gracious” (see Wright, Arabic Grammar
,
second edi-

tion, Yol. II, p. 274, and Socin’s Arabic Grammar
,
second English

edition, § 149
;
and compare in Hebrew the use of two adjectives

limiting one noun, following one the other without any connecting

particle, as in Lev. xiii. 38, Num. xix. 2). “1C*’ would be the

jussive of *VlCh “ to see ” (compare for the form, Job xxxiii. 27 ;

and for the meaning, the Arabic and Job xxxiv. 29, xx. 9, and

Num. xxiii. 9, xxiv. 17). The changes of person are so numer-
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ous in this chapter, that a change here from the third to the second

cannot especially surprise us. Besides, the old pointing presents

in this respect the same difficulty.

In Prov. iv. 26, 0*79 = 6p0ds TTot'ct. The A.Y. and R.Y. render

:

“ Ponder (R.Y.. make level; R.Y. margin, weigh carefully) the

path of thy feet, and let all thy ways be established.” The
Greek reads :

“ Make straight the paths for thy feet, and thy

ways straighten.” The Latin Yulgate reads: “ Dirige semitam

pedibus tuis, et omnes vim turn stabilientur.” The Syriac reads :

“ Turn away thy foot from evil courses, and all thy ways shall be

established.” The Aramaic Targum is exactly the same as the

Syriac.

The translation of the A.Y. is justified by the Assyrian
;
though

the manner in which they arrived at it was, doubtless, through a

wrong derivation. That is, they derived “ponder” from
“ weigh whereas it should rather be derived from “ see.”

*03
T T

In IIos. xiii. 15, **03' = dtaurreAeT. The A.Y. and R.Y. read :

“ Though he be fruitful among his brethren, an east wind shall

come, the wind (R.Y., breath) of the Lord shall come up from

the wilderness, and his spring shall become dry, etc.” The Greek

reads: “Because he shall cause division among brethren, the

Lord shall bring upon him a burning wind from the desert and it

shall dry up his veins, etc.” The Latin “ dividet ” and the

Syriac both agree with the Greek. The Aramaic Targum

has paraphrased until it is useless in the discussion. The Greek

interpretation is supported by the Assyrian paru\ “ to cut off.”

n&Q- T

In Lam. iii. 11, 'jnt£f’3'l = xai xaTiTzauffi [is. The A.Y. and R.Y.

read :
“ He hath turned aside my ways, and pulled me in pieces :

he hath made me desolate.” The Greek renders :
“ He pursued

me when rebellious and calmed me; he made me desolate.”

The Assyrian verb pashachu, “ to calm, assuage, relaxari,” would
justify the Greek rendering of

;
but it makes better sense in

this context to connect the Hebrew hapax leyomenon with the Syriac

ntr'3, “ to lacerate, tear, break ” (by which the Syriac renders it

here). The Aramaic supports the Yulgate covfregit.

nns“ T

For the Hebrew nri9, the Assyrian has two verbs, petu
,

“ to

open,” and patachu, “to dig, cut in, bore, or pierce.” From the
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latter the Septuagint derives many of its translations, to wit

:

dpuaffw, Zech. iii. 9 ;
xoXdizzu), Ex. xxix. 5 ;

yXutpto, Ex. xxviii. 9,

2 Chron. ii. 7, 14, iii. 7 ;
diayXucput, Ex. xxviii. 4 ;

lyyXbtpiu, Ex.

xxix. 12
;

txTuxoiv, Ex. xxviii. 36, xxxix. 30. Also the nouns,

{MOpos, Zech. iii. 9; I3<>X ids?, Ps. liv. 24; yXbppa, Ex. xxviii. 21;

yXucpr), Ex. xxviii. 21, 2 Chron. ii. 7, 14; iyxdXappa, Ex. xxxix. 5;

iyxoXanro?, 1 Kings vi. 31
;
ixrupmpa

,
Ex. xxviii 3, 6 ;

and Tatppos^

Mic. v. 6.

-rrn
T T

In Ezek. xxix. 15, rfiT) = too pX] elvac duTobs TzXeiovas.

The A.Y. and R.Y. render the latter part of the verse : “I will

diminish them that they shall no more rule ov.er the nations.
1 ’

The Greek reads : “I will make them few, so that they shall not

be numerous (-Xetovaa) among the nations.” This rendering of

rrn seems to be justified by the Assyrian ruddn.
,

“ many, great.”

In Judges v. 13, the first *YY is rendered in A by ipsyaXuvOr/,

though B has xarify. The A.Y. renders :
“ Then he made him

that remaineth have dominion over the nobles among the people :

the Lord made me have dominion over the mighty.” The R.Y.

renders: “Then came down a remnant of the nobles and the

people; the Lord came down for me against the mighty.” The

R.Y. margin :
“ Then made he a remnant to have dominion, etc.”

The R.Y. marginal note, No. 2, connects “the people” with

what follows and would read :
“ The people of the Lord came

down for me against (or among) the mighty.” The Greek of A
reads :

“ Then was magnified his strength : Lord, humble for me
those that are stronger than I.” The Greek of B reads :

“ Then

went down the remnant to the strong
;
the people of the Lord

went down for him among the strong from me ” (i.e., stronger than

I). The Latin Yulgate seeks merely to give the sense as fol-

lows :
“ Salvatse sunt reliquiae populi

;
Dominus in fortibus dimi-

cavit.” The Peshitto renders :
“ Then came down the liberator

to act gloriously before the Lord
;
that he might cause to come

down to me among the mighty men of Ephraim (or cause me to

come down among, etc.).”

mW- T

In Job xxxix. 10, = iXxuast. The A. Y. and R.Y. render:

“ Canst thou bind the unicorn (R.Y., wild ox) with his band in

the furrow ? Or will he harrow the valleys after thee?” The

Greek reads: “And wilt thou bind his (i.e., the unicorn’s) yoke

with thongs, or will he draw furrows for thee in the plain.” The

Assyrian verb shadadu means “ to draw.”
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In Obad., 19, tTlW — to Spog. The revisers render :
“ And

they of the south shall possess the mount of Esau
;
and they of

the lowland the Philistines : and they shall possess the field of

Ephraim, and the field of Samaria.” The Greek reads: “ And
those in the Negeb shall inherit the mountain of Esau, and those

in the Shephela the Philistines : and they shall inherit the moun-

tain of Ephraim and the plain of Samaria.” The meaning

“mountain” for is supported by the Assyrian shadu
,

“ high, mountain.”

In Gen. xiv. 7, H1& = rob? ap'/ovzas. The A.Y. and E.Y. read

the part of the verse containing this word :
“ And they smote all

the country (E.Y. margin, field) of the Amalekites.” The Greek

reads :
“ And they slew all the rulers of Amalek.” The Peshitto

agrees with the Greek.

In Nek. xii. 44, DHJtfT = iv auroi? dp'^ouatv zwv tiu'aswv.

The E.Y. renders :

“ And on that day were men appointed over

the chambers for the treasures .... to gather into them accord-

ing to the fields of the cities.’ ’ The Greek reads :

‘
‘ And in that

day they appointed men over the treasuries for the treasures

. . . . and for the chiefs of the cities who were assembled among
them.”

In Ezek. xx. 46 (xxi. 2), = rjyoufievov. The A.Y. and

E.Y. render: “ Son of man, set thy face toward the south, and

drop thy word toward the south, and prophesy against the forest

of the south field (E.Y., of the field in the south).” The Greek

reads :
“ Son of man, set thy face against Thseman, and look

toward Darom, and prophesy against the chief forest of Nageb.”

In Assyrian, the noun shadu means “ Lord,” and this would

justify the Greek renderings ap%wv and yyoupevos. One is tempted,

however, to conclude that the Greek translators have read “1 in-

stead of' "T in these passages, since ap%wv is more than two hundred

times the rendering of
;
and -fjyoupevo ?, ten times.

In Gen. vi. 3, pT = xo.Tap.etvr]. The revisers read :
“ My spirit

shall not strive (or margin, rule in, or, according to many
ancient versions, abide in) with man for ever.” The Greek reads :

“ My spirit shall certainly not remain among these men for ever.”

The Peshitto reads :
“ My spirit shall not dwell among men for

ever.” The ' Latin Yulgate is the same as the Peshitto, having
11 permanebit ” for dwell. The Aramaic Targum of Onkelos
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reads :
“ This evil generation shall not live before me for ever.”

The rendering of the versions is justified by the Assyrian dannu
,

“ resting place.”

F 1?

In Isa. ii. 18, = xaraxpui^ouaiv. The A. V. renders : “And

the idols he shall utterly abolish.” The R.V. and A.Y. margin

render: “ And the idols shall utterly pass away.” The Greek

reads: “And they shall hide all (hand -made) idols.” The Syriac

agrees with the R.V.; the Latin and Aramaic Targum with

A.Y. The rendering of the Greek is justified by the Assyrian

chaldpu
,
“ to cover, clothe.”

In Isa. xl. 31, = aUdZouGiv. The A.Y. and R.V. read :

“ But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength.”

The Greek reads: “ But they that await the Lord shall put on

strength.” The verse might be rendered: “ But they that hope

in the Lord (so the Peshitto) shall cover themselves with

strength” (Le., with the strength of the Lord). For the idea,

compare Ps. xciii. 1 :
“ The Lord is apparelled, he hath clothed

himself with strength.” Compare, also, Prov. xxxi. 25 :
“ Strength

and dignity are her clothing.”

In Judges xiv. 19, rrfl^n = ffzo/.rj in B. It is not necessary to

say more about this, than that in Assyrian rachlaplu
,

cliitlapu

and other derivatives of chaldpu
,
denote some kind of garment.

Vc
In Judges xiv. 19, pn = <TTofo

j

in A, l^aTia in B. The Syriac

and Latin versions both avoid an attempt to translate this word.

According to Delitzsch, there is in Assyrian a noun chalitsu
,

which seems to denote a part of a man’s clothing.

In Gen. xiv. 15, pVi = xa'f It{(tzeg£v. The A.Y. and R.Y. ren-

der :
“ And he divided himself against them by night.” The

Syriac, the Arabic and the Targum of Onkelos all agree with the

English versions. The Greek reads :
“ And he fell upon them

by night.” The Latin unites the two meanings: “ Et divisis

sociis, irruit super eos nocte.”

In Isa. xli. 7, p^no = TUTZTWV. The A.Y. and R.Y. render

:

“ So the carpenter encourageth the goldsmith, and he that

smootheth with the hammer him that smiteth the anvil, saying of

the soldering, It is good.” The Greek reads :
“ The artificer has
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become strong, and the coppersmith (or goldsmith) that strikes

(Vulgate, percutiens) with the hammer, at the same time beating

out (or forging) : then, indeed, he will say : The joining is well

done.” The Peshitto reads :
“ The carpenter encourages the

smith (blacksmith) who pounds with the hammer and toils and

says concerning the fusion (welding) : It is good.” The Aramaic

Targum of Jonathan reads :
“ The carpenter is strong along with

the smith, he that smiteth with the hammer together with him

that striketh with the mallet
;
at the same time, he saith concern-

ing the welding : It is strong.”

It will be seen that all the ancient versions unite in giving to

the sense of “ smiting.” The Assyrian verb chalaku is

used in the causative stem to denote the destroying of monuments
;

which probably took place by defacing them with hammers, as is

done to this day.

PiD“ T

In Jer. xxxi. 19, = xa'i unidsi^a. a oi. The A.V. and

P.V. render: “ Surely after that I was turned, I repented; and

after that I was instructed, I smote upon my thigh
;

I was

ashamed, yea even confounded, because I did bear the reproach of

my youth.” The Greek reads: “For alter my captivity, I

repented
;
and after I knew, I groaned for the day of shame, and

shewed thee that I bore reproach from my youth.” The use of

D*?3 in the sense of Onodeuvu/ic is supported by the Assyrian

kaldrau
,

“ to see, show.”

HD3 AND ND3
T T T T

In Ezek. i. 23, j""liD3£D = auve^euynivat. The A.V. and R.V.

render the phra.se: “ Everyone had two, which covered on this

side.” The Greek of A. reads : “To each one two joined to-

gether.” This meaning of niD3Q is supported by the Assyrian

kasu, “ to bind.”

In Prov. vii. 20, ND3I7 OTP = di Tjfiepaiv nuIAtiv. The A.V. ren-

ders :
“ He hath taken a bag of money with him and will come

home at the day appointed.” The Greek reads :
“ Having taken

a bundle of money in his hand, he will return again to his home
after many days.” The Peshitto agrees with the Greek. The
Latin Vulgate reads :

‘
‘ He hath taken a bag of money with him

;

in the day of the full moon, he will return home.” This is sub-

stantially the same as the P.V. The Aramaic Targum reads : “A
bag of money he hath taken in his hand

;
and in the day of the

19
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assembly lie will come home.” The ND3 here used may probably

be best referred to the root of kisittu
,

“ future, eternity,” a syno-

nym of cirkalu
,
achratu

,
dirkdtn and isatu. The latter part of the

verse will then read :
“ At a future dair, he will return home.”

N'VS
T T

In JSTum. xi. 22, = na\ dpxiast (twice). The A.Y. and R.Y.

render: “Shall the (R.Y. omits “the”) flocks and the (R.Y.

omits) herds be slain for them, to suffice them ? or shall all the fish

of the sea be gathered together for them, to suffice them ?” The
Greek, Latin and Aramaic versions agree with the English.

In Deut. xxxii. 10, = du-dpxrjffsv auzov. The A.Y. and

R.Y. render: “ lie found him in a desert land.” The Latin and

Svriac versions agree with this. But the Targum of Onkelos has :j O c
“ He supplied their necessities in the wilderness.” The Greek

reads :
“ He maintained them in the wilderness.”

In Judges xxi. 14, 1XV2 S'? = oux T
l
p7.ia^r

t
>>ax. The A. A . and

R.Y. render the clause: “ and yet so, they sufficed them not.”

This is substantially the rendering of the Greek.

These renderings of NiS, all of which are supported by two

or more versions, are corroborated by the Assyrian matsu, “ to

make wide, to be sufficient.”

W
In Job. xxxiii. 27,

”
1
^'’ = a-op.ip<pETat. The A.Y. renders:

“ He looketh upon men
;
and if any say (or margin, He shall look

upon men and say), I have sinned, and perverted that which was

right, and it profited me not; he will deliver his soul ” (or mar-

gin, my soul
;
or margin, ISTo. 2, he hath delivered my soul).

The R.Y. renders :
“ He singeth before men (or margin, he look-

eth upon men), and saith, I have sinned, etc., and it profited me
not

;
He hath redeemed my soul, etc.” The Greek reads :

“ Even

then a man shall blame himself, sa}'ing, what kind of things have

I done ? and he has not punished (literally, examined) me in a

manner worthv of what I have sinned.” The Syriac reads

:

“ And that which is right concerning men he shall say; and he

shall say, I have sinned and truly I have transgressed, and I have

not profited myself. Free mv soul from the destruction of corrup-

tion.” The Aramaic Targum reads: “ He appointeth (or makes

straight) for the sons of men, and saith, I have sinned, and have

perverted the right, and it did not profit me, deliver his soul from

passing over into the pit.” The Latin reads :
“ Respiciet homi-

nes et dicet : Peccavi et vice delinqui, et ut eram dignus non
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recepi. Liberavit animam suam.” The principal secondary ver-

sions from the Greek (to wit, the Coptic, Ilarklensian Syriac and

Armenian) all agree exactly with their original.

Of the various meanings given to above, it will be noted

that the A.Y., following the Latin Yulgate, takes it from“)*)LJf, “to

see ” (compare Job xxxiii. 14, xxxv. 13). The R.Y. takes it fromW or W, “ to sing ” (compare Psa. vii. 1, xxi. 14, and often).

The A. Y. ignores the jussive in its translation
;
the 14. Y. does the

same, and in taking it from the verb “ to sing,” has a form found

nowhere else. (The imperfect of should be or "IE?* in

jussive.) The Syriac has pointed it which it correctly renders

by “ that which is right.” The Aramaic Targum presupposes

the pointing ")E?*, Piel perfect from "IE?*. The Greek translation

“ to blame ” is sustained as a possible rendering by the Assyrian

root sharu
,

“ to lie, calumniate.”

In Psa. xcii. 12 (11), HltJO = & tyftpol? poo. The A.Y, and

E.Y. render :
“ Mine eye also shall see (R.Y. hath seen) my desire

on mine enemies” (R.Y. margin: Or, them that lie in wait for

me). The Greek reads: “And my eye has looked upon mine

enemies and my ear shall hear the evil-doers that rise up against

me.” The Syriac agrees with the Greek except in having “ my
eyes have seen” and “ my ears shall hear.” The Aramaic Tar-

gum reads: “ My eye hath perceived the end of them that mo-

lested me
;

mjr ears have heard the voice of the destruction of

those that rose up against me to do evil.” The Assyrian enables

us to be more explicit and definite as to the kina of enemy mehnt

by "VIJJL It is a “ calumniator.” We may therefore give the

sense of the verse as follows: “ And my eye hath looked upon

my calumniators
;
and my ear shall hear against those that rise up

against me as malefactors ’

’ (or, that they are malefactors).

In Job xxxiv. 29, = o<psrat aoTov. The A.Y. and R.Y.

render: “ When he giveth quietness, who then can make trouble

(R.Y., condemn) ? And when he hideth his face, who then can

behold him ?” The Greek reads :
“ And he giveth rest, and who

shall condemn
;
and he shall hide his face and who shall see him.”

The Syriac reads :

‘ ‘ And if he pardons, who shall condemn
;
and

if he turn away his face, who shall pardon ?” The Aramaic Tar.

gum reads: “ He giveth rest and who shall condemn; and he

removes the Shekinah and who shall see it.”* The Arabic of

* rn3p’ This use of pD in the Targum as a rendering for “W supports the

view given above, that there was once a Hebrew root with these radicals, meaning
“to see.” It shows, further, that the Aramaic possessed such a root with such a

meaning.
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Walton's Polyglot agrees accurately witli the Pesliitto. The Vul-

gate agrees with the Greek. We suggest the following as a pos-

sible rendering :
“ And he shall give rest and who shall condemn

;

and he shall hide his face and who shall blame him ?”

In Job xxxv. 13, 14, rOTtC” = oparrjs) irn^'n = ? TheR.v.

renders

:

“Surely Goil will not hear vanity,

Neither will the Almighty regard it.

How much less when thou sayest thou beholdest him not,

The cause is before him, and thou waitest for him !”

The A.V. is the same as the R.V. in ver. 13
;
but ver. 14 reads

as follows :

‘
‘ Although thou sayest thou shalt not see him, yet

judgment is before him; therefore, trust thou in him.” The
Greek reads: “ For the Lord desires not to see things out of

place, for he is the Almighty One. He beholds (literally, is the

beholder of) them that do unlawful deeds and he will save me :

and do thou plead before him, if thou canst praise him, as he is.”

The Latin reads: “ Non ergo frustra audiet Deus, et Omnipotens

causas singulorum intuebitur, etiam cum dixeris : Non consid-

erat
;
judicare coram illo, et expecta eum.” The Syriac connects

with the preceding verse, and renders the remainder as

follows: “ God will not hear; yea, God will not praise it. And
even if thou hadst said thou wouldst not praise him (Arabic version

of Syriac has : I will not praise him)
;

plead before him and

supplicate him.” The Aramaic Targum reads: “But God will

not hear a lie, and the omnipotent will not perceive it (HlpD*).

Therefore thou wilt say : He will not perceive it (rOpD’), plead

before him and hope (?) in him.” The verses might be translated

as follows :
“ Surely, God will not hear vanity and the Almighty

not rebuke it. Yea, though thou shouldest say: Thou wilt not

rebuke it
;
plead before him and wait for him.”

Princeton. Robert Dick Wilson.
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REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.—APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Philosophy of Religion in England and America. By
Alfred Caldecott, D.D., Professor of Logic and Mental Philosophy

in King’s College, London. Formerly Fellow and Dean of St. John’s

College, Cambridge. 8vo, pp. xvi, 434. New York : The Macmillan

Co., 1901. Price, $2.50.

The purpose of this portly and learned volume is to afford “ the remedy
needed by the tendency to agnosticism on the one hand, and the apparently

chaotic advocacy of incompatible systems of theism on the other.” This

remedy it believes to be “ a conspectus of what has been done all over the

field ” of theism, accompanied by such criticism as is necessary to the under-

standing and appreciation of the many and diverse paths to God. That the

limits of a single volume may not be exceeded, Dr. Caldecott confines his

survey to the literature of Britain and America in the period following upon
the Reformation. He devotes Part I, or ninety-six pages, to the description

and criticism of the different types of Theism. These he classifies as

follows: 1. Rational Theism, including : a. Intuitional Theism
; b. Demon-

strative Theism (a posteriori ) ; c. Transcendental Theism ; d. Ethical

Theism
;

e. Combined Speculative and Ethical Theism. 2. Empirical

Theism, including : a. Social Theism; b. Theism of Feeling; c. Theism of

Will and Feeling
; d. Personal Theism; e. Intuitive Theism (Mysticism).

3. Composite Theism, from both Rational and Empirical sources. 4. Some
Quasi-Theisms. 5. Resort to Revelation alone. The remaining and larger

part of the book is then devoted to the exposition, the criticism and the

estimation of the views of the various writers on Theism, according to the

classification just given. The attempt is made to show what each one con-

tributes to the type which he represents. Nor are only “the greater

thinkers ” passed under review. “ The smaller men ” are not overlooked.

And the examination, so far from being confined to the Anglican commun-
ion, is extended to all the principal Churches; and even to many, as Hume,
Mill and Spencer, who would not admit affinity with any. The result of this

survey, so comprehensive and so minute, is undoubtedly reassuring. We
can scarcely agree with Dr. Caldecott when he says of Mr. Bradley’s now
famous book, Appearance and Reality ,

that “ his testimony, coming as it

does from a critical mind engaged above all in suggesting doubts and
delighting in raising the most subtle difficulties, is more weighty than that
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of many very assertive but also very uncritical Tbeists who appear to have
achieved more positive and peremptory conclusions but we are sure that

one can hardly follow and study seriously the many and good paths along
which so many and so good men have found God and not believe in Him.
It is scarcely conceivable that all these roads are only blind alleys and all

these thinkers fools. Rather will the conclusion be that the fact to which
thought of every kind and in almost every way seems to lead must be real.

Otherwise, thinking itself must be untrustworthy, and there is nothing left

for us but nescience.

As is inevitable when one tries to embrace everything, Dr. Caldecott has

omitted something. So important a work as The Christian View of God
and the World, by Dr. James Orr, of Glasgow, he does not refer to. Dr. J.

Lewis Diman, whose Theistic Argument is widely and favorably known
in the United States, he does not mention. To Dr. A. A. Hodge he metes

out, as it seems to us, scanty justice
; and he does not even allude to Dr.

Charles Hodge, whose long and able chapters on “Theism” and “The
Antitheistic Theories” in his Systematic Theology have done more than all

other influences to determine the theism of American Presbyterianism, if

not of American Protestantism. In like manner, he seems to be ignorant of

no less acute a writer on Theism and no less earnest and able a champion of

its intuitional character than Dr. Wm. G. T. Shedd. So, too, he overlooks

the work in Theism of Dr. Henry B. Smith, the prince of American apolo-

gists. In spite of these omissions, however, one cannot but admire the

extent and thoroughness of the author’s reading and, generally, the keen-

ness and fairness of his judgment. He has written a book which must be

indispensable to all students of Theism ; a book which must be read, if one

would know what to read : and we cannot refrain from expressing the hope

that he will go on and do for the theodicy wrhat he has done so superbly for

the existence and the being of God.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Limits of Evolution and Other Essays, illustrating the Meta-

physical Theory of Personal Idealism. By G. H. Howtson, LL.D.,

Mills Professor of Philosophy in the University of California. Hew
York : The Macmillan Co., 1901. Pp. xxxv and 396, 5| x 3J in.

This collection of essays, originally delivered before different bodies

between the years 1882 and 1899, presents from various points of view and in

various applications the author’s fundamental metaphysical ideas. The
essays after the first are entitled : Modern Science and Pantheism

;
Later

German Philosophy ;
The Art-Principle as Represented in Poetry ; The Right

Relation of Reason to Religion
;
Human Immortality, its Positive Argu-

ment; The Harmony of Determinism and Freedom. Briefly stated, the

author’s theory of the world is that there exists from all eternity a plurality

of personal spiritual beings, each causa sui, which constitute the sum total

of existence. The book is dedicated “ to all who feel a deep concern for the

dignity of the soul,” and is a strenuous defense, after its own fashion, of the

doctrines of God, freedom and immortality. The theory of “personal

idealism ” is reached through the consideration of the necessities of the

doctrine of freedom, and is established in its interest, although there are

lines of proof which start from another point. Freedom in the human soul,

the author thinks, is inconsistent with its creation by the efficient action of

God ; since the creator of the soul must prescribe the law of its being, and

this would forever destroy freedom. Hence the soul must be uncaused, or

causa sui, equally eternal wflth God Himself. Freedom has another bearing
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on the subject. It demands a truly moral government for the soul of man,
not a physical one ; and hence God must not exert forces, but exercise

influences, upon man for his control. He must hence be, not the efficient

cause, but the final cause of the soul, its pattern, guide and goal, exerting by

its perception of His own infinite glory and excellence a persuasive influence

upon the like, but finite being, man.
The direct proof of this pluralism, however, begins as remarked from

another point, and is conducted by another and more rigid process. It is

the argument of Kant, that a priori principles given by the mind are neces-

sary to constitute experience, pushed to its extreme result in complete ideal-

ism. The entire external world is the creation of the mind of man working

according to its own immanent forces and laws
;
objectively the world has

no existence. Idealism might seem to reduce the universe to the solitary

spiritual being in whose mind it was all thus produced, but Prof. Howison
believes himself to avoid this consequence by developing the nature of con-

sciousness. “ This eternal self-existence of the spirit is essentially self-

definition, the putting of existence that is unambiguously definite, incapable

of confusion with any other. The spirit is intrinsically individual: it is

itself, and not any other; and it puts itself so incontestably. But such a

getting to exact identity can only be by means of difference

;

and difference,

again, implies contrast, and so reference to others. Thus, in thinking itself

eternally real, each spirit inherently thinks the reality of all other spirits.

In fine, its self-definition is at the same stroke in terms of its own peculiar-

ity, its own inerasible and unrepeatable particularity, and of the supplemen-

tal individualities of a whole world of others—like it in this possession of

indestructible difference, but also like it in self supplementation by all the

rest
;
and thus it intrinsically has universality ” (p. 352 f). But we do not

see that the difficulty of solipsism is thus avoided. There is no efficient

causation, according to Prof. Howison, between mind and mind (p. 74).

Therefore the entire defining process goes on wholly by the forces and under

the laws of the soul itself. The “check ” found in human experience (pp.

338 and 364) is “ introduced into its being by its primal act of self definition .

”

The soul defines itself by setting itself in one aspect over against itself in

another. It thus forms the required idea of “ difference,” but that there are

any differing individuals apart from itself rests on no better and no other

evidence than that there is an external world, since both matter and
individual spiritual personalities are “constructed” by the mind itself.

This fact is sufficient for their explanation
;
and to assume any further

existence as their explanation is, in the language of idealists, to “display

total ignorance of what explanation means.”

We do not find ourselves, therefore, going with Prof. Howison in his meta-

physical solution of the problem of existence. But we are glad to find many
illuminating and valuable separate suggestions on the great themes here

treated. The style of the book is exceedingly clear, graceful and pure.

The exposure of the fallacies of the argument leading to Pantheism, and of

that process so often followed in modern criticism, when the “legitimate

disregard of a supersensible Principle ” has been shifted “ to the denial or

the doubt of it because there is and can be no scientific evidence for it
”

(p. 95), is exceedingly acute and constitutes a contribution to the philosophy

of apology. The high place given to the work of our Lord Jesus Christ in

the revelation of God is equally gratifying. “ Foresbadowings of the

doctrine [of God], though only foreshadowings, there indeed had been ....
But any such temper, any equivalent tone of life, we cannot with truth
affirm there had really been ” (p. 244). Christ taught and revealed in His
own life, and above all in His death, the previously unknown truth, that
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God is a Being of universal and exhaustless love ,
‘ would not that any

should perish, but that all should have eternal life
’ ” (p. 246). And this he

interprets to mean that God’s grace “ accords to its object the prospect of

[moral (cf. p. 250)] equality writh the source of it, and intends to confer

companionship—yes, partnership—in every power and gift ” (p. 248).

There is, it must be admitted, an air of hostility throughout the book to

many things—to science and orthodoxy, and Calvinism and authority in

religion—which in our view very much mars the effect of the work. But one

finally gets the impression that they are the reaction of an exceptionally

noble and earnest soul against false and harsh modes of presenting certain

truths rather than against those truths themselves. The chapter on

authority impresses one finally as resting upon a partial misunderstanding of

w'hat enlightened Christians mean by authority, and as contending in the

main for what is the ideal of all Christians—a freedom of soul in the

conscious favor of God where truth shall be known by spiritual intuition

and possess evidence in itself. Miracles are, of course, ruled out by Prof.

Howison’s system. There is no such efficient action on God’s part as they

demand, and as exceptional events, outside of the regular laws of nature,

they could not be produced by the nature-creating activity of the soul in its

construction of nature according to its own laws.

But when all this has been conceded, the manly and religious tone of the

book and its earnest contention after its own fashion for vital truths now
much endangered, as well as its wide learning and philosophic temper, make
it a mine of fruitful suggestions for every student of the fundamental
articles of tbe Christian faith.

Berkeley
,
Cal. Frank Hugh Foster.

Momenta of Life. Essays Ethical, Historical and Religious. By
James Lindsay, D.D. (Glas.). London: Eliot Stock, 62 Paternoster

Row, E. C., 1901. 8vo, pp. 146.

This solid little volume gives us seven essays, some of which first came
to light in The Presbyterian and Reformed Reyieiv. Their author

is well-known as an able and discriminating wuiter on theological themes.

This volume is fully up to the standard of scholarship and thought which
his reputation would call for.

The first essay is the most elaborate and the most important of the seven.

It is on “ The Development of Ethical Philosophy.” It is a refutation of

the view that ethical philosphy is unprogressive. Ethics is set forth as a

normative and not as a merely natural science. That it is is not dependent

upon or conditioned by its historic genesis. Civilization is produced by

man’s moral nature and not vice versa and, likewise, ethical theory must be

deduced from a moral life and not vice versa. No ethics can be thoroughgoing

which has not found its secure metaphysical footing. In all this there is

development. The root idea in all ethics is the notion of obligation (ro <5for),

and with the development of that notion ethics has developed. Greek and
Roman ethics lacked logical basis and medieval ethics was too subservient

to theology. The true ethical development, proceeding from the individual

to society, is not an evolution of morality but “ also a development of the

moral judgment or power of ethical appreciation and formulation” (p. 5).

Ethical philosophy, as a natural science, is only “ a torso and is to-day not

much, even as a torso.” Kant is depreciated, if not repudiated, and the

present stage of ethical development may be inferred from these words:
“ The earlier emphasis on conduct has been shifted to character

,
a thing of so

much deeper import, ethical character being really determinative of the
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whole life. Character has supplied us with a perpetually valid ethical

criterion. The reciprocal relation of thought and action has thus been

brought into clearer view : reason or intelligence is seen to be shorn of value

when robbed of moral base or relation, since it can then no longer give

account of its own standing principles and procedure ; action or conduct is

at the same time taken to be without ethical value when unlighted by

intelligence” (pp. 31, 32).

This suggestive paper is appropriately followed by one on “ The Develop-

ment of Christian Ethics.” In it the relation between Christian ethics and
ethical philosophy is discussed with great clearness. One of the most quot-

able sentences in the paper is this :
“ The pagan philosophers had laid the

principle of morality in the intelligence : Jesus grounded it in love ” (p. 46).

The essay on Schleiermacher is an appreciative presentation of the salient

qualities “ of the regenerator of the theology of the most wonderful

century the world has seen.” This most remarkable man, of whom Dorner
said that the Moravian brotherhood was his mother and Greece his nurse,

has evidently had a considerable influence upon the thinking of the essayist

himself. The last essay in the volume is on “ Mysticism—True and False,”

and is a stout defense of the rights of the feelings in religion, but so careful

are his definitions and distinctions that he must be an exceedingly cautious

critic who cannot assent to most of the positions which are argued for.

The essays on “Modern Lights on the Reformation ” and on “ Man and the

Cosmos ” are strong and suggestive.

The volume will be appreciated by those who have come to know Dr.

Lindsay and to estimate him at his true worth as one of the most scholarly

and versatile men, of the moderately advanced school, in the theological

circles of Scotland at the present time.

San Francisco. Henry Collin Minton.

Truth and Reality, with Special Reference to Religion, or a Plea for the

Unity of the Spirit and the Unity of Life in all its Manifestations. By
John Smyth , M.A. (New Zealand), D.Phil. (Ediu.). With Introductory

Note by Prof. R. Flint, D.D. 8vo, pp. xvii, 244. (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 38 George St.. 1901. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons, New
York.) The subtitle of this volume is at once its description and its com-
mendation. One-sidedness is both the characteristic and the defect of the

philosophy and of the theology of our day. Thus in both we have natural-

ism, which would emphasize facts to the exclusion of doctrines and of

ideals, giving us Comte and Ritschl; rationalism, which would emphasize
doctrines to the exclusion of facts and ideals, giving us Hegel and John
Caird ; and mysticism, which would emphasize the ideals of human
consciousness to the exclusion of facts and doctrines, giving us Kant and
Schleiermacher. It is in opposition to this tendency to one-sidedness that

Mr. Smyth has written. He holds, that the human spirit is a unit; that

observation, reflection and feeling are not separate activities, but different

manifestations of one and the same indivisible spirit
;
that “ religion is an

expression of man’s spirit;” that it must spring from every side of his

nature
;
and that consequently, while it will have an experience of its own,

this experience must color the whole life. These and other related positions

are clearly stated and firmly established. As Dr. Flint says, “ Dr. Smyth
certainly suggests a great deal more than he proves.” Perhaps he takes

more for granted than most readers would care to have him take. It should
be remembered, however, that his work is not an elaborate treatise, but
merely a thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Yet even as such it

both presents a very high ideal of philosophy and clearly outlines that syn-
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tlietie and constructive method which we conceive to he the condition alike of

true philosophy and genuine religion. Momenta of Life. Essays Ethical,

Historical and Religious. By James Lindsay, D.D. ((Has.), M. A., B.D.,

B.Sc., F.R.S.E., F.G.S., M.R.A.S., Late Hugh Waddell Lecturer in

Queen’s University, Canada
;
Late Examiner in Philosophy and Theology

to the Associated Theological Colleges, British and Colonial
;
Corresponding

Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Letters and Arts of Padua

;

Author of “ Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy of Religion,” and

other works ; Minister of St. Andrew’s Parish Church, Kilmarnock. 8vo, pp.

146. (London: Elliot Stock, 62 Paternoster Row, E. C., 1901.) This is a
volume of reprints. The first paper was originally read before the

Aristotelian Society of London and was issued almost immediately afterward

in the Zeitscliriftfiir Philosophic. The other essays have been published in

The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, the Bibliotheca Sacra, and

the Primitive Methodist Quarterly Review. The titles of the papers are

“ The Development of Ethical Philosphy,” “ The Development of Christian

Ethics,” “Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher : the Representative

Theologian of the Nineteenth Century,” “ Modern Lights on the Reforma-

tion,” “ The Theology and Ethics of Origen,” “ Man and the Cosmos,”
“ Mysticism—True and False.” Though thus varying in theme, these essays

have one purpose. This is to show how considerable and how real is the

harmony between modern thought, especially the theory of evolution as

appropriated and applied by the “New Theology,” and the truths which

have been most “ surely believed among us.” In doing this, however, our

author seldom, contrary to what must have been feared, concedes too much.
While he loves the new more than seems to us wise or safe, he is not blind to

the many aspects of it that are as absurd as they are untrue. We do not

know of a better exhibition than he has given of the unscientific character

of the so-called science, whether theological or ethical or psychological or

physical, that would repudiate metaphysics. The readers of Dr. Lindsay’s

other well-known works will not need to be told that his style is as graceful

and forcible as his matter is rich and sound. The following sentence is

characteristic of the book as a whole :
“ Ethical philosophy, as a purely

natural science, is doomed to be a torso, and is to-day not much, even as a

torso.”

Princeton. Wm. Brenton Greene, Jr.

II.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Biblica Konkordance. V Praze. Nakladem spolku Komenskeho v

Praze. 1901 (Biblical Concordance. Prague: Published by the

Comenius Society in Prague, 1901). 9x6 inches; pp. 1006, of which 21

pages form a supplement.

The publication of this Concordance to the Bohemian Bible is a notable

event, worthy of the attention of all lovers of the Bible. What it means to

the Bohemians themselves is fairly set fortli in its Preface, a translation of

which, kindly prepared by the Rev. Vaclav Losa, we have appended.

“A Bible Concordance, as an alphabetic indicator of biblical phrases and
sentences, is such an important help for those who ‘search the Scriptures’

that it is hard to do without it. Accordingly it has not been advantageous

for our progress in the knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, nor creditable to

us, the heirs of the Kralicka version, to have no Concordance of our own,
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and to be forced to avail ourselves of foreign helps, which are accessible to a

very few and insufficient.

“ The reason for this deficiency, which became daily more conspicuous, was
not the negligence of our forefathers, but circumstances peculiarly unfavor-

able. Perhaps several times, certainly twice, a Bohemian Bible Concordance
was completed in manuscript, but the publication of the manuscript was
prevented. We read that Brother Matthew composed a Bible Concordance

in seven years, and it is added that he did it with one pen. We do not know
what were the causes that prevented the publication of this work.

“But we certainly know what prevented the publication of the second

Bohemian Concordance, which was entirely completed in manuscript. The
compiler of this was no less than John Amos Comenius. In the year 1628 a

number of priests of the Unitas Fratrum were expelled from their fatherland

and settled in LfSno. Comenius desired to give them work, and in order to

turn their forced idleness to the best advantage of the church he urged them
to prepare a Concordance of Holy Scripture in the Bohemian language.

These men began this work with the utmost diligence, so that under the

supervision of Comenius the Concordance was roughly finished in 1632, and
the same year the Synod of Lesno entrusted it to Brother Stadius to be made
ready for the press.

“ But it was impossible to publish it because of lack of money. This manu-
script, a very precious one, remained in the archives until 1656, when Lesno
was destroyed, and it was burned in the flames with other treasures which

were irretrievably lost.

“ Afterwards, so long as persecution was directed against the Bible itself,

there was no thought of resuming this work until 1784, when Jungmann
suggests the existence of some kind of a biblical Concordance by K. J. Kuhn
translated from the German. However, we cannot find any other informa-

tion concerning this. In 1791 Martin Loucek published a biblical Concord-
ance in Pressburg—that is, ‘A Register for the whole Bible, for the easier

reference to different names of persons, places, cities, as also to the words
and sentences of Holy Scripture.’ In the ‘whole Bible’ the Apocrypha are

undoubtedly included, as a comparatively large space was given to them.

The usefulness of this work is greatly lessened by the fact that the com-
pilation has reference to whole sentences instead of single words. But there

are only a few poor copies of this book in existence.

“Thus it can be understood why we thought a Bible Concordance to be

one of the first necessities of our religious literature. We pursued the fol-

lowing course : Firstly, to consider what kind of a Concordance it should be

;

secondly, its basis ; thirdly, its extent. As to the first point, we distinguished

between a word Concordance, in the narrower sense, where the citations are

arranged according to certain words, and a subject Concordance, where
citations are arranged according to the subjects to which their contents

refer. We decided upon a word Concordance, which is needed in the first

place because it serves the immediate end of those who most handle the

Holy Scriptures, that is, for a quick verification of a place where this or that

biblical sentence is found : while a subject Concordance, though very useful,

could follow the other. This has actually happened in this case, because we
are aware of such a work which is ready by this time in manuscript.

“As to the basis of such a work, there is no doubt whatever that it should
be constructed on the basis of the Kralicka version, whose last edition was
published in 1613. This text is the more important since the General Synod
of the Reformed Church has adopted it, with the approval of that branch of

the Lutheran Church which is in Bohemia, and because the British and
Foreign Bible Society has arranged for a new edition of it.
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“ It was harder to define the extent of the book. To publish a little hand-
book, as some thought best, would have been quite easy. But the insuffi-

ciency of so small a work would soon have been apparent. On the other

hand, the publication of this little work would have delayed the larger one,

or would have made it impossible for a long time. Yet it required certain

limits, so that we cannot speak of its completeness in the literary sense.

The Lanckisch German Concordance and Young’s English Concordance are

the most complete word Concordances. But even the latter, though it con-

tains 360,000 citations, is not in the strict sense complete, and for current

practical ends is unserviceable on account of its great price and size and
weight.
“ Therefore it was necessary to make a selection ; but this selection must

be a rich one and adapted to its purpose, so that all the more important
words and sentences might be included which are sought by those who inves-

tigate the Scriptures.
“ Eor this we have two splendid examples which we used as guides

—

primarily the widely circulated Bremen edition of the German Concordance
and the abridged Cruden’s Concordance, published by the London Tract
Society. Our Concordance is almost equal to this latter one, including
about the same number of citations.
“ Thus the work was begun of writing out the headings and citations.

This work, with instructions, was entrusted mainly to two men, who, alas I

did not live to see it completed. Of these we must especially mention Mr.
Joseph Hanus, a Reformed teacher in Hradiste. This pious man not only

finished his work with uncommon fidelity, but also arranged alphabetically

the whole material, and was a valuable helper in various directions.
“ Moreover, we had to read the Bible four times in order that other words,

especially such as are important from a Bohemian linguistic standpoint,

might be added to the former selections. The materials thus roughly

arranged were once more carefully revised, especially for the improvement
of typographical accuracy.

“Finally we must not forget an important thing—that the Kralicka ver-

sion of 1613, though better than others, is not the most widely circulated.

We find in the hands of our people a far greater number of various editions

of later origin. Of these we must mention the Jubilee edition, 1863

(Ruzicka), and the British and Foreign Bible Society’s edition of 1873,

several times republished. Accordingly we thought it best to add a supple-

ment that would include all the variations from the Kralicka text.

Unusual care has been given to the printing of the Concordance. Two
proofreaders were employed, and each revised his copy twice, so that very

few mistakes will be found. So we send forth this work, with the desire

that it may be a help greatly used and of blessed usefulness. O that the

number of those who search the holy book of God may be increased !—an in-

crease in the number of those who search the Scriptures to find eternal

life !—of those who seek it to find it through the grace of God !”

Allegheny
,
Pa. Charles E. Edwards.

The Social Life of the Hebrews. By the Rev. Edward Day. Xew
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1901. Pp. viii, 255. Price, $1.25.

.This volume belongs to the Semitic Series, now issuing from the press of

the Messrs. Scribners, under the editorial supervision of Prof. James A.
Craig, of the University of Michigan.

All books of this kind have a general value. Wisely used, they enable us

to realize to ourselves much more vividly than we could otherwise possibly
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hope to do, the persons and the events brought before us in the Scriptures.

Mr. Day’s book is no exception to this statement. The reader who has the

time, the patience and the discrimination to sift and weigh its statements

will not be without his reward, though he may feel that it is out of all pro-

portion to his labor. The relative value of such reconstructions of the

distant past as Mr. Day’s volume attempts will, of course, depend largely

upon the fullness and accuracy of the sources from which the writer draws

his information and the sobriety and discrimination with which he uses

them. Much also, very much, will depend upon the viewpoint of the writer

himself. This cannot be helped. It lies in the nature of the case. What
the viewpoint of the writer of the volume before us is the following passage

will show

:

“ Worthy of serious thought is the epigram of one who up to the time of his death was a pro-

nounced and prominent opponent of Christianity, blasphemous as at first it seemed to us: ‘An

honest god is the noblest work of man.’ One is reminded of this as he traces the development

of Yahwism among the Hebrews. The Eternal God with whom we all have to do is never to

be confounded with any nation’s conception of Him. Though He may seek in many ways to

reveal Himself to a people, their God as He is proclaimed by them, and especially as He is set

forth in their early literature, is their thought of what God is, which is never to be confounded

with the Absolute Being. This is eminently true of the Yahweh of the Hebrews. As we
patiently study their literature and seek to know them we find certain conceptions of God as

they apprehended Him. It is for us to account for these imperfect conceptions and to trace the

eflects of them upon their social life. We have not to do with the idea of * the Divine Being
accommodatiug Himself’ to a people on their way up out of a low stage of culture ; we have to

do with Yahwism.”

From this it appears that Mr. Day believes that there is “an Eternal

God.” The basis of his theism, however, such as it is, seems clearly to be

philosophical and speculative rather than revelational. Indeed, while the

God in whom he believes “ may seek in many ways to reveal Himself,” Mr.
Day is evidently of the opinion that His efforts have been crowned with only

the most mediocre success. In reading this volume, therefore, one will do
well to bear in mind the fact that in all the numerous passages in which Mr.
Day has occasion to speak of God, that with which we really have to do is a

creation of Mr. Day’s own brain. For those who believe in the Living God*
who believe that He not only sought to reveal Himself, but that He did “ in

times past speak unto the fathers in the prophets,” a knowledge of Mr. Day’s
viewpoint will be all-important in estimating the value of Mr. Day’s recon-

struction of the “ Social Life of the Hebrews.”
Wholly apart from this, however, and looking at the volume merely as an

effort to do scientific work in an important field, one is struck with certain

of the features of the book. The observing reader can scarcely fail, for in-

stance, to be impressed with the abundant use that Mr. Day makes of such
words and phrases as “ must,” “ must have,” “ could only be,” “ unques-
tionably ” and the like. These terms are used to introduce everything from
a highly probable conclusion to an ingenious guess, and even the expression

of a strong personal opinion, for the support of which the most diligent

search has failed to bring to light a shadow of anything approximating
rational evidence. And, on the other hand, we find Mr. Day’s pages liber-

ally sprinkled with “ probably ’s,” “ perbaps’s,” “ possibly ’s ” and the like.

But, whereas these words often express the hesitation of a sober mind to go
beyond the light that it possesses, the careful reader will find that, in the

case of Mr. Day, they are treacherous bridges thrown out by the fancy at

the behest of a willful credulity that essays to reach its conclusions, not only
without evidence, but often in the face of the only available evidence. In
all this, however, Mr. Day only shows himself to have a very competent ac-

quaintance with what will go down to another generation as the strange and
seamy side of the neo-biblico-scientific style and diction.
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For a scientific treatise Mr. Day’s book gives a singular precedence to sec-

ondary over primary sources of Information. Not only does he cite Drs.

Karl Budde, George F. Moore, Kittel, Wellhausen and others of the same

school more frequently than he does the several books of the Old Testament,

but he refers to the statements of these relatively much later writers as in a

sort an end of controversy. Moreover, he does this, though he knows full

well that the data presented by these writers, like those presented in TV.

Robertson Smith’s Kinship and Marriage
,
“ are far from being primitive

data.”

The most striking feature of the book, perhaps, is its glaring lack of dis-

crimination. Take, for instance, this sentence: “The phrase ‘spirit of

Yahweh ’ often appeared in the literature of this period He who was

seized by it was in a sort of demonic fury, a divine rage” (p. 242). One
would think that the distinction between the “ demonic ” and the “ divine ”

was sufficiently broad and fixed to command recognition. Again, what is

the incongruity of plowing with an ox and an ass compared to forcing a con-

clusion by yoking a “must” with a “ perhaps ,” as is done in the following

sentence: “ Yet, perhaps, just because these feasts were of this character,

they must have played a conspicuous and not altogether unwholesome part

in the development of the social life of the people” (p. 46). This “yet,

perhaps
,
.... “ must ” is the key to not a few of Mr. Day’s conclusions.

And in this also he is quite in accord with certain prophets of his own.

Much more serious is the lack of discrimination shown when Mr. Day says,

“In the time of David and long after, as in the earlier time, Yahweh was conceived as a war-

god. He glories in carnage and leads his people against neighboring nations with no manifes-

tation of interest or of pity for them. In time of battle he gives his voice

—

i.e.. he thunders—and
thus encourages his people and discomfits the enemy,”

and cites 1 Sam. vii. 10 ;
2 Sam. xxii. 14 ;

Isa. xxix. 6 ;
cf. 1 Sam. ii. 10 ;

Psalm
xviii. 13 ;

xxix. 3, to prove the statement. Let no one misunderstand me. I

am not defending Mr. Day’s Yahweh against Mr. Day’s aspersions, for,

“ shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, ‘ Why didst thou make
me thus?”’ Iam merely insisting that a scientific use of the material in

wffiicli the Hebrew’s give us “ their thought of what God is ” requires that

we should discriminate between prose statements and the language of

poetry, and that we should not regard the same writing as now exhibiting

an early phase of Hebrew thought, and now “the latest and best now the

crudities of a national god, and now the universalism that belongs—may we
not suppose?—to the “ Eternal God,” as suits one’s purpose or necessities.

Is Isaiah’s Yahweh still “a war-god” wiiose voice jars heaven and earth

(p. 208, paragraph 2) ? Or is Isaiah the representative of “a lofty ethical

standard and of an inspiring universalism ” (p. 208, paragraph 1) ? Are the

Psalms all post-exilic ? or are some of them Davidic and pre-exilic ? Mr.
Day needs to have a care. Scientific work suffers when the worker uses a
Lesbian rule.

Columbia, S. C. TV. M. McPheeters.

The Psalms of David and the Higher Criticism; or, Was David
“ The Sweet Singer of Israel?” By the Rev. Alexander Wright!
M.A. Edinburgh and London: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. Pp.
xvi, 249, 1900.

The author states his purpose in his Preface. “ My object,’’ says he, “ in

giving this work to the public is twofold: (1) To vindicate for the Psalms an
earlier place in the history of Israel than a certain school of modern criticism

is disposed to grant them
;
and (2) to point out that it is reasonable to sup-
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pose that David at least wrote certain of the Psalms to which his name is

prefixed as author.” His method appears from the following statements:
“ I have endeavored at the same time, following out the principle laid down
by Herder that every Psalm has a background of historical circumstance

and must be somewhat vague and obscure until this is discovered, to con-

nect the various Psalms which I hold to be ‘Davidic ’ with certain outstand-

ing incidents in the life of the ‘ Sweet Psalmist of Israel,’ and to trace the

growth of the spiritual history of David as reflected in such compositions.

While attempting to vindicate for certain Psalms a Davidic authorship,

in opposition to the conclusions of the higher critics, I have been compelled

to abandon belief in the trustworthiness of the titles prefixed to the Psalms,

as a whole, and to deal with each inscription in a critical mood, as it pre-

sented itself, and to accept or reject its genuineness as the evidence seemed
to indicate.”

As a result, “ The conclusion has been reached that twenty out of the

seventy-three Psalms bearing the inscription ‘ David’ were composed by him
and bear undoubted marks of being genuine productions of the ‘ man who
was raised up on high, the anointed of the God of Jacob.’” The Psalms
recognized as Davidic are divided in five groups, as follows, viz. : I, Nature
Psalms, viii, xix, xxix

;
II, Psalms of the Outlaw, lx, lii, lvii, vii, xxxi

;

III, Psalms of the King, xxiv, xv, ci, cx, xviii, xvi, lx; IY, Psalms of

the Penitent, li, xxxii
; Y, Psalms of the Exile King, iii, iv, xxii. Delitzsch

put the number at at least fifty; Maclaren at thirty-eight; while Ewald
accords to David only nine entire Psalms and parts of six others, Canon
Cheyne, of course, will not allow that David wrote any of them; and
so it goes with variations numerous enough and glaring enough to threaten

to scandalize the historical method or perhaps those who profess to use it.

Certainly such results advertise us all that there is something amiss some-
where. They bid us review the evidence ; watch for the influence of the per-

sonal equation
;
scrutinize carefully the canons under which the evidence is

interpreted.

But to return, Mr. Wright has written a useful book. Within a compara-
tively limited space he has compressed a fairly complete conspectus of the

present state of opinion upon a number of points of interest in regard to the

Psalms. More than this, Mr. Wright’s discussion of the several Psalms
which he assigns to David is well worth the reading both for its critical and
its exegetical suggestions. There are some printer’s slips (p. 138, sentence

beginning, “ The editor who prefixed the title and etc.”; page 11, nx;) ap-

parently for mj and -njj) ; there are some carelessly constructed sentences

(pp. 35, 36, 61, 65) ;
there are some rash statements, as when Mr. Wright

says, “That tendency” (i.e., the tendency to ascribe to David an increas-

ing number of Psalms) “ we know went on till at length it became the com-
mon opinion that he was the author of the entire Psalter.” Prof. W.
Robertson Smith (Ency. Brit., article “The Psalms”) states the matter

differently and more correctly ; so does Prof. T. C. Murray in his lectures

on the “ Origin and Growth of the Psalms ” (p. 127), though even he over-

presses the statements of the Talmud—and the Talmud, it need scarcely be
said, does not represent the view of any respectable body of “the older

exegetes” (p. viii). Again, in my judgment, Mr. Wright gains nothing by
imitating the school against which he has aimed some well-directed and effec-

tive blows, and using evidence too tenuous to sustain the weight of even a

probability. This he does when, for instance, he rejects the Davidic author-

ship of certain Psalms because the word “ temple ” is found in them. Let
us be modest and remember that we do not know just when this word came
into the Hebrew.vocabulary. Let us be reasonable and remember that there
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are “ temples ” and “ temples,” and further that bp -n means a palace rather
than a temple. Any house that is the permanent residence of royalty may
be called a palace

;
any building where God condescended to manifest His

presence might be called a temple. Then, too, are not the Psalms poetry ?

Or have our critics a monopoly in the matter of idealizing ? Or perhaps
their idealizing is so different from the genuine article that they cannot rec-

ognize the latter when they see it. Balancing a pyramid on its apex is no
doubt a pretty feat, but when it has been done a breath will cause it to

topple over, and then much labor is lost.

But when the few discounts that need to be made have been made Mr.
Wright has still done a good piece of work.

Columbia, S. C. W. M. McPiieeters.

III.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Monuments of The Early Church. By Walter Lowrie, M.A.,
Late Fellow of the American School of Classical Studies at Rome.
New York: The Macmillan Co.

;
London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1901.

8vo, pp. xxii, 432. $1.75.

This volume is one of the “ Handbooks of Archaeology and Antiquities ”

published by the Macmillan Company. The author’s object, as stated in his

Preface, is “ to give a general view of the monuments of the early Church,
comprising in its scope all branches of Christian art and archaeology, and
treating each of them as completely as is possible within the limits of a

handbook.” The volume covers such topics as the Catacombs, the Basilica

and Buildings of the Central Type, the Furniture, Position and Surround-

ings of the Church, Early Christian Painting, Sculpture, Mosaics, Minia-

tures, Ecclesiastical Vessels, Textiles, Civil and Ecclesiastical Dress. This

is a wide range of topics, but Mr. Lowrie has handled them all with enthu-

siasm and discretion, and has produced the best compend of early Christian

archaeology in the English language. Even when compared with French,

German and Italian handbooks on the same subject, it may be said that this

volume is more readable than the compend of Kraus or Victor Schultze,

more instructive than Iteusens or Armellini, and shows a better sense of

proportion than is displayed in the volumes of Marucchi, Venturi or even

in the charming handbook of Perate.

This volume affords an interesting illustration of the point of view from
which a Christian archaeologist of the present day approaches his subject. A
few decades ago he would have been so concerned in establishing the Chris-

tian character of the monuments in question as to be irritated by any

attempt to correlate them with the Pagan monuments of the same period.

Not so with Mr. Lowrie. The Pagan origin of Christian symbols, of Christian

types, of Christian festivals is freely, perhaps sometimes too freely, admitted.

These are for him merely the outward, visible forms into which Christianity

brought a new life and significance. Consequently the themes of Christian

art, the interpretation of its monuments, concern him first and foremost.

The material forms and their relations are of secondary consequence. This

is fundamentally the Protestant point of view.

In the execution of his task the author proceeds from the general to the

paiticular. lie gives not only a general introduction, but special introduc-

tions to each of the principal topics. These introductions usnally contain

the important generalizations and leave room for the interpretation of
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specific monuments in the paragraphs which follow. Sometimes we feel as

if rather too much space had been allotted to special interpretation and that

rather more might have been given to tracing the successive phases of

historical development. The historical spirit is however by no means lack-

ing, but permeates the volume from cover to cover. It is no disparagement

to the volume to say that we find some topics treated with greater thorough-

ness than others. Mr. Lowrie has given an excellent account of the Cross.

He is keen to observe all the early evidence concerning the Eucharist. And
his account of Textiles, of Civil and Ecclesiastical Dress, will be a welcome
contribution to those who confine their reading to the English language.

The book seems to have been written with ease and is consequently read-

able, but it is not without some faults incident to easy writing. There are a

number of orthographical irregularities, which will readily disappear in a

second edition. There are also some statements which may need revision.

On p. 322 he speaks of some of the historical mosaics of S. Maria Maggiore

as being located on the inner wall above the door and as probably dating

from the time of Liberius. Are there any mosaic pictures on this wall of

the church ? And does not the mosaic inscription of Sixtus, which is here,

render it probable that the neigboring mosaics belong also to his renovation

of the church ?

In some cases where great caution is required interpretations are put for-

ward with undue emphasis. For example, on p. 256 is figured a sarco-

phagus containing some figures which he declares “ must be taken to repre-

sent the Trinity,” and one of the figures “ evidently represents the Holy
Ghost.” Whereas such a representation as this of the Trinity or of the

Holy Ghost would be without analogies in earlier or later Christian art.

Even if we grant that the figures were intended to represent the Trinity,

the identification of the three persons is by no means obvious. The figure

standing behind the throne has been called the Father (Garrucci), the Son
(Lowrie) and the Holy Ghost (De Rossi), and the other two persons are no
easier to identify. De Rossi argues at some length to prove that the figure

which appeals to Mr. Lowrie as evidently the Holy Ghost is in reality the

Son.

In his treatment of the Doors of S. Sabina, we wish his archaeological

method had carried him beyond the mere consideration of the themes. The
two panels selected for special illustration are so different in spirit and treat-

ment as to imply different authors and periods.

Occasionally he ventures beyond the field of Christian into that of

classical archaeology and here he is not equally at home. On p. 41 he either

misconceives the Greek tenenos or has accidentally substituted that word for

peribolos. In either case the comparison drawn is not specific enough to be
significant. On p. 85 he perpetuates an error of some of the older handbooks
on Greek architecture in assuming that the Greek temple as a rule was
“ furnished through the roof with light and air.” But such inaccuracies

are by no means common and detract little from the value and usefulness of

this excellent handbook.

Mr. Lowrie has twice held the Fellowship in Christian Archaeology at the
American School of Classical Studies at Rome, and it is much to be desired,

that this volume, the first fruits of his observations and study, will bring
many to a closer acquaintance with the Monuments of the Early Church.

Princeton University. Allan Makquand.

20
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TnE Life of Edward White Benson. Sometime Archbishop of Can-
terbury. By his son, Arthur Christopher Benson. Yol. I, xv,

645 ; Yol. II, vii, 851. London : Macmillan & Co.

The first thing that struck us on opening these handsome and superbly il-

lustrated volumes was the motto on the title-page of each of them :
“ Not

only to believe on Him, but also to suffer for His sake, having the same con-

flict which ye saw in me, and now hear to be in me.” Few could expect to

read of suffering and conflict, such as the Apostle Paul endured, as preemi-

nently characterizing the career of one who at thirty was Headmaster of

Wellington College, and who died iu peace and honor, aged 67, after having

held for nearly fourteen years the See of Canterbury, with all its dignity,

splendor and emoluments.

At eleven the future Primate of England entered King Edward’s School

at Birmingham, of which Mr. Prince Lee was then Headmaster. At first

under a kind teacher he was a very diligent scholar. But wdien he was
transferred to a master of a different disposition he was “for weeks together

caued every day,” and became, as his biographer tells us, “idle, frivolous,

disobedient, rebellious and thoroughly unhappy.” Brooke Foss Westcott,

late Bishop of Durham, was then a Senior at the same school, too old for

Benson to know intimately at that time, though he formed a very close

friendship with him afterwards at Cambridge. It was at Birmingham he be-

came acquainted with J. B. Lightfoot, a still more distinguished scholar,

who was only a year older than Benson. Rarely has so beautiful and affec-

tionate friendship been witnessed as that which bound them as boys together,

and it was maintained till they were separated by dea'h. Benson bad other

warm friends at school, of whom we need mention only E. J. Purbrick, who
is now Provincial of the Jesuits in the United States. When Benson was so

far advanced as to have the Headmaster for his teacher he appreciated his

position and studied enthusiastically under him. His son says of Prince

Lee: “My father’s reverence. for Lee was reverence as for a character

almost divine.” He declared on one occasion: “I owe to him all that I

was, or am, or ever shall be.” “ He was the greatest man I have ever come

wuthin the influence of—the greatest and the best.” Lamenting that Lee

was removed from King Edward’s School a year before his own course at it

was finished, he wrote to Lightfoot :
“ O happy Lightfoot, happy all that en-

joyed his latest teaching, and miserable me, that shall come back next half-

year and see another in his place.”

In his fourteenth year Benson suffered a serious loss in the death of his

father, a wise and good man, and a strong Evangelical. Had he lived to

aid in training his son until maturity, the latter might have exerted a very

different influence on his age. But the boy very early developed pronounced

High Church tendencies. Shortly after his father’s death he fitted up an

oratory in a little room which had formerly been an office. “ Here was a

table rudely draped, and stools for kneeling. The walls were hung with

rubbings of brasses from neighboring churches; on the table stood a plain

wooden cross, made by an old carpenter and paid for out of the boy’s scanty

pocket money Here he said the Canonical hours daily, alone or with

some school friend—and he had several—of like tastes.”* In 1890 when

Primate he wrote: “ It is a very odd thing that one of the earliest notes I

* “ What redeems this story from the domain of precocious sentiment is that my father was

much annoyed by surreptitious visits made to his private chapel by his sisters, in his enforced

absence at school
;
and to show that grace was not yet wholly triumphant, he made an ingeni-

ous device which automatically both recorded and avenged the advent of auy intruding wor-

shiper Ilis interest iu liturgical things was for many years mainly an aesthetic one ” {Life,

i, p. 21).
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ever made, when I began to collect topics for a commonplace book, was an
extract from Edward VI about lights. I was about 13 then, and here I am
61 and at the same poor thing still.” It is not to be wondered at that as

Archbishop he delighted advanced ritualists by pronouncing lawful, in oppo-

sition to previous judgments, the use of lighted candles on the communion
table during the communion service, when not needed for the purpose of

giving light. The passion for the materialistic and spectacular in religion

carried it over reverence for early Christian writers who ridiculed and con-

demned the ceremonial use of lights during the day as an absurd heathen

practice.* Benson early took to reading the Tracts for the Times, to his

mothers alarm. But such teaching as they contained did not altogether

please him. In his Srst letter to Lightfoot, written in July, 1847, when his

friend was at the University of Cambridge, he thus gives expression to his

objection to extreme High Churchism :

“ I hear much of the Church, Baptism, the Eucharist, and so on, but very little of Christ's

Church, Christ’s Baptism, the Lord’s Supper. It is as ii Christ had come down from heaven as

some great teacher to found a society which should have power to save of itself all who belonged

to it, and as if He had gone away again
;
the Atonement and mediation of Christ seem to be

very little thought of in reality of feeling, however much they may be acknowledged in

doctrine.”

The letters which Lightfoot and Benson interchanged were numerous, and
form very interesting reading. It was understood that they were to be kept

as a memorial of schooldays. A postscript to one from Benson gives evi-

dence that they were carefully composed. It runs: “ Mama sends her kind

regards, and having bouud me by a promise before exacted, requires me to

say that ‘ she hopes you will be wiser and better when you have read my
letter as I have devoted much time to it.’” On Sunday evening, October

31, 1847, Benson indited an epistle headed “ To J. B. Lightfoot, on the forma-

tion of a small society for holy living.” He chose to make the proposal on
that day because on it Luther “affixed his theses to the gate of Wittenberg

—and evermore is this day kept as the birthday of the German Reforma-
tion.” Advocating the formation of this little society, which was at first to

consist of only three members, Benson wrote :
“ I think that by such fellow-

ship as, rooted in love, between three only who are not ashamed to speak to each
other of God and Christ and spiritual things, we may each under God’s bless-

ing mutually aid and forward one another, and then as we grow older, when
increased knowledge and experience shall have given us power, we may bet-

ter teach others in the way.” Well were it if candidates for the Christian

ministry in all the Churches were possessed of the same fervent aspirations

after a holy life which these youths manifested. After stating his views on
parties in the Church, Lightfoot closes a letter with this admirable remark :

“ There is one lesson that all may learn, as the truth of it is denied by none
:

that inward moral purity ought to be the first great aim of a Christian
; and

do we never, do we not often, neglect this, while we are fighting for that

which, to say the best of it [?] is disputed ?”

The correspondence, carried on till Benson joined his friend at Cambridge,
left Lightfoot by far the most pronounced High Churchman of the two. In

the beginning the reverse had been the case. Writing in April, 1848, Light-

foot tells his friend: “ I dare say you recollect some time ago .... you spoke
in what seemed to me then to be harsh terms of Evangelicalism, and I told

you I thought you were uncharitable : well, I have very much modified my
opinion, and I dare say that I should agree with you now. And we ought to

feel grateful to the writers of the Oxford Tracts for their efforts against the
absurdities of the Evangelical system.” Three months later he is able to

* Cf. Scudamore in Smith’s Diet, of Christ. Antiq., ii, p. 993.
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say :
“ High Churchmen seem to be the great regenerating element among

us, the only one, I think, which will be able to withstand the assaults of Ro-
manism and Protestant Dissent.” Indeed Benson reproves his friend sharply

for his inconstancy and want of charity. The following passages occur in

a letter to him of May, 1848

:

“If you turn Tractarian again—in even a moderate sense of that very ambiguous word—after
after having been Tractarian once before, aud Arnoldine once or twice—why then I do not

think we shall stand much chance of working together in after life, and I do not believe we
were ever intended to be separate.” “ As to modern heretics, think for one moment how utterly

different they are from the ancient ‘ Nicolaitans, whose doctrine I hate,’ or from any other sect

which existed in Apostolic times, before you venture to apply the awful language of Holy Scrip-

ture against them to the Dissenters of this day.”

Perhaps it may be fitting here to refer to an entry made by the Archbishop

in his diary forty years later respecting a visit which he paid to Bishop

Lightfoot during the illness from which he never fully recovered :
“ I asked

him if we could not be of use against the foolish deductions drawn by Dis-

senters from his essay on the Christian ministry.” Lightfoot is quoted as

auswering, “ I cannot offer any explanations ”
; and is represented as appa-

rently not admitting that he had said, “that the presbytery was the original

church government, aud that episcopacy was adapted out of it.” But it

was not “ Dissenters ” only who put forth this account of Bishop Light-

foot’s teaching. Dean Stanley made no scruple about publishing the same
view of it. And an amusing anecdote which confirms this observation is

related of him by Archbishop Benson in his diary :*

“ Arthur Stanley told me once how when he himself was preaching In the Abbey on Ascension

Day on the Christian Ministry—a sermon in which (he firmly believed that) he said nothing but

what Lightfoot had written, ‘ nothing, I assure you, not a word or syllable’—he was told after-

wards by Bishop Selwyn how Archbishop Trench aud he had walked sway from the Abbey,

and, on Selwyn’s saying how dark it had been in the Abbey (there had been thunder). Trench
replied in his deep sepulchral tones, ‘ No wonder that while such doctrines were being enun-

ciated from the pulpit of the Abbey, the heavens were overhung with a supernatural black-

ness.’ ”

During the summer holidays of 1848 Benson acted as tutor to two boys in

Aberdeenshire. While there he described in a letter to his mother his im-

pressions of public worship in a Scotch Presbyterian Church

:

“ Last Sunday we went to Kirk in the morning. And oh, dearest English Church, how much
do thy services surpass even this reformed Kirk of Scotland—to say nothing of the inferiority

ol the building—for had there been a fair building in a retired village of England it would have

been Popish work—within there is no Communion Table, no Font, no. hing holy and Christian

looking, but the place is arranged just like a theatre—the floor is covered all over with pews,

and the gallery and pulpit are thus arranged in a half octagon with the pulpit in the middle,

against the wall between the windows, and a desk below for two precentors to lead the singing.

And then the service—it was as like as possible to what I remember of the Independent System.

No Psalms, no First and Second Lessons, no ‘ Glory to the Father,’ no Lord’s Prayer even

By the way, I never was more struck than I am now with the appropriateness of the surplice to

the priest ministering.”

Much as be was displeased with what he had witnessed on this occasion, his

alert and fastidious taste and sense of decorum were still worse shocked at a

service in the Cathedral of Exeter when it was presided over by a High
Church Bishop. Here is an extract from his diary

:

“ Sunday, June 29th. Holy Communion. This afternoon Uncle William and I went to service

at Cathedral. We stationed ourselves beside one of the south aisle pillars towards the west end

of the nave. We thus escaped the miserable spectacle of a choir and the espectables who go

to hear, and we were able to follow service with our books. Meanwhile the aisles were filled

with several hundred of people promenading up and down, talking and laughing, children run-

ning in and out, while the vergers kept the centre of the nave clear by bullying children who
could, and women who they thought would, not resist them. Maid servants finely dressed with

* Life, Vol. ii, p. 113.
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awkward imitations of their mistresses’ manners, men standing astride with long-tailed coats,

turned down collars, greasy hair and ducks, all irreverent—and E. W. B. kept from devout ser-

vice more by the world within than the world without. Miserere, Jesu, Jesu ! Miserere, Miserere,

Miserere, Miserere !”

We cannot help observing that it was inexcusable at divine service to at-

tend so carefully to the world without ; and must confess we are Philistine

enough not to sympathize with the denunciation of the wearing of turned

down collars and duck trousers at church on a Sunday afternoon in summer.
The thought, too, suggests itself that to a young man of twenty-one, who at

such a time could take into particular consideration other people’s dress and
manners and motions and motives, and afterwards enter his observations in

his diary. Ritualism with its external symbols and postures and actions, and
pomp and circumstance, would naturally appeal with peculiar force and
attractiveness.

While studying at Cambridge Benson suffered heavy domestic trials. His
favorite sister died unexpectedly. While writing to console his mother he
made mention of her lovely Christian character. He was still Evangelical

enough to add : “But not in this is our trust, we know that none are right-

eous, none clean before God, but as Christ’s righteousness and purity is reck-

oned to them.” We cannot recall another statement made by him in which
Christ’s imputed righteousness is set forth as the ground of a sinner’s deliv-

erance from condemnation and acceptance with God. His letter was not

received by his mother. When he reached home he found that she had died

worn out with attendance on her daughter; and it was his painful duty to

arrange for a double funeral. Relatives, some of them Unitarians, came
nobly to the aid of the orphans. Benson behaved well in his difficult posi-

tion, and made it evident that he set a higher value on fidelity to religious

convictions than on worldly advantage.

The biographer of the Archbishop mentions as remarkable that nothing of

the nature of religious doubt entered his mind while at Cambridge.* He
was known as a decided High Churchman in matters of ritual. During his

undergraduate course he distinguished himself both in Mathematics and
Classics, and finished it by obtaining the highest honor of the University,

the Chancellor’s Medal. He could not contain himself for joy when he
received intelligence of this last great success. He made this record in his

diary :
“ There was never a night to me before or since when with the same

feeling of thankfulness and perfect restfulness I laid my head on my pillow.”

That he was a young man of generous impulses appears from the following

reminiscence of his Cambridge life :

" On a certain degree day a West African undergraduate named Crummell, of Queens’ College,

a man of color, appeared in the Senate House to take his degree. A boisterous individual in
the gallery called out, ‘ Three groans for the Queen’s nigger !

’ A pale, slim undergraduate, very
youthful looking, in the front of the gallery, became scarlet with indignation, and shouted in a
voice which reechoed through the building, ‘Shame, Shame ! Three groans for you, sir I’ and
immediately afterwards ‘ Three cheers for Crummell !’ This was taken up in all directions
Crummell' s champion was E. W. Benson of Trinity.”

In 1852 Benson became a Master in Rugby School under Dr. Goulburn,
the Principal. There was a congenial and able band of workers associated
with him in teaching, and he was very happy in his work. But Rugby had
another attraction for him. He lived in the home of his cousin, a widow

* This freedom from religious doubt did not always characterize him. He was suffering from
a violent fit of skepticism when he wrote the letter to Lightfoot printed in Vol. i, pp. 232, 233.
With Dissenters he had no intercourse. This scathing condemnation can apply only to “the
Church.” “Save two or three, the only truth-loving men I know now are humble-minded
enough, I am forced to confess, but scarcely to be called believers For me I wish I had been
a soldier.” The two or three truth-loving believers are Lightfoot, Westcott and Temple.
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lady, between whose little daughter and him there sprung up such mutual
affection that when she was old enough she became his wife. While em-
ployed at Itugby he W'as elected a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
He was ordained Deacon in 1854. His examination before ordination to

that office was a singular comedy, which afforded Benson much diversion.

For Priest’s Orders his examination was “purely formal.’’ His future

mother-in-law seems to have been more exacting in requiring him to state

his religious principles than Bishops’ Chaplains were.

From Rugby he was called to be Headmaster of Wellington College,

which was opened by the Queen in January, 1859. To this new work he

devoted himself with enthusiasm
;
and under his management Wellington

became a great school. He had troubles there connected with his religious

teaching and the chapel services, and was charged with being both a High
Churchmau and a Latitudinarian. He could write of himself :

“ I am
neither High, nor Low, nor Broad Church.” Low or Evangelical he cer-

tainly was not. But like many other High Churchmen he could at times

show himself very Latitudinarian. Thus he could oppose strongly the con-

demnation of the notorious Essays and Reviews. He could w'rite to Light-

foot, “ I think I shall be obliged to subscribe to the Natal Defense Fund ”

—

a fund that was raised to meet Bishop Colenso’s legal expenses. He more
than doubted the possibility of a prophetic knowledge of facts (Yol. ii, p.

27S). How he could combine High Church and Broad Church views is well

illustrated in a statement made by the Rev. J. A. Reeve (Yol. i, p. 525)

:

" I remember his speaking of the possibility of the story of the first sin being a ‘ myth,’ and
of how natural it was, as God taught us in Holy Scripture by fable, parable, allegory, lyric poem
and the rest, that he should also use the ‘ myth.’ Another time he explained to my astonish-

ment how possible it was that Abraham’s thought of slaying Isaac may have come to him from

living among a people who practiced human sacrifices and passed their children through the

fire. Yet all the while he would insist on treating Holy Scripture as the Church had always

done, with reverence and holy fear. I think his reverence for the Church and his clear grasp

of the wonderful mystery of God in all ages working through and by the Church was the deep-

est thought in him.”

It is curious to find him as Headmaster saying iu explanation of two little

orphan brothers being very troublesome :
“ Their grandmother is a rigid

Calvinist, who will not let them speak above a whisper on Sundays.” How
little he knew of John Calvin’s views when he could ascribe to him the

inculcation of such an observance of Sunday !

One of the best traits in Dr. Beuson (he obtained the degree of D.D. in

1867) wras his frank acknowledgment of the faults he had committed, and his

self-condemnation. He had not a very even temper, though he was usually

courteous and amiable. But he wrote bitter things against himself when he

remembered his evil ways. It displays unwonted freedom and openness on

the part of his biographer to publish such an extract as the following, from

a letter to his wife written on a visit to Wellington, made several years after

his resignation :
“ The few people left here are as good and dear as ever, and

look back to the times when all went with so glorious a rush and spin, and

with so much love. But oh! how I lament that I was so sour, and so

clouded, and so bitter, and so hot, so incessantly that the sweetest place on

earth has its scowling ghosts—and yon, my dearest, know more of this than

anyone. I hope you cau forget,” The testimony which he bears to the

power of gentleness and humility, iu writing to his wife on his birthday,

July 14, 1878, it is most touching to read :
“ I think the most grave and alto-

gether best lesson which I have learned in nine and forty years is the incal-

culable and infinite superiority of gentleness to every other force, and the

imperious necessity of humility as a foundation to every other virtue.”

For various reasons Dr. Benson desired to leave Wellington, and at the
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close of 1872 he accepted from Bishop Christopher Wordsworth the offer of

the vacant Chancellorship of Lincoln Cathedral and the residentiary Can-
onry attached to that office. This change involved a reduction of his

income from £2000 to £1000 per annum. Before making the change he con-

sulted his friends Westcott and Lightfoot, who heartily approved of it. In
a letter to his wife he described the ceremonies connected with his installa-

tion. Among other things he had to declare that he “ would he ever faith-

ful to the Blessed Virgin Mary of Lincoln,” the exact force of which pledge

we do not quite comprehend. For four years he devoted himself with great

ardor to work connected with the Cathedral at Lincoln, refusing to leave

it for a professorship at Cambridge, or for the Bishopric of Calcutta, of which
he had the offer. He was much interested while Chancellor and during his

subsequent life in social reform. He opened night schools for men and
boys in the city, which proved very successful. In a letter to Lightfoot he

spoke of plunging into the Church of England Temperance Society. But he

told a clergyman, who consulted him on the subject, that the sacrament
must not be administered in water. “If the Good Templars,” he said,

“ refuse to receive wine he might administer bread to them, and after offer-

ing them wine he might leave the responsibility of rejection with them.”
In his letter to Lightfoot on temperance, he makes the mistake of saying

that “ Temperance must precede faith and any practical belief of Judgment
to come.” He had forgotten the teaching of 2 Pet. i. 5, 6.

When Lord Beaconstield offered him in the winter of 1876 the newly con-

stituted See of Truro, the Chancellor, after much prayer, and having sought

the counsel of Westcott, Lightfoot and other triends, decided on its accept-

ance. To Canou Wickenden he sent a postcard covered with curious hiero-

glyphics : A drawing of an envelope, with “ Beaconsfield ” in the left hand
bottom corner ; an open letter with indistinguishable lines, only the letters

“H. M.” and “Truro” legible, and two hands clasped in an attitude of

prayer.

In Cornwall, the new sphere of Dr. Benson’s activity, nonconformity, to

his sore vexation, was the prevailing form of religion. At the first Truro
Diocesan Conference, held after his arrival, the Bishop declared: “It is

futile to bid us acquiesce in teachings which we know doctrinally to be une-
vangelical, pliilosophicaly to be mere food for modern critics,* historically

to be incapable of permanent independence.” He labored zealously to win
the Cornish for “ the Church.” He wrote :

“ The work is very hard—very

interesting—totally unlike anything I conceived of ... . The confusion

of sensual excitement with religious passion is awful. The immoralities of

revivals simply appalling I am sure it matters very much to morals
as well as principles of faith, whether or no Church thought prevails at

last.” He even ventured at this time to use this language of stone-blind

bigotry: “English Churchmanship is forever the strength of my life, and
the form under which God seems to have done everything for my people that

is honest and lovely and of good report, just as much as the Law was the

* The Archbishop could furnish as tempting food for modern critics as Cornish nonconform-
ists. A poor workingman who had witnessed the consecration of Truro Cathedral wrote to

the Bishop :
“ I cannot express to you what I felt in the Cathedral. I was struck with my

thoughts of the Heaven of heavens to come. When the attendants, Bishops and Canons with
the host (N. B.—The procession, not a wafer) entered the Cathedral, I thought to myself it was
Heaven upon earth. I felt it good to be there.” This letter was shown to the Archbishop.
After perusing it he said :

“ That is as it should be—as I always knew it would be. The Corn-
ishman beginning to find peace in a Cathedral And what a sweet place for him to find

it in I” It was not the peace of God which the poor deluded creature found there, when the
sight of a procession entering the Cathedral made him think himself in Heaven (Vol. ii,

p. 150)..
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Light of Israel, and His way for them a way equally remote from Baby-
lonish and Samaritan ways.” Yet in the same chapter we are infomed that

the Bishop “always recognized quite frankly that Methodism had kept

religion alive in Cornwall when the Church had almost lost the sacred

flame.” Here is another of his flings at Calvinism, which sounds strange to

one who knows what Calvin’s doctrine of the Sacraments really was : “Cal-
vinism (of which Wesley taught not a word) has pervaded nearly every

place. Now in all such places Sacraments are simply ‘abhorred.’” Here
it may be proper to state that Bishop Benson had a very vivid imagination

and was liable to mistake its creations for realities. To show how it could

impose upon him we may quote from what has been written by one who
knew him well, Prof. Mason:

“ I had a most delightful talk with him one day. It began with Cranmer. He was anxious

that I should get on with my work upon him Then he went on to picture the meetings

of the committee for drawing up the English Prayer Book ; how Cranmer would come in and
say, ‘ I think that I have found something in the Greek liturgy that will exactly do for this point

or that. I am sure you will like to hear it.’ His fancy was very busy with the discussions. I

told him that I was much afraid that the discussions were not quite so amiable as he made out,

and that indeed it was to my miud doubtful whether such discussions were held at all
;
but his

mind was burning with the imaginary discussions.”

When Lord Beaconsfield offered Prof. J. B. Lightfoot the See of Dur-
ham, the Bishop of Truro was consulted as to whether he should accept

the offer. He writes: “ The following Sunday I spent in much retirement

and prayer as to my final counsel to him. I also offered up Holy Commu-
nion with this intention ” (italics ours). Along with this misuse of the Lord’s

Supper may be mentioned what he wrote to a friend of his and Westcott’s

praying at Peterborough :
“ At about 11.30 p.m., Westcott and I went into

the Cathedral, faintly and most beautifully lit with moonlight, and I need

scarcely tell you how we went to the High Altar and prayed silently for the

world and the Church.” They should have remembered that it is not on a
“ High Altar,” but in the midst of those who are gathered together in His

name, wherever it may be, that the Lord has promised to vouchsafe His

special presence. He did not restrict his intercessory prayers to petitions

on behalf of the living. When an undergraduate he drew from old litur-

gies forms of prayer for the unmilitant part of the Church. Frequent refer-

ences to this practice occur in the memoirs. It may be added that the dead

Archbishop has now the suffrages of his devoted friends. One of the clergy

that served under him has recorded this vow :
“ I mean to pray for him

every time I offer the holy gifts in the holy places.” Dr. Benson used a

Latin litany in his private devotions. When he lay sick, only fixed prayers

were used in his bedroom. After his recovery he wrote down :
“ It is a

thought little short of panic to think where one would be without the

Prayer Book, where one would be if one had only an extempore prayer-man,

and had to walk in his shallows instead of its depths.” Here is a petition

which he indited :
“ By the Sign of the Cross, good Saviour, teach us

this” (Yol. i, p. 267). Perhaps the following anecdote, which we give as

recorded (Vol. i, p. 608), may awaken the suspicion that in his rigid adhe-

rence to set forms of prayer, while the letter of human prescription was

honored, the Holy Spirit of God may have been grieved :

“ One day at dinner, when a large party of friends were staying in the house, Mr. Baynes,

then chaplain, began to say Grace :
‘ For what we are about—’ ' No, no,’ said the Archbishop,

in a loud voice, ‘read the right one!’ A general smile ran round the table. It should be

explained that he had drawn up a number of Graces for different seasons and days, which

were printed and attached to a small varnished board which lay by the chaplain’s place.”

His son tells us that he never realized that there could be people, not

morally depraved, who thought of “ liturgies as unnecessary, antiquarian
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and tedious ceremonies.” It may be readily surmised that he observed Lent
strictly and never dined out or gave entertainments during that season.

He was fond of quoting the Scriptures in Latin after the manner of the

Koman Catholic clergy. Sometimes he adduces passages of the New Testa-

ment in the original Greek. But he never attempted to appeal to the Hebrew
text of the Old Testament. Lightfoot sent him some books that he might

learn the Hebrew language. But “ the contemplation of the difficulties of

others ” appears to have deterred him from applying himself to the serious

study of leshon haggodesh, the holy tongue. It would seem that he consid-

ered the Latin Yulgate more sacred and authoritative than either the

Authorized or the Bevised English Version of the Old Testament.

Dr. Benson was much affected by dreams, omens and coincidences which
intelligent persons would pronounce accidental. They had for him great

significance and he recorded them in a note-book. In this respect he resem-

bled a former occupant of the See of Canterbury, William Laud. His biog-

rapher, in referring several times to this trait of his father’s character, does

not try to conceal his feeling that it was hardly worthy of him. He enter-

tained the belief that brutes do not cease to exist with death. When Brae-

more, a favorite well-trained mare was shot owing to an incurable injury, he
writes: “ No one will persuade me that Braemore comes to an end there.”
“ Surely brutes must find something in the grave—some reward.”
The great outward memorial of his occupany of the See of Truro was

the commencement of the building of a grand Cathedral. For a Cathedral

he labored and prayed with all his strength. A letter is given in which he
teaches a clergyman to pray daily in Latin for this object. He succeeded in

raising for it £120,000. In the ceremony of laying the foundation of Truro
Cathedral the ritual of the Freemasons was first observed, the Prince of

Wales officiating as Grand Master, and then the service of the church fol-

lowed. Communion was celebrated on the occasion in all the churches of

the city and at the Cathedral twice. The wind-up was a grand ball. In
1887, the erection of the Cathedral was so far advanced that Dr. Benson, as
Archbishop of Canterbury, could consecrate it. He arranged a new service

of consecration. It was doubtful, he said, whether the old service conse-

crated anything. It only prayed for people in the future. “ I,” writes the

Primate, “ have ventured to believe that the Author and Blessed Giver of

our material things knows how to, and can, and does bless them. ‘ Bless

this cornerstone ,’ we prayed when we laid the foundation, and now ‘ We con-

secrate this place—hallow these things.’” He adds: “God’s blessing has
rested on this faith.”

At the close of 1882, Mr. Gladstone, being then Prime Minister, offered the
Primacy, on the death of Archbishop Tait, to the Bishop of Truro. The
Queen wrote a letter, expressing her earnest hope that he would accept the
offer of this very important and high position. After consulting many
friends he did so. He was then fifty-three, a very handsome man and full

of dignity, and with the reputation of having succeeded well in every sphere

which he had previously occupied. He was a hard worker and had proved
his ability to stimulate those associated with him to emulate his own indus-

try. His son testifies that many years he never slept more than five hours
and ten minutes in any night, often not so much. He had been accustomed
to strenuous exertions at Wellington, at Lincoln and at Truro. But as Pri.

mate he was kept far busier than ever before.

We must be sparing in our use of the large mass of material which this

last period of his activity furnishes. His biographer tells us that “ the Lin-
coln Judgment was indubitably the most important contribution of ecclesi-

tical history in his life.” It was a contribution, to speak mildly, of doubtful
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value. Bisliop King, of Lincoln, had introduced certain practices in public

worship which aroused the indignation of the Protestant party in the

Church of England. Ten charges were brought against him by the Church
Association, which he did not deny. These charges were reduced to seven,

which were: 1. Mixing water with the sacramental wine during theservice,

and subsequently consecrating the mixed cup. 2. Standing in the eastward

position during the first part of the Communion service. 3. Standing dur-

ing the prayer of consecration on the west side of the table, in such manner
that the congregation could not see the manual acts performed. 4. Causing
the hymn, Agnus Dei, to be sung after the consecration prayer. 5. Pouring
water and wine into the paten and chalice after the service, and afterwards

drinking such water and wrine before the congregation. 6. The use of

lighted candles on the Communion table or on the retable behind during the

Communion service, when not needed for the purpose of giving light. 7.

During the absolution and benediction making the sign of the cross with
upraised hand facing the congregation. The trial began on the fourth of

February, 1890, and ended on the 25th of the same month. Judgment was
delivered November 21. The use of a mixed chalice was not condemned,
nor the mixing of water with the wine apart from and before the service.

But the ceremonial mixture during theservice was adjudged to be unlawful.

Standing in the eastward position was not condemned. In regard to the

third charge the court concluded that the minister is bound to take care that

the manual acts should not by his position be rendered invisible to the bulk
of the congregation. The fourth charge was dismissed and so was the fifth.

The court refused to pronounce the use of lights on the Communion table

during the Communion service illegal. Making the sign of the cross in the

absolution and benediction was declared to be an innovation which must
be discontinued. The judgment was, on the whole, regarded as a great cause

of triumph for the High Church party. It was sustained by the Privy

Council. The points at issue in the Lincoln case look very trivial and in-

significant. It was truly pitiable for the Bishop of a Reformed Church to

introduce observances into Christian worship which have no sanction in

the teaching of Christ or His apostles, which belong to the will-worship

which Paul in writing to the Colossians condemns, and which are alien to

the spirit of the new Covenant. The Lincoln Judgment did not give perma-

nent peace to the Church of England. The Ritualistic controversy now
rages in it more fiercely than ever.*

There is a chapter in the second volume of the Life devoted to the East-

ern churches, the Greek Church and the Assyrian Mission. The Assyrian

Mission was avowedly carried on under the auspices of the Archbishop, to

counteract the work which the American Presbyterian Church and the

Roman Catholics were engaged in among the Nestorians. The Presbyterian

missionaries are accused of aiming “ not to instruct, support and revivify the

Assyrian Church, but to proselytize.” Those acquainted with the history of

American missions among the Nestorians from its beginning by the Ameri-
can Board in 1833 know that this a misrepresentation. The American Con-

gregational and Presbyterian missions to the corrupt and degraded Oriental

* The Archbishop himself wrote after the Lincoln Judgment had been pronounced: “Alas!
those minor Canons (of St. Paul’s Cathedral) who are allowed their own way in everything

have introduced ablution since the Lincolu Judgment, and have turned the order on openness

in consecration into a new bit of ritualism, lifting the cup high and breaking the bread and
drawing ihe arms apart with the two pieces of broken bread. Thus, what was meant to give

plainness is by these perverse folk turned to a far more ceremonious mode. Full tilt we go to

alienate all the laity we can.” Again: “In the fine old church at E attended a High
Church Service. Kidiculous donnings and doflings of stoles and hoods—an eleven minutes’

sermon !

” '
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churches, whether Greek, Armenian, Syrian or Nestorian, were undertaken

just for the purpose of instructing and revivifying those ignorant, supersti-

tious and dead Churches.* It was not intended to withdraw from them and

to form into separate churches those who might be brought to a knowledge

of the truth as it is in Jesus. The missionaries began to establish schools

and to circulate among the people the Holy Scriptures, and hoped that both

clergy and laity might be led to take them as the rule of their faith and the

guide of their life. Not till it was found to be absolutely necessary were

churches, distinct from those already existing, organized. What awakened
Archbishop Benson’s sympathy for the Eastern Churches was their hier-

archical constitution and their sacerdotalism. He had not a word of com-
mendation for the efforts of the noble men and women who devoted their

lives to turn them from darkness to light, from a ceremonial form of reli-

gion to vital Christianity. The work of the Presbyterian Mission he seemed

to regard as only mischievous, and the agents who were sent out to carry on
his Assyrian mission assumed from the beginning an attitude of hostility

towards them. We believe that of late a better feeling has begun to prevail.

We learn, however, from a note in Yol. ii, p. 196, that there is now “ little

scope for the English mission in Persia.” It looks as if it would entirely

abandon its work in the country of the Nestorians in favor of that of the

Orthodox Russian Church.

We never were so much impressed with the noxious nature of the fiction

of the Historic Episcopate, as held by High Churchmen, as we were after

reading the account of the relations which Dr. Benson decided to maintain

with all the corrupt Eastern Churches. His avowed policy was to do noth-

ing for them which their patriarchs and bishops would not fully approve.

He would sanction nothing which could be regarded as interference with
the prerogatives which they claimed to possess by divine authority. Their

churches were to be treated as preserves, into which no stranger might in-

trude, but which were to be kept under the sole control of their blind, pre-

sumptuous and intolerant prelates. No attempts to put a stop to glaring

abuses, to remove anti-Christian errors and idolatrous practices could be

allowed. Souls might be perishing for lack of knowledge
;
clergy and laity

might be notoriously guilty of vices which drew upon them the reproach of

Mohammedans, and might be immersed in the most degrading superstition.

But the possession of the Historic Episcopate made it imperative on Angli-

can Churchmen to respect the authority of their bishops and do nothing
among their flocks without their consent. At the same time Dr. Benson
was encouraging an active propagandism among the Protestant Churches of

England and Wales. But he anxiously strove to establish communion on
equal terms with the unreformed and persecuting Church of Russia.f He
was ready to pledge himself not to attempt to gain converts from it. The
negotiations carried on between the Anglican and the Russian Churches
made it evident that the great end aimed at by the former was to obtain
from the latter a recognition of the validity of Anglican Orders.:): This
recognition they failed to secure. How far the present leaders of the

* The Earl of Shaftesbury declared publicly: “ I do not believe that in the whole history ot
missions we can tind anything to equal the wisdom, the soundness and the pure evangelical
truth of the body of men who constitute the American Mission in Turkey.”
fin a letter of congratulation to the Metropolitan of Kieff in 1888, on the nine-hundredth

anniversary of the conversion ot Russia, he could say to him that “ the Christian Faith through
the agency of the illustrious St. Vladimir, whose conversion you now commemorate, has illu-

minated your people through nine long centuries of History.” If Dr. Benson knew the story of
Vladimir’s acceptance of the Christian religion and of the “conversion” of his people, he
ought not to have written as he did to his Grace of Kieflt.

JCf., Vol. ii, p. 160.
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Church of England have departed from the principles of its early Re-

formers! The Archbishop was disappointed also in his endeavor to pro-

cure the acknowledgment from the Jansenist Church in Holland that the

English Church had Apostolic succession. He failed likewise in obtaining

from the bishops of the Old Catholics “definite pledges of brotherly recog-

nition.”

It mav not be amiss to relate a peculiarly difficult case, about which the

Archbishop was consulted by Bishop Blyth of Jerusalem :

“ The Bishop consults me as to confirming children who have received the Greek Chrism at

their baptism as infants. The ritualists abuse him if he confirms them, the Church Missionary

Society if he does not. The Greek bishops do not object to his doing so, but if we do, we
really in our own minds ignore the Greek form, while they permit it only because they hold

ours to be no confirmation at all, and if we administer it, knowing this, we condemn our

own. I have advised him to regard them as confirmed, but to have a service with them ‘ot

admission to Holy Communion,’ and to give them his blessing, distinctly informing them that

this is not confirmation. The service he could hold in vestry, school or church just before the

confirmation, and tlfen after it give Holy Communion to all " ( Vol. ii, p. 221).

This singular statement suggests a number of questions which we are com-

pelled to abstain from discussing.

Lord Halifax, whose Romanizing inclinations are now well known, under-

took, in 1894, the task of endeavoring to induce the Archbishop of Canter-

bury seriously to seek a reconciliation between the English Church and the

Church of Rome. The latter was sensible of the difficulty and delicacy of

engaging in any movement of this nature. Yet he did not refuse to enter-

tain the proposal. He required, however, as a preliminary the acknowl-

edgment, on the part of the Pope, of the validity of English Orders. The
Pope actually went so far as to appoint a commission to investigate the

subject of Anglican Orders. As might have been predicted, the commis-

sion reported unfavorably. In September, 1896, the Pope published the

Bull Apostolicce (Jura
,
which pronounced English Orders entirely null and

void. The draft of a reply to it was written by Dr. Benson the day before

his death. In March of the following year his successor in the See of Can-

terbury and the Archbishop of York issued a formal Responsio to the papal

Bull. That Dr. Benson was strongly opposed to the doctrine of Transub-

stantiation appears from the following entry in his Diary, under date of

November 11, 1893 :

“ Bishop of Rochester to dine and discuss the absolute necessity of dropping Goulden's Col-

lege from the list of Theological Colleges—no reality in it. The men obliged to teach in the

Sunday-schools the Mass, and the Presence of Flesh, Blood, Soul, Divinity upon the Altar, and
other equally un-Anglican tenets. It is monstrous and we cannot be accomplices in it by
silence. He must and he will end it.”

Our impression is that the Archbishop in the latter part of his life became
more inclined to lay emphasis on the importance of preaching the Word.
He certainly appeared more sensible of the evils likely to arise from extreme

High Churchism and Ritualism (cf. Life ,
ii, pp. 237-245). He saw the

necessity of conciliating the Evangelical party in the Church of England,

and feared that they might be provoked to secede from it. “ lie thought,”

says ope who was very intimate with him, “ that everything should be done

that in reason could be done, in order to retain them. ‘ Except these abide

in the ship,’ he said to me once, ‘ ye cannot be saved.’ ” He wrote in 1889 :

“ I believe the ritualistic advances are held by the people to affect the clergy

with a self-importance which is resented.” His heart was set on prevent-

ing a disruption of the Church or its disestablishment. He speaks of “ the

unscrupulous Welsh and Nonconformist party,” who were striving to effect

the disestablishment of the Episcopal Church in Wales. He was unable to
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appreciate the grievances of which they complained. But he displayed his

capacity for organizing very effective opposition to their design.

On the question of the Atonement, the Archbishop wrote a painfully in-

teresting letter to Bishop Westcott toward the close of 1894. It begins :
“ A.

—very blessedly—has had a talk with my wife, in which he says he believes

the doctrine of Atonement in which he was brought up is not now held by
the Church of England. And he wants to know very earnestly what the
‘ new view ’is The doctrine in which he was brought up was the

old Calvinistic line, which stopped with Evangelicalism.” The old doc-

trine of Atonement which this unnamed man, who occupied a position of

great influence, missed in the later teaching of the Church, was the doctrine

of Christ as a propitiatory sacrifice, suffering the innocent for the guilty,

bearing our sins on the cross, and thus delivering us from the wrath and
curse of God due to us for them. This gentleman wanted a book on the

new doctrine, and Dr. Benson asked his old friend Westcott to mention
one, not written by a Presbyterian or Nonconformist, which he might put
into his hands. We confess to a strong desire to know what answer West-
cott returned to this request. He (Westcott) was one of those who held

decidedly an unevangelical view of the Atonement. Benson does not
appear to have been always in the same mind with regard to it. At one
time he speaks with hearty approval of the view of McLeod Campbell, and
at another of the teaching of R. W. Dale.

There is another strange letter of Dr. Benson to the same friend, which we
must refer to as very significant of an inclination to extreme Latitudinarian-

ism. A man, a college graduate, applied to him for ordination. He avowed
frankly that he did not believe in the miraculous or the supernatural. The
historical resurrection of Christ seemed to him to be unnecessary. He did

not know what the disciples saw, or thought they saw and heard. “ He
thought that the body of our Lord must be in this planet.” Yet he said

that he could follow every word of the Nicene Creed with full faith. He
wanted to know if a bishop could ordain him if he signed all declarations or

articles required, leaving to him the responsibility of the sense attached to

them in his own belief. The Archbishop regarded him as a most earnest,

humble, loving, laborious man, yearning to work for men’s souls and for

the Church. Dr. Benson had said to him :
“ A Bishop was bound not to be

content with the outside; but that it still remained to judge whether his

position was such as any Bishop could accept after looking at it to a certain

extent, of which extent the Bishop must be the judge.” “ This,” the Arch-
bishop adds, “ is what you could help me to settle. And in so doing you
would, I think, help a very beautiful soul in perplexity.” We are left in

suspense as to how this application for ordination was decided. But it is

manifest that the Archbishop was more than half inclined to grant the

applicant his request (Vol. ii, p. 114-5).

We have been referring to the Archbishop’s correspondence with West-
cott on various matters. We may notice here a peculiar opinion held by the
latter, to which he gave utterance in the course of conversation (Yol. ii, p.

223): “ Westcott dwelt on his favorite idea of creation being limitation of
what was : that was the only possibility : formation out of nothing self-con-

tradictory : there was no nothing.” Westcott’s doctrine of creation was
downright Pantheism. Creation out of nothing is not self-contradictory, if

only the language is rightly understood. Nearly half a century ago we
learned from Turrettin, De Creatione

:

“ Quum omnia dicuntur esse ex
niliilo, prsepositio ex non dicit oxfoiv ad materiam, vel ad efficientem, sed ad
terminum, ut notetur, non subjectum quod prseexstiterit creationi, sed tan-
tum terminus a quo omnia producta sunt, vel ordo Creationis, quae facta est
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non tam ex nihilo, quam post nihilum.” This, in our opinion, is a satisfac-

tory answer to the objection that the idea of creation out of nothing involves

a self-contradiction.

The Archbishop was not master of a good English style. We have fre-

quently found difficulty in making out the meaning of what he wrote, and
sometimes have been obliged to give up in despair the attempt to ascertain it.

His biographer thought that the imperfection of his style was owing largely

to Prince Lee’s method of teaching in the Grammar School of Birming-

ham.* He has this to say of his father’s composition :
“ As a young man

he wrote a most elaborate uneasy English, and in his later years he wrote a

style which must be called crabbed and bewildering. He tried to pack the

sense of a sentence into an epithet, and had a curious love for strained and
fanciful words. He sacrificed structure to preciosity and lucidity to orna-

ment.” As a striking illustration of his peculiar style we cite the following

extract from a letter to a friend who had lost a child : “We do feel deeply

about this your first separation. Yet when one’s sequales or children begin

to join the Plures, the world grows larger and more beautiful. It is the first

glimpse of Qalaaaa ” (Vol. ii, p. 116). We doubt whether the bereaved

parents were much comforted by this letter.' Nevertheless, we are per-

suaded that Dr. Benson was no soulless pedant, but had a warm sympathetic

heart.

In reviewing this biography we have already exceeded the limits within

which we had purposed to confine ourselves, and must pass unnoticed quite

a number of points which we had marked for animadversion. We may
briefly refer to Dr. Benson’s attitude towards the revolutionary Higher

Criticism of the Bible. He had evidently made no thorough study of it.

His want of knowledge of Hebrew incapacitated him from forming a com-

petent judgment of the destructive critical analysis of the Old Testament

writings and its effects. There is no indication that he gave special atten-

tion to the problems that have been raised in regard to the origin of

the books of the New Testament and their recognition by the Church

as authoritative Scripture. It does not appear that be did anything to cor-

rect or restrain the reckless radical treatment during his primacy of both

Testaments by influential clergymen in the Church of England. His dis-

position was to make the Church as comprehensive as possible, to give a

place in it to the most heterodox teachers if they would outwardly conform

to the Prayer Book. “The Church is coextensive with the nation,” “the
Church is England,” are phrases which he was not afraid to employ. We
fear he had no due sense of the disintegrating elements at work in the

Church. In speaking thus we are no pessimists. Whatever changes may
befall the various societies that are called Churches, we know that Chiist is

Head over all things to the Church which is His Body, and that against it

the gates of Hades shall not prevail.

We must not omit a reference to the very affecting death of Dr. Benson.

He arrived on the afternoon of October 10, 1896, at Hawarden, on a visit to

Mr. Gladstone. Next morning (Sunday) he went with his wife to “the

Early Celebration.” After breakfast, Mrs. Benson noticed “ how well and

happy he was looking, full of kindliness and interest.” He followed her to

church. As he knelt at prayer she heard him breathing hard, which

*Dr. Benson’s biographer can (race the influence of Lee’s teaching on Westcott’s and Light-

foot’s manner of writing, as well as on his father’s. “ On Bishop Lightfoot, a man of harder and

more logical mind, the results were admirable.” “ In the case of Bishop Westcott it left traces

in the ingenious, almost fanciful pressing of words that made him, it is reported, say to

the evangelist who asked him whether he was saved, ‘ Do you mean cudek, auCofievoe, or

aecufitvo( ”
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alarmed her. She and others hastened to attend to him. He was raised

up and found to be quite unconscious. He was carried out of the church,

and as they bore him to the rectory they became aware that his spirit had

fled. There is a petition in the Litany of the English Prayer Book for deliv-

erance from sudden death, a petition which the Puritans vainly sought to

have altered, and which we dare not employ. A sudden death is sudden

glory for all whom God has foreordained to be conformed to the image of

His Son. “ Father, I will that they also whom thou hast given me be with

me where I am, that they may behold my glory.” “ We are of good cour-

age and are willing rather to be absent from the body, and to be at home
with the Lord.”

Pittsburg, Pa. Dunlop Moore.

Huldreich Zwingli, the Reformer of German Switzerland. By Samuel
Macauley Jackson. (New York : G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1901. 8vo, pp. 519.)

This new life of the Swiss Reformer is a great boon to English readers, as

most of his biographies have been in the German language, and Stiihelin’s,

the latest and best, still awaits a translation.. It is rather memorabilia of

Zwingli’s life than a biography however : it gives the materials for a life

rather than the life itself. Its special value lies in the translations it incor-

porates of letters and documents bearing on Zwingli’s life, such as his

appointment as priest at Zurich and his contract at Einsiedeln. Its value is

further enhanced by translations of some of Zwingli’s most important but

briefer works, such as his first published Defense (1522) on Fasting, and also

his Confession of Faith sent to Augsburg (1530). These are placed in the

appendix. It is not so large and complete a treatise as either Christoffel’s

or Stahelin’s. The literary style of the writer is clear and delightful. With
American directness he goes to the point. The book is beautifully printed

and the illustrations alone are worth its price. The introductory chapter on
“ Switzerland at the Beginning of the Sixteenth Century,”by Prof. Vincent,

and the concluding chapter on “ Zwingli’s Theology,” by Prof. Foster, are

able contributions ;
but the book would be more complete as a biography if the

author had worked these subjects into the body of the work at their proper

places. This work, like most later biographies of Zwingli, is inclined to

place Zwingli’s full conversion to Protestantism later than was formerly done

(as late as 1522). It also gives great prominence to the influence of Humanism
and Erasmus on Zwingli, and makes him pass through a long period of

Humanism before coming out fully to Protestantism. This result is prob-

ably caused by the author’s exclusive reliance on Zwingli’s correspondence,

which is not always a complete guide. On a few points exception can be

taken. Dr. Jackson describes Zwingli’s conduct as cowardly. He must be
mistaken in this. If Zwingli were a coward he never would have taken his

journey to Marburg with its great dangers, especially when his City Council

refused to let him go. Besides, Zwingli’s accompanying as chaplain the

Swiss troops in Italy, and later his going as chaplain to Cappel where he was
killed, exhibit rather bravery than cowardice. The only one of the first

Reformers to die in battle surely was not a coward. Again, Dr. Jackson’s

view that Zwingli was jealous of Luther is not well taken. Zwingli affirms

that he began his reformation independently of Luther and gives an earlier

date than Luther’s. But that is not jealousy, but simple truth. It is true

Zwingli stood up for the form of the Swiss reformation against the

Lutheran, but patriotism is not jealousy. We do not see that Dr. Jackson
has made out his point. AVe fear that in his low estimate of Zwingli he has

come under the influence of the German historical school, which has always
been jealous of the Swiss and minimized Zwingli so as to magnify Luther.
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On Zwingli’s marriage he is not happy and somewhat unguarded in stating it

was a clerical marriage only. This has already misled one of the reviewers

of his book into thinking that it is meant that Zwingli lived in allowable con-

cubinage, such as was common among Swiss priests at that time. We do

not believe that this is what Dr. Jackson meant. But we do not see that he
makes out his case. The very letters quoted by himself and the other

biographers prove Zwingli’s marriage in 1522. But in spite of these and some
other criticisms that might be made the book is an excellent one and
deserves a large circulation among the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches
whose founder Zwingli was. Ulrich Zwinglis Ideen zur Erziehung und
Bildung, von Dr. Oskar Ruckert. (Gotha, 1900: 100 pages.) This brochure

(the eleventh of a series on education, published by Muthesius of Weimar)
is a fine and full statement of Zwingli’s ideas on the subject of education.

On Zwingli’s theological, political and ethical views much has been written,

but on his pedagogical ideas very little. Yet he was an educator as well as

a Reformer
;
and he was the earliest of the Reformers to put his ideas on the

subject of education into print—in a little volume addressed to his stepson,

Gerold von Kuonau, in 1523. An excellent translation of this little but

valuable work of Zwingli’s, entitled The Christian Education of Youth
,
was

published in 1900 by Prof. A. Reichenbach, and reviewed about a year ago

in these pages. Zwingli laid the foundation of future Protestant educa-

cation of the young. Dr. Ruckert in this work first discusses Zwingli’s

relation to Humanism and the new method of teaching in his day and con-

siders the natural and religious tendencies that worked together in Zwingli.

Then in a masterly way he gathers from Zwingli’s various works the

Reformer’s views on various subjects connected with education, such as the

study of language, history, natural science, astronomy, mathematics,

Hebrew, music. He closes with an interesting exposition of Zwingli’s views

on the education of woman. The work is thorough and presents a new
phase of Zwingli’s many-sided life. Der Evangelien-kommentar Martin

Butzers und die Grundziige seiner theologie, von Lie. A. Lang. (Leipsic,

1900: 471 pages.) Bucer has been a somewhat forgotten Reformer. His

reputation has been less, perhaps, because of his unionistic tendencies and

because his theological positions varied. This work of Prof. Lang is a very

valuable contribution to a proper understanding of his theological attitude.

The author is one of the rising theological writers in the Reformed Church

of Germany, being one of the pastors of the cathedral at Halle and professor

in the Reformed Theological Seminary there. His recent researches in the

life of Calvin have revealed his carefulness as a student and this book will

materially add to his reputation. He first describes the exegetical books of

Bucer and his exegetical method : then enters upon the fundamental

doctrines of Bucer, which he makes to be (1) the universal activity of God
;

(2) predestination
; (3) the sacraments. His discussion of Bucer’s doctrine

of election is very interesting and valuable. He shows how Bucer, like all

the early Reformers, held to that doctrine
;
and suggests that he inclined to it

rather from the point of view of Zwingli’s cosmological statement of it in

connection with providence, than from that of Luther’s anthropological

type of thought. Bucer also held with Zwingli the possibility of the salva-

tion of some heathen. Bucer looks at election rather from the ethical and

practical standpoint than the theological. A very interesting point Mr.

Lang makes in regard to Calvin. He says (p. 158), “If it be true that

Bucer’s conception of predestination affected Calvin’s view’s, then we have

to seek the first sign of this doctrine, so fundamental for Reformed theology,

in the Strasburg Reformer.” The author also exhibits Bucer as the pietist

of the Reformation, although a churchly pietist and not carried away, as was
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his colleague Capito for a time, toward Anabaptist views. His discussion

of JBucer’s views is too full to be abstracted here. One regrets, as we come
to the end of the book, that the author has not followed Bucer’s theological

activity to England with a like careful and thorough examination. A valu-

able appendix containing Bucer’s Introductions to the Synoptic Gospels of

1527 and 1530, together with his dissertations on baptism and the Lord’s

Supper, closes the volume. Die Hauptprobleme des Lebens Jesu. Eine

geschichtliche Untersuchung, von Fritz Barth. (Gutersloh, 1899 : 8vo, 280

pages). Prof. Barth, of the Reformed University of Bern, in this work
considers the leading problems of Christ’s life as they appear to-day. It is a

thoroughly up-to-date discussion of the subjects of the kingdom of God, the

relation of Jesus to the Old Testament, Christ’s miracles, Christ’s prophecies

of His second coming, the death and resurrection of Christ, and his self-

consciousness. Thus, in the chapter on the kingdom of God, the author

describes the idea of that kingdom in the Old Testament, then its idea as it lay

in the minds of Christ’s contemporaries. He then gives the various views,

political, moral, Protestant, Catholic, Montanistic, and then sums up his

conclusions. In his treatment<of the miracles he is inclined, we think, to be

too free, reducing them to mere wonders, in the production of which God
uses means, although we do not know what the means are. He thus gives

way to naturalism. In his discussion of Christ’s resurrection from the dead,

he also shows the same openness to the charge of naturalism. Still the tone

of the book is reverent, and it s esteemed author has been a tower of strength

for the Evangelicals in Switzerland. Die Evangelische Lebens-ideal, Drei

Vortrage, von Prof. Karl Mailer. (Erlangen, 1900 : 8vo, 48 pages). Thisisa
popular discussion of the ideal of life proposed by Evangelical religion. Its

author is one of the leading Reformed professors in Germany. It consists of

a series of lectures delivered by him at various places, such as Frankford on-

the-Main and elsewhere, and it is published to aid in the building of the

steeple of the German Reformed Church at Erlangen where he lives He
considers in it the aim of life proposed by Christ. He takes up first the

ideal of the Roman Catholic Church in the Middle Ages as revealed by Suso

and d’Assisi. He then describes the Protestant view in contrast with the

worldly conception of a life of culture. He concludes with a strong presen-

tation of the proper adornment of life by the graces of Christianity produced

by God’s Spirit.

Beading, Pa. James I. Good.

IV.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
The Theology of Albrecht Ritschl. By Albert Temple Swing,

A.M., Professor of Church History in Oberlin Theological Seminary.

With “Instruction in the Christian Religion,” translated by permis-

sion from the Fourth German Edition by Alice Mead Swing, A.B. 8vo,

pp. 1-296. Longmans, Green & Co., 1901.

In this book by Prof. Swing we have another help for the English student

of Ritschl. Although a number of English articles on the Ritschlian The.
ology have appeared, the literature in English in book form is not large;

hence Prof. Swing’s book will be appreciated by those who desire to become
acquainted with Ritschl in English. Of the works of Riischl himself, besides

the translation of the historical volume of the Bechtftrtigung und Versolmwng
we have now the translation of Volume III of this woik by Macintosh and
Macaulay, published in 1900. And now, at the end of Prof. Swing’s book,
appears a translation of the fourth German edition of the Unterriclit by

21
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Alice Mead Swing. This translation will be a valuable help for the study

of Ritschl in English. Of works expository or critical on this subject we
have also in English the translation of Stahlin’s Kant, Lotze und Ritschl,

1889. and Orr’s The Ritschlian Theology, and more recently The Ritschlian

Theology
, by Garvie, 1899.

Prof. Swing’s book is of a general character ; hence it would be unfair to

look for as thorough a treatment of the historical sources of Ititschl’s Theol.

ogy as that given by Schoen, who devoted his book to this subject (Les

Origines historiques de la Theologie de Ritschl, 1893), or of Ritschl’s theory

of knowledge as that by Pfleiderer (Die Ritschl'sche Theologie, kritisch

beleuclitet

,

1891), or of Ritschl’s relations to Lutheranism and Pietism as

that by Schulze (Pietismus ,
Ritschlsche Theologie, und Luthertum).

Prof. Swing’s book is mainly expository, but we can gather from its pages

his estimate of Ritschl’s Theology. The author seems to follow Ritschl with

less dissent or modification than is to be found in many of Ritschl’s follow-

ers or most friendly critics. Thus, for example, flaring in 1880 (Ueber das

Bltibende im Glauben an Christus) sought to supplement Iiitschl’s view of

the Atonement by the idea that Christ offered to God a perfect sorrow for

the world’s sin which supplements our imperfect repentance, and in 1888

{Zu Ritschl's Versohnungslehre) modified his former view to one not unlike

that of Grotius.* While Ecke {Die theol. Schule A. Ritsclils u. die ev.

Kirclie d. Gegenwart), though a sympathetic critic of Ritschl, criticizes him
strongly for what he terms his “lack of immediacy” in some of his doc-

trines. As far as we can gather from Prof. Swing’s book, he follows Ritschl

in his main positions, although he says (p. 6), “ The reader will also under-

stand that I am not proposing an apologetic treatment, but only to see the

truth, whatever that may be.” But after reading the book we are under

the impression that he sees the truth, if not in detail, at least in the funda-

mental theological views of Ritschl.

There is one characteristic of the author’s method of treatment that we
cannot but think unfoitunate, viz.: in his exposition of Ritschl’s views and
in his answers to the critics his method is to let Ritschl speak for himself.

He says (p. 5), “ So far as the critics are concerned, I shall content myself

with an occasional quotation from their criticisms—simply placing their

statements about Ritschl side by side with Ritschl’s own words in a sort of

literary pillory.” This “literary pillory” method, it seems to us, will

neither serve to answer the critics nor to get at Ritschl’s real meaning. In

the case of many authors the best method of exposition would be to let them
speak for themselves; not so with Ritschl. His style is obscure; like Hof-

mann, he uses the language of confessional orthodoxy with a totally different

meaning, and he needs, therefore, to be expounded by a process of criticism

which will throw light on his exact meaning. Pei haps as good an objec-

tive presentation as any of Ritschl’s Theology in biief compass is that by

Mielke (Das System A. Ritschl's dargestellt, niclit kritisirt ). Too often

apologetic treatises as well as hostile criticism leave one with the impression

that there are several different Ritschls under discussion—for example,

the Ritschl of Stahlin, on the one hand, is not the Ritschl of Tlnkotter

*In the Theol. Litteraturzeilung, 1888, Ritschl critised Haring’s doctrine in Zu Ritschl's Versoh
*

nungslehre as being a return to Grotius. Haring replied in Studien und Kritiken
, 1889, distin-

guishing his view from that of Grotius. He claimed that the example of God’s earnestness in

dealing with sin, given in Christ's death, did not have reference to the prevention of future sins,

but rather to produce a deeper consciousness of the sinfulness of sin in those whose past sius are

to be forgiven. Haring developed his doctrine further in his Zur Versohnungslehre, which was

published in 1893. For a sketch of his controversy with Ritschl on this subject see Ecke, Die

Theol. Schule A. Rilschls, pp. 253#. Also Haring has taken a more positive position than Ritschl

in Christology ; likewise Reischle, Kahler, and a number of others.
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or of Haring or, we may say, of Prof. Swing, on the other hand, while both

Stahlin and these last-named authors give a different Ritschl from Mielke

in his prevailingly objective presentation.

Prof. Swing’s book is in six chapters. Chapter I is a general introduction

containing introductory remarks, a biographical sketch taken chiefly from

the Leben by O. Ritschl, and a discussion of Ritschl’s aim and method.

Chapter II deals with the historical relations, taking up Bernard, Luther,

Calvin and Schleiermacher. This chapter would have been more satisfac-

tory if the fundamental points of difference as well as of resemblance had
been brought out, especially as the difference is often fundamental and the

resemblance more or less external. Chapter III is on Ritschl’s relation to

metaphysics and on his theory of knowledge. Chapters IV and V deal with

the special doctrines. Chapter YI, after briefly discussing Ritschl’s relation

to mysticism and pietism, gives a “summary and general conclusions,”

which bring out best the author’s estimate of Ritschl.

The limits of this review will make it necessary to confine ourselves to a

brief enumeration of these general conclusions, with a discussion of one or

two of them.

First. “ The theory of knowledge which Ritschl has applied in theology is

only that which we have been considering legitimate in physical science.”

Ritschl’s epistemology, according to Prof. Swing, consists in two justifiable

propositions—that we do not know things apart from phenomena, and that

we do know things in phenomena. In proof of this the author quotes the

well-known passage in R. u. V. Ill, p. 18 ff, in which Ritschl distinguishes

between the theories of| Plato, Kant and Lotze, and accepts that of Lotze.

But Prof. Swing has omitted to explain those passages in the Theol. und
Metapliysik, where Ritschl tells us what he means by the “ thing ” which
we know in the phenomenon. On p. 17 of T. u. M. we read, “ The phenom-
ena which in a limited space-perception are perceived in a position or time

series which is always the same, our faculty of representation
( Vorstellung )

puts together into the unity of a thing, after the analogy of the knowing
soul which feels and remembers itself as a unity persisting amid the change
of its corresponding sensations.” Again, T. u. iff., p. 35, “The idea of a
thing arises out of the different sensations which join themselves in a par-

ticular order to something which perception fixes in a particular space.

.... Even these relations which come together in a common space we put
together into the idea of a thing which is there—or exists (da ist)—in its

relations, which we know in them, and by means of them give it a name.”
Again, p. 36, “ The impression that the perceived thing is one in the change
of its marks or predicates results from the continuity of the feeling of self

within the succession of sensations aroused by the thing.” Now with refer-

ence to the first passage cited it must, we think, be admitted that it is too

obscure to enable us to determine Ritschl’s position. For in the first place,

although Ritschl seems to have meant it for epistemology, it is only analytic

psychology, an attempted description of the process of perception. And in

the second place, he seems to pass from this description of how we come to

perceive a “ thing,” to regard the “ thing ” as the A bsolute of Frank whom
he is opposing, so that his remark that the thing “ is a purely formal idea
without content ” likely refers to Frank’s idea, not his own. Hence per-

haps Pfleiderer, Orr and Stahlin are not justified in their interpretation of

this passage. As for the other passages, all is analytic psychology, except
the statement that things exist in relations and that we know them in these
relations, which seems true. The only way, therefore, to get at the meaning
of these statements is to read them in the light of their application. Take,
for example, the doctrine of the Person of Christ. No one would venture
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to suppose that we could know anything of Christ’s Person apart from
revealed statements or the phenomena of His life in the Scripture record.

These lead us to infer the two natures. Nor do we suppose that the natures

are an abstraction existing apart from their attributes. But Ritschl will not

allow us to speak of natures at all. This is metaphysics and is ruled out.

If then his theory of knowledge serves as a basis to rule out all trans-

phenomenal doctrines, it must be a phenomenalistic theory of knowledge.

Furthermore, it seems to us, there is at least a tinge of phenomenalism in

these passages themselves, ltitschl has so confused the psychological and
epistemological standpoints that, having analyzed the process of perception,

he does seem to suppose that the sensations have a real existence apart

from the activity of perception, and the implication is at least lurking in the

background that they constitute the reality of things. Hence, to say the

least, he has laid himself open in these passages to criticism which is not

without plausibility. We think, therefore, that Prof. Swing should have

discussed Ritschl’s epistemology more exhaustively before giving it his

unqualified assent.

Second. The next general point of Ititschl’s theological method, in which

our author finds a valuable contribution to theology, is his attempt at a

theology without metaphysics. This Prof. Swing interprets as meaning a

theology based on revelation, “in clearest distinction from mere philosophi-

cal speculation.” If this is Ritschl’s meaning, and no doubt it is part of his

meaning, then, with Prof. Swing, we can give our assent heartily. Who,
after reading the theology of the “ Hegelian left,” is not constrained with

Dean Mansel to exclaim, “ These be thy Gods, O Philosophy, these be the

metaphysics of salvation 1” But tethis all that Ritschl means ? “ Theology

without metaphysics ” may also mean, secondly, the impossibility of so-called

“ Natural Theology.” And it means this with Ritschl. In the T. u. M. he
gives a just criticism of the mechanical way of supposing that natural theol-

ogy gives us a certain amount of truth, which is then added to by special

revelation. This criticism, it may be remarked in passing, would not apply

to the idea that since man is blinded by sin he needs a special revelation to

clear up his natural knowledge of God, as well as to reveal truths unattain-

able by reason. But this by the way. The point to note is that Ritschl

denies the possibility of all Natural Theology. He must, then, have certain

grounds for so doing. And he has his reasons. He denies the possibility of

Natural Theology on the ground of his theory of knowledge. But this not

only makes Natural Theology impossible, it also necessitates the ruling out of

all the metaphysical elements from Christian doctrine. Hence theology

without metaphysics means for Ritschl, thirdly, theology without anything

that transcends experience—theology without any questions as to the ulti-

mate nature of things. For if in order to rule out Natural Theology we
introduce a phenomenalistic theory of knowledge, then the transcendental

elements in revealed Christian doctrine must likewise go as being meta-

physical. The doctrine of the Trinity as in the Nicene Creed, that of the

Person of Christ as in the formula of Chalcedon, all this is metaphysics and
must be banished from theology. But more than this. We shall either have to

resort to an exegesis which is predetermined by philosphical considerations,

or we shall find that St. Paul and St. John teach us metaphysics, and even

our Lord Ilimself. Some then will say that Christ and the Apostles were

mistaken. Others will attempt the exegetical task of interpreting the state-

ments of Christ and the Apostles so as to empty them of all “metaphysical”

content. Ritschl, as a rule, does not hesitate to undertake this exegetical

feat, though as a last resort he occasionally finds the Apostles mistaken.

Tin s the watchword, “ Theology without metaphysics,” which at first has
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an evangelical ring to it, becomes the cry of rationalism rather than of the

evangelical theologian. We cannot agree with Prof. Swing that this is one

of Ritschl’s great merits.

Third. Prof. Swing commends Ritschl’s view of the Bible. He says that

he gives us an “ up-to-date ” view of the Scriptures. Ritschl’s idea of the

Scriptures, our author tells us, is that they are “ a divinely appointed human
means to a divinely appointed human end, to be interpreted historically and
relgiously ” (p. 95), and that every school which treats them thus, and “ not

as an a priori dogmatic authority, will naturally see the writings from the

side of their human conditions” (p. 155). One might suppose from this that

he who holds that the Scriptures are a divinely inspired and infallible au-

thority in Christian dogmatics is thereby precluded from recognizing that

they are also through and through human, and from studying them from the

historical standpoint and in accordance with the strictest scientific and his-

torical method, which we cannot admit or see the necessity for admitting.

This, however, in passing. The point we wish to call attention to is that

Prof. Swing praises Ritschl’s “religious” interpretation of the Bible, and
is strong in his denunciation of those who call him a rationalist. It will be

necessary to examine a little further what Ritschl’s religious interpreta-

tion is, and whether one can unqualifiedly praise it, and refuse to call him
a rationalist. And in discussing this we shall also form an estimate of the

fourth point which Prof. Swing commends, viz., that we are to derive our

knowledge in Christian dogmatics from “the revelation made by Christ

and experienced by the Christian community.” We must begin with

Ritschl's idea of revelation through Christ, and work back to his idea of

the Bible. Ritschl makes the revelation worth of Christ the source of

knowledge for the Christian theologian (R . u. V. Ilf, Introd.). Jesus

Christ was one who stood in a unique relation to God and His pur-

pose: one who perfectly revealed God. He is the embodiment of the

true and perfect religion, hence His revelation value. All doctrines of

God, of sin, of grace, we are to learn from this revelation. But we
ask, first, was Christa supernatural Person? Was He divine, so that

by His very existence He revealed God ? Or did He reveal God only in

the sense that He embodied a divine grace and truth in a unique degree ?

If this latter, then we have no supernatural revelation, and the revelation

of God in Christ’s life differs in degree rather than in kind from that made
by the lives of all God’s saints. But Ritschl’s philosophical presuppositions

forbid any conclusions as to Christ’s ultimate nature and Person
;
and he

tells us that the question how Christ’s Person comes to possess the unique
value that it has is a problem that lies beyond any possible kind of investi-

gation. But second, as an organ of revelation, how came Jesus by His
knowledge of divine things ? He must have received it by a direct and im-
mediate operation of God’s spirit, or else have come to it by his own extra-

ordinarily sharp spiritual insight. But the former supposition is excluded

by the presuppositions of Ritschl’s system; hence we are driven to the latter

supposition. But here again we have no supernatural revelation. How
then can Christ make a revelation to us ? Ritschl’s answer is to point us to

the Christian community. The authentic knowledge of the religious value

of Christ, he says, is to be found only on the condition that the theologian
“ reckons himself in the community. ” What, then, does this mean ? First,

with reference to the theologian, the subject of theological knowledge : he
must be a believer, must have had an experience of the truths which he
handles. This is apart of Ritschl’s meaning (R . u. V. Ill, Einl.). This is

true enough, though surely Ritschl is not the first to have proclaimed it.

Schleiermacher as well as orthodox Lutherans had done so. And one need
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only realize the noetic effects of sin to feel the need of spiritual illumination

(1 Cor. ii. 14). Second. But Ritschl meant more than this. The object of

theological cognition is, to use his words, “ the original consciousness of the

community” (R. u. V. Ill, Einl.). But this is ambiguous. Does he mean
that Christian experience is the source of knowledge in theology, or does he

mean the consciousness of the Apostles as expressed in their writings ?

Prof. Orr takes the former view. But in the beginning of R. u. V. II we
find that the ideas of the “ original consciousness of the community ” are to

be found in original documents ( Urkunden ) which stand nearest to the

period of the founding of the Church. And these are the books of the X. T.,

which have their unique significance as sources of knowledge for theology

because they are nearest to the foundation epoch of the Church, and so rep-

resent the religion of Jesus free from those admixtures with pagan thought

which crept in later
; and their unique place is also due to the fact that the

knowledge of their authors is mediated by a correct understanding of the

O. T. presuppositions of Christianity, and so is free from the errors which

later arose through failure to comprehend these O. T. presuppositions.

Ritschl tells us that we are to go to the Apostles for our knowledge of Chris-

tian doctrine. But the question of importance is, what is his view of the

authority of the Scriptures f And thus we are brought back to his view

of the Bible.

Here he seems to be open to the charge of subjectivity after all, Prof. Swing
to the contrary notwithstanding. Ritschl does not go to the Scripture as to an
external and infallible authority, as of course Prof. Swing recognizes. The
X. T. writers are normative for us for the following reasons only : First,

they were nearest to Jesus and hence open to the truest impressions from
Him. Second, they give us the truest form of the perfect ethical and spir-

itual religion. Third, they best understand the 0. T. presuppositions of

Christianity. This is Ritschl’s view of the authority of Scripture, and so he

says that every claim to what he calls a “scholastic inspiration theory” is

to be laid aside. All external authority is thus gone, and the Bible is norma-

tive because, according to his interpretation of it, it contains what he deems
the perfect ethical and spiritual religion. Xow the characteristics of this

religion which make it the perfect religion is the fact that it guarantees to

man his position as a spiritual person over against nature, of which he is yet

a part. In other words, instead of keeping philosophy from Christian doc-

trine, Ritschl has validated the Bible because he thinks he sees in it the

Kantian religious philosophy. Hence its normative character. In this

respect Ritschl’s view resembles that form of rationalism for which the

name of Wolff stauds and which has been called “dogmatism” or “supra-

naturalism,” though differing from it in other respects. And yet Prof.

Swing praises Ritschl’s view of the Bible, and is strenuous in asserting that

he is not a rationalist.

We simply mention briefly the remaining points for which our author

praises Ritschl : Fifth, his emphasis of the faith conception of the Christian

life as against the conception of love considered as mere ecstasy. Sixth, the

place given to the idea of the kingdom of God in theology. Seventh, the

application of a correct psychology to theological problems.

Although we have not been able to agree with Prof. Swing in his estimate

of Ritschl, and not always in his interpretation of Ritschl’s meaning, yet in

the main this book must be welcomed as another help to the understanding

of Ritschl
;
and the translation of the Unterricht will be a most valuable aid

to the first-hand acquaintance with him in English.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.
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Theologischer Jahresbericht. Unter Mitwirkung von Baentsch, O.

Clemen, Elsenhans, u. s. w. Herausgegeben von Dr. G. Kruger,
Professor in Giessen. Zwanzigster Band, enthaltend die Literatur des

Jahres 1900. Dritte Abtheilung: Systematische Theologie, bear-

beitet von Maver, Scheibe, Sulze, Elsenhans. Berlin :• C. A.
Schwetschke und iSohn, 1901. London: Williams and Norgate. New
York: Gustav E. Steckert. 8vo, pp. 797-1086.

This Annual Report of Theological Literature has been published in Ger-

many for twenty years. This issue is for the year 1900, and the present sec-

tion of it covers works on systematic theology which appeared during 1900.

We glean from it the following information and suggestions.

Prof. R. Seeb.erg in a review of the theology of the nineteenth century

makes these demands upon scholars in the twentieth century. New Testa-

ment men must give us a connected presentation of “ the history of primi-

tive Christianity, its life and thought.” Old Testament scholars must in

the first place give up their attempts “ to read critical notions into the

Scriptures and to know more than the Bible does”; they must also try to

give a true reproduction of the “ great religious historic picture which Jesus

drew from the Old Testament.” In the second place, there must be a scien-

tific clearing up in details of Old Testament development. Historians must
give greater attention to church history and history of doctrine in modern
times. The systematic theologian must undertake a more thorough study of

the doctrine of the Trinity, of Christology and soteriology. Finally, the

practical theologian must work for the promotion of the independence of the

Church, a more timely method of preaching and more vital apprehension of

social and ethical problems.

Troeltsch, in speaking of the relations of science and religion, makes
three demands upon modern theology: (1) it must set forth Christianity

and its study in connection with the whole science of religion
; (2) it must

come to an understanding with current philosophy and take some posi-

tion with reference to “ the final conceptions which arise from a sum-
ming up of scientific results and of the light which they shed upon a

complete view of the universe”; (3) it must recognize the assured

conclusions of other branches of knowledge and turn to account “ their sig-

nificance and efficacy for religious faith.” The school of Ritschl insists that

philosophy and theology must be kept apart
;
but Troeltsch, we see, takes

very different ground, though often supposed to belong to that school.

Schneider shows that morality apart from religion is impossible. Creraer,

in an essay on “Prophecy and Miracles in Connection with the History of

Redemption,” attacks the naturalistic explanation of the Old Testament by

the Wellhausen school and the ascription of “religious value” only to the

miraculous by the followers of Ritschl. Bible history contains a supernatural

revelation which is not subject to the law of development, but to quite

another, as Paul puts it in Rom. v. 20—the law of sin. In this revelation are

prophecy and miracles, which are objects of Christian faith now as in the past.

Niebergall argues that Christianity is the absolute religion : it is not merely
“ the high peaks of the development of the religions,” it is an “ importation

of the divine life itself.” He describes this absolute religion as the “ comple-

ment, the pleroma to the needs of a normal moral personality,” and as felt

inexperience to be “the satisfying of our most important longings.’’ He
insists that all methods of systematic theology must presuppose the super-

natural.

Harnack’s book on the “ Nature of Christianity ” has called forth

many replies. Lasson says it includes both deistic and Romish teachings
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and says Harnack is not qualified to discuss such a subject scientifically.

Cremer and others criticise especially Harnack’s statement that Jesus Him-
self did not belong in the gospel which He preached. Paulsen defends “ the

scientific right of the Christian view of the universe in the modern world of

thought.” He sharply criticises monism and its claims, holding that as all

metaphysics and theories of the universe, present as well as those of former

ages, rest not upon objective but upon subjective personal grounds, they

have, therefore, no right to condemn the Christian view.

Bumiiller contests the theory that man descended from the animal. Muller

thinks the stars are not shown to be inhabited. Zehnder derives plant and

animal life from mechanical principles. Plate accepts Darwin’s “natural

selection ” and “ survival of the fittest ” as very important factors in the

growth of organic life, but does not think they explain the whole process.

Zockler declines to unite theology to any form of the theory of development,

for, beyond the mere fact of development, scientific men are agreed upon none

of its detailed applications. Prof. Eimer has just shown this in an elaborate

work on the doctrine of development as seen in the growth of butterflies.

Royce in his “ Conception of Immortality ” seeks to prove the immortality

of the soul from the longing in man for a definite individuality. Klapp

opposes materialism and pantheism as the chief enemies of immortality,

especially with arguments drawn from theories of knowledge. Stahelin

finds the gospels teaching the Christian hope as “the certainty of an eternal

perfection of life, which extends beyonds the limits of our naturally finite

being.”

On the person and work of Christ, Wacliter opposes the division of the

person of Jesus, as is done by some theologians, and demands faith in the

“whole Christ iu the whole Scriptures,” the God and man, the crucified,

living and risen, the future judge. Borchert defends the truthfulness of the

picture of Christ in the gospels by the argument that it contains many ob-

jectionable features which man’s idealizing efforts would never have in-

vented. The lowliness of Christ’s person called naturally for miracles as a

means of calling attention to Him; and the strangeness in His appearing

showed that He was not of this world. Hehn’s article, “ The Institution

of the Lord’s Supper a Proof for the Divinity of Christ,” shows that the

account of its origin is given in agreement by the chief New Testament

writers and that it was beyond all doubt celebrated in the primitive Church,

both of which form a “ convincing proof for the divine character of the per-

sonality of Jesus,” for they show Jesus here (1) setting forth His death as a

sacrifice for the sins of the woild, and (2) removing all doubts that might

arise from Ilis shameful sufferings. The celebration of the Supper recog-

nized Christ as Saviour and Lord, and as such the Church in this sacrament

recognized Him.
Steude discusses the relation of natural science to Christianity. He

regards as among the essentials of the latter the conception of God taught

by Jesus and the prayer of faith in His name, while of our Copernican world-

system the fundamentals are “ the two principles of all taking place under

law and of the development of the whole cosmos, the earth and its organic

life.” Such science, he holds, does not contradict Christianity, but rather

confirms it by increasing the feeling of the need of salvation, on the one

hand, and the certainty of salvation on the other. It does the one by show-

ing man his intellectual weakness, his littleness and the misery of the

creature ; it effects the other by leading to a power that rules the world by

law and brings all things to pass. Dennert shows from a study of three hun-

dred thinkers of all periods that faith and knowledge are not antagonistic

;

most of them were friendly to religion. Haeckel’s “World Riddle” has
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called forth much criticism. Bliedner opposes it as undermining psedagogy

and ethics. The philosopher Adickes calls it vulgar materialism and says

psychical occurrences can never be derived from material causes. Loofs

shows the ignorance and prejudice of the book. Zockler points out how
German scientists oppose Haeckel. Fischer assails the barren monism of

Strauss and Haeckel. Spitta insists that science can never reach its final

goal, the conquest over nature :
“ The more we know, the more nature veils

herself; we never penetrate to the heart, we see no end in sight, however
long we may think the way.” But the innate life of man, pressing on
toward ideals of moral perfection and unselfish affection, cannot grow with-

out faith in a God of love and in the immortality of the soul.

Niebergall shows that theosophy can support neither personal life nor ethics.

Paulsen insists that Kant believed in the possibility and necessity of meta-

physics in the sense of an inner concept ion. Dorner points out that at present

men are seeking the nature of religion, especially by way of psychology, and
then seeks to show that not a single psychological function wholly or largely

can be claimed for religion : religion rather is connected with all psychological

functions, and, however connected with such functions, depends partly upon
individuality and partly upon the stage of development of the person or

group of persons. The characteristic of religion lies in its relation to the

object with which it has to do, that is, to a supermundane being above our

personality. In this being the opposition of ego and non ego meets its solu-

tion. Hence the psychological basis of religion lies in this rational impulse

of man toward unity in an objective divine being. Dorner here opposes the

endaemonistic-moralistic view of religion held by the Ritschlian school.

Hermes traces the origin of religion to divine revelation, and in doing so

criticises other theories of its origin. Miinsterberg says of his book on psy-

chology : “My theme is the synthesis of Fichte’s ethical idealism with the

physiological psychology of our time.” Mind and matter are separate;

what is in the body a disturbance of physiological functions may be in the

soul a revelation
;
both may be true

;
there is no contradiction between

them, “since one may speak of the real, the other of the psychophysical

world. In psychophysics there are no miracles and in the world of our re-

ligious experiences there are no nervous systems.” Cohn agrees with Miin-
sterberg in opposing the widespread tendency toward “psychophysical
materialism ” by emphasizing pure mind and its testimony. Blanc takes the

same ground against Ribot, and Troeltsch against Haeckel, who by “normal
brain” covers up the problem to be solved.

Sell calls the liberal theology of Germany “ Christian humanism,”
and names men like Fox, Fichte, Carlyle and Lagarde as types of it.

Bornemann defines faith as communion of our personality with the

personal God through the person of Jesus Christ
; and the task of

theology as to bring this faith into harmony with the changing picture

of the universe which extra-theological scieuce presents. Kirn argues
that “no moral deduction can prove that forgiveness of sins is a neces-

sary element in the moral order of the universe; it will even fail to see

a priori, the moral possibility of such a thing. The annulling of legally

acquired guilt presents itself ever as a partial abolition of the law. There-
fore forgiveness of sins can be thought of only as the free act of a personal

moral ruler whose will is identical with the moral order and yet more com-
prehensive than what we know of it. God is greater than our hearts. And
that he is this he can credibly reveal only by presenting before our eyes this

union of moral purity and forgiving love in a historic personal life in Jesus
Christ.” Niebergall, agreeing with Kaftan against Troeltsch, concludes
from the need of man’s soul to be delivered from sin and guilt, also from the
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ethical contents of Christianity and the religious support of this content
offered in the gospel, that Christianity is absolute in the sense that the per-
son of its revealer arose in historic surroundings. Jesus is both our redemp-
tion and the culmination of our knowledge of the universe in one. To the

anticipated objection, “That is supernaturalism,” he replies, “Yes, it is

genuine, pure supernaturalism.” It is evident that Kaftan and his followers

are moving nearer to the traditional theology of the Church. Nosgen says it

is not enough to say the Bible contains a revelation
;
in that case the New

Testament would bring to expression only the spirit which lived in the
primitive Church. We should not get beyond the thoughts and feelings of

men
; the Scriptures would have a testifying and purifying power, but never

a regulative authority. Low views of the Bible mean low views of Chris-

tianity itself. A religion of revelation can exist only through testimonials

which, like a living fountain, ever send for'h such revelation to the wTorld.

It was by the gospel to which they bore witness that the apostles gave their

contemporaries the salvation of Christ and planted the life from God among
them. If this is not sure then we must put in its place tradition, after the

manner of Romanism, or the inner light of the spirit with the mystics.

Chicago. H. M. Scott.

V.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

The Moriscos of Spain : Their Conversion and Expulsion. By Henry
Charles Lea, LL.D. Philadelphia : Lea Bros. & Co., 1901. 8vo, pp.

xii, 463.

Mr. Lea in this substantial volume has added an important study to his

growing history of the Inquisition, but, as he himself remarks in his preface,

a study significant in itself and important in many ways outside its relations

to the Inquisition. The story that he tells is one well worth the telling. It

has a deep and weighty lesson to teach us. But it is infinitely sad, without a

relief of any kind from its dominant notes of fanaticism, cruelty and
suffering.

In the year 1492 Spain united, if not as yet consolidated, stood upon one
of those lofty pinnacles of success which by their very splendor become crises.

The year began with the achievement of the final conquest of Granada, and
closed with the discovery of America. Peace at home, commercial wealth

abroad, prestige everywhere, the glory of the Spanish kingdoms held the

civilized world in wonder. A liberal spirit had hitherto marked the dealings

of the rulers with the conquered Moors, and toleration both of race and
religion had long been the policy of the various Chris' ian kingdoms. But in

1480 the Inquisition had been introduced into Spain, and in 1498 it was
brought into Granada by Ximenes, then Archbishop of Toledo. Mr. Lea
fitly comments upon the result when he says :

“ History offers few examples

of retribution so complete and so disastrous as that which followed on the

fanatic labors of Ximenes.” Archbishop Talavera was interrupted in his

gentle methods of instruction and suasion and forced conversions became
the ecclesiastical policy of the state with the terrible Inquisition as its

instrument. For a hundred and fifteen years the blind policy went on

through epochs of rebellion, with ever-growing racial and religious antagon-

isms, to the final expulsion of the Moriscos in 1610 to 1614. This expul.-ion

robbed Spain of at least half a million of its most thrifty and intelligent

inhabitants, and left its manufactures, agriculture and trade prostrate. Its

one gain was religious uniformity.

Mr. Lea presents the story in the cold, clear light of his judicial method,
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in a style that is somewhat too hard and inflexible but, nevertheless, well

adapted to the nature of the history he has to relate. This work takes its

plaee by the author's other writings as the indispensable book in the English'

language on the subject of which it treats.

Lafayette College. Ethelbert D. Warfield.

Life and Letters of Thomas Henry Huxley. By His Son, Leonard
Huxley. 2 vols. New York : Appletons, 1900.

T. H. Huxley (1825-1895) was, next to Charles Darwin, during the latter

half of his lifetime, the most prominent representative of English science,

and the figurehead from that side in physico-scientific controversies. His

Life and Letters furnishes stimulating and in many respects sobering litera-

ture. As a man of science, he rendered excellent service, delivering us from

the archetypal philosophy of Richard Owen, which in the fifties reigned

supreme, and which formed an artificial barrier in the way of biology
;
next

he cleared away the fogs that beclouded people's views as to the Darwinian
theory, and he incidentally showed that this theory was not inconsistent

with teleology, whilst to the last he exposed the gap in its argument due to

the absence of proof that varieties become mutually infertile. And all

along the way his tracks are marked by pregnant observations, far-reaching

generalizations and hypotheses, and by the dissipation of errors.

Even more remarkable are his services to morality and to religion, not

merely by his wholesome criticisms, but by many frank statements in an
apologetic way, though often with some set-off that chills our gratitude.

Though himself hostile to the acceptance of Bible miracles, he shows that

Hume’s argument against them involved the fallacy that induction can

give certainty in the stricter sense : he maintained that Science has nothing

to say against miracles, except to require evidence for them ;
that “ there is

no absurdity in theology that you cannot parallel by a greater absurdity of

Nature;” that “the philosophical difficulties of Theism now are neither

greater nor less than they have been ever since Theism was invented and
he repeatedly endorses the great argument of Butler’s Analogy

,
main-

taining that its argument is not weakened by evolution-theories. Of course

in doing this he restricts his endorsement to the apologetic, which is the

proper use of the argument. He went so far as to defend the use of

prayer, which Tyndall and others had assailed, and which had been jetti-

soned by some of the English prelates. He maintained that the objection

from the interference of fixed laws does not apply :
“ It is as logically absurd

for me to ask you to answer this letter as to ask the Almighty to change the

weather:” and he, a stiff believer in determinism and repudiating the possi-

bility of chance, maintained that the prayer-controversy was only the old

puzzle as to freedom and necessity over again.

He goes further, almost as if in Miltonic spirit he aimed

To justify the ways of God to man ;

for he declares the government of the world to be rigorously just and kind and
beneficent. He writes, “ It is obvious to me that the wicked does not
flourish, nor is the righteous punished. The gravitation of sin to sorrow is

as clear as of the earth to the sun, and more so.” Thus he is not pessimistic,

and on the other hand he is no optimist ; like most sensible people he thought
that the world might be much worse than it is, and also that it could be
much better. Nay more, this hater of theological dogma becomes very

dogmatic in replying to Broad-church clergy who sought his imprimatur for

one of their characteristic manifestoes. He responded by showing that facts
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are against the “ Broad ” views, that men sin and the consequences of their

sins reach to generations of their posterity, and that people are often

punished for the sins of others; and he clinched his argument by adding,
“ The theological doctrines to which you refer are as well based as any in

physical science, and erroneous beliefs, in other spheres as well as in

theology, are punished even when conscientious
;
and there is nothing in the

theological dogmas more contradictory to our moral sense than is to be
found in the facts of nature.”

His service to morality and to the Bible as its friend and teacher was not

the spurt of a moment or of a particular occasion, but the aim of his life.

He even made a valuable contribution to our view of morality, by bringing

out the truth that physical laws go along with the laws of positive morality,

as being sanctioned by penalties for their trangression. When somebody
asked his advice as to using alcoholic stimulants for helping in brain-work,

he replied that whilst he was not rigidly opposed to alcohol he would prefer

a dose of arsenic, and that the man who wanted it for brain-work ought to

turn to hand-work, for such a man was not made for head-work. In the

London School Board, before and after his election, he was the leading

champion of morality and of the use of the Bible in the public schools. He
urged that “ people may talk about intellectual teaching, but what we prin-

cipally want is the moral teaching and “ the most effective help is not

scientists or philosophers, but the parson, the sister, the Bible-woman.”
He thought that if we could get twenty-one years of the public schools free

from petty rivalries, for training the young in morals and Bible history, this

would prove a permanent gain
;
and for his own part he did his utmost to

further this good. In his later years he returns to the subject, saying that
“ as English literature, as world-old history, as moral teaching, as the Magna
Charta of the poor and of the oppressed, the most democratic book in the

world, he could not spare it. Tiie human race is not yet, and probably may
never be, in a position to dispense with it.” He admired most of all the Old
Testament, especially the prophecies of Isaiah and Micah, and wondered at

the genius for Monotheism and morality manifested by the rude Jewish

people. He speaks of morality having been invented by men, greatly to

their credit
;
and on another occasion while praising it, he declines to discuss

the question whence it came.

He declared that it was specially requisite that he with his peculiar views

should live rightly
;
and he resisted influences that would divert him from

his plan. He was charitable even in the time of his proverty—sold his royal

medal in order to assist the widow of a deceased brother; gave and begged

assistance for the indigent family of a companion of his life at sea; asked

wealthy people who were pressing a gift upon him, in recognition of surgical

help to one in extremis
,
to give the money to another who was in need of

help; and gave much of his own time and labor to gratuitous lectures on
science for the London workmen. His son informs us that his conversation

was studiously free from “ expletives,” and speaks of the numerous expletives

that are in his letters to intimate friends as only a form of writing ; but such

offensive expressions ought not to have been perpetuated in the printed

letters if they were only the secrets of intimacy.

He loved to see sound politics and religion occupy the chief attention of

the people. His own politics would have been Tory, but he despised Disraeli,

and he actually feared that Randolph Churchill would betray his friends by
adopting Irish Home-Rule. His hostility to Home-Rule and his distrust of

popular suffrage joined with other causes in making him hate Gladstone. In

pleading for education he declared that a bright man when both ignorant

and miserable is a public danger. He despised the Positivist philosophers as
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the most offensive of humbugs, and the men that he esteemed most highly

were the earnest Christians. Magee, Bishop of Peterborough, Charles

Kingsley and Gordon of Khartoum were admired by him ;
after an interview

in which Gordon told him that death was to him only a larger and better

life, he wished that he could receive this doctrine
;
and he contrasted with

it his own prospect “of going growling out of existence as a ventose hypo-

chondriac.” At another time he said, “Give me evidence for immortality

and I would jump at it.” But the evidence which he demanded is from the

nature of the case impossible. Even when one rose from the dead, and this

the Son of God, he would not believe in his resurrection.

Though he seems to have had little animus against religion he acquired an

animus against some of its representatives, apparently ranking them with

the “shams” which he thought it his mission to denounce. His famous

onset at the Oxford meeting of the British Association, where he confronted

Bishop Wilberforce on the question of his simian ancestry, was in large

measure a struggle of wits. His tangle with Gladstone over the cosmogony
redounded little, we think, to the credit of either. Doubtless Gladstone

means well when he endeavored to demonstrate that Moses’ cosmogony was
reaffirmed by Prestwich’s geology

; but he was guilty of the tactical mistake

of setting up one of many possible exegeses of the terra ignota of Scripture,

as if it were true interpretation on which he might stake the authority of

the entire book
;
and ere long Huxley was able to chuckle over the demoli-

tion of his “ impregnable bulwark,” and to call him a “ copious shuffler ”

for his manner of conducting the controversy. Afterward in his New York
lectures Huxley sneers at the various interpretations that have been offered

of this part, wondering at such versatility of language. His course in all this

was unfair
; every brief statement of a new case, like that in the preface of

one of his own books, is capable of various explanations by people who do
not previously understand the subject referred to ; and the sound method is

to argue from the known to the unknown. The infidel Haeckel is more
logical, as well as more candid, when he notes and praises the plan of the

beginning of Genesis as proceeding from the general to the particular,

according to the manner that modern science favors. We may also cite

William H. Green’s excellent method of disposing of the anthropological diffi-

culty about patriarchal chronology : he shows that we really have no data in

Scripture for developing a patriarchal chronology, long or short.

The question remains how so good a man as Huxley ever became a leader

of skepticism. To this we have the ready answer in his own letter to his

friend Charles Kingsley :
“ Twenty years ago I read Hamilton’s Philosophy

of the Unconditioned
,
and from that time till this ontological speculations

have been folly to me.” Hamilton taught him that he could know nothing
except in a relative manner; that he could place no reliance on his knowl-
edge of either world : and he was so good in physical investigations as not to

be misled about them; but he was misled as to higher things in which the

evidence is less direct, though to many it is even more forcible than for

physical questions. He did not deny theism or providence or the resurrec-

tion and immortality or the possibility of miracles, but only said that he was
not satisfied as to the evidence; against Canon Wace he used the artifice of

calling up ;o his help the Roman Catholics whom he disliked above all

others : he cited Cardinal Vaughan’s declaration that the miracles of Scrip-

ture are no better authenticated than the alleged miracles of medisevalism.

The effect of all this was that when his children or his friends died, his only

comfort was in the retrospect of what they had been
;
no prospective word was

ever spoken, and there was no looking up for help. The perusal of his letters

makes one think how much one looses when he fails to trust in God. Huxley
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always resented the imputation that his agnosticism was only veiled

atheism
;
and although we must say that he was often cruel in denouncing

things that to us seem precious, we note with wonder as well as interest the

inscription, written by his wife, and at his special request carved on his

tomb. It is true that it has an “ if ” in its reference to a future life
;
but

God honored the prayer of the King of Nineveh, which in its adverse enviro-

raent rose no higher than a “ who knows.” For the rest, these sweet lines

point to a personal and beneficent providence :
—

Be not afraid, ye waiting souls that weep,

For still He giveth His beloved sleep
;

And if an endless sleep He wills, so best.

Princeton University. George Macloskie.

An Outline of Psychology. By Edward Bradford Tichener.
New York: The Macmillan Company. London: Macmillan & Co.,

1896. 8vo, pp. xiv, 352. There are several later editions.

Within a generation the science of Psychology has been completely

changed in its scope and treatment. For centuries this treatment was philo-

sophical, the subjective preponderated over the objective, especially since

the days of Anaxagoras and the Sophists.

The great philosophers, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, sought to restore the

balance between the ego and the non-ego
,
between the subject and the object.

They viewed the soul in a double aspect, as an independent existence, and as

imprisoned in and confined by the body. They developed Psychology into

an independent science, the knowledge of the soul. But the dualism which

they introduced avenged itself iu the later schools of philosophy. Intellect-

ualism preponderated with the Stoics : the wise man did not only rule his

epithumia ,
his lower desires, but he sought to destroy them. The Epicu-

reans, on the other hand, found the summum bonum in this epithumia.

Christianity, with its revealed doctrine of the immortality of the soul,

changed the entire aspect of Psychology. The body was now no longer

considered as the prison of the soul, but as its organ, in which and through

which the soul acted. With its two powers, intellect and will, it dominated

the object and was capable of penetrating to the essence behind the

phenomena—it was able to distinguish the truth from the lie, the good from

the evil. By the side of the intellect stood conscience, the one with a logical

the other with an ethical standard. For ages this Psychology, for which the

fundamental lines were laid down by Augustine, ruled supreme.

Then the change came with Descartes and Bacon. Empiricism began to

assert itself in Psychology. Locke was its pioneer, whilst Ileid in Scotland

and Royer-Collard and Cousin in France followed in the new way, till

Kant, Comte and Mill boldly taught that all the soul we know consists of a

series of mental processes, whilst no man can say whether or not a real

existence lies behind the phenomena which we observe. The soul in this

new Psychology became therefore a complex conglomerate of conscious

states and affections, which were to be studied in their interrelation and
mutual reaction.

An attempt is made to eliminate all metaphysics from modern Psychology

and it limits itself to the sphere of inductive phenomenology ;
it is

designedly a ‘‘ Psycliologie olme seele,” an “ Erscheiuungslelire des Bewust-

seius.” The soul is no louger a spiritual substance, nor has it any faculties

of its own. As has been said, the true scientific character of modern
Psychology is sought in its entire severance from metaphysics, and thus a
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distinction is made in all the recent works on the subject between
“ popular ” and “ scientific ” Psychology.

The latter has become wholly empirical and limits itself to the phenomena
of the psychic life. A necessary outcome of this limitation is an entirely

new view of these phenomena themselves. For since the psychic and the

physical phenomena are so closely related, the first are to be considered as a

result or at least as a necessary concomitant of the latter. Thus Herbart

began to speak of a “Statik und Mechanik des Geistes.” Weber and
Fechner introduced the new method of studying Psychology by experimen-

tation, such as is applied to the natural sciences. This new phase of the

science was called “ Psychophysik.” And Wundt, in his Grundzuge
,
devel-

oped these Psychophysics into a physiological-psychology, which seeks to

establish the fixed laws which govern the interrelation of the physical and
psychological phenomena. The modern psychologist therefore bases his

studies on mathematical, anatomical, chemical, mechanical, physical and
physiological experiments. It is needless to say that we owe much to these

experiments and to these searching investigations for a deeper conception of

the doctrine and life of the soul. JSTo earnest effort at the deepening of the

sources of knowledge is ever in vain. But it is equally evident that this

mechanical conception of the life of the soul has tended and must inevitably

tend to materialism.

America follows in the wake of the German schools. Our students and
scholars cross the sea for the final touches of their education, and import

from Germany into this country the new concepts of scientific investigation,

more or less perfectly digested. We do comparatively little original work,

as a glance at our scientific books will show. There is vastly more of revolu-

tion of German thought in American brains than of evolution of original

ideas. Thus we are also adopting the modern concepts of Psychology in

America.

As an example we may take the work of Dr. E. B. Tichener, An Outline *

of Psychology

,

which since 1896 has passed through several editions. It is

therefore manifestly popular in our schools and with our teachers. And no
one who candidly examines the book can fail to appreciate its scholarship.

A glance at his bibliography however will convince one immediately of the

unqualifiedly German character of the work. The names above mentioned
and many others abound in it: Herbart and Weber, Fechner and Lotze,

Helmholtz and Ebbinghaus, but especially W. Wundt, whose Grundzuge der

pliysiologisclien Psycholngie seems to form the very substratum of the work.

He defines Psychology as the “science of mental processes” (7). It
“ deals with processes, never with things ” (7). Mind is defined as “ the sum
total of mental processes expeiienced by the individual during his lifetime ”

(11). To show how completely he has followed Wundt we need but to read

what he has to say of the aim of the psychologist. He seeks “ I. To analyze

concrete (actual) mental experiences into the simplest components; II. To
discover how these elements combine, what are the laws which govern their

combination
;
and III. To bring them into connection with those physio-

logical (bodily) conditions” (15). The whole system is therefore one of

physio-psychology. After we are told that mind is “ the sum total of mental
processes during the lifetime of an individual,” we are informed “ that we
shall never understand what mind can do, until we have grasped what mind
is.” (22). Sensations are described as “ those elemental conscious processes,

which are connected with definite bodily processes indefinite bodily organs ”

(35). With the treatment of the “ Affections ” the author seems conscious of

the increased difficulties of the subject in hand. He therefore starts out with
the statement that “ we can quite well conceive of a mind, which should be
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entirely made up of sensation processes arising from the interconnection and
intermixture of sensations (perceptions and ideas).” “ Certain mythologies,

we are told, represent the divine mind to be of this type: it is omniscient

({. e., the ideas of which it consists form the total sum of all possible ideas) ”

(100). This statement is extremely hazardous and misleading, for on the

authority of the author we are to believe that such a conception of mind is

possible, whilst most of us might differ with him and hold that both the

affections and the sensations are necessary to this conception. A1 1 the ‘ 1 mind”
we know at least exhibits both. The author admits that affective experience
“ can be described only in a roundabout way,” and that the direct method,
for effective wmrk, must be “ supplemented by an indirect physiological

method, which allows us to infer the presence and intensity of affective pro-

cesses from their bodily consequences” (110). Induction must therefore

come to the assistance of experimentation.

When we ask what is the “ ego,” the conscious self in man, we are told

that it is “ a mind, the mind which is given with the individual body and
whose constitution is determined by that body.” Self “ is the sum total of

conscious processes, which run their course under the conditions laid down
by my bodily tendencies ” (300) ; this self cannot be “ objectified,” cannot

be conceived as something really apart. Here physio-psychics stand out in

all their nakedness. The body and the spirit are identified. It is therefore

impossible “ to think of mind as something apart from mental processes,

and of intellect, feeling and will as faculties, with which this something is

endowed” (307). Since there is no judgment, as a faculty of the soul,

“ reasoning is the name given to a successive association of ideas ” (314).

In summing up, the author gives a whole chapter to the task of combating

popular psychology. Mind should not be regarded as “a permanent back-

ground, against which the processes stand out, or an active and directive

principle, by which the processes are originated and regulated ” (356).

“ There is no psychological evidence of a mind, which lies behind mental

processes. Introspect ion reveals no trace of it. There is no psychological

evidence of a mental activity above or behind the stream of conscious

processes. There is no evidence of mental continuity and coherence, which

cannot be met by evidence of a contrary tenor ” (359). “ Every mental

process is conditioned on a bodily process.” “ There is no psychosis without

neurosis” (360). “ Mind may simply be the efflorescence of brain activity,

an invariable concomitant aud index of brain value, but itself only an epi-

phenomenon, a symptom and not a cause” (361). The theory that the

mind influences the body spontaneously, of its own initiative, is considered

contradictory of the law of the conservation of energy, for “ the whole

universe is a mechanical universe, all its energies are mechanical” (362).

Matter is therefore enthroned and spirit is completely denied. It has

neither lawrs nor energies of its own. Empiricism must rule everywhere.

As a man of science, the modern psychologist 11 deals with an organism, with

a system of functions, with a developing whole; he has no concern with

ultimates. As a philosopher, reflecting upon the data and methods and

results of science and scientific inquiry, he finds a resting place for tbought

in experience, than which, as Shadworth Hodgson says, there is no larger

word, and but for which we have, in the last resort, no means or materials

for framing any hypothesis whatsoever ” (368).

See here, mostly in the author’s own words, the final aspect and the final

aims of this new science, as taught in our schools. Empiricism the sole

standard of valuation of our ideas; without it no rest for the earnest seeker

after truth ; the phenomena and the noumena coextensive ; no horizou beyond

that which the eye can measure
;
no existence beyond what we can see and
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handle and verify. But is it scientific and logical ? Does the distinction

which Kant has established between the ‘‘ Pure Reason ” and the “ Practical

Reason ” go for naught ? Is it true that the mind, the soul, our ego, is

incapable of any other impressions than those which come to us through

bodily organs and bodily functions ? Experimentation can after all only

touch the cortex of the phenomena themselves, it cannot penetrate to their

mtdulla; and least of all can it settle the question of the existence or non-

existence of the ego, the substantial mind, back of the phenomena. Empi-

ricism cannot settle this question .any more than it can settle that of the

existence of a personal God. In the last resort the mind appeals to a higher

court than that of experimentation.

Is it possible, as is demanded by the new Psychology, to sever it from

metaphysics ? Does not the new psychologist feel that, nolens volens, he

carries metaphysical ideas into the research of his subject ? Either the

severance must be complete or it does not exist at all. Dr. Bavinck has

correctly said that every psychologist adheres to one or another metaphysical

view of the soul, carries it into his investigations and forever returns to it in

the end. One is either a Pantheist, a Materialist or an Atheist in his concep-

tion of the soul. Titchener follows Wundt in this respect, and starts with

materialism and in the end returns to it. Is not the very stress which is laid

on empyrics metaphysical and philosophical in its nature? For in “ intro-

spection,” on which so much stress is laid, the subject who concentrates his

attention on certain phenomena thereby separates these phenomena from
his ego, which he makes the conscious factor of determining their value.

The empirical method can at best only cover an infinitesimal portion of the

phenomena, in the field of investigation; and it can never touch the real

inwardness of the matter. The deeper lying mental phenomena are too

elusive and ethereal to permit of exact measurement and valuation.

“ In’s innere der natur dringt kem erschaffener geist.”

The mere study of physical actions does not explain their nature. We
may study the interrelation between the body and soul, the influence oh
brain and heart and nerves of certain outward impulses, which lead to

certain regularly returning results, but all this does not explain the real

riddle. At death, when the tie between the body and the spirit is dissolved,

mental and spiritual activity are not rarely preternaturally active. Martyrs

who have been torn and maimed and crushed until, according to Weber’s
own law, all further sensation must have been impossible, because the acme
of effort was reached (83, 89), have shown themselves to be wholly inde-

pendent of the maimed body in their mental activity, oblivious of suffering,

calm, serene, triumphant, indicating, if the study of phenomena means any-

thing, that, back of all the functions of the mind associated with the body,

mind itself exists as an entity, as a self-existent thing, which if necessary

can act without the physical sphere.

To know how a sensation arises, how an affection originates and reveals

itself in physical phenomena, is by no means equivalent to the knowledge of •

these things. Back of the phenomena lie the noumena and. these are evasive,

inapproachable, intangible. The task of Psychology is therefore distinct

from that of Physiology. To a certain extent these two sciences interpene-

trate each other, and we owe much to their comparative study. But they

are not coextensive. The phenomena on their outer side belong to the sphere

of the physiologist. His work is empirical and mechanical. But the psy-

chologist, who studies the nature and interrelation of mental states and
actions and affections, must go deeper and must seek to know these in their

nature and essence. Without metaphysics he will be unable to perform this

22
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task. The very nature of his work will force him again to embrace what he

now scornfully rejects. For the very process of his attempt to penetrate

into the inner meaning and interrelation of mental processes is a metaphysi-

cal one. The body in itself is inert, a complex organism, no more. But
^ife, the soul-idea introduces a new element into the discussion. As Dr.

Bavinck lias said, “ The soul is the form, the motive power, the principle

of the body
;
and the body is the matter, the possibility of the soul. They

are as intimately associated as the wax and the figure that is imprinted

thereon
; as the marble and the statue that is cut from it. But beyond that

we know nothing.” Beyond that is mystery. The soul is life; wherever

there is life there is soul, and wherever there is life there is an unfathomable

mystery.

According to the old trichotomic idea a soma, a psuche and a pneuma
exist. The soma is mere matter, all the material world is soma ; beyond it

lies life, change, possible activity, the psuche. This psuche the plant exhibits.

But here its activity is only plastic and constructive. It maintains the plant,

it enables it to run its weary round of molecular changes ; it fructifies and is

fructified, it reproduces, it perishes. Here there is neither consciousness

nor desire. The idea of the psychic identity of all life—plant life, animal

life, human life—is not a Darwinian discovery, is not an evolutionary postu-

late, but is as old as metaphysics. In the animal there is also a psuche.

But here it strides immeasurably ahead of the plant existence. It is not

only organic and organizing, but it is sensitive. It exhibits and exercises

the powers of observation, sensation, memory, impulse, instinct, desire, pas-

sion. But with all this the psychic subject, as far as we know (and I say it

with considerable reservation, for no one has ever yet unlocked the secrets

of the inner chambers of this psychic life of animals) has no consciousness.

The animal has no ego, which recognizes itself in the subject. It realizes

the objective world and itself in its relation to it. The animal is conscious

of pain, hunger, thirst, fear, impending danger, what not. But whilst all

these activities of the physic life centre in the subject, the subject does not

penetrate into their meaning and is therefore not self-conscious, so far as we
can determine. In man the psychic life takes a sudden upward bound, which

separates it, as with an unfathomable gulf, from the lower types. With the

older philosophers plants, animals and men are animalia ,
bearers of the

animus, the psychic life-principle. But man alone is the animal rationale.

He has consciousness, but also reason and will. And this conscious ego dif-

ferentiates him from the world without and gives him his unique positiou in

creation. And this very secret of the self-consciousness of the human ego

and its origin is the bete noir of the evolutionist and the avowed stumbling-

block of the modern psychologist. In man the soul becomes spirit. Hence

the almost universal consciousness of its immortality. Hence the conscious-

ness of the independent existence of the ego, intimately related to but not

identifiable with the body. The study of the phenomena of this mysterious

existence can therefore not exhaust its essence.

The soul is more than the “ sum total of the mental processes experienced

by the individual during his lifetime.” Mind is not secreted by the brain,

as gall is by the liver and urine by the kidneys, as Bueclmer, Moleschott and

Vogt have held. These positions appear wholly untenable. For the very

statement that “ bi'ain secretes thought,” or that other one that “ there is no

psychosis without neurosis,” is a metaphysical statement and proves the sub-

stantiality of the mind. For these conclusions, based on observation, can

only be reached by the thinking soul, whose existence is denied. In a way, I

can penetrate into my own mind
;
but how can the observer, who experi-

ments on me and who tabulates the results, reach any conclusion as regards
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the phenomena which he observes, without a purely metaphysical activity

of the mind ? The finest spun-out observations have yet failed to establish

the fact that brains think. The brains are only the organ of the mind,

not the mind itself. Just as little as the hand is the subject and the cause

of my grasping, or the eye is the subject and cause of my vision, just so little

is the brain the subject and cause of my thinking. Back of all my bodily

organs, of which the brain is but one, stands myself, my ego, my soul.

As Dr. Bavinck has said, this materialistic conception of the mind does not

explain the riddle, but only complicates it. All the deductions of modern
Psychology are subjective. If it be true that “ mind is the sum total of the

mental processes, experienced by the individual during his lifetime,” is it

not evident that this definition wholly individualizes the data to be obtained ?

If there be “ no psychosis without neurosis,” who shall tell us that the results

obtained in experimenting with different individuals form a safe basis of

generalization ? How shall I study the data obtained otherwise than by

induction or deduction, and by so doing do I not enter the domain of meta-

physics ? Titchener has felt this difficulty. In treating of Affection as a con-

scious element he says, “ There are two chief difficulties in the way of affec-

tive investigation. We cannot attend to a pleasantness or unpleasantness

;

and we can describe our affective experience only in a roundabout way. Hence
if we were confined exclusively to the employment of psychological method
—the method of experimental introspection—we should find it very hard to

give an adequate account of affective experience. Fortunately we can sup-

plement this direct method by an indirect physiological method, which

allows us to infer the presence and intensity of affective processes from their

bodily consequences.” A purely deductive method therefore; but if this is

not metaphysics what is ?

But moreover the study of the new Psychology will convince one of the

futility of the effort to deduct psychical phenomena from physiological

causes. The effort is barren. Consciousness, the affections, the will,

remain inexplicable riddles. All the attempts at their solution, brilliant as

they have been, have only involved the subject in greater mystery. And
finally, as we said before, the new methods and theories contradict our own
consciousness. We are conscious of a dualism in our existence. Two forces

are at work in us, the physiological and the psychological, the bodily and the

mental, the material and the spiritual. The idea of sweetness may reach my
consciousness along the channel of neurosis, that of virtue never can. The
world-idea is tangible, the God-idea is not. Place and time I can apprehend,

space and eternity I cannot. A trembling nerve is different from an affec-

tion
;
the rise of blood to the face is something else than shame. The first

is the phenomenon of a deeper seated something, which calls aloud from the

dark chambers of the soul. The consciousness of this dual existence warns

us against the present tendency of Psychology. Hodgson’s idea that “ ex-

perience is the largest word, than which there is no larger, and without

which we have no means nor material for framing any hypothesis whatever,”

is extremely modern, but also extremely shallow.

The Christian psychologist has a broader outlook than mere human
empiricism. He stands firmly on the theistic standpoint and knows that

God made him a living soul. The spirit is his principle of life, and it is

spirit because it is God-given. But he knows himself to be soul also. He
recognizes this in his body with all its powers and activities and conditions.

His spirit operates along lines which are more or less distinct from the

physical. As spirit he is related to the angels, as soul to the animals. As
soul he is most intimately related to the body and cannot exist without it

;

as spirit he can exist without the body and is therefore immortal. This
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Christian view of Psychology is not without its riddles, but it is more con-

sistent and less involved than the modern view. It cannot be studied with-

out metaphysics, but, as we have seen, no more can the modern Psychology.

As Ritschl failed in his endeavor to separate theology and philosophy, so

have Wundt and the new psychologists failed in the same effort as regards

Psychology. Mind never can be studied except by mind, that is metaphysi-

cally.

In its essence modern Psychology only reveals that mechanical Monism
which, under various aspects, rules the whole realm of human thought. It

is to be sharply distinguished from what is known as theological Monism. It

is but another name for bald materialism. Haeckel has denied this. He
claims to stand on the basis of the pure Monism of Spinoza, and is sure that

spirit can never exist or operate without matter. Matter to him is “exten-

sive substance,” spirit or energy is “ thinking substance and both together

form the divine world-soul, the universal substance. All this is undoubtedly

very clear to Haeckel ; to ordinary mortals it is as luminous as mud. All

life, under this system, is mechanical and is dominated by the law of causality,

which excludes all ultimates—almost identical with Titchener’s words, quoted

above. Mechanical Monism is therefore hylozoistic

—

i. e., the secret of all

life lies in matter. The inorganic and the organic, the lifeless and the liv-

ing, spirit and matter, all are one. Thus the secrets of mind and spirit are

explained. But I ask again, is it an explanation ? Does it stand the test

of sound thinking ?

Germany has given the answer. In the January number of the Theologische

Rundshau, an article appears entitled “Das Christentum und die Philoso-

phic der Gegenwart.” In it we are told that “ science demands,” as the

author says with fine sarcasm, that we shall thus materialistically explain

“nature and history, without the association of intelligent forces, from
causes which operate in a merely mechanical way.” But “to-day this

tendency may be considered as conquered,” since the principal investigators

and philosophers declare against it. Notwithstanding this, as a “ sentiment
— 1 Stimmung ’—it still controls a broad mass of well-trained minds, and

whoever understands the art of adorning it with the drapery of idealism

(‘ ihm ein idealistisch Mantelchen umzuhangen ’) can yet command a large

following.” This is a brand-new verdict from Germany. Shall we as Ameri-

cans do the draping with the idealistic “ Mantelchen ?” Shall we allow this

“ Stimmung ” to rule unchallenged in our American schools ?

Holland , Mich. Henry E. Doskep.

Ward Hill at College. By Everett T. Tomlinson, Author of Ward Hill at Wes-
ton, Ward llill the Senior, etc. 12mo, pp. 2.58. (Philadelphia: A. J. Row-
land, 1899.) This is the third and concluding volume of the Ward Hill series

(see this Review, x, p. 588). It is hardly equal to the preceding volumes

—

as sequels seldom are : but the interest of the story is well sustained. The
boys we have known in their school-life are here carried to Rutgers College,

allowed some escapades which they should have avoided, but on the whole

given a wholesome college discipline, and sent out fine manly fellows into

the world. As in the earlier volumes, the religious element is slight and
not very well depicted. Otherwise the story may be heartily commended as

sure to interest young readers and full of sanity. Winter Adventures of

Three Boys in the Great Lone Land. By Egerton R. Young, Author of By
Canoe and Dog-train, etc. With illustrations. 8vo, pp. 377. (New York:
Eaton & Mains, 1899.) A delightful book of adventure for boys, as whole-

some and instructive as absorbingly interesting.










